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Polluted waters listed

53 sites in region are nominated; more widespread testing
accounts for 47 percent increase, experts say

By Terry Rodgers
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

November 6, 2001

With million-dollar homes perched on a scenic coastal bluff, Pacific Beach Point
looks as pristine as a postcard issued by the Chamber of Commerce.

But 27-year-old Jade Tindle, a surfer who's in the water every day, knows there
is an unsavory secret lurking in the sea at the place locals refer to as "P.B.
Point."

"The first couple of years I surfed there, I got extremely sick. A couple of times I
almost went to the hospital," said Tindle, who can't stay away because the
waves at the point are too perfect.

Bacteria from an unknown source are contaminating the water at Pacific Beach
Point, which marks the southern boundary of La Jolla.

The popular surfing spot is among the most chronically polluted beaches in San
Diego, and one of 53 sites in the region nominated for a statewide list of
"impaired" water bodies.

The list was last updated in 1998, when 36 beaches, streams, lagoons and lakes
in the region were deemed impaired because the water was no longer suitable
for swimming or fishing, or was harming wildlife.

"What it boils down to is that (it) becomes our list of priorities for cleaning up
contaminated water bodies," said Deborah Jayne, a water-quality expert for the
state.

While the new list represents a 47 percent increase, experts say it's the result of
better information from more widespread water testing, rather than a dramatic
rise in pollution.

"The list helps us face the truth about the kind ofjob we're doing," said Laura
Hunter of the Environmental Health Coalition. "It helps us prioritize what areas
will get the extra help they need."

The list of nominations was compiled by scientists with the San Diego Regional
Water Quality Control Board, a state agency charged with enforcing the federal
Clean Water Act. It oversees water quality from the mountains to the sea,
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including 85 miles of coastline from Laguna Beach in Orange County to the
U.S.-Mexico border.

"Most pollution you can't see," Hunter said. "When it's rainy, you will see a lot
of foam. But most of the chemicals and toxins in our water are not visible."

Bodies of water on the list are given a low, medium or high priority. The
worst-polluted water bodies are subject to enforcement action by the regional
board, which will develop a plan to reduce the pollutants.

"Cities with sites listed for immediate action will have to actively participate in
reducing pollution," said Ruth Kolb, a storm-water pollution expert for the city
of San Diego.

More beaches made the list than any other category of water body because the
coastline is more closely monitored than rivers or streams. A state law passed in
1998 mandated increased testing for bacteria contamination from May through
October.

Hunter said the Environmental Health Coalition wants the list expanded to
include the Southern portion of San Diego Bay, which is affected by hot water
and chlorine from the South Bay power plant, and areas around North Island
Naval Air Station affected by oil spills.

Not everyone likes the way the list was put together.

The Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works, which
represents sewer agencies, has complained that the listing process is flawed.
They're afraid the burden for cleaning up the polluted waters will fall on their
shoulders.

The sewer agencies "are looking for consistency," said Mary Jane Foley, a
consultant for the alliance. "Science and public policy must always intersect."

The list includes urban and rural polluted bodies of water. "Pollution is a very
equal opportunity agent," said Bruce Reznik, executive director for San Diego
Baykeeper.

Chollas Creek, a seasonal stream that drains a highly urbanized area of
southeast San Diego, is listed as impaired because of heavy metals and high
bacteria. Auto body and repair shops and industrial sites may be at fault.

Lake Hodges, a suburban reservoir that is an emergency drinking-water source
for San Diego, made the list because the water is high in phosphorus, which
comes from fertilizers, as well as nitrogen-based nutrients and salt and other
minerals that are dissolved in the water.

Reznik said the next step is for the government to begin identifying the sources
of contamination so they can eventually be eliminated.

"The reality is our waters have been this bad for a while, and the list is a
recognition ofthat," he said. "My gut feeling is that it's still probably a drastic
undercounting of our polluted water in San Diego."

Regional board officials acknowledge the list isn't definitive.

"We don't have enough data to do a proper assessment of all our water bodies,"
said Jimmy Smith, an environmental scientist with the regional board.

Communities near a body of water on the impaired list should first take notice,
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then take action, Smith said. "I would talk to your city officials, find out what's
going down your storm drains and go out and get involved."

The state's nine regional boards used to control their own lists, but that power
has been transferred to the state Water Resources Control Board in
Sacramento.

The San Diego board will hold a workshop Dec. 5 to hear public comments on
changes to the list. Later this winter, the Water Resources Control Board will
finalize the statewide list, which three years ago included 509 bodies of water.

The San Diego regional board has jurisdiction over 3,900 square miles of
watershed encompassing southwest Orange County, southwestern Riverside
County and the portion of San Diego County west of the Laguna Mountains.
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DATE: November 5, 2001

TO: Interested Parties

SUBJECT: * * PUBLIC WORKSHOP RESCHEDULED'" ,..
Draft Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Water, 2002 Update

Public Workshop Rescheduled
The public workshop tentatively scheduled for November 29, 2001 has been rescheduled for
Wednesday, December 5, 2001. The public workshop will begin at 0900 at the office of the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region (Regional Board, 9174 Sky
Park Court, Suite 100). The workshop will provide information on the process involved in
creation of the Section 303(d) list, the waterbodies and pollutants listed and give the public a
chance to comment. All public comments must be written and comply with the attached form.

Local Informal Public Process
Two public review and comment processes will be conducted to receive input on the draft list.
An informal process will be conducted locally, and a formal public process will be conducted in
Sacramento.

The informal local public process began on October 24 with the release and posting of the draft
list. Also on October 24 the draft list was presented to Regional Board members as an
informational item only. The draft list was not approved by the Regional Board or it's members.
The draft list was forwarded to the State Board on October 31, 2001. On December 5, 2001 the
Regional Board will conduct an informal local public workshop on the draft list.

On a regional level, public comments will be accepted and considered. If significant changes
result from public comments and from the public workshop, the draft list will be revised, the
changes sent to the State Board and a second presentation will be made at an upcoming
Regional Board Meeting. Changes and updates can continue to be made and forwarded to the
State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) through the State Board's formal review
period.

Formal Public Process
This coming winter, the State Board will be addressing public comments and conducting a
public workshop(s). In early spring, the State Board will conduct a formal hearing(s) to consider
adopting the single statewide Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list of impaired waters. The
adopted list will be submitted to USEPA in the form of the State's biennial report on water
quality.

Availability of draft Section 303(d) List
On behalf of the (State Board), the (Regional Board) has posted the draft Clean Water Act
Section 303(d) list of Impaired Waters on its website: (http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwgcb9D.
Hardcopy versions of the list are also available at the office of the Regional Board.

California Environmental Protection Agency

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to'take immediate action to reduce energy consumption. For a list of
simple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our Web-site at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov.

Recycled Paper



Interested Parties - 2 - October 23,2001

Any questions or concerns can be directed to Mr. Jimmy Smith of the Regional Board at (858)
467-2732 or by email at303dlist@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov. The Regional Board looks forward to your
participation in this vital process.

Respectfully,

'JOHN H. ROBERTUS
Executive Officer
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board

California Environmental Protection Agency

Recycled Paper



Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters, 2002 Update
Public Comments, Questions and Concerns

The update of the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waterbodies is being
developed by the State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) as a single, statewide list
for submittal to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). An informal
public workshop will be conducted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San
Diego Region (Regional Board) on December 5, 2001 at the office of the Regional Board (9174
Sky Park Court, Suite 100, San Diego, 92123). Informal public comments can be submitted
using this form. Comments received before November 28, 2001 will be given priority ranking
when answering questions at the workshop.

State Board will be formulating a single, statewide list of impaired waters. State Board will be
conducting the formal public review and comment period, providing written responses to all
comments, conducting public workshop(s), conducting the formal public hearing and adopting
the formal statewide list.

Regional Board has solicited information, reviewed all readily available data and produced a
draft list of additions and changes to the Section 303(d) list of impaired waters. This list and
supporting documents can be viewed at the Regional Board website
(www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9/ProgramsfTMDU303d/303d.html) or at the office. Public comments
can be addressed to the Regional Board, but it will be the State Board that formally responds.
Every effort will be made to address all comments at the Public Workshop. All public comments
should adhere to the form below.

Name: Phone # _

Address: _

E-mail: _

Topic of Concern: '-- Staff Report pg # _

Questions I Concerns Only written comments will be addressed at the workshop. All

comments must be specific to the overall process of Section 303(d) list creation, the Regional

Board role, the State Board role, a listed waterbody or pollutant or to a waterbody or pollutant

that is not listed. _



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

303dlist
RZAINO @ci.santee.ca.us
Tue, Oct 30, 2001 4:52 PM
Re: 303d list

Mr. Zaino,
I received your phone message yesterday and this email tOday. The email seemedtohavenocontent.so

.1 will only address your phone message. If there are more concerns, please reply or call.

The 303d listing of the lower SD river is recommended for 5 constituents. The extent of impairment is
specific for each constituent. For chlordane, it is Y2 mile up and Y2 mile dowstream of Taylor Street. For
low dissolved oxygen, it is the lower portion of the river - all 20 miles. This extends from approximately
Lakeside to the ocean. For fecal coliform, the extent of impairment is from Fashion Valley Rd to the
ocean - approx. the lower 6 miles. The extent of impairment for Phosphorus is the same as for dissolved
oxygen. For TDS, it is the area between Old Mission Dam to Fashion Valley Road· approximately 15
miles.

I hope this helps clarify the issue.

I also invite you to an informal Public Workshop on 303d issues to be held on Nov 29,2001 at 0900 here
in Kearny Mesa. I hope you can attend. Check our website for details - address below.

Also, an updated 303d report will be available on our website by the end of the week.

-jimmy

>>> "Robert Zaino" <RZAINO@cLsantee.ca.us> 10/29/01 05:06PM »>
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Bruce Charest <bcharest@nassco.com>
<303dlist@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Fri, Oct 26, 2001 3:54 PM
303(d) List Letter

Hello:
I had a question about the above dated October 23, 2001 addressed to
Interested Parties. In the Background section the letter states that
"The State's most recent Seeton 303(d) list was approved in 1998 and
contains 509 waterbodies, many listed for multiple pollutants. The
Regional Board placed 36 water bodies on the 1998 list, with a total of
69 water body/pollutant combinations." So are the 36 water bodies
included in the 509 and other parties placed 473 or were the 36 and
addition to the 509?
Thanks
Bruce Charest



303d Presentation at Board Meeting - The Aftermath

Comments from Laurie Black

25 Oct 01

• Need to inform the public of significance and implications of 303d listed waters. Suggests

Robertus write an Op-Ed piece for the local papers - perhaps the editors could be a 3rd party

advocate

Comments from Wayne Baglin

• Data is available that shows poor water quality (due to bacteria) for Laguna Lakes from the

County of Orange. There are 3 lakes at this location, and #3 is the one most often impaired.

This drains to Laguna Cree.k and empties at Laguna Beach.

• Remove "mouth of orange" from pg 24 for Aliso Creek.

• The listing of Dana Point Harbor for dissolved copper comes as a "big surprise to

everyone." Major renovation projects are in the works that would intensify the use of the

harbor. BMPs need to be in place. Be sure to inform the Co of Orange about this listing.

• Check the listing of Doheny Beach - should it really be Laguna Beach? Pg 29

• Check the listing of Aliso Beach vs Capistrano Bay District. He thinks its Aliso Beach.

• Concerned about the Potential Rec 1 beneficial use. Feels it is difficult to clarify and to
\

enforce. We need to re-evaluate this designation. Feels would should dump the potential

and designate the waters as either Rec 1 or Rec 2.

• Concerned about the 1998 listing of Emerald Bay, which is in a privately owned part of

town. We need to re-evaluate this listing and notify the district that it is listed.

• Check 98 listing - extent of impairment for Laguna Beach and Aliso Beach.

Comments from Jack Minan

• Concerned that there is no uniformity in standards needed to list a waterbody.

• Concerned that there is no consistency in the monitoring dates of listed waterbodies. There is

no coherent strategy for sampling.

80th concerns addressed by Smith. Minan seemed to be satisfied with the answer.

Comments from Mary Jane Forrester Foley

• Concerned mainly with the process, and not the list itself



• Consultant to SCAP and read their letter.

• SCAP wants to make sure that the TMDL burden is shared with non-point source stake holders.

• She cannot attend the Nov. 29th workshop

• Likes the Watch vs Action list as put forth in the NRC report (part of NAS) on TMDLs. Feels it

could be useful for prioritizing TMDLs.

• Feels local dischargers (and environmental groups) do not have the funds to attend hearings in

Sacramento and hopes the State Board will conduct regional hearings.

• Would like to hammer out the issue of "Acceptance of Assessment" before discussing the list

itself

• Concerned over the lack of QA / ac requirements and standards.

• Stakeholders and interested parties have limited comment time.

• If fish can live and adapt to polluted waters, than maybe this kind of bio criteria is more

applicable than·water quality chemistry concentrations.

• Eliminate vague criteria! Criteria should be relevant to watershed characteristics

• Need for consistency among Regional Boards!

• LA is amending their Basin Plan in regards to REC 1

• Recommends a "tiered approach" as outlined in the 1986 EPA document for bacterial standards

that takes into account ''frequently used" vs "infrequently used beaches."

• Letter outlining the above sent to Robertus.

Craig Elliot, Speaking for David Loyd

• Resident of area near Agua Hedionda Lagoon

• On the Caleurpa action team

• Should add Caleurpa to the 303d list

• Look at the National Invasive Species Management Plan by EPA as it lists Caleurpa as a non

point source pollutant

• David Loyd works for the Encino Power Plant and also support listing.

Keith Pezzoli and Michael Bedar

• UCSD Urban Studies and Planning and the San Diego Super COmputer



• Want to help in TMDL process

• Has an integrated GIS database for the transborder area

• Wants to develop a web environment for public access

• Has in-house funds available =$1 OOk!! with Steve Miller to develop a system for the distribution

of environmental information

• Check out the Cal IT2 Project that hopes to develop a wireless, real time data access web portal

(Larry Smar? =head of this project)

• Lengthy discussion took place after presentation. He will e-mail a project proposal for the

internal funds that he hopes will ganar Regional Board support. Also discussed them giving a

presentation to Regional Board staff or a visit to UCSD to check out their project

• Has excellent maps of watersheds, topography, storm drains, etc... !!!

Comment from John Robertus

• Be sure to cross and double check agreement between HSA # and waterbody name.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

SAN DIEGO REGION

SPECIAL BOARD MEETING

AGENDA

Wednesday, October 24, 2001
9:00 a.m.

Regional ltVater Quality Control Board
9174 Sky Park Court, Suite 100

San Diego, California

The Regional Board requests that all lengthy comments be submitted in writing in advance of the
meeting date. To ensure that the Regional Board has the opportunity to fully study and consider
written material, comments should be received in the Regional Board's office no later than 5:00
P.M. on Wednesday, October 10, 2001, and should indicate the agenda item to which it is
applicable~ If the submitted written material is more than 5 pages or contains foldouts, color
graphics, maps, etc., 20 copies must be submitted for distribution to the Regional Board members
and staff. Written material submitted after 5:00 P.M. on Wednesday, October 17, 2001 will not
be provided to the Regional Board members and will not be considered by the Regional Board.

Comments on agenda items will be accepted by E-mail subject to the same conditions set forth for
other written submissions as long as the total submittal (including attachments) does not exceed
five printed pages in length. E-mail shouldbesubmittedto:rbagenda@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov.

Pursuant to Title 23, California Code of Regulations, Section 648.2, the Regional Board may
refuse to admit written testimony into evidence if it is not submitted to the Regional Board in a
timely mannel', unless the proponent can demonstrate why he or she was unable to submit the
material on time or that compliance with the deadline would create an unreasonable hardship.

NOTE C, attached to this Notice, contains a description of the hearing procedures that will be

followed by the -Regional Board. Hearings before the Regional Board are normally conducted
using procedures that do 110t include cross-examination. Parties requesting use of more formal
procedures must do so in accord with the directions in NOTE C. Any such request, together with
supporting material, must be received in the Regional Board's office no later than 5:00 P.M. on
Wednesdav, October 10, 2001.



Agenda Notice for October 24, 2001

11. Arrangements for Next Meeting and Adjournment
Wednesday, November 14, 2001- 9:00 a.m.
City of Laguna Niguel
City Hall Council Chambers
27801 La Paz Road
Laguna Niguel, California

Notifications

Page 3
I

J

A. Public notification of Regional Board staff's and Executive Officer's concurrence with the
environmental regulatory closure of former leaking underground storage tanks 1828 and 1832
located at Naval Computer and Telecommunications Station, Imperial Beach, California.
(Charles Cheng)

B. Public notification ofRegional Board staff's and Executive Officer's concurrence with the
environmental regulatory closure of former leaking underground storage tanks 981, 982 and
1005 located at Naval Air Station North Island, San Diego, California. (Charles Cheng)

C. Public notification ofRegional Board staff's and Executive Officer's concurrence with the
closure of fuel line release Site #67 at Fleet Industrial Supply Center, San Diego, California.
(Laurie Walsh)



Agenda Notice for October 24, 2001 Page 5

the use of an informal procedure, in accord with the directions below, will constitute consent to
the informal hearing (See Title 23, California Code ofRegulations , Section 648.7). Even with
a timely objection, an informal procedure may be used under the circumstances identified in
Governinent Code § 11445.20 (a) (b) or (d).

For formal hearings, designated parties must submit witness testimony prior to the hearing
date. During the formal hearing, witnesses will be allowed a limited time to orally summarize
the pertinent points of their testimony. Designated parties requesting a formal hearing must
submit 20 copies of the following information to the Regional Board. This information must be
received in the Regional Board's Office by the date indicated on the first page of this Agenda
Notice for the submission of a request for formal hearing:

III Witness testimony;
• The name of each proposed witness and the order in which witnesses will be called;
• A description/summary of what each witness' testimony is intended to prove; and,
• Identification of material factual issues in the dispute.

When a hearing is conducted using formal procedures, participants will be determined to be
either" designated parties" or other" interested persons". Only designated parties will have the
right to cross-examine witnesses. Interested persons do not have a right to cross-examination,
but may ask the Regional Board to clarify testimony.

Designated parties automatically include the Regional Board and any person to whom an order
is addressed (i.e., the Discharger(s)). All other persons wishing to testify or provide comments
at a formal hearing are interested persons. An interested person may request status as a
designated party for purposes of the f0l111al hearing. A request must be received in the
Regional Board's Office bv the date indicated on the first page of this A2:enda Notice for the
submission of a request for formal hearing. The request must explain the basis for status as a
designated party and, in particular, how the person is directly affected by the possible actions
of the Regional Board.

For any hearing (formal or informal) the Chair will allocate time for each party to present
testimony and comments and to question other parties if appropriate. Interested parties will
generally be given 3 minutes for their comments. Where speakers can be grouped by
affiliation or interest, such groups will be asked to select a spokesperson. The Chair may
allocate additional time for rebuttal or for a closing statement. Time may be limited due to the
number of persons wishing to speak on an item, or the number of items -on the Board's agenda,
or for other reasons.

All persons testifying must state their name, address, affiliation, and whether they have taken
the oath before testifying. The order of testimony for hearings generally will be as follows,
unless modified by the Regional Board Chair:

• Testimony" of Regional Board staff
• Testimony" of discharger
.. Testimony" of other designated parties
III Testimony" of interested persons
• Closing statement by designated parties other than discharger



Agenda Notice for October 24, 2001 Page 7

Details concerning other agenda items are available for public reference during normal working
hours at the Regional Board I s office. The appropriate staff contact person, indicated with the
specific agenda item, can answer questions and provide additional information. For additional
information about the Board, please see the attached sheet.

G. PETITION OF REGIONAL BOARD ACTION

Any person affected adversely by a decision of the CalifornIa Regional Water Quality Control
Board, San Diego Region (Regional Board) may petition the State Water Resources Control
Board (State Board) to review the decision. The petition must be received by the State Board
within 30 days of the Regional Board I s meeting at which the adverse action was taken. Copies
of the law and regulations applicable to filing petitions will be provided upon request. ,

NOTE: If the State Board accepts a petition for review, the Regional Board will be required to
file the record in the matter with the State Board. The costs of preparing and filing the record
are the responsibility of the person(s) submitting the petition. The Regional Board will contact
the person(s) submitting a petition and inform them of the payment process and any amounts
due.

H. HEARING RECORD

Material presented to the Board as part of testimony (e.g. photographs, slides, charts, diagrams
etc.) that is to be made part of the recordmust be left with the Board. Photographs or slides of
large exhibits are acceptable.

All Board files, exhibits, and agenda material pertaining to items on this agenda are hereby
made a part of the record.

1. ACCESSIBILITY

The facility is accessible to people with disabilities. Individuals who require special
accommodations are requested to contact Ms. Lori Costa at (858) 467-2357 at least 5 working
days prior to the meeting. TTY users may contact the California Relay Service at 1-800-735
2929 or voice line at 1-800-735-2922.
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ITEM:

SUBJECT:

PURPOSE:

DISCUSSION:

LEGAL CONCERNS:

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

H:\WQS\303dllst\EOSR and EOR

SUPPLEMENTAL
EXECUTIVE OFFICER SUMMARY REPORT
October 24, 2001

10

Status Report: Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of
Impaired Waters - 2002 Update. (James Smith)

To present the draft Section 303(d) list, which will be submitted
to the SWRCB on October 31 st, 2001. This is an informational
item. No Board action is required.

See previous Executive Officer Summary Report

None

Staff Report containing draft Clean Water Act Section 303(d)
.List of Impaired Waters - 2002 update, and all supporting
documents.

Receive and file.



State of California
Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego Region

EXECUTIVE OFFICER SUMMARY REPORT
October 24, 2001

ITEM:

SUBJECT:

PURPOSE:

DISCUSSION:

10

Status Report: Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of
Impaired Waters - 2002 Update. (James Smith)

To present the draft Section 303(d) list, which will be submitted
to the SWRCB on October 31 51, 2001. This is an informational
item. No Board action is required.

The Section 303(d) list update process is being coordinated by
the State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) as a
single, statewide list update for submittal to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Staff conducted
the public solicitation for new information, reviewed all readily
available data and proposed additions and changes to the
existing 1998 Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waterbodies.

The revised draft Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of
Impaired Waters, 2002 Update will be presented to Board
Members and the public at the October 24th Regional Board
Meeting. The draft list update will soon be available for public
review and will also be presented at an informational public
workshop, approximately 30 days after it is made available.
The complete schedule is detailed below.

Background
Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 USC
1250, et seq., at 1313(d)), requires States to identify waters
that do not meet water quality standards after applying certain
required technology-based limits (i.e. "impaired" water bodies).
States are required to compile this information and submit it to
USEPA for review and approval. This list is commonly known
as the Section 303(d) list of impaired waters. Once listed, the
Regional Board is mandated to prioritize each waterbody /
watershed for subsequent development of total maximum daily
loads (TMDLs). The purpose of a TMDL is to ensure that
beneficial uses are restored and water quality standards are
achieved. The State Board and Regional Boards have ongoing
efforts to monitor and assess water quality, to prepare the
Section 303(d) list and to develop the required TMDLs. The
State's most recent Section 303(d) list was approved in 1998
and contains 509 waterbodies, many listed as being impaired
for multiple pollutants. The Regional Board placed 36 water
bodies on the 1998 list, with a total of 69 water body / pollutant
combinations.

1



Role of Regional Board in Public Process
On behalf of the State Board, the Regional Board solicited data
and information regarding water quality conditions of surface
waters. Solicitation letters were sent out to the Regional Board
Agenda mailing list and newspaper notices were posted on
March 7, 2001. At the same time, a Section 303(d) List of
Impaired Waterbodies 2002 Update information page was
added to the Regional Board's website. Two public workshops
were held (April 4, 2001 and May 3, 2001) to give an
informational overview of the Section 303(d) listing process,
solicit information and to provide the opportunity for public
comments, questions and concerns to be expressed and
addressed. The solicitation period closed on May 15, 2001 and
resulted in 60 unique sets of data and information submitted to
the Regional Board for review and analysis.

The Regional Board has finished analysis and critical review of
all submitted data and information and created an initial draft
list of additions and modifications to the existing Section 303(d)
list of impaired waterbodies. The draft list is currently
undergoing internal review and is subject to change. The draft
update recommends the addition of 18 new wa.terbodies to the
Section 303(d) list. Also recommended is the addition of 4 new
pollutants to previously listed waterbodies and changes in the
extent of impairment for 17 previously listed waterbodies. No
de-listings are recommended. Previously listed waterbodies
were only re-evaluated if new data / information was available.

The draft Clean Water Act Section303(d) List of Impaired
Waters, 2002 Update will be presented at the October 24,2001
Regional Board meeting as a status report / informational item
that will require no formal Board action. The draft list will be
submitted to the State Board on October 31, 2001.

The Draft Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired
Waters, 2002 Update should be posted on the Regional
Board's website at the end of the week of October 15, 2001.
Concurrently, a notice of the list's availability on the web (and
at the office) will be mailed and will include information
regarding a public workshop tentatively scheduled for 30 days
after the list's release for pUblic review. The workshop will
provide information on the process involved in creation of the
Section 303(d) List, the waterbodies and pollutants listed and
give the public a chance to comment on the draft list. On a
regional level, public comments will be accepted and
considered. If significant changes result from public comments
and from the public workshop, the draft list will be revised, the
changes sent to the SWRCB and a second presentation will be
made at an upcoming Regional Board Meeting. Changes and
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LEGAL CONCERNS:

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

H:\WQS\303dlist\EOSR and EOR

updates can continue to be made and forwarded to the
SWRCB through the formal review period held this winter.

Projected Schedule
In summary, the sequence of events will be as follows:

End of the week of October 15th
, 2001 - Draft list and Staff

Report made available to public.

October 24th
, 2001 - Draft list presented to Regional Board.

October 31 5t, 2001 - Draft list submitted to SWRCB.

End of the week of October 15th
, 2001 until Public Workshop 

Public review of draft list and Staff Report.

Late November - Public Workshop conducted.

Staff will review and consider public comments and may modify
the 303(d) list of impaired waters as appropriate. If changes
are made, the draft list will be revised, the changes sent to the
SWRCB and a second presentation will be made at an
upcoming Regional Board Meeting.

Role of State Board in Public Process
The State Board will formulate a single, statewide draft Section
303(d) list based on the recommended draft list received from
each Regional Board. This coming winter, the State Board will
conduct a full formal public review and comment period,
develop written responses to comments, conduct public
workshop(s) and conduct a public hearing(s) at which the State
Board will consider adoption of the draft statewide 303(d) list.
The statewide list will then be submitted to the USEPA in the
form of the State's biennial report on water quality. This
information will in turn be submitted by USEPA to Congress
pursuant to Section 305 of the Clean Water Act (33USC 1315).

None

All supporting documents will be mailed with the late agenda
package on Friday, October 19th

• This will include the Staff
Report, which will contain the draft list update to the Clean
Water Act Section 303(d) list of impaired waters.

Receive and file.
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Agenda Item (October 24,2001 Board Meeting)

Status Report: Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters - 2002
Update (James Smith).
This is an informational item. No Board action is required. Presentation of the
draft list is to be submitted to the SWRCB on Oct 31.



Winston H. Hickox
Secretary for

Environmental
Protection

State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Quality

1001 I Street· Sacramento, California 95814· (916) 341-5455
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 100· Sacramento, California· 95812·0100

FAX (916) 341-5463· Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list ofsimple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs. see our website at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov.

Gray Davis
Governor

TO: Val Connor

CC: Tim Stevens, Craig J. Wilson, Deborah Jayne

FROM: Diane Beaulaurier

DATE: Oct 24,2001

SUBJECT: Region 9 2002 303(d) list status

The following information is a transmittal of my telephone conversation of Monday, October 22,
2001 with Deborah Jayne of the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board, regarding the
current status of their 2002 303(d) listing process.

1. Staff will present their draft list to their Board on Wednesday, October 24. A public
comment period will follow the workshop. The length of comment period was uncertain at
the time of our conversation. Their attorney advised 30 days, however that will significantly
impinge on SWRCB's schedule, so they are trying instead for a 2-week comment period,
since there is not a formal adoption at the Regional level.

2. Although Region 9 had planned to conduct a public workshop prior to the Board meeting,
they were unable to do so. They will hold one sometime after October 31.

3. They will respond to verbal comments at the workshop, that will be transcribed by a court
reporter. A copy of the transcript will be sent to us, along with any written comments that
are received.

4. I was told that I would receive their preliminary (pre-draft) list via email on Monday,
however I have not yet received it as of today.

5. Summary of list changes:

24 new waters
15 new pollutants added to existing listed waters
1 change of extent
odelistings

6. Used weight of evidence approach.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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C. Arias

Conversation w/ Clay Clifton (SO County, Dept. Env. Health) 10/17/01

The term "Beach Closure" specifically refers to a sewage spill (as opposed to other
means of bacterial contamination). Signs are posted after a known spill, and sampling is
done the next day. The beach stays closed until 2 consecutive days of sampling show
that bacterial levels are within State standards (Dept. of Health Services)

Permanent beach postings (warning signs) were initially done in 1997 but with no
guidance from the State. Postings were updated in 2001, (yellow & black bordered) and
were done in a manner to mimic AB411 (Wayne Bill) protocol (located at areas with dry
weather flow, high usage). Exact interpretation of guidance (Guidance to salt water
beaches, DHS 2000) left to discretion of individual Depts. of Environmental Health (text
reads "chronically contaminated"). County of San Diego adopted AB411 protocol to
satisfy guidance outlined by DHS. Letter sent in April, 2001 to coastal cities requesting
posting of storm drains and creek outlets at specified locations.

County of SD samples at location 25 yards downstream of storm drain / creek outlet.
"Chronically contaminated" always describes dry weather flow. Sampling at "point zero"
will always yield exceedances, sampling 25 yards away will not always show
exceedances. If sampling shows exceedances in any ONE of four standards (DHS,
2000), health advisory sign is placed until bacterial levels drop. Also, items such as
sand excavations trigger advisory postings automatically.

Implementation regUlations for AB411-see CCR Title 17, Section 7956.



',winston H. Hickox
Secretary for

EnvirOllmelltal
Protection

State W'ater Resources Control Board
Division of Water Quality

IDOl I Street· Sacramento, California 95814· (916) 341-5455
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 100· Sacramento, California· 95812-0100

FAX (916) 34 I-5463 • Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list ofsimple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs. see our website at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov.

Gray Davis
Governor

TO: Regional Board Executive Officers

FROM: Stan Martinson, Chief
DIVISION OF WATER QUALITY

DATE: October 4, 2001

SUBJECT: DUE DATES FOR 303(d) AND 305(b) REPORTING

The Regional Boards are requested to provide all remaining available information needed by the
SWRCB-DWQ, in order to comply with federally mandated due dates for the 303(d) and 305(b)
Reports. For 303(d), the specific items needed are listed in the Regional Board 303(d) List
Submittal Package (see attachment). Because no Regions have conducted Board meetings
related to final 303(d) list recommendation, DWQ recognizes that the final lists are not yet
available. DWQ will begin its staff report using the draft lists. For 305(b), the GeoWBS data
files (the Geowbs.mdb and the zipped Geodata files) are needed. All available 303(d) and
305(b) information is needed no later than October 15, 2001. Attached is a table showing
information received by DWQ to date, and information still needed. Thank you for your
assistance with this request. If you have any questions regarding 303(d), please contact Diane
Beaulaurier at (916) 341-5549.' For questions on 305(b) please contact Adam Morrill at (916)
341-5548.

Attachments: Regional Board 303(d) List Submittal Package
303(d) Information Summary Table

cc: Matt St. John, North Coast RWQCB
Bruce Gwynne, North Coast RWQCB
Steve Moore, San Francisco Bay RWQCB
Jeff Kapellas, San Francisco Bay RWQCB
Angela Carpenter, Central. Coast RWQCB
Karen Worcester, Central Coast RWQCB
Rene DeShazo, Los Angeles RWQCB
Joe Karkoski, Central Valley RWQCB

Gene Davis, Central Valley RWQCB
Judith Unsicker, Lahontan RWQCB
Doug Wylie, Colorado River Basin RWQCB
Teresa Newkirk, Colorado River Basin RWQCB
Pavlova Vitale, Santa Ana RWQCB
James Smith, San Diego RWQCB

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Addressee

Adam Morrill, SWRCB-DWQ
Diane Beaulaurier, SWRCB-DWQ
Val Connor, SWRCB-DWQ

-2- Date

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Addressee - 3 - Date

Regional Board 303(D) List Submittal Package:

"'\..3.

Hard copy of 303(d) lis 'es and/or watersheds. The list must include the
pollutant or stressors, pollutant sou es "unknown" is an acceptable answer), extent
of impairment (e.g. miles of stream, acres of estuary), TMDL priority ranking and
schedule (Start and end dates for TMDL development). The ACCESS file for
GeoWBS has a report that will generate a draft and final 2002 list.

Written summary of the overall considerations for listings, de-listings and priority
setting.

-
4'\L' Summ of rationale usedto list or de-list specific water bodies and a g,ummarv fuJ:.
~~ ~ " - 'sf that were considered but not reco ,d.

>'. ( Also, a summary of how each listing was prioritized. We strongly request this
~ information in the form of fact sheets (like the templates distributed by region 5).

Include rationale for changes made due to public comment or Board input. THIS IS
ONLY FOR NEW LITINGS OR DELISTINGS-NOT THE 1998 LISTINGS.

>5.

8.

An electronic copy of the GeoWBS data files (the Geowbs.mdb and zipped Geodata
files) that contain the above information.

Copy of electronic data received for this listing. These data should be stored on the
Regional and State Board shared drive, organized by water body and listed in a
summary table.

Copies of data received for this listing cycle, in hard copy format. These data should
be organized by water body and listed in a summary table.

Documentation of the public participation process

~
~~ a.

~ to b.
c.

~
f.

Description of public process (i.e., Was it taken to Board and how)
Public solicitiation letter(s), Public notice(s)and length of notice period
Public Comments
Responses to comments 7
Board decisions . . .. ~ lol..l"""~ .
Copy of transcripts of public worfushops or meetings."7* J...,+ ~o.lIt dt4'

11

.."
~'e~/9.
~p

,\)ay., 10.

1-

Copies of all staff reports, letters, mem01:andums, resolutions, etc. which were part of
the listing process.

Copies of all draft proposed 303d lists for public review.

California Environmental Protection Agency

a Recycled Pap~r



Summary table stating number of new listings and number of delistings.

Addressee 1
\.lJ\

"'\.".\lj~

cl

-4- Date

(~_ 7 12. Location of RWQCB file(s), which contain the individual water, body assessment
~I(O W data, information, etc. upon which the listing decision was made.

J" VI. Regional Board 303(D) List Submittal Schedule:

• Public Participation Schedule: August 31st

• Written summary of the overall considerations for listings, de-listings and priority setting:
August 31st

• Other documentation: October 15th

State Board staff will ask the regions to submit their lists and supporting documentation by
October to meet the requirement of a staff report by December. A couple of regions have
already said they can't make that deadline. Unfortunately, that will still need to remain the State
Board deadline. In those cases where the regions will not have taken their lists to their boards,
they will still have staff reports by October. I will ask that they submit their staff reports and
supporting documentation by then, and if their boards want changes in January the individual
regions can submit those changes as comments to the State Board staff report. Also, it is not
required that any lists be approved by Regional Boards--that decision is up to each region.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Hardcopy submittals11 Electronicdata files

~!;i:§j~lil\1milil!.ii:I!=m!!IIliiiMl1il'J~\i1\ii·<i.. Wi;liIilBlimmlliaq5il&e!liiiiiiil~~~i!'i!iiJill1!li!i1._1l1'i!I"!lilllIiiiill.li·ii;··\Ol;e;~i1ii ...,.".~·.llii!iii;;Ri2"iii-\llm:ii"iiii"i;;·"~~"·iil··ii;·:;;ai!i!",;i;·"iii4hl!lll:;i"·iii··m' ...iil''''''i!ii';iiil;;'~'~'.ei!.2i.Ui1lllilli:i:mamBmm=m.mR.1ilililllf.\iii.miDlil'lii!iii!il.~lllIllll!1llm~mli£':!••"I
30~(~) Information SUinma y Tabie

Regl~ Final list SUinmai}' of tlstlng,dellst Listing. delisting rationale
Hardcopy prioritization eonslderat for specific waterbodlea

Due Oct 15 pUE!August,31 Due Qct15 Due O~t 15 PUB 9ct15" DUE! Oct 15
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Adam Laputz
Deborah Jayne
9/24/01 10:04AM

Contact Info

Here is Tom's contact info.

Tom Rosales
Director of Technical and Environmental Services
South Orange County Wastewater Authority
(949) 234-5419
tr@socwa.com

Thank you very much for calling him on this issue.

Adam



Sacramento Main Office
Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.govlrwqcb5

3443 Routier Road, Suite A, Sacramento, California 95827-3003
Phone (916) 255-3000' FAX (916) 255·3015

California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Central Valley Region

Robert Schneider, Chair

TO: Interested Parties

27 September 2001

Gray Davis
Gove~or

~/()/1

~~.ID/;/
f/S /

fltlJ ~ .
. ~}~

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF DRAFT STAFF REPORT ON RECOM:MENDED CHANGES·
TO CALIFORNIA'S CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 303(D) LIST AND REQUEST FOR
COMMENTS

Winston H. Hickox
Secretaryfor

Environmental
Protection

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region (Regional Board) is
soliciting comments from the public on the Draft StaffReport on Recommended Changes to California's
Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List (Report). The Report identifies those surface waters within the .
Central Valley region that do not meet applicable water quality standards. Copies of the report and the
appendices can be found at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5/TMDL/.

After receipt ofpublic comments, the Report will be finalized and submitted to the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) for their consideration. As required by Section 303(d) of the Clean
Water Act, the SWRCB will provide the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA)
with a revised list of surface waters considered by the State to be impaired (not attaining water quality
standards) after certainrequired technology based water quality controls are in place. It is anticipated
that this submission will be provided to US EPA by April 2002, as required by federal regulations. The
submission will be based on information and data available to the SWRCB and the Regional Water
Quality Control Boards.

The Regional Board solicited information from the public to consider for the update of the 303(d) list on
21 February 2001. The public was requested to provide information by 15 May 2001. At this time, the
Regional Board is only accepting public conimentson the proposed changes to the 303(d) list and is not
collecting additional information or data. Public comments must be received by the Regional Board no
later than 2 November 2001. Comments may be submitted to:

Joe KarkQski
303(d) List Update Coordinator
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Central Valley Region
3443 Routier Road, Suite A
Sacramento, CA 95827-3003

Comments may also be sent electronically to 303dlist@rb5s.swrcb.ca.gov .

California Environmental Protection Agency

a Recycled Paper

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to Teduce energy consumption.
For a list of simple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our Web·site at http://www.swrcb.ca.govhwqcb5



Executive Officer's Report
Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters - 2002 Update

The presentation of the draft Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters
2002 Update, originally scheduled for October 10, has been postponed and will be
presented at the October 24th Board Meeting.



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

John Richards
James Smith
10/9/01 10:57AM
Re: 303d public workshop

I am aware that the regional board is not the decision-making entity in this situation; however, such lack of
jurisdiction does not preclude a vocal and irate citizenry from abusing the regional board verbally for any
perceived failure to provide adequate notice and opportunity for rumination prior to any opportunity for
public participation. It is in a desire to thwart this spontaneous outpouring of vitriolic frustration with the
government's lack of consideration for interested citizens' input that I suggest the regional board adhere to
the time lines required notice & public participation set forth in the US EPA regs....

Your revised scenario should reduce the number of "we haven't had enough time to consider these
proposed listings..." comments that you will get. This will allow the board to focus on the substantive
issues that interested persons will want to articulate.

»> James Smith 10105/01 04:56PM »>
Hi John,

I am sorry I missed you yesterday when you were down in San Diego. I want to follow up on an earlier
email/reply you had with Christina Arias regarding the number of days a workshop must be noticed.

I want to remind you that Region 9 Board Members will be seeing the draft list only as an informational
item and will take no formal action. The SWRCB will be conducting all formal pUblic workshops and
hearings on one 303(d) list update for the entire state.

We were originally planning to hold an informal public workshop with only 8 days notice so that we could
squeeze it in before staff presents our draft 303(d) list update to Board Members on the 24th of October.
What would be the implications of holding such a workshop with such a short notice?

In light of the language contained in 40 CFR 25 regarding public meetings, we are exploring a second
scenario and would appreciate your comments. We will post the draft 303(d) list on our website and mail
notices of its availability to the entire agenda mailing list early next week. The notice will explain the roles
of the Regional Board and of the State Board. It will also solicit pUblic comments and invite the public to a
workshop to be held in 30 days. We will present the draft list as an informational item to Board Members
as scheduled on the 24th of October. After the public workshop, we will make any necessary changes 1
updates to our draft list, forward them to SWRCB and present this update at the following Regional Board
Mtg.

We feel this scenario complies with federal regulations, allows sufficient time for the public to review the
list and formalize their comments and keeps the Regional Board apprized of updates to the 303(d) list and
how the pUblic has been involved.

Thank you for your advice,
-jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
*9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego. CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwgcb9

*New Address (efffective 1 Oct 01)
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Sacramento Main Office
Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5

3443 Routier Road, Suite A, Sacramento, California 95827-3003
Phone (916) 255-3000 -FAX (916) 255-3015

California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Central Valley Region

Robert Schneider, Chair

TO: Iriterested Parties

27 September 2001

Gray Davis

4/'L.I!lemor

~~j()8
&~~L
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NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF DRAFT STAFF REPORT ON RECOMMENDED CHANGES
TO CALIFORNIA'S CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 303(D) LIST AND REQUEST FOR
COMMENTS

Winston H. Hickox
Secretoryfor

Environmental
Protection

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region (Regional Board) is
soliciting comments from the public on the Draft StaffReport on Recommended Changes to California's
Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List (Report). The Report identifies those surface waters within the .
Central Valley region that do not meet applicable water quality standards. Copies of the report and the
appendices can be found at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5/TMDU.

After receipt ofpublic comments, the Report will be finalized and submitted to the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) for their consideration. As required by Section 303(d) of the Clean
Water Act, the SWRCB will provide the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA)
with a revised list of surface waters considered by the State to be impaired (not attaining water quality
standards.) after certain required technology based water quality controls are in place. ItJJ anticipa1ied
that this submission will be provided to US EPA by April 2002, as required by federal ~latio~~The
submission will be based on information and data available to the SWRCB and the Regtipal __
Quality Control Boards. ~ g~g

~ r;~~\
The Regional Board solicited information from the public to consider for the update oftme'03tit-li~on
21 February 2001. The public was requested to provide information by 15 May 2001. AtJbis tii.~Je
Regional Board is only accepting public comments'on the proposed changes to the 303(d)J!pt and is hot
collecting additional infonnation or data. Public comments must be received by the Rcgidblll Board ilO

later than 2 November 2001. Comments may be submitted to: .

Joe Karkoski

.303(d) List Update Coordinator
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Central Valley Region
3443 Routier Road, Suite A
Sacramento, CA 95827-3003

Comments may also be sent electronically to 303dlist@rb5s.swrcb.ca.gov .

California Environmental Protection Agency

a Recycled Paper

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list of simple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our Web-site at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Kozelka.Peter@epamail.epa.gov>
<hsmythe@rb8.swrcb.ca.gov>
10/4/01 3:05PM
303d listings based on tissue levels

just to clarify if there is any uncertainty.... ~.

In Aug. 1997 EPA, SWRCS and RWQCS staff convened to establish some common
agreements about factors for 303(d) listing decisions.

1. listing could be made on fish tissue if they exceed applicable criteria:
SWRCS max tissue residual levels, FDA action levels, NAS guidelines, and
EPA tissue values for wildlife protection.
You should be aware that EPA is soon to promulgate some new mercury fish
tissue values: 0.3 mg/ wet kg Hg. (this value is technically
methylmercury not total mercury although for most fish one can assume that
>95% of mercury in fish is indeed MeHg.) NOTE: This value is considerably
lower than the previously cited 1.00 ppm (FDA action level).

2.Faulty data include: Toxic Substance Monitoring Program and State Mussel
Watch EDL values which are not confirmed by risk assessment for human
consumption. Thus if a waterbody was initially listed by using EDLs then
the delisting may be considered.

feel free to call me to discuss this more,

Peter Kozelka, Ph.D.
EPA Region 9--Water Div.
75 Hawthorne St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-744-1941 fax -1078
www.epa.gov/region09/water/

cc: <smitj @rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>, <pvitale@rb8.swrcb.ca.gov>



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Jones" <Ijones@scap.occoxmail.com>
"James Smith" <smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
10/4/01 1:14PM
303d List

I went to your website and didn't find the list, only info on providing
input etc. Will you have the 303d list on the site and if so, when? I am
still waiting for a call back from the City of San Diego's staff to use
their facility located in Kearny Mesa area on either the 17, 18 or 19th.
The Encina facility was not available.
Thanks,
Linda Jones



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

James Smith
Iljones@scap.occoxmail.com".mime.lnternet
10/4/01 1:27PM
Re: 303d List

Linda,

I think there was a bit of mis-understanding the ofher day when we spoke on the phone. To clarify, we
hope to get the draft 303(d) list update on to our website early next week. Once it is posted, we will then
look into scheduling a public workshop at which we will present the list update, the process involved and
answer questions. The 17 -19 of October are dates that we had tentatively thought about for this
workshop.

If the workshop is not sufficient to address your concerns, then we can look to schedule a meeting with
your organization. We have moved to a new facility, so we could probably meethere. We are under tight
deadlines with the State Water Resources Control Board, so I do not see time to meet individually with
SCAP until after the end of this month.

Please call me if you have questions. I hope this clears up the situation.

-jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
*9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9

*New Address (efffective 1 Oct 01)
9174 Sky Park Court, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92123



HU5
Cloverdale Creek
Del Dios Creek
Felicita Creek

Green Valley Creek
Kit Carson Creek

Lake Hodges
San Dieguito Lagoon
Sutherland Reservoir

HU6
Escondido Creek
Tecolote Creek

Tecolote Creek Estuary
Miramar Reservoir

Famosa Slough
Carol Canyon Creek

Los Penasquitos Creek
Mission Bay

Rattlesnake Creek
Rose Creek

Sorrento Valley

Box 1
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HU2 .
Santa Margarita River

Murrieta Creek
Sandia Creek

Rainbow Creek
Oceanside Jetty
Lake Skinner
De Luz Creek

Fallbrook Creek
Temecula Creek

HUI
Dana Point Harbor

Laguna Beach
Cristiantos Creek

Aliso Beach
Aliso Creek
Oso Creek

San Mateo Creek
Salt Creek

Segunda Deshecha Channel
Trabuco Creek
Sulphur Creek
San Juan Creek

Prima Deshecha Channel

HU3
San Luis Rey River

HU4
Reidy Creek

Agua Hedionda Creek
Agua Hedionda Creek (Caulerpa)

Encinitas Creek
Batiquitos Lagoon

Cottonwood Creek
Buena Vista Creek

Buena Vista Lagoon
Lake San Marcos
Lorna Alta Creek
San Marcos Creek
San Eligo Lagoon
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HU7
San Diego River

Sycamore Canyon Creek
San Vicente Reservoir
Padre Barona Creek
Murray Reservoir

Fanita Creek
El Capitan Reservoir

Forrester Creek

HU8
Switzer Creek

Paradise Creek Marsh
California St. Stonn Drain

7th St. Channel
Chollas Creek

HU9
Sweetwater Reservoir

Sweetwater River
Loveland Reservoir
F-G St. Salt Marsh

HU 10
Otay Creek

Lower Otay Reservoir

HUll
Tijuana River

Tijuana River Estuary
Barret Reservoir

Cottonwood Creek
Kitchen Creek
La Posta Creek

Long Canyon Creek
Morena Reservoir

Noble Canyon Creek
Pine Valley Creek

Coastline, Various HU



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Brennan Ott
James Smith
9/5/01 3:19PM
Fwd: Regional Board 303(d) List Submittal Package

Here is the email I sent to Diane Beaulaurier regarding how we should submit our 303d data.
;

I talked to her over the phone regarding this. She said how Ilaided out below regarding the e-data is fine.
She also said for hardcopies of data, putting all the data for a particular waterbody in its own folder and
then putting all the waterbody folders together by hydraulic unit # is sufficient.

Sfatt B(JetJ w4"k hard corf~ ~.f .p~eer do(q 5fALlleJ
t ~f -eI~(/~te jak ~~hfM,.lfd.

t1fed fo d,'1.i tl2e I,,~ e,~~tr.~'Mdf 4f( (bIe"

,5v..brn~ lid



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Hi,

Brennan Ott
Diane Beaulaurier
8/20/01 9:54AM
Regional Board 303(d) List Submittal Package

I am from R9 and have a few questions regarding how the data is to be put together.

E-Data:
Do you want a "big folder" created, containing all the data from all the water bodies that we have, with
each waterbody being in its own folder inside the big one? Also, in regards to the "summary table", should
this be a word document in the very beginning of the "big folder", listing all the waterbodies included? Do
you want a list of all the files in each waterbody folder to be included in this list too? Is it OK if I burn this
entire "folder" to disc and ship it to you that way? Thanks for your help.

Brennan



Executive Officer's Report
Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters - 2002 Update

The Section 303(d) list update process is being coordinated by the State Water
Resources Control Board (State Board) as a single, statewide list update for
submittal to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Staff
conducted the pUblic solicitation for new information, reviewed all readily
available data and proposed additions and changes to the existing 1998 Section
303(d) List of Impaired Waterbodies. The draft list update will soon be available
for public review and will be presented at an informational pUblic workshop,
tentatively scheduled for September 21,2001. The revised draft Clean Water
Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters, 2002 Update will be presented to
Board Members and the public at the October Regional Board Meeting.

Background
Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 USC 1250, et seq., at
1313(d)), requires States to identify waters that do not meet water quality
standards after applying certain required technology-based limits (Le. "impaired"
water bodies). States are required to compile this information and submit it to
USEPA for review and approval. This list is commonly known as the Section
303(d) list of impaired waters. Once listed, the Regional Board is mandated to
prioritize each waterbody / watershed for subsequent development of total
maximum daily loads (TMDLs). The purpose of a TMDL is to ensure that
beneficial uses are restored and water quality standards are achieved. The State
Board and Regional Boards have ongoing efforts to monitor and assess water
quality, to prepare the Section 303(d) list and to develop the required TMDLs.
The State's most recent Section 303(d) list was approved in 1998 and contains
509 waterbodies, many listed as being impaired for multiple pollutants. The
Regional Board placed 36 water bodies on the 1998 list, with a total of 69 water
body / pollutant combinations.

Role of Regional Board in Public Process
On behalf of the State Board, the Regional Board solicited data and information
regarding water quality conditions of surface waters. Solicitation letters were
sent out to the Regional Board Agenda mailing list and newspaper notices were
posted on March 7,2001. At the same time, a Section 303(d) List of Impaired
Waterbodies 2002 Update information page was added to the Regional Board's
website. Two public workshops were held (April 4, 2001 and May 3, 2001) to
give an informational overview of the Section 303(d) listing process, solicit

information and to provide the opportunity for public comments, questions and
concerns to be expressed and addressed. The solicitation period closed on May
15, 2001 and resulted in 60 unique sets of data and information submitted to the
Regional Board for review and analysis.



The Regional Board has finished analysis and critical review of all submitted data
and information and created an initial draft list of additions and modifications to
the existing Section 303(d) list of impaired waterbodies. The draft list is currently
undergoing internal review and is sUbject to change. The draft update
recommends the addition of 22 new waterbodies to the Section 303(d) list. Also
recommended is the addition of 6 new pollutants to previously listed waterbodies
and changes in the extent of impairment for 17 preViously listed waterbodies. No
de-listings are recommended. Previously listed waterbodies were only re
evaluated if new data / information was available.

The Draft Clean 'Water Act Section 303(d) List of Impaired Waters, 2002 Update
is scheduled to be posted on the Regional Board's website during the week of
September 10, 2001. Concurrently, a notice of the list's availability on the web
(and at the office) will be mailed and will include information regarding a public
workshop tentatively scheduled for September 21, 2001. The workshop will
provide information on the process involved in creation of the Section 303(d) List,
the waterbodies and pollutants listed and give the public a chance to comment
on the draft list. On a regional level, public comments will be accepted,
responded to orally and considered in finalizing the draft list for submittal to the
State Board. The revised draft Clean Water Act Section.303(d) List of Impaired
Waters, 2002 Update will be presented at the October 10, 2001 Regional Board
meeting as a status report / informational·item that will require no formal Board
action. The draft list will be submitted to the State Board on October 15, 2001.

Role of State Board in Public Process
The State Board will formulate a single, statewide draft Section 303(d) list based
on the recommended draft list received from each Regional Board. This coming

winter, the State Soard will conduct afull formal public review and comment
period, develop written responses to comments, conduct public workshop(s) and
conduct a public hearing(s) at which the State Board will consider adoption of the
draft statewide 303(d) list. The statewide list will then be submitted to the
USEPA in the form of the State's biennial report on water quality. This
information will in turn be submitted by USEPA to Congress pursuant to Section
305 of the Clean Water Act, (33USC 1315).



August 28,2001

Art Baggett, Chair
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I Street
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95814
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Attached, please find the Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment
Works' (SCAP) recent submittals to EPA on their August 9,2001 Federal Register
proposal to delay the TMDL rule and the 2002303 (d) listing deadline. We think our
comments may be helpful to your staff as they embark on developing policy and
guidance for the listing process. As you are probably aware, EPA is proposing among
other things, to extend the deadline for the 2002 303 (d) list submittal for six months (i.e.
until October 2002). lfthe Agency moves ahead with this proposal, we strongly
recommend that the SWRCB and RWQCBs extend the timeframe for the State's 303 (d)
listing process as well, in order to allow more time for the RWQCBs to conduct a
thorough review of their data and to conduct a public review process, prior to submitting
their proposed lists to the SWRCB. Due to the current time crunch, some RWQCBs have
told us that they do not have time to allow public review or comment on their draft lists,
or to present the proposed lists to their Board members. We believe, therefore, that this
extension, if approved, presents a perfect opportunity to ensure that the RWQCBs, as
well as the SWRCB, have enough time to prepare and receive input on their 2002 lists.

We look forward to the opportunity to assist you in any manner necessary as you move
forward with your policy for assessment and listing methodologies for TMDLs and 303
(d) listing. .

Sincerely,

R!t::~~
Executive Director

Attachments

30200 Rancho Viejo Road, Suite B

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

Fax: 949/489·0150 Tel: 949/489-7676
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cc: Pete Silva, Board Member
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95812-0100

Richard Katz, Board Member
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95812-0100

Celeste Cantil, Executive Director
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95182-0100

Tom Howard, Deputy Director
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95182-0100

Dennis Dickerson
Los Angeles RWQCB
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Gerard Thibeault
Santa Ana RWQCB
3737 Main Street, Suite 500

J
Riverside, CA 92501-3339

. John Robertus
San Diego RWQCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite B
San Diego, CA 92124

Roger Briggs
Central Coast RWQCB
81 Higuera Street #200
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-5427

Phil Gruenberg
Colorado River Basin RWQCB
73-720 Fred Waring Drive #100
Palm Desert, CA 92260
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE OF
PUBUCLY OWNED 1REATMENTWORKS

August 28,2001

W-98-3l-ill TMDL Comment Clerk
,.Water Docket (MC-4i01)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

'120(TPennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
. Washington, DC' 20460·

_.-
.Dear Comment Clerk:

.COMMENTSON PROPOSED DELAYOF EFFECTIVE DATEOF REVISIONS .
TO THE WATER QUALITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT REGULATION
AND REVISIONS TO THE NPDESPROGRAMJN SUPPORTOF REVISIONS

TO THE WATER QUALITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS (66 FED. REG. 4817)

The Southern California Alliance ofPublicly Owned Treatment Works (SCAP)
appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed delay of the_effective'date of

'revisions to the Water Quality Planning and Management Regulations and Revisions to
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Program,. We are submitting our
comments on the proposed revision of the date for state submission: ofthe 2002 list of

. impaired waters under separate coveL' SCAP's fifty-five public agency members provide
w?-stewater and water services to over sixteen million residents in Southern California.
We offer the following comrilents for your consideration:

1. SCAP supports the proposal to delay the effective date of the July2000 Rule to
April 30, 2003 because of the many unresolved issues concerning the regulation.

. y(e believe it is wise for EPA to take time to address the recommendations of the
VNational Research Council's June 2001 Report, "Assessing the TMDL Approach

to Water Quality Management" (hereinafter referred to as the "NRC Report"), as
well as to address stakeholder' concerns.

2. SCAP supports EPA's proposal to fully analyze the findings and recommendations
of the NRC Report. We believe that many of the conclusions of the NRC Report
are sound, and agree with a number of the report's recommendations. In particular,

30200 Rancho Viejo Road. Suite B

San Juan Capistrano. CA 92675

FAX' 949/4R9·1l1S0 TAl: 949/4R9·7fi7R



we endorse the NRC recommendation that States should develop appropriate use
'designations for .waterbodies in advance of assessment and refine these use
designations prior to TMDL development NRC Report at 3. We also strongly,
support the concept of dividing the 303 (d) list into a preliminary list and an action
list, which would allow States to move those waters for which there is a lack of
adequate water quality standards or data and analysis back to a preliminary list for
further assessment. NRC Report at 4. '

3. While we support EPA's stated intent of studying better ways to construct the
TMDL program with a broad array of interested parties, SCAP is concerned about

.how that process will be conducted. In particular, we wish to stress that EPA
should make the process as "transparent" as possible, and that parties to the
litigation over the rule should be afforded extensive opportunities for consultation
during the process of revising the rule. Otherwise, the odds are high that further
litigation will ensue and impede the implementation of this program indefinitely.

4. SCAP particularly wishes to emphasize the need for EPA to proniote state
development of 1) processes to review and revise water quality standards (WQS)
(designated uses and/or water quality criteria) to ensure the foundation of the
TMDL program is on solid ground and limited resources are applied effectively
and 2) statistically rigorous methodologies for considering and evaluating data to
detennine which waterbodies should be listed under 303 (d).

5. SCAP strongly recommends that EPA allow existing National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) pennit limits to be upheld in the interim
period before TMDLs are complete. The stringent approach to so-called "interim
pennitting" advocated by EPA Region IX in California last year, which included
no not loading requirements, mass caps, elimination of dilution for listed
pollutants, was not mandated by the Clean Water Act, and at a practical level, was
~nworkable.

.. 6. SCAP also recommends that EPA reconsider the regulatory provision requiring
EPA to reissue administratively continued permits if the state does not do so
within a certain time frame. We believe that this improperly usurps delegated
state authority over the NPDES program, and should be deleted from the rule.

Thank you for the opportunity to conunent. SCAP looks forward to participating in
EPA's review of the TMDL and NPDES regulations in the coming months.



'I'

cc: Francoise Brasier
U.S. EnviroIh'11ental Protection Agency
Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds
4503 F, US.,EPA
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460

.Art Baggett, Chair
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I street
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95814



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE OF
PUBUCL'( OWNED iHEATiv181JTWORKS

August 21, 2001

W-98-31-ID TMDL Comments Clerk
Water Docket (MC-4101)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460

Dear Comments Clerk:

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REVISION OF THE DATE FOR STATE
SUBMISSION OF THE 2002 LIST OF IMPAIRED WATERS

(66 FED. REG. 41817)

The Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works (SCAP)
appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed rulemaking revising the date for
state submission of the 2002 list of impaired waters. SCAP's fifty-five public agency .

. . members provide wastewater and water services to over sixteen million residents in .
Southern California. We support the proposed revisions of the date for state submission.
of the 2002 List of Impaired Waters from April 2002 until October 2002.

Based on our review of the listing process being followed in California for the 2002 list
. update, we believe it would be extremely helpful to the State ifEPA were to extend the
deadline for list submittal. Although the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)
and nine (9) Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs) in California began the
process of preparing their 2002303 (d) lists earlier than ever before (about a year before
the deadline), for a variety of reasons, the process is still compressed. Of primary

." concern to SCAPisthe lack of a clearlydefined listing methodology and inconsistent
. (and in some cases, insufficient) opportunities du,ring the process for public participation. .

For instance, each of the 9 RWQCBs appears to be following a somewhat different
process for public participation. Likewise, the RWQCBs and the SWRCB each seemto
be deciding independently on their own assessment criteria and listing methodology.

We are greatly concerned that the SWRCB and RWQCBs do not have a uniform listing

methodology or guidance that they are using to prepare the 2002303 (d) list. It is our
understanding that time constraints, plus the state of flux of the federal regulations, are
the primary reasons the state has held off on developing a methodology~ Thus, we
believe that EPA's plan to release listing guidance in the near future is appropriate and
could be extremely helpful. However, we are concerned that there will still be

30200 Rancho Viejo Road, Suite B

San Juan CapiSirano. CA 92675
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insufficient time for States to review the guidance and revise their listing processes 
which may entail revisions to the data gathering and analysis that they are now in the
middle of- and adopt their lists by October 2002. Additionally, if California were to
adopt a new listing methodology, this action might well entail a full regulatory process,
which typically takes a minimum of 9-12 months. Therefore, we believe that EPA should
consider allowing even more time for States to prepare their lists, perhaps by adopting a
provision allowing extensions on an as-needed basis to allow regulatory actions such as
the adoption of a statewide listing methodology.

With respect to the development of the listing guidance, we offer the following comments
for your consideration:

1. Based on our preliminary review of the report, we concur with many of the National
.Research Council's conclusions and recommendations that EPA should adopt
statistical approaches to monitoring design, data analysis, and impairment assessment
(NRC, June 2001at 43).

·2,· States should be required to report the statistical properties of the sample data
analyses used to make listing deteIDlinations (NRC, June 2001 at 43).

··3: SCAP requests increased transparency of the listing and delistingprocess (see
attached Sc::AP letter to the LA Regional Water ;Board dated June 29,2001).

4.. SCAP encourages EPA to retain the following requirements currently in the July
2000 rule for States in the listing process:

./ A publicly reviewable document;

../ A description of how different types of data will be evaluated;

. ./Explanation of how the following factors relating to listing will be considered:
data quality, age, degree of confidence, degree of exceedances;

./ Description of procedures for collecting and using ambient water quality data;

. ./ Description of methods and factors to develop a prioritized schedule;

./ Requirement to develop listing methodology which includes descriptions of
factors used to "delist" waterbodies;

. 5. EPA should require States to prepare 305 (b) reports that fully comply with the Clean
Water A~t as part of the data and information needed to list impaired waterbodies. In
the past, 305 (b) reports have not properly analyzed the economic and social costs, the
economic and social benefits, the description of the nature and extent of non-point
soUrces ofpollutants, recommendations as to the programs that must be undertaken to
control each category of such sources and an estimate of the costs of implementing
such programs. Without these elements, the 305 (b) reports lack sufficient baseline
information to provide decisionmakers with the information needed to determine the
true costs of meeting adopted water quality standards and thus to make necessary
adjustments to the standards to the extent that they are found not to be attainable.



Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We applaud EPA's proposal to revisit the
new TMDL regulation and the listing process and develop a reasonable, practical
approach to this program.

Respectfully,

,~/
.!/ /.,hI: . . ~,.

~
~}~~ /: ~ 77"(· - _ .

Ra and C. Miller _______
E ecutive Director . ,. ,...

cc: Francoise Brasier
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

. Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds
4503 F, U.S. EPA
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460

Art Baggett, Chair
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I Street
P.O~ Box 100
Sacramento, cX 95814



SCAP
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SOlffiiERN CALIFORNIA AlLIANCE OF
f'JBUCLY ONNEn TREATMENT WORKS

JUl1e 29,2001

Dennis Dickerson, Executive Officer
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Re: SCAP Comments on 2002 Water Quality Assessment and Update of the 303 (d)
List of Impaired Waterbodies

Dear Mr. Dickerson:

On behalf of the Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works
(SCAP), I am pleased to submit comments on the pending 305 (b) Water Quality
Assessment and the 303 (d) list. SCAP's fifty-six public agency members provide
wastewater and water services to over sixteen million residents in Southern California.
The following comments were prepared by a workgroup of SCAP members.

1. SCAP encourages the Regional Board to carefully read and consider all comments
submitted individually by our member agencies.

2. Under the Clean Water Act, as part of their biennial water quality assessments
required under Section 305 (b), states are supposed tc? prepare analyses, among other
things, of the extent to which "fishable/swimmable" uses have been or will be
achieved, and what additional actions are necessary to achieve them; an estimate of
the environmental impact, the economic and social costs, the economic and social
benefits, and the estimated date of achievement; and a description of the nature and
extent of nonpoint sources of pollutants, recommendations as to the programs which
must be undertaken to control each category of such sources, and an estimate of the
costs of implementing such programs. 33 Us. C. Sec. 1315 The Regional Board
must complete the required analyses during its water quality assessment, and we
recommend that tlus be done prior to the 303 (d) listing process. We also request that
a draft of the 305 (b) report be made available to the public for comment prior to
being finalized and submitted to the State Water Resources Control Board.

3. SCAP supports the idea of a "preliminary list" or "watch list, on which waterbodies
with inadequate or insufficient data would be placed in lieu of the 303 (d) list.
Waters on the watch list would be targeted for further data gathering and assessment
before either being placed on the 303 (d) list or designated as support~ng the
beneficial use(s). The National Research Council suggested such a list in their 2001
report assessing the effectiveness ofTMDLs.! This has the potential to greatly reduce

I Assessing the TMDL Approach to Water Quality Management prepublication copy, 2001.

30200 Rancho Viejo Road, Suite B

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
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2002 Water Quality Assessment and Update of the 303 Cd) List ofImpaired Waterbodies Page 2

the burden caused by allocating valuable resources to addressing waters that may not
tmly be impaired, and focus funding and effort on true impairments.

4. SCAP urges caution regarding extrapolation of impacts on a specific waterbody based
on data from a different body of water. Regional data, which have been generalized
from limited data, when used, must be utilized appropriately.

5. SCAP believes that the Regional Board must only use adopted water quality
standards, such as water quality objectives that have legally been adopted in the Basin
Plan and approved by the State Water Resources Control Board, the Office of
Administrative Law, and EPA, as the basis for the 305 (b) report or 303 (d) listings.
Informal criteria that have not been fOmlally adopted in accordance with Water Code
requirements and the Administrative Procedures Act are known as "underground
regulations" and cannot be legally used as the basis for the water quality assessment
or 303 (d) listing. 2

6. The Regional Board should specify what factors (including those listed below) are
considered as "evidence," and how such evidence is weighted in making use of
support/non-support decisions.

a. Consider spatial, temporal (at several scales), and hydrologic variations and
their effects on water quality when preparing the 2002 303 (d) list. We
recommend that the Regional Board adopt a "weight of evidence" approach in
preparing the 303 (d) list. Among other things, this will necessitate an
understanding of variability in water quality data. In Southern California,
stream flow is one of the largest sources of variability in water quality data.
Stream flow is dependent on spatial, temporal (especially seasonal), and
hydrologic variations. Not accounting for the effects of stream flow on water
quality can bias the data set with respect to making impairment
determinations. For the weight of evidence approach, one also will need to
know how spatial variation was assessed, especially as it relates to effluent
dependent waterbodies. A good weight of evidence approach needs sample
sets that are spatially and temporally representative of conditions in the
waterbody. Sample locations should be characteristic of the main water mass
or distinct hydrologic areas.

b. For uses related to aquatic life, consider biological indicators as having a
greater weight than pollutant concentration levels, to the extent that some
waters may have unimpaired beneficial uses even though some chemical
criteria have been exceeded. Among other reasons, this may occur because
water quality objectives or criteria that are based on national guidance may
not be reflective oflocal or site-specific conditions.

2 Cal. Gov. Code Sec. 11340 defmes "regulation," in relevant part, as "every rule, regulation, order, or
standard of general application or the amendment, supplement, or revision of any rule, regulation, order, or
standard adopted by any state agency to implement, interpret, or make specific the law enforced or
administered by it." Cal. Gov. Code Sec. 11342 An "underground regulation" is invalid and unenforceable
because it has not been promulgated in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act. Frankel v.
Kizer, 21 Cal. App. 4th 743, 747 (Cal. App. 2d Dist., Dec. 13, 1993).
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c. Consider on a case-by-case basis, whether or not a waterbody is oligotrophic,
mesotrophic, or eutrophic and provide criteria for each type.

d. Eliminate subjective criteria such as "significant amount observed."

7. In the 1997 interagency 303 (d) listing guidance, EPA and SvVRCB directed the
Regional Boards to delist waters if certain factors were met. One guideline that does
not appear to have been fully implemented called for recognition of control measures
already in place - or expected to be installed within the next listing cycle - that will
result in protection of beneficial uses. Control measures that should be considered an
adequate basis for delisting include permits, clean up and abatement, cease and desist,
or time schedule orders, and watershed management plans that are enforceable and
include a time schedule for compliance with objectives. Prior EPA 303 (d) guidance
also recommended this be taken into account. For example, within the Los Angeles
Region, many inland waters are listed as being impaired by ammonia, yet all of the
publicly owned treatment works are under compliance schedules to meet the
ammonia water quality objectives contained in the Basin Plan in the next 1-2 years.
Presumably, these waters will come into compliance with the ammonia objective
when these dischargers meet this requirement. Therefore, we recommend that the
Regional Board review these and other 303 (d) listings for which enforceable
requirements have been adopted during this listing cycle.

8. In reviewing your prior staff reports regarding adoption of water quality assessment
and/or 303 (d) listing, there has been very little explanation provided regarding how
assessment decisions were made. Therefore, the following items reflect SCAP's
recommendations that we believe are essential for the 2002 water quality assessment
process.

In a recent Draft EPA Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology (CALM)
report, several good recommendations are made for how states should conduct their
listing processes. We are including several items based on CALM, as well as some
additional items, that summarize the analytical and public review process we recommend
the Regional Board follow. These comments supplement the comments previously
submitted by SCAP regarding opportunities for public participation in the water quality
assessment process.

• A thorough explanation of the thinking process that went into each decision
should be made available in writing.

• The Regional Board should document each of the types of data that support water
quality decision-making and explain how they are used in the context of
applicable water quality standards to support different water quality
determinations. .

• A description of and reference for the quality assurance procedures should be

included in water quality assessment and listing documentation. The Regional
Board should define data quality requirements and how they utilize and interpret
data to make decisions about whether the waterbody is impaired or attaining water
quality standards.
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e Metadata for the field data, i.e., when measurements were taken, locations,
number of samples, detection limits, etc., should be in the administrative record
and, upon request, made available to interested parties. The Regional Board
should recognize that not all data are of equal value for assessing water quality
standards attainmentlimpainnent. Results of chemical data or any other type of
data analysis are of limited value unless they are accompanied by documentation
about sample collection (SOPs), analytical methods, and quality control protocols.
Electronic copies of data and metadata should be made available, upon request.

• When data from citizen volunteer group's water quality monitoring efforts is
used, the name of the group, the hours of training in water quality assessment
completed by members of the group, SOPs, documentation of training of
volunteers in both sampling and field testing, and whether a state certified lab was
utilized should be provided. Finally, these data must meet the Regional Board's
prior agreed upon standards for data quality.

• Sample size is an important element of data quality. In general, in the CALM
draft, EPA is recommending that in order to have a high level of confidence in the
results, a sample size of at least 30 samples is necessary. Recognizing that sample
size is a big debate, we believe that a statistically-bases approach should be used
in the listing process, with an adequate sample size. Theref~re, the 5 samples, and
sometimes 3 samples, used in prior assessment and listing processes seem less
than sufficient. Not withstanding all the arguments about sample size, the
tremendous implications of attainment/impainnent decisions argue for the use of
rigorous and statistically-valid data sets.

• What are the compelling reasons to list a waterbody, and does one reason have
more weight than another?

• Fact sheets that explain proposed listings and delistings, including constituents of
concern, the data used, and the water quality standard and the basis for the
decision to list or delist must be provided to the public when the list is made
available for public review. This is absolutely essential to enable infonned public
review, and will go a long way towards instilling confidence in the process and
analysis prepared by the Regional Board.

SCAP is very aware of the tremendous burden this process puts on the Regional Board
staff. These comments imply changes that we think will improve the process. SCAP
looks forward to working with you during this process and recommends infonnal
workshop meetings for this purpose.

Regards,

Raft:;~~
Executive Director

cc: Debbie Smith
Renee DeShazo
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Water Quality Management Needs Improvement;
Better Data Analysis and Two-Step Process Could Aid States

WASHINGTON - A more science-based approach is needed to improve
a federally mandated program that requires states to clean up the
nation's lakes, rivers, and other bodies of water, says a new report from
the National Academies' National Research Council. Despite three
decades of progress iii controlling discharges from waste-water
treatment plants and industry, pollution from other sources is
jeopardizing water quality and the ability of states to achieve further
progress.

Under the 1972 Clean Water Act; each state must identify polluted
waters, put them on its so-called 303d list, and establish what are known
as Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), which determine the amount by
which sources of pollution would need to be reduced to meet the state's
standards. During previous decades, states focused on issuing permits
to control industrial and municipal discharges into bodies of water from
point sources, such as an identifiable pipe or channel. Now the focus has
shifted to implementing the TMDL process and controlling pOllutants,
such as nutrients, bacteria, and sediments, that frequently come from
various nonpoint sources, including urban storm water and agricultural
runoff. And there is increased attention on other factors affecting water
quality such as habitat alteration.

"State agencies need to use better data and tools to establish
appropriate water quality standards, determine whether standards have
been violated, and develop restoration plans," said Kenneth H. Reckhow,
chair of the committee that wrote the report, and professor, Duke
University, Durham, N.C. ''The state of the science is sufficient to
overhaul the current lists of impaired waters and aid states in
determining more workable solutions for cleaning them up."

About 21,000 bodies of water have been placed on 303d cleanup lists.
Because of time and resource constraints coupled with legal pressures,
many water bodies were put on state lists without adequate water quality
data, creating a large caseload requiring cleanup efforts, said the
committee. Considerable uncertainty exists about whether some of these
waters violate standards. In addition, other waters that are impaired have'
yet to be identified.

The report calls on EPA to implement a two-step process that puts

(,J 18/0 I I I :46 AM
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certain waters on a preliminary list before moving them to the final 303d
list of those that require cleanup. This approach would give states time to
stUdy those bodies of water for which scant data exist while
concentrating efforts on sites found to be in greatest need. If no legal
mechanism exists for states to move waters from the 303d list to a
preliminary list, Congress should create one, the committee said.
However, no body of water should remain on a preliminary list for more
than a predetermined period that allows for problems to be identified and
solutions developed.

To improve the TMDL process, states should develop more refined
water quality standards inclUding the use of biological measurements to
complement physical and chemical ones. The report promotes greater
use of statistical approaches for the design of monitoring programs and
for the analysis of data to determine if standards have been violated.
Scientific uncertainty -- caused, for example, by limited data or natural
variability - should be acknowlepged and taken into account. So that
TMDL plans are not halted because of a lack of scientific information, the
states should adopt an approach called adaptive implementation,
Whereby plans are periodically assessed and revised using new data and
scientific tools.

Since the TMDL program is a significant financial burden for states,
Congress might consider aiding states through matching grants to carry
out water quality studies, the committee added.

The TMDL process has become one of the most discussed and debated,
environmental prograros in the nation, as drafting and reVising of the final
rules for implementation and enforcement has taken place in the last
year. Last October, Congress suspended EPA's implementation of these
rules until·further information could be gathered. In partiCUlar, Congress
asked the National Research Council to examine the program's scientific
basis for determining which waters are impaired and for developing
TMDLs. Under 1992 regulations, states are required to meet a deadline
of 8 to 13 years for establishing the TMDLs. Only six states have enough
data to fully assess the condition of their waters, according to the
General Accounting Office.

The committee's work was funded by the Environmental Protection
Agency. The National Research Council is a private, nonprofit institution
that provides science policy advice under a congressional charter
granted to the National Academy of Sciences. A committee roster
follows.

Read the full text of P..ss~:ssjl1Q the T\\tJDL ,!;p,'Orof!ch to W.ater Qual1t·!
Manaoement for free on the Web, as well as more than 1,800 other
publications from the National Academies. Printed copies are available
for purchase from the National Academy Press Web site or by calling
(202) 334-3313 or 1-800-624-6242. Reporters may obtain a
pre-publication copy from the Office of News and Public Information
(contacts listed above)..

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
Division on Earth and Life Studies
Water Science and Technology Board

Committee to Assess the Scientific Basis of the Total Maximum
Daily Load Approach
to Water Pollution Reduction

6118/0 I 11:46 AM
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Public Participation

On January 2, 1998, the Regional Board distributed the existing 1996 303(d) List to the public and
requested that interested parties submit recent data that staff could use to reassess water quality and
water quality impairments. Additionally, staff held three workshops for interested parties, on January
28, 1998 in Venrura, and on January 30, 1998 and February 6, 1998 in Monterey Park. Draft 303(d)
Lists were provided at these workshops, and staff summarized data used for the proposed listings and
delisrings. In addition to asking for additional water quality data at these workshops, staff also solicited
data/comments from the pUblic on the specific listings and delistings, the criteria used for listings and
delistings, and the approach to ranking impaired waters and prioritizing and scheduling TMDLs.
Although a schedule for implementing all TMDLs was not presented at the workshops, the approach to
scheduling and the importance of synchronizing TMDLs with watershed management was discussed.

Furthermore, staff compiled data for concerned parties on a case-by-case basis, and held many
discussions regarding water quality standards, impairment criteria, and the TMDL process.

Staff had intended to propose adoption of revisions to the 1996 303(d) List at a public meeting of the
Regional Board on March 2, 1998. However, due to extensive public interest and comment, staff has
delayed proposed adoption of revisions to the 1996 303(d) List until a public meeting of the Regional
Board on April 13, 1998. Accordingly, a target date for receipt of written comments was extended
from February 13, 1998 to March 6, 1998. Interested parries who have submitted written comments by
the close of the comment period include those listed on the following page.

A summary of comments and staff's responses begins on page 23. Copies of the comment· letters
(alphabetically arranged, beginning on page 48) follow the summary of comments and responses.
Please note that staff has not yet been able to fully consider comments received after March 6, 1998.



SCAP·
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE OF
PUBLICLY OWNED TREATMENT WORKS

.. i·:

July 3,2001

J6hnRobertus
S:an Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard,·Suite A
San Diego, CA92.124-1324

I.)

f1/~'

Re: SCAP Comments on 2002 Water Quality Assessment and Update ofthe~03 (d)
. List ofImpaired Waterbodies .

. 1\
bearMr~Robertus:

. ,
cOn behalf of the Southern 'CaliforInaAlliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works .

\ ,(SCAP), I am pleased'to submit comments on ,the pending 305 (b) Water .Quality ,
Assessment and' the 303 (d) list. SCAP's fifty-six public agency members' provide
wastewater and water services to over sixteen million residents in' Southern California.

'.. The following comments were prepared by a'workgroup of SCAP members.
,.-, . ... :

1. SCAP encourages the Regional Bo~d t~ carefully re,ad andc()nside~ all coinments
submitted individua.lly by our member agencies. .

.2~ Under the ;'Clean' Water A~t,as part of their biennial water quality; assessments
+,. ,required under Sect!c:m 305 (b), states are suppo~ed to prepare-analyses, among other

',things, of the extent to which "fishable/swimmable" uses have been or will be
.,. 'achieved" and'what a.dditional actions are n~cessIDy to achieve them; an estimate of

1;he environmental impaCt, the 'economic and social costs, the 'economic' and, social
benefits, and the estimated date 6fachievement; and a description of the nature and

" extent of nonpoint sourges of pollutants, recommendations as to the programs which
must be undertaken to control each category of such sources, and an estiinate of the
costs of implementing such programs. 33 u.s. C. Sec. j 315 The RegionaLBoard
must 'corilpletethe required analyses during its water quality assessment, and we
'recommend that this be done prior to the 303 (d) listing process. We also request that
a draft of the 305 (b) report be made available to the public for comment prior to
being finalized and submitted to the State Water R.esources Control Board.

", .', '-. . .' "."

3. SCAP supports thy idea of a "preliminary list" or ''Watch list" oil which waterbodies'
,with inadequate or' insufficient data would be placed in lieu of the 303 (d) list.
Waters on the watch list would be targeted for further data gathering and assessment
before either being placed on the 303 (d) list or desigriated as supporting the
beneficial use(s). The National Research Councilsuggested such a list in their 2001
report assessing the effectivenessofTMDLs;l This has the.potential to greatly reduce

I Assessing the TMDL Approach to Water Quality Management, prepublication copy, 2001.

30200 Rancho Viejo Road, Suite B

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
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-the burden caused by allocating valuable resources to addressing waters that may not
truly be impaired, and focus funding and effort on true impairments.

4. SCAP urges caution regarding extrapolation of impacts on a specific waterbody based
on data from a different body of water. Regional data, which have been generalized
from limited data, when used, must be utilized appropriately.

5. SCAP believes that the Regional Board must only use adopted water quality 
standards, such as water quality objectives that have legally been adopted in the Basin
Plan and approved by the State Water Resources Control Board, the Office of
Administrative Law, and EPA, as the basis for the 305 (b) report or 303 (d) listings.

-- Informal criteria that have not been formaJly adopted in accordance with Water Code _
'requirements and the Administrative Procedures Act are known as ':underground
regulations" and cannot be legally useci as the basis for the water quality assessment
or 303(d) listing.2

_ __ .

'6. The Regional- Board should specify -what factors (including those iisted below) are
-considered as "evidence," and how such evidence is weighted in making use of
support/non-support decisions. - ,

a. Consider spatial, temporal (at several scales),and hydrologic :variati~ns ~d
their effects on water quality when preparing the 2002 303 (d) list. We
recommend that the Regional Board adopt a "weight of evidence" approach in
preparing the -303 (d) list. Among other things, this will necessitate an
understanding of variability in water quality data; In Southern California,
stream flow is one of the largest sources o(variability in water quality data.
Stream flow is dependent on spatial, temporal (especially seasonal),and
l1ydrologic variations. Not accounting for the effects of stream flow on water
quality can bias - the data set with respect to __ making -impairment

·-determinations. For the weight of evidence approach, one also'-will need to
_know how spatial variation was assessed, especially as·it relates to effluent~

-dependent waterbodies. A good weight of evidence approach needs sample
sets that are -spatially and temporally representative- of conditions in the
waterbody. Sample locations should be charactep.stic of the main water mass
or distinct hydrologic areas.

b. For uses related to aquatic life, consider biological indicators as having a
greater weight than pollutant concentration levels, to the extent that some
waters may have unimpaired beneficial uses even though some chemical
criteria have been exceeded. __ Among other reasons, this may occur because
water qmility objectives or criteria that are based on national guidance may
not be reflective of local or site-specific conditions. -

2 Cal. Gov. Code Sec. 11340 defines "regulation," in relevant part, as "every rule, regulation, order, or
standard of ge~eral application or the amendment, supplement, or revision of any rule, regulation, order, or
standard adopted by any state agency to implement, interpret, or make specifIC the law enforced or
administered by it." Cal. Gov. Code Sec. 11342 An "underground regulation" is invalid and unenforceable
because it has not been promulgated in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act. Frankel v.
Kizer, 21 CaL App. 4th 743, 747 (Cal. App. 2d Dist., Dec.n, 1993).
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c. Consider on a case-by-case basis, whether or not a waterbody is oligotrophic,
mesotrophic, or eutrophic and provide criteria for eachtype.

d. Eliminate subjective criteria such as "significant amount observed."

7. In the 1997 interagency 303 (d) listing guidance, EPA and SWRCB directed the
Regional Boards to delist waters if certain factors were met. One guideline that does
not appear to have been °fully implemented called for recognition of control measures
already in place - or- expected to be installed within the next listing cycle - thatwill
result in protection of benefic~aluses. Control measures that should be considered an 00

adequate basis for delisting include permits, clean up and abatement, cease and desist,
or time schedule orders, and watershed management plans that are enforceable and
include a time schedule for 'compliance with objectives. P,rior EPA 303 (d) guidance
also recommended this be taken into account. For example, within the Los Angeles
Region, many inland waters are listed as being impaired by ammonia, yet all of the
publicly owned treatment works are under compliance schedules to meet the
ammonia water quality objectives contained in the Basin Plan in the next 1-2 years.
Presumably, these waters will come into compliance with the ammonia objective

;- when these dischargers meet this requirement. - Therefore, we recommend that the
° Regional Board review these and other 303 O(d) listings for which enforceable

!o requirements have been adopted during this listing cycle.

8. In reviewing your prior staff reports regarding adoption of water quality assessment
° anel/()r 303 (d) listing, there has been veryOlittleexplanationprovided regarding how °

assessment decisions were made. Therefore, the following items reflect SCAP's
recommendations that we believe are essential for the 2002 water quality assessment
:process.

Ina recent Draft EPA Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology (CALM)
,report, several good recommendations ··are .made for how states··· should conduct their

,listing processes. We are including several items based on CALM, as well as some
.'additional item~, that summarize the analYtical and public review process we recommend _
the Regional Board follow. These comments supplement the comments previously

.submitted by SCAP regarding opportunities for public participation in the water quality
assessment process. .0 •

• A thorough explanation of the thinking process that went into each decision
should be made available in writing. '0

• The Regional Board should doctiment each of the types of data that support water
quality decision-making and explain how they are used in the context of
applicable water quality standards to support ° different water quality
determinations.

• A description of and reference for the quality assurance procedures should be
included in water quality assessment and listing documentation. The Regional
Board should define data quality requirements and how they utilize and interpret
data to make decisions about whether the waterbody is impaired or attaining water

quality standards.
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• Metadata for the field data, i.e., when measurements were taken, locations,
number of samples, detection limits,etc., should be in the administrative record
and, upon request, made available to interested parties. The Regional Board
should recognize that not all data are·of equal value for assessing water quality
standards attainment/impairment. Results of chemical data or any other type. of
data analysis are of limited value unless they are accompanied by documentation
about sample collection (SOPs), analytical methods, and quality control protocols.
Electronic copies of data and metadata should be made available, upon request.

• When data from citizen volunteer group's water quality monitoring efforts is
used, the name of the group, the hours of training in water quality assessment
completed by members of the group, SOPs, documentation of training of
volunteers in both samplingand field testing, and whether a state certified lab was
utilized should be provided. Finally, these data must meet the Regional Board's
prior agreed upon standards for data quality. ' ,

• Sample size is an important element of data:'-quality. In general, in the CALM .'
, draft, EPA is recommending that in order to have a high level of confidence in the
, results, a sample size of atleast 30 samples iSlnecessary'--Recognizing'that sample
:size is a big debate, we believe that a statistically-bases approach should be used
'in the listing process, with an adequate sample size. Therefore, the 5 samples, and
sometimes 3 samples, used in prior assessment and listing processes seem less

: than sufficient. Not withstanding all the arguments about .sample size, the
tremendous implications of attainment/impairment decisions argue for the lise of

": rigorous and statistically-valid data sets.
• What are the compelling reasons to list a waterbody, and does one reasoD: have.

more weight than another? .
'. Fact sheets that explain proposed listings and delistings, including constituents of

concern, the data used, and the water quality standard' and the ,basis for the
. decision to list or delist must be provided to the public when the list is made

" availabl~ for public review. This is absolutely essentialto enable informed public
review, and will go a long way towards instilling confidence in the process and

,analysis prepared by the Regional Board.

SCAP'is very aware of the tremendous burden this process puts on the Regional Board
staff. These comments imply 'changes that we think ,will improve the process. SCAP
looks forward to working with you during this process· and recommends informal
w()rkshop meetings for this purpose.

cc: Keri Cole
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303(d) Impaired Waterbodies List - 2002 Update
Feb '01 I Mar '01 Apr '01

10 0 Task Name Start Finish 214 I 2111 I 2118 I 2125 I 3/4 I 3/11 I 3/18 I 3/25 4/1 I 4/8 I 4/15 I 4/22

1 ../ Review previous listing info Mon 215/01 Wed 2114/01 _-9
2 0" Team Meetings .Thu 2115/01 Wed 9/26/01 * 2115* 2I22t 3/1 * 3/8 * 3129
3 ./ Listing Team Meetings 1 Thu 2115/01 Thu 2115/01

.2115 I
4 v· Listing Team Meetings 2 Thu 2122101 Thu 2122101

.2122 i
5 v' Listing Team Meetings 3 Thu 3/1/01 Thu 3/1/01 .~
6 v' Listing Team Meetings 4 Thu 3/8/01 Thu 3/8/01

.3/8

7 v· Listing Team Meetings 5 Thu 3/29/01 Thu 3/29/01 .3/29

8 v' Listing Team Meetings 7 Mon 6/4/01 Mon 6/4/01

9 v' Listing Team Meetings 8 Wed 7/11/01 Wed 7/11/01

10 v' Listing Team Meetings 9 Wed 8/1/01 Wed 8/1/01

11 ffiB Listing Team Meetings 10 Tue 8/14/01 Tue 8/14/01

12 ffiB Listing Team Meetings 11 Fri 8/31/01 Fri 8/31/01

13 ~ Listing Team Meetings 12 Wed 9/12101 Wed 9/12101

14 ffiB Listing Team Meetings 13 Wed 9/26/01 Wed 9/26/01

15 0" Board Mtg Prep Mon 3/5/01 Mon 9/24/01

16 v' Board Mtg Prep 1 - EO Report Mon 3/5/01 Mon 3/5/01 .... A_
T

17 v' Board Mtg Prep 2 - EOSR Man 4/23/01 Mon 4/23/01 .... "A.
T

18 ffi3 Board Mtg Prep 4 - EOSR Man 9/24/01 Man 9/24/01

19 0" Board Meetings Wed 3114/01 Wed 12112101

20 v' Board Meetings 1 -EO Report Wed 3/14/01 Wed 3/14/01 * 3/14
21 v' Board Meetings 2 -was Unit EO Rpt. Wed 4/11/01 Wed 4/11/01 * 4/11
22 v' Board Meetings 3 -EOSR Wed 5/9/01 Wed 5/9/01

23 v' Board Meetings 4 -was Unit EO Rpt. Wed 6/13/01 Wed 6/13/01

24 v' Board Meetings 5 -was Unit EO Rpt. Wed 7/11/01 Wed 7/11/01

Page 1 of 9 last updated by KC 813/01



303(d) Impaired Waterbodies List - 2002 Update
Feb '01 Mar '01 Apr '01

10 {I Task Name Start Finish 214 I 2111 I 2118 I 2125 I 3/4 I 3/11 I 3/18 I 3/25 4/1 t 4/8 I 4/15 I 4/22
25 ~/ Board Meetings 6 -was Unit EO Rpt. Fri 9/14/01 Fri 9/14/01

26 mH Board Meetings 7 -EOSR Wed 10/10/01 Wed 10/10/01

27 ffi3 Board Meetings 8 -was Unit EO Rpt. Wed 11/14/01 Wed 11/14/01

28 rm Board Meetings 9 -was Unit EO Rpt. Wed 12112101 Wed 12112101

29 V". Solicitation of Public Info Thu 2115/01 Wed 5/16/01 .....
30 V". Receipt of SWRCB draft letter/memo Thu 2115/01 Thu 2115/01 .... ft,,~..... '1
31 V". Draft R9 LetterlNotices & Set-up web address Tue 2120/01 Mon 315/01

32 V". Send letterlNotice local papersIR9 website Wed 317/01 Wed 317/01 3n

33 V". Catalogue all incoming data Wed3n101 Wed 5/16/01 .. - - - .,.

-
34 ../ Conduct listing process workshop Wed 4/4/01 Wed 4/4/01 .4/4

35 V". Close 60-day solicitation period Tue 5/15/01 Tue 5/15/01

36 Evaluation of >July '97 Data Wed 317/01 Mon 816/01 .....
37 mH Review in-house/existing data Wed 317/01 Fri 8/3/01 ._~-...... _. .

Conduct University lit search Wed 317/01
~

_.~38 V". Fri 7/6101 - - - - - - -

39 mB Review incoming data Wed 317/01 Mon 816/01 .0 -
40 rfi Verify data Wed 317/01 Man 816/01

41 Recommendation of List Update Tue 817/01 Wed 10/31/01

42 liB Prepare DRAFT (list & support info) Tue an/01 Fri 8/31/01

43 mB Post DRAFT listing update Fri 8131/01 Fri 8131101

44 f[B Public review of DRAFT Mon 9/3/01 Wed 10/3/01

45 liB Conduct public workshop (?) Thu 10/4/01 Thu 10/4/01

46 liB Respond to comments & finalize recommendations Tue 9/4/01 Wed 10/10/01

47 Hm Inform Board of recommendations (adopt res.?) Wed 10/10/01 Wed 10/10/01

48 rEB Forward recommendations to SWRCB Wed 10/31/01 Wed 10/31/01

Page 2 of 9 last updated by KC 8/3/01



303(d) Impaired Waterbodies List - 2002 Update
Feb '01 Mar '01 Apr '01

10 0 Task Name Start Finish 214 I 2111 I 2118 I 2125 I 3/4 I 3111 I 3118 I 3/25 4/1 I 4/8 I 4/15 I 4/22
49 SWRCB Submittal to EPA (tentative dates) Wed 10117/01 Mon 411102

50 ffi3 Formulate Statewide recommendation Wed 10/17/01 Mon 12131/01

51 m3 Conduct public review/comment Wed 112102 Tue 315/02

52 ffi3 Conduct public workshops Wed 1/2102 Fri 211/02

53 rn; Revise recommendations Wed 316/02 Fri 3129/02

54 ffi'3 Adopt updated list Fri 3/29/02 Fri 3129/02

55 me Submittal To EPA Mon 4/1/02 Mon 4/1/02

Page 3 of 9 last updated by KC 813/01
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MaV'01 I Jun '01 Jul'01 I Aug '01 T SeD '01 Oct '01

4/29 I 5/6 I 5/13 T 5120 T 5/27 I 6/3 I 6/10 I 6/17 I 6/24 7/1 I 7/8 I 7/15 I 7/22 I 7/29 I 8/5 I 8/12 I 8/19 I 8/26 I 9/2 I 9/9 I 9/16 I 9/23 I 9130 I 10n I 10/14

* 5/9

*" 6/4

.6/4

*" 6/13

*" 7/11

.7/11

"* 7/11

t 8/1
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"* 8/14 *" 9/12

.9/12

*" 9/26

.9/26
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303d Things to Do 
8/1/01 meeting - JS, KC, CA

1. Complete initial assessments of all waterbodies
.; check s:wqs\303dlist\potential sources STATUS.xls for outstanding work to be done .

2. Review all write-ups, make adjustments, ensure consistency

3. Compile recommendations for impaired waterbodies list in format consistent with existing list
.; include new listings and changes to current listings

4. Compile list of "threatened" waterbodies and proposed action (e.g. future monitoring, assess
SW permit info, etc.)

5. Prepare assessment methodology/rationale document to support recommendations (see
attached DRAFT outline)

6. Post draft list on website and send out mailing for public review of draft list

7. Organize supporting documentation for Admin. Record
.; info submitted
.; in-house references
.; correspondences (emails, phone call reports, letters)
.; staff fact sheets & memos

8. Prepare public process description & schedule
.; include description of past & future, PowerPoint presentations, workshops

attendance sheets, notes, etc.
9. Prepare for October meeting

.; EOSR report to Lori/Robertus

.; PowerPoint presentation describing entire process, rationale, recommendations

10. Input all info (303d listings and all other assessment info) into GeoWBS
.; Schedule Nancy Richard (or her replacement)from State Board to come down for 1

whole day to work with you & Lisa on inputting & reporting



2002 CWA Section 303d Listing of Impaired Waterbodies
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region

DRAFT Assessment Methodology and Rationale - Outline 8/1/01

1. Introduction
a. purpose of assessment
b. cite state/federal regulations & requirements

2. SDRWQCB's solicitation & data collection procedure
a. Reference SWRCS letter &guidance
b. Reference SDRWQCB public solicitation letter, newspaper notices, website posting
c. Reference USPEA letter from Dave Smith re: sources to tap into
d. Discuss public workshops & mtgs

3. Assessment Methodology
. a. Beneficial uses and water quality objectives

b. General impairment guidance & references
i. SWRCB memo guidance (i.e. cutoff dates, weight of evidence, etc.)
ii. SWRCB & USEPA 1998 guidance
iii. USEPA 1996 guidance
iv. CALM
v. LARWQCB 1996 guidance
vi. Fla., Az guidance

c. Criteria (tables, reference citations)
i. Basin Plan
ii. Beach closure/posting coliform stds.
iii. Primary & secondary MCLs
iv. CTR,& NTR
v. MTRLS, FDA, etc.
vi. Ocean Plan
vii. Others, used ...

d. Weight of evidence approach
i. Listing
ii. Threatened
iii. Not enough info
iv. Changes to existing listings
v. Discussion of fact sheets

4. TMDL prioritization
a. Rationale/methodology/criteria

5. Summary of Recommendations



DRAFT
363(d)~istih~C()n9iderations

Jy,IY30~2001

This document contains a summary of the DRAFT303(d) Listing Considerations. A conference Gall
will be scheduled for the week of August 6th to receive Regional Board staff input on the document.

Outline:
I. SWRCB staff goals for the 2002 303(d) listing
II. PAG Consensus on Listing of Impaired Waters
III. .PAG Consensus on Stakeholder Involvement
IV. SWRCS staff considerations for Listing Factors, Delisting Factors, Evaluation Criteria and TMDL
Prioritization
V. Regional Board 303(D) List Submittal Package
VI. Regional Board 303(0) List Submittal Schedule
VII. Public Participation

I. SWRCB staff goals for the 2002 303(d) listing:

• Improve water quality
• Complete new 303(d) list by April 2002
• Produce a technically valid list
• Work with the Regions

• Provide assistance where requested
• Don't impede existing processes
• Minimize ch?tnging RE?gions priorities

• Minimize new work for TMDL team and Regions
• Don't reinvent the wheel
• Design tasks to accomplish multiple purposes

• Avoid litigation
• Have listing process serve as public input into policy development

II. PAG Consensus on Listing of Impaired Waters:

State Board members and management have requested that the 2002 listing process be consistent
with the recommendations of the AB 982 Public Advisory Group. The PAG believes that the critical
issues related to the listing process are:

• Adequacy and consistency of funding and personnel resources at state and local levels
• Need for better program direction from the SWRCB and enhanced consistency among

Regional Boards
• More c::omprehensive and effective statewide monitoring program
• Better utilization of all existing data
• Amount qf information and scientific rigor needed for listing

• The State Water Resources Control Board should formally adopt a Policy to maximize the
Regional Water Quality Control Boards consideration of existing data during the 303(d) process.
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• The State Water Resources Control,E3Q5l.rg§bdul~:tgr.r;na,I!Yl~;90Pt a Policy, and a means to
implement the Policy, for the RegioKaIW'Cit~(qLJ~I,i'tYCohtrdl'Boards on what constitutes
reasonable minimum acceptable credibleirif6rrnati6n. The Policy should also include the methods
for 8E?te,~l'T1irlirlgwhe,ther to Ust or dE;lIi$t water $,E;lgme,l1ts on the Sectipn 303(d) list consistent with
Fe9E;lra,r I§V'{. ... . .. .

III. PAG Consensus on Stakeholder Involvement:

• Regional Board should be open to input during the TMDL process.

• TMDLs need not be based on consensus but everyone needs to be heard.

• The Regional Board should publish schedules for the start ofthe stakeholder participation
process.

• Recommended framework for the TMDL development should include opportunities for
public input, for new listing, for scoping of the TMDL, on the draft TMDL and on final
adoption.

• A mechanism should be developed, including funding, to encourage and maintain
balanced stakeholder representation, and assure stakeholders are afforded the opportunity
to participate meaningfully, in accordance with TMDL deadlines.

• Regional Boards should consider education and outreach as part of TMDL development
and implementation. Public outreach and education are important aspects in issue
resolution and attaining water quality standards.

IV SWRCB staff considerations for Listing Factors, Delisting Factors, Evaluation Criteria and
TMDL Prioritization

Staff has attempted to develop factors and criteria that are technically valid and consistent with the
work already completed by Regional Staff.

A. Listing. Factors

Water bodies and associated pollutants should be recommended for addition to the 303(d) list if any

one of these factors is met:

1. Effluent limitations or other polluti()n contr91 requirements [e.g., Best Management
Practices (BMPs)] are not stringent enough to assure protection of beneficial uses and
attainment of SWRCB and RWQCB objectives, including those implementing SWRCS
Resolution Number 68-16 "Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of
Waters in California" [see also 40 CFR 130.7(b)(1 )]. This does not apply to non-attainment
related solely to discharge in violation of existing WDR's or NPDES permit.

2. Fishing, drinking water, or swimming advisory currently in. effect. This does not apply to
advisories related to discharge in violation of existing WDR's or NPDES perniit.

3. Beneficial uses are impaired or are expected to be impaired within the listing cycle (Le. in
next four years). Impairment is based upon evaluation of chemical, physical, or biological
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integrity;idrnpairment wilh'be determined by "qualitative assessment", physi~all chemical
monitorjng,; bioassay tests; and/mother biological, monitoring. Applicable Federal criteria
and the Regi(:>nalc Board's Basin Plan water quality objectives determine the basis for
impairment status.

4. The water body is on the previous 303(d) list and either: (a) monitoring continues to
.demonstrate a violation of objective(s) or (b) monitoring has not been performed.

. ': ;

5. Data indicate tissue ~oncentrations in consumable body parts of fish or shellfish exceed
applicable tissue criteria or guidelines, Criteria or guidelines related to prote~tion of human
and wildlife consumption include, but are not limited to, U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Action Levels, National Academy ·of Sciences Guidelines, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency tissue criteria.

B. Delisting Factors

Water bodies may be removed from the list for specific pollutants or stressors if anyone of these
factors is met:

1. Objectives are revised (for example, Site Specific Objectives), and the exceedence is
thereby eliminated.

2. .A beneficial use is de-designated after U.S. EPA approval of a Use Attainability Analysis,
and the non-support issue is thereby eliminated.

3. Faulty data led to the initial listing. Faulty data include, but are not limited to, typographical
errors, improper quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures, or limitations
related to the analytical methods that would lead to an improper conclusions regarding the
water quality status of the water body.

4. It has been. documented that the objectives are being met and beneficial uses are not
impaired based upon an evaluation of available monitoring data. This evaluation should
discuss foreseeable changes in hydrology, land use, or product use and describe why
such changes should not lead to future exceedance.

5. A TMDL has been approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for that specific
water body and pollutant (see 40 CFR 130.7(b)(4) ).

6. There are control measures in place, which will result in protection of beneficial uses.
Control measures include permits, clean up and abatement orders, and Basin Plan
requirements which are enforceable and include a time schedule (see 40 CFR
130.7(b)(1 )(iii).

c. Evaluation Criteria:

In general, the following hierarchy should be used in evaluating data relative to applicable water
quality objectives:

1. Applicable numeric water quality objectives (contained in the Basin Plan) or water
quality standards (contained in the federal California and National Toxics Rules). 80th
the Basin Plan and federal rules governing a specific parameter should be rea,d carefully,
since there can be site specific applications or exceptions.
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2: Griteriadevelopedby .the U.S~ EnvironmentalProtection Agency~ California Department
of Fish, andthe California Department of Health Services and'other applicable criteria
develbped'bygovernment agencies. Such criteria will beuse'd to interpret 'narrative
water quality objectives.

3. Gl;lidance or guidelines developed by agencies/entities suchas'the U.S. Food and Drug
"Administration, National Academy of, Sciences"and the Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry and the California Department of Health Services. Guidelines
developed by bther:agenciesshould 'be thorowghly reviewed before applied, since the
assumptions and risk factors considered may not be- consistent with Regional- Board
water quality objectives.

4. Criteria or standards developed in other states, regions, or countries. Such criteria
should be used with caution. The environmental setting, assumptions, and risk factors
considered may not be consistent with Regional Board water quality obje9tives•

. 5. Findings in peer-reviewed literatwre, listing decisions made in similar settings within the
State, and/or "weight of evidence" based on information and evaluations performed by
outside agencies or groups. Generally, a more extensive description will be needed to
justify the impairment (or lack of impairment) determination. Clear links should be .
described between the literature, findings in similar settings, or outside evaluations and
the non-attainment of water quality objectives.

There are no specific minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of exceedance for making a
finding that water quality objectives are not attained. In general, more data is needed to interpret
e.nvironmental results that are very specific to time and geography. Less datawould be needed to
make a determination based on environmental results that serve as integrators over space or time.
So more water column chemistry data would generally be needed to determine impairment than fish
tissue chemistry data. Also less water column chemistry data may be needed to make an impairment
determination (or lack of impairment determination) if there is other information to support the findings
from the water column chemistry (e.g. correlations could be made between pesticide use patterns and
the presence of pesticides in surface.water);

D. Priority Ranking:

A priority ranking is required for listed waters to guide TMDL planning pursuant to 40 CFR 130.7.
TMDLs will be ranked into high (H), medium (M), and low (L) priority categories based on:

• water body significance (such as importance and extent of beneficial uses, threatened
and endangered species concerns and size of water body)

• degree of impairment or threat (such as number of pollutants/stressors of concern, and
number of beneficial uses impaired)

• conformitywith related activities in the watershed (such as existence of watershed
assessment, planning, pollution control, and remediation, or restoration efforts in the
area)

• potentia:! for beneficial use protection or recovery

• degree of public concerh and involvement

• availability of funding and information to address the water quality problem
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• overall need for' an adequate pace of JMDL development for all listed waters
./,. '.

• other water bodies and pollutants'have become a higher priority

It should be noted that the criteria could be applied in different ways to different water bodies
and pollutants. For example, a water body may be severely impaired, but if there is little
Iikelihoodofbemeficialuse recovery than a lower priority might be given.

E..Weight ofEvidence and 303 Listing:

In developing the 303 list we are mandated to evaluate all existing and readily available information.
This carries with itthe implication that readily available information is sufficient for determining if a
water is impaired. This implication is not a directive, we could define a very rigorous threshold for
determining impairment. However, it seems logical that the law would contemplate relying on the
consideration of available information rather than a wholesale rejection of available information
because it doesn't conform to a rigorous decision threshold. In other words, it is not necessary to
have a comprehensive study with detailed statistical analysis of the magnitude, duration, and
intensity of impact to beneficial uses to conclude that an impairment exists. In fact, a listing implies
only that sufficient information exists to consider at least one point in the water body to have
exceeded standards for at least one significant period of time. It does not mean the entire water body
does not attain standards for all times.

In considering how to look at available information it is readily clear that no standardized set of
information can be used as a determinant for listing. Any available information is to be considered.
Therefore some means of bringing any type of information into the evaluation must be established.
The typical description for this approach is a weight-of-evidence approach. In this method the
evaluator weighs various pieces of information as to its ability to demonstra:te a credible line of
reasoning leading to a conclusion about the condition of the water. Three possible conclusion exist:
1) the water is notmeeting standards, 2) it is meeting standards, or 3)we just can't tell.

F. Use Of 305(B) Guidance as the Basis for 303(0) Listing:

Numeric criteria consist of three parts: a chemical concentration, an averaging period, and an
exceedance frequency. Typically our standards are stated as instantaneous maximum, hourly
averages, 4-day averages, 30-day averages, monthly averages, or median values for a given period
of time. An averaging period is involved in many samples. An average is a statistical metric of the
population of data points and, by definition, is made up of values that lie above and below the stated
value. The number of data points that fall above or below the average, and how far from the average
a point may fall and still be considered part of the population that makes up the average, is not
described by the average itself but by other measures such as the variance or standard deviation.
We typically look at the distribution of the data and try to fit it to some form of standardized

. distribution. If the pattern of the data approximates a standard distribution we can use the standard
mathematical and statistical methods available to analyze the information. We typically try to fit a
normal distribution or log normal distribution to the available data, because many statistical methods
have been developed to evaluate these distributions.

Several Regions have proposed using the methods recommended for the 1996 305(b) reporting
process as the method of choice for evaluating your information, The 305(b) guidance relies on a
quantile'assessment of data to draw conclusions (the most commonly used quantile is the median).
Specifically, the 1996305(b) guidance is generally taken to recommend that when 10% of the data
points fall above the numeric value ~f the criteria under consideration that the conclusion should be
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that the water is not attaining the water quality standard. This approach is also stated in the draft
Consolidated Assessnie'ht ahd,Listing Methodology (ApriI20r2001'). While this may bea useful rule
of thumb, the quantile assessment method does not address the specific average stated in the
standard or the frequency allowed for values exceeding1the average (e:g; once every 3 years).

A typicaLdata set for a water attaining standards ,will contain manY\lalues near or below the standard
and relatively few values marking;,theextremec08dition (the data areskewed,ke. the distribution
deviates from the standard normaLdi?tribLition). If the extrenie,conditiol1 is a high ·flow event or above
the usual value (the most common case) the extremes will act to pull the average up. If one
compares the median to the mean in the common case, thisjl11pH~?theme~m falll? abqv~ th~median.

We can use this relationship in evaluating chemical data and information and as a basis for building
the weight of evidence. However, unless we know the distribution of the data, we cannot conclude
that when we have 10 % of our data above the mean we automatically have a condition of non
attainment.

Take for example the aquatic life protection criteria based on EPA methods. These values are 4"-day
averages'not to be exceeded more than once every three years. We do not collect data that can be
used to directly assess the 4-day average. Our sampling is typically grab samples, and is rarely
collected on four consecutive days. A single grab sample cannot be used to evaluate the 4-day
average. There is no way to determine the variability ass<Dciated with the average or the sample from
a single sample. However, the grab sample remains the best e~timate of the 4-day average that we
have. If we have a number of samples over a period of time we can evaluate the trend of these
estimates. Over time, if the water is attaining standards, we would expect the mean of 4-day
averages to approach the standard. That is to say the variability about a single mean estimate
becomes insignificant and a determination of compliance with the standard can be reached, If we look
to the relationship of the median to the mean we would expectthe common circumstance of the mean
above the median. If we find instead that the mean falls below the median we can assume the water
is not behaving normally. If the mean of the samples also falls above the standard then 'lVe may
assume we have a noncompliance situation. If we expect the common circumstance andfind the
mean above the median, then we would need to see a significant departure from the standard before
we would be comfortable claiming impairment, unless we have a sufficient number of samples to
statistically quantify the variance of the means (grab samples). If there is a large number of samples
available we may be able to rely on statistical tel5ts to show a condition. of non-at!ainmen1 whep the
mean is close to the median. This is because a small sample could easily be impacted by the
variability inherent in the grab sample estimates or the mean.itself. Since we have no way of
evaluating this variability with a small sample size we should be cautious in Claiming impairment
where we see an expected pattern or condition.

For averaging periods where we have at least 3 samples within the averaging period we can make a
direct estimate of variability and a more direct statistical analysis of'conformity with the standard.

In most cases a small number of samples will not provide much assurance of the accuracy of the
determination. In some cases even large number of samples will not yield conclusive statistical
analyses. In these cases we look to supporting information. We depart from the single line of
evidence and begin building an assessment based on indications frOm different types of data. ,There
is not a prescribed approach to constructing the weight of evidence. But some simple rules of thumb
may help. We typically look first at the most direct measure of the subjectof the standard in question.
For example, if this is a chemical concentration standard we look to chemistry information or if it is a
narrative: regarding aquatic community structure we look to bioassessment data. These data will
provide an initial indication. We then look for other evi(jencethatsupports the indication. Are there
land uses that have,been associated with a problem indicated by the initial evaluation? Isthere
toxicity data to correspond to the chemical data? Are there ()fficial warnings or declarations of
regulatory agencies that support the indication? <Typically, unlesswe have,a strongly compelling
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single line of evidence w,e will look to the.se multiple lines ofinfor.mation to :bolster the;decision. These
lines of evidence can work to either support a listing or confirm that no listing is appropriate.
Information such as photo monitoring is typically used as this type of ancillary information. In some
cases quantitative photo monitoring techniques are used, and these can be treated as a single line of
evidence.

The results of mathematical models that simulate, water body conditions are typically looked at in light
of a,weigbt of ,evidence. Tl)atis;,reliance!Qn a,rmodel,resultalone.:is'not usua.lly used. Calibrated
models add evidence that the model is accurately depicting water body conditions. Similarly, land use
analysis typically requires additional information beyond simply the presence of a land use type that
we have found to frequently be associated with water quality problems.

In many cases a clear conclusion will not be reached, either the information is not sufficient or it is
contradictory and therefore no clear description of impairment is possible. For these waters we need
to record this fact and identify these waters as a group. If the group is small when we are done listing
we can pursue further assessment as resources allow. If a significant portion of the waters reviewed
fall into this category then we must devise a programmatic response to addressing this information
gap.

The rigor of the evidence used to recommend that a water be listed becomes a judgment decision of
the Regional Boards and their staff. It'must be kept in mind that a decision to list does not require the
same certaintY that is applied when determining violations of permit conditions. ' Constructing the list is
not a regulatory action. It is an informational and administrative exercise that prioritizes our work and
highlights problem locations. As such the judgment of staff is sufficient basis for listing. What is
necessary is a reasonable rationale to support the listing or delisting, and documentation of the
information relied on to reach that conclusion. The regulatory actions associated with listing come as
a response to the list. TMDLs, standards actions, or other means of resolving the non-attainment
condition are the regulatory instruments.

In summary, it is recommended that a weight of evidence approach be applied when developing the
303(d) list. Procedures recommended for 305(b) reporting are appropriately applied within the weight
of evidence, but should not be relied on exclusively as the basis for determining non-attainment of a
standard. This is because the 30S(b) recommendations rely on a quantile asse§)sment toat do~s not
consider the specific averaging and exceedance frequencies specified in standards. Where ample
samples are available, statistical methods designed for standardized population distributions can be
used to evaluate water quality conditions.

V. Regional Board 303(0) List Submittal Package:

1. Hard copy of303(d) list of water bodies and/or watersheds. The list must include the
pollutant or stre$sors, pollutant sources ("unknown" ,is an acceptable answer), extent of
impairment (e.g. miles of stream, acre§ of estuary),TMDt., priority ranking and schedule
(Start and end dates for TMDL development). The ACCESS file, for GeoWBS has a report
thatwill generate a draft and final 2002 list.

2. Written summary of the overall considerations for listings, de-listings and priority setting.

3. Summary of rationale used to list or de-list specific water bodies and a summary for each
request for listing or de-listing that were considered, but not recommended. Also, a
summary of how each listing wa§prioritized. We ,strongly request this information in the
form of fact sheets (like the templgtes distributed by regionS). Include rationale for
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changes~madedue to publiccomrnentorBoard input. THIS IS ONLY FOR NEW UTIN6S
OR DEUSJINGS~N()T,THE 1i998 LISTINGS. ( " i'

4. An electronic copy oftheGeoWBS data files (the Geowbs.mdb and zipped Geodata files)
that contain the above information.

5. ,Gopy of!electror:lic data' receiv~d 'for thisdisting. 'rhese data should,be stored on the
'" Regiorialand'State Board~shareddrive; organized by water body and listed in a summary
taols\' ",,',

6. Copies of data received for this listing cycle, in hard copy format. These data should,be
organized by water body and listed in a summary table.

7. Documentation of the public participation process

a. Description of public process (Le., Was it taken to Board and how)
b. Public solicitiationletter(s), Public notice(s)and length of notice period
c. Public Comments
d. Responses to comments
e. Board decisions
f. Copy of transcripts of public ,workshops or meetings.

8. Copies of all staff reports, letters, memorandums, resolutions, etc. which were partof the
listing process.

9. Copies of all draft proposed 303d:lists for public review.

10. Summary table stating number of new listings and number of delistings.

11. Location of RWaCB file(s), which contain the individual water, body assessment data,
information, etc. upon which the listing decision was made.

VI. Regional 'Board 303(0) List Submittal Schedule:

• Public Participation Schedule: August 31 st

• Written summary of the overall considerations for listings, de-listings and priority setting: August
31 st

• Other documentation: October 15th

State Board staff will ask the regions to submit their lists and supporting documentation by October to
meet the requirement of a staff report by December. A couple of regions have, already said they can't

make that deadline. Unfortunately, that will still need to remain tHe State Board deadline. In those
cases where the regions will not have taken their lists to their boards, they will still have staff reports
by October. I will ask that they submit their staff reports and supporting documentatio'n by then, and
if their boards want changes in January the individual regions can submit those changes as
comments to the State Board staff report. Also, it is not required that any lists be approved by
Regional Boards--that decision is up to each region. '

VII. Public Participation:

A numberof'stakeholders have requested greater consistency arnong the Regions in their public
,participation. We need to establish some baselinEffor public participation
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Question: #1 "
How much inform,l3.ti9n was ~l,Jbl1')itte.d to.YO~r Re.giqr) for ev~luation for the upcoming 2002

TMDL submittal? (We do n9t need ~"pre.cise. cq,l,Jnt,but ~ feel for ,how much information you are
reviewing: For example, Abbxes 9freports pr aboutfifty individual submittals).

, d' 'd . I RfResponse .romln IVI ua eglon
Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1 Total of 55 individual submittals. Approximately 1/4 of these are letters
(Matt St.John) with references to reports, but no quantitative data. Approximately Y2

contain monitoring data. One submittal contains 4 boxes worth of
materials. Two other submittals contain 1 ·full box of materials.

R-2 17 submittals including data, requests to list, requests to de-list. See
(Steve Moore) attached Excel spreadsheet. Requests to list are mostly from Water

keeper (formerly Bay keeper). Requests to de-list are from dischargers
(BAASMA). lridividual, water districts are sending data only with no
requests to list or delist.

R-3
(Lisa McCann) 10 responses with either electronic data files or reports

R-4 We received 35 individual submittals, ranging from private citizens
(Jonathan Bishop) submitting photographs of trash, scum, etc. to major POTWs. Certainly

the majority of submittals are from major NPDES dischargers.
However, we also received large submittals from two citizen-monitoring
groups, county health departments and some lake associations. We are
also attempting to compile and import into our database system, all
receiving water data from major POTWs, whether or not they submitted
a comprehensive packaqe in response to our data solicitation.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Under 10 letters/emails; 2 detailed data sets. (Have not uploaded data
(Judith Unsicker) onto network yet.) Have an additional recent in-house data set intend to

look throuQh in-office reports/files to extent time permits.
R-7 10 responses, including some with little information other than the
(Teresa Newkirk) name of a contact person, a few data spreadsheets (i.e. NAWQA,

Bureau of Reclamation). Region has its own data to evaluate-still
waiting on data reports for some. Did not receive an overwhelming
amount of information. No requests for listinQ or delistinQ.

R-8 5 responses with electronic data files and reports
(Pavlova Vitale)
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R-9
(Keri Cole)

Summary

Region 9 has approximately 40 different submittals (in-house and
external) of data to review. These include: Planning studies, SurVey

. Assessments; M6hiterlng'Repbfts, NPIDES'COh"ipiiahce Data, Storm
water Permit'Com'pliance Reports, Health 'Care Agency Beach
Clo's'ures, City of'Sar{Dlegd'MonitoringReports; LJSGS Monitoring, '
Discharge Monitoring Reports, Citizen-submitted Packages, modeling
studies, photographs, BenfhicG6tnmunity Assessments, Toxic
Substance Monitoring Program and other miscellaneous sources of
data. Public solicitation notices were mailed and advertised in local
newspapers em 7 Mar 01 ~lnd Public Workshops were held on 4 April 01
and 3 May 01. Weare only reviewing data generated since July 1997
and received in our office by 15 May 01.
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Question: #2
Can you make any estimates about the number of~new listings or delistings you are

anticipating? (Your best "guesstimate" is a sufficient answer).

. d' 'd I R 'fResponse rom In IVI ua eQlon
Region and
(Staff Responding)

; ; .,.

R-1
(Matt St. John) A rough guesstimate is that we may make recommendations for 10 to

15 new listings, We do not plan to make any de-listing
recommendations,

",.

R-2 10 new listings (many for coliform, based on data from creeks that run
(Steve Moore) across beaches-mostly in San Mateo County), 2 delistings (Cu and Ni

forSF Bay, south of Dumbarton Bridge only). All current "diazinon"
listingswill be chanQed to "Pesticide toxicity", ,

R-3
(Lisa McCann) . 65 listings, 3 delistings

R-4 I ccm't. I suspect there wi,1l be1:idditionaJ listings (for aesthetic ~tressors -
(Jonathan Bishop) .'.... trash, fprexample - and for s~dimentation) and perhaps others for

priority pollutants. There may be some delistings, if new data are
available.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6
(Judith Unsicker) Plan to delist at least 19-20 waters. No estimate on new listings,

R-7
(Teresa Newkirk) Too soon to say for sure, but are not expecting major changes.

R-a
(Pavlova Vitale) Possibly 6 new listings and no delistings at this time

R-9 Our best guesstimate (emphasizing guess) is 5 - a new listings and no
(Keri Cole) delistings.

Summary
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Question: #3
What process are you tlsing to evaluate your new information? (If you have awritten 'Summary

of the process, can you forward a copy)?
Response from individual Reqion

Regic>n and
(Staff Responding)

R~1

(Matt St. John)

R-2
(Steve Moore)

R-3
(Lisa McCann)

R-4
(Jonathan Bishop)

R·5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6
(Judith Unsicker)

R-7
(Teresa Newkirk)

R-8
(Pavlova Vitale)

.Weight of eviclence appro~ch. AIs.Q Will use "fact sheet" (per Joe
Karkoski) to document recommendation. Written summary on
evaluation process will be in our Staff Report.

Only accepting data generated since 1997; using specific Basin Plan
objectives;30§(b) guiqclnge; e~ceedance frequencie~ from USEPA and
OTR; weight of evidE3nce approach and BPJ.
NOTE: This Region wants to add a threatened category to their list.
Would really like quidancefrom SWRCB on this
weight-of-evidence per program and roundtable discussions- written
summary will be in staff report but not written yet.

Our plan is to follow EPA guidance for conducting 305(b) assessments.
We will update this as necessary. See attached for a summary of our
1996 assessment guidelines, also based on EPA's guidance.

No formal process. Expect to compare quantitative data with standards,
take notes on potential listings, and discuss with management.

Primarily using specific Basin Plan objectives; some parts of 1998
guidance; Weight of evidence approach and BPJ.

The first part of the process is to answer the question of Does the data
not meet the objective 95% of the time? In other words doesit meet
the objective 15% of the time? If the answer is yes then it is separated
into a doe? not ,rneet opjectives category anq then it is listed as
impaired. If it does meet the objective more than 15% of the time, then
it is separated into the.it meets the objective category. For the ones on
the meets the objective category then we ask the question, how close
to the objective are they? The possible answers here are it is right on
the dot at the numerical objective (we don't have any that would fit this

scenario) or it is less than the objective but within 2 standard deviation
points from the mean or it is less than the objective but more than 2
standard deviations from the mean. Then for the ones that are within 2
standard deviations from the mean then we will try to get funds for us to
do more focused monitoring and for the ones that are further away from
2 standard deviations from the mean, will have to wait until the next
monitoring assessment funding comes up for us to obtain more data.
Give me a call about this particular item if you would like more
clarification. We are trying to go through this process for the dry and
wet seasons.

12



R-9 Please see attached file: Region 9's 2002 CWA Section 303(d). This
(Keri Cole) model is based upon the listing criteria as delineated by Joe Karkoski

(R5WQCB). ...
Summary
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Question: #4
What type of data quality evaluations are you conducting?

R f' d"d I Response rom In IVI ua eQlon
Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1 We are using the data quality criteria as presented in the Public
(Matt St.John) Solicitation of Water Quality Information notice. We ~re not doing any

statistical analyses on the data. However, we are reviewing the
sampling procedures and laboratory QC procedures and results.

R-2 Are still in the process of organizing data to evaluate. Will not be
(Steve Moore) QA'ing data from USGS or similar agency data. Will evaluate citizen

monitoring data submissions by looking at QA Plans, SOP's with
telephone follow-up if necessary.

R-3 Using what we consider "reliable" and "quality" based on who did
(Lisa McCann) collection and analysis and whether they appeared to follow protocols;

only considering other sources where our ambient monitoring program
data corroborates info/data from these less reliable sources.

R-4 For monitoring data, we asked agencies to submit a copy of their
(Jonathan Bishop) OAPP. These will be reviewed and the data will be screened

accordingly.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Detailed data sets are from agencies with accepted QA/QC procedures
(Judith Unsicker)

R-7 Are still in the process of organizing data to evaluate. Will not be
(Teresa Newkirk) QA'ing data from USGS or similar agency data. Did not receive any

citizen monitorinQ data. Will use own OAPPs for ReQional Board data.
R-8 At this time we are taking the data on its face value that is why we
(Pavlova Vitale) would only list if 95% of the data does not meet the objective. That

takes into account the times when we only get a few data points for the
receiving water body.

R-9 Region 9 has approximately 40 different submittals (in-house and
(Keri Cole) external) ofdata to review. These include: Planning studies, Survey

Assessments, Monitoring Reports, NPDES Compliance Data, Storm

water Permit Compliance Reports, Health Care Agency Beach
Closures, City of San Diego Monitoring Reports, USGS Monitoring,
Discharge Monitoring Reports, Citizen-submitted Packages, modeling
studies, photographs, Benthic Community Assessments, Toxic
Substance Monitoring Program and other miscellaneous sources of
data. Public solicitation notices were mailed and advertised in local
newspapers on 7 Mar 01 and Public Workshops were held on 4 April 01
and 3 May 01. We are only reviewing data generated since July 1997
and received in our office bv 15 Mav 01 .

14



Summary
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Question: #5
Are you compiling all data in some sort of database?

R f' d' 'd I R 'esponse rom In IVI ua eglon
Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1 The information relevant to the list update will be included in
(Matt St. John) GeoWaterbodies.

R-2 Summaries of submissions are in the attached Excel spreadsheet.
(Steve Moore) Actual data are in various electronic spreadsheets. For new listings or

controversial water bodies only, data will be put into a database
(GeoWBS?). Region would like some guidance from SB on this.
GeoWBS is currently being worked on by a student,but is not getting
much attention

R-3 "Reliable" data being compiled in our Central Coast Ambient Monitoring
(Lisa McCann) Program database, less reliable data not being entered into a

databases iust collatinq reports and files.
R-4 Yes, and it is an enormous task. We are compiling all water chemistry
(Jonathan Bishop) and bacteriological data into MARS (Monitoring and Reporting System),

which is a component of SWIM. We are far from being done with this
first step. We hope to be finished by the end of the month, though that
is probably overly optimistic.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6
(Judith Unsicker) NO.

R-7 Have not decided yet. Will probably use GeoWBS.
(Teresa Newkirk)

R-8 At this time we are not compiling the data into a database. I am using
(Pavlova Vitale) the data from the disks that were provided to us. Sometime in the

future we will enter the data into access and ultimately into Storet but at
this time we are using our efforts on just getting the assessment done.
We are using minitab as our stat package.

R·9 Initially, we have created an excel database to catalogue all incoming
(Keri Cole) data for waterbody affected, narrative location, document title, date

received, dates of sampling, and contact person. Eventually, all data
will be input to the Statewide (SWRCB) Geo Water Body System
Database (GeoWBS).

Summary
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Question #6
Are you preparing water body fact sheets or l?orne qther written summary for each listing?

R f' d' 'd I R 'esponse rom In IVI ua eglon
Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1
Yes, we are using the fact ~heets.(Matt St.John)

R-2 All information will be compiled in one large staff report. The exact
(Steve Moore) report structure has not been identified yet, but "it will be a logical format

such as by county, or by pollutant. RB has fact sheets for most existing
listings.

R-3 Staff report will include attachments With written summaries for most of
(Lisa McCann) the listings (some groupings may em,erge).

R-4 I will most likely create a data summary table, similar to the one we
(Jonathan Bishop) developed in 1996 to summarize our assessment (see attached).

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Expect to summarize justification in a staff report.
(Judith Unsicker)

R-7 Possibly, but too soon to know. Do not have factsheets for old list. No
(Teresa Newkirk) staff who worked on previous lists is still at the Region,

R-8 We will be preparing fact sheets for the water bodies assessed,
(Pavlova Vitale) However, I am leaving that to the end. We have some fact sheets that

we put together in house to help in the analyses of the data which will
help in preparing the factsheets for the assessment.

R-9 Water body fact sheets are being prepared and are part of the attached
(Keri Cole) file: Region 9's 2002 CWA Section 303(d). Again, this is modeled after

the efforts of Joe Karkoski (R5WQCB),
Summary
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Question: #7
Where are you at the process of evaluating newinformatiOri? (Your best "guesstimate"is a

sufficient answer.) ',,;;
. d' 'd I R .fResponse rom In IVI ua eQlon

Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1 We have done an initial review of all ofthe subrnittals, and are in the
(Matt St. John) early stages of doing more in-depth reviews. We anticipate 2-months of

staff time to complete the reviews and recommendations; perhaps an
additional 2 weeks to complete GeoWaterbodies.

R-2 BAASMA agencies and a meeting with them are schedule for JUly 11.
(Steve Moore) Main pollutants addressed in submissions are coliform, sediment and

trash. Some information submitted0.n toxic pollutants in storm water,
but thjswas;~dd'r'essed in Currentlyfiiteringth,rough submissions.
Much information was submitted by 1998 listing. F()ur-dayaverage
c.oncentrations are necessary, but storms do not usually last 4 days in
the Bay Area.
Delisting- Copper and Nickel in the Bay (south of the Dumbarton Bridge
only) will be delisted on the basis of new studies. North Bay will still be
listed.

R-3
(Lisa McCann) 75% done.

R-4 Still converting and importing data into MARS, and evaluating
(Jonathan Bishop) appropriate assessment guidelines. No data analysis has been started.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6
(Judith Unsicke~) Just starting

R-7 Just starting but anticipate moving quickly.
(Teresa Newkirk)

R-8 We are 3/4 ofthe way done., I have yet to evaluate the rainy season
(Pavlova Vitale) data and that are taking a long time to crank through.

R-9 We have only recently developed our internal guidelines (see attached)
(Keri Cole) and are still editing this document. Beginning 25 June, individual staff

members will start in-depth review of the data, determine which data
can be used and make recommendations for list additions or removals.
We plan to have draft recommendations by early August.

Summary

Question: #8
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What criteria or consideration~ are. yquu~ingJo cJecide whether to list the water body?
R t'· d"d I R .esponse rom In IVI ua eglon

Region and
(Staff Responding)

:.' .'
"

R-1 ,1998 Listing factors. Weight of evidenpe appre>ach, coupled yvith
(Matt St..John) ass19ssment of wat19rquality objectives and thresholds as c;lefined in

appropriate literature.

R-2 Data must be current (1997 or later); using specific Basin Plan
(Steve Moore) objectives; 305(b) guidance; exceedance frequencies from USEPAand

CTR; fish tissue data; weight of evidence approach and BPJ
R-3 1998 listing criteria but insisting on·reliable data to support them.
(Lisa McCann)

R-4
(Jonathan Bishop) See 1996 water quality assessment

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Need to discuss potential considerations with Region 6 management
(Judith Unsicker) and get direction/approval. Plan, to delist waters currently listed for

impairment entirely from natural sources (geothermal springs with high
arsenic, etc.) and for impairment due to flow alteration. Would prefer to
delist/not list waters impaired by "pollution" rather than "pollutants" as
defined in the Clean Water Act. c;onsiderations for discussion with
management include'fole of non-degradation; numbers of samples
needed to justifydisting,etc. Do we list all waters where boat fuel
chemicals have beendetected,waters where pesticides from
atmospheric deposition have been detected, etc.? Do we list waters
where the TSMP has detected chemicals in fish flesh exceeding
consumption criteria even though TSMP samples are small and not
statistically meaninqful?

R-7 Need to finish looking at submissions. See answer to question 3.
(Teresa Newkirk)

R-8 Criteria for listing the ,wa,ter body are basedon meeting numerical
(Pavlova Vitale) objectives and standwds in the absence of numerical objectives.

R-9 Priority rankings will be based upon wa~er body significance, degree of
(Keri Cole) impairment, existence of other efforts in the yvaterbody to restore

beneficial uses, potential for beneficial use recovery, degree of public
concern, and the availability of funding and data. Please see attached
file for further clarification.

Summary

Question: #9
What criteria or considerations are you using to determine priorities for listings?
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. d"d I R 'fR" " esponse rom In IVI ua eqlon
Region and

,'.\
: ),

(Staff Responding)

R-1 Our schedule priorities are largely dictatec:i by ,our Consent Decree.
(Matt St. John) Therefore any new Iistingsi1would be weighted based on our current

cornmitments. With this in mindwe are using the 1998 prioritization
criteria.

R-2 Degree ,of environmental threat, intensity of use, significance of water
(Steve Moore) body, and if there is a control programcurrently in place (all of equal

importance in setting priorities).
R-3 198 prioritization criteria
(Lisa McCann)

R-4 I'll need to get ba<:k to you l;m this.
(Jonathan Bishop) ",'

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Do you mean priorities for TMDL development for newly listed waters?
(Judith Unsicker) Considerations will probably include resource value and relative

magnitude of problem; Given high resource value of most Region 6
waters, most currently listed waters'are rated "high" priority on a high-
medium-low scale, and this will probably be the case for newly listed
waters. TMDL scheduling for newly listed waters will include
consideration of needs for additional data collection, relative difficUlty of
developing TMDLs and implement;:ltion programs (e.g., watershed size,
number of sources, legacy pollutants and atmospheric deposition
sources, etc.) "

R-7 '. I·, Still a bit too soon, but will probably use degree of environmental threat,
(Teresa Newkirk) intensity of use, significance of water body

R-8 I will have to defer t6 Hope Smythe on this one.
(Pavlova Vitale)

R-9 Priority rankingswill be based upon water body significance, degree of
(Keri Cole) impairment, existence of other efforts in the waterbody to restore

beneficial uses, potential for beneficial·use recovery, degree of pUblic
conCern, and the availability of funding and data. Please see attached

file for further clarification.
Summary

Question: #10
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What is your ~qt)eauJejorevaluqting,infqrrngtion? ,(This should in91ude any staff reports, public
participation steps or Board meetings, and when you plan to submit in,fqxrnation to the State Board.)

. R f' d' 'd I R '., ' : esponse. rom In IVI ua eOlon
Region and
(Staff Responding)

,,'.i,....

R-1 . .1 .. We planto complete Ol:Jr staff report by October, so that we can deliver
(Matt St. John) our materials to State Board in October, and do Regional Board

presentation in the'sarne month, Per our Board's direction, we will not
have publicworkshops onthe recommended list update.

R-2 Draft Staff Report will be completed by the end of July. This will include
(Steve Moore) a compilation of fact sheets and references. There will be a 3D-day

public comment period following the release of the staff report. There
will be a Board meeting in September. Submittal to the State Board will
follow this meeting. Stakeholder process includes a monthly meeting
with BAASMA and meetings with individual water agencies and with
Water keeper. There will not be an extensive peer review process,
althouQh the ReQion will work some with SFEI.

R-3 Staff report will go out for public comment with recommendation end of
(Lisa McCann) August, Board Hearing in October.

R-4 July: Data conversion and evaluation of assessment guidelines
(Jonathan Bishop) (We have solicited public comments on our assessment guidelines and

will be evaluating our guidelines over the next month.)

August-September: Continue data conversion as necessary, conduct
assessment of water bodies

October: Take information item to Regional Board, or simply submit
recommendations to State Board.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Evaluate information and discuss/agree on listing/delisting criteria with
(Judith Unsicker) Region 6 management- July

Draft staff report to management- early-mid August
Staff report released- late August-mid September
Board workshop/hearing- October meeting
Board action -mid November workshop/hearing
Complete and submit administrative record to SWRCB- mid December.

R-7 Don't know yet, but anticipate October Board meeting. Format may be
(Teresa Newkirk) staff report, informational item. Will know more by July 6.

R-a We are shooting for the September board meeting to have the board
(Pavlova Vitale) approve the list.
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R-9· .."

(Keri Cole)

Summary

2S'JOhe
,evaluation
early Aug

Mid Aug
Mid Aug
Sept,;Oct
:to

Oct Mtg.
R9

End of Oct

Data 'distriouted to staff for in~depth'reviewand

Complet~~interhal draft recommendations for listing /
delisting

Post Draft listing update for public scrutiny
ConcluG~ Publjc WgrkshQp?
End of'30-day public review lcomment period. Respond

Public comments
Finalize recommendations, Present listing / delisting to

Board
Present Recommendations to SWRCB
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Question: #11
What role will your Board play? Will your Board formally approve the list, or will it be presented

as an information item?
. d"d I R .fResponse rom In IVI ua eglon

Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1 Our Board has indicated it will simply hear the staff report as in
(Matt 81. John) informational item, and will not formally approve the staff recommended

list.

R-2 Board will write a resolution of transmittal of the list to the SWRCB for
(Steve Moore) theSFRWQCB. The list, will not be formally adopted, but it will be more

than an information item.
R-3 Approve as a recommendation before sending to State Board
(Lisa McCann)

R-4 Probably an information item.
(Jonathan Bishop)

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6
Planned workshop(s) or hearing(s) with Board adoption of(Judith Um~icker)
recommendations.

R-7 Don't know yet. Probably information items.
(Teresa Newkirk)

R-a We are shooting for the September board meeting to have the board
(Pavlova Vitale) approve the list.

R-9 We anticipate the recommendations will be presented to the Board as
(Keri Cole) an informational item at the October Board Meeting. The R9 Board is

not expected to take a formal action on the recommended listinqs.
Summary ,
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Question: #12
The TMDL roundtable has asked DWQ staff to arrange 11 focus groups to meet and discuss,

listing considerations for$pecifiQparameters. It was envisioned that this would have already occurred.
Would these meetings still be useful if they were scheduled in mid-July?

R f' d' 'd I R .esponse rom In IVI ua eQlon
R~gion and
(Staff Responding) ,

,

R-1 Which parameters are you most interested in discussing? Specific
(Matt St.John) parameters include: sediment, bioaccumulative sub$tances,

pathogens, pesticides, metals, other organic compounds, temperature,
habitat and toxicity;:nutrients, and "trash,settable solids & scum:.
-Sediment, temperature, and nutrients are most relevant for our region.
The,se mt=J~tingslNol,lld$till b\3 useful, but ~eCiIi$tically may not be
considered for this u'Pdate cycle. ' . '

R-2 It's too late for meetings at this point. . Regional Board staff will contact
(Steve Moore) appropriate staff at other regions or at th,e ~tate Board for consultation

as necessary
R-3 These meetings would be too late for us if scheduled in July but it
(Lisa McCann) would be very helpful to have the lists so staff from my region can

contact staff from other regions working on same parameters and
issues. Please send on!

R-4 Yes; tneywould be useful. I would be most interested in pathogens,
(Jonathan Bishop) bioaccumulatives, habitat (sedimentation), nutrients, and trash, etc. But,

would hope to benefit from all discussions.
Hope these respo'nses herp. If there is any way for you to facilitate
sharing analytical tools (such as database formats, statistical methods,
etc.); among Regional Boards, thCit would be great. This is a
monumental task and we have very limited resources to do it.

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6 Di.scussions in July would be useful, but based on previous experience,
(Judith Unsicker) I doubt that final agreement on listing considerations can be reached in

time to meet schedules for completing/releasing pUblic reports. I am
most interested in discussing bio-accumulative substances/habitat and

toxicity
R-7 It's too late for meetings at this point. Email discussion groups would be

'(Teresa Newkirk) most helpful.

R-8 It would be kind of late for us to have the meetings in July but I would
(Pavlova Vitale) imagine that we might be able to make some use of the information

from the meetings. I think it would be late because for us I need to,
have it done by mid July and then have it peered reviewed in-house
and also have it peered review by a couple of other outside parties and
then it would go for public comment in August for consideration in
September.
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·"

R-9 At this point, it seems/too lat$for focus groups to get together to
(Keri Cole) discuss issues and form any consensus regarding criteria. An e-mail

forum might be best to share solutions or solicit advice concerning each
groupsfocus. Will you be the contact for broader issues such as
documentation requirements, deadlines, questions of time and space
inherent to all data sets, etc.?

Summary

Regional Board Program Structure

Region and
(Staff Responding)

R-1
(Matt St. John)

R-2
(Steve Moore)

Response from individual Reqion

The North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board recently
reorganized in November 2000 to add a new TMDL Development Unit.
This TMDL unit is organized by watershed and has 7 TMDL staff
including the unit chief. Staff is assigned to TMDLs in the Gualala,
Mattole,and Klamath watersheds. One staff person is dedicated to
GIS support and Data Management. The unit supports other units
whose work links closely to TMDL development, including Monitoring
and Asses'Sment and Basin Planning Units. Staff resources assigned
to TMDL development have increased bvabout 40% in the last vear
The San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board contains
a TMDL Section within its Watershed Division, with 8 dedicated staff,
including the Section Leader. StCiffandprogram resources are
organized by TMDL projects within a particular watershed and/or
grouped by pollutaht categories to maximize certain water quality
expertise, (e. g., mercury, and sediment). Staffs from other units
participate as needed from the Planning and Policy and Watershed
Divisions. Staff resources have increased approximately XX% in the
last year.
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R-3
(Lisa McCann)

R-4
(Jonathan Bishop)

R-5
(Joe Karkoski)

R-6
(Judith Unsicker)

R-7
(Teresa Newkirk)

R-B
(Pavlova Vitale)

The Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board contains a
TMDL;Unit within its Watershed Branch- containing eight dedicated
staff and a unit supervisor. Staff and'program resources are organized
by TMDL projects within a particular watershed and/or grouped by
pollutant categories to maximize certain water quality expertise. One of
the eight staff provides GIS support and data management. TMDL
efforts are closely coordinated with staff in other units implementing
pollution control activities, monitoring and assessment and basin
planning. The program has increased in staff resources 60% in the last
year. Contain a TMDL Unit within the Watershed Branch containing 9
dedicated staff. Staff and program resources are organized by
watershed, and TMDL efforts utilize staff from all Watershed units as
needed. The program has increased in staff resources 60% in the last
year.

The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board contains two
units, and is organized on a watershed basis. The Region has
committed to an aggressive schedule to complete 92 TMDLs within 13
years. U.S. EPA approved the Region's first TMDL in December 2000.
On January 25, 2001 j the Regional Board adopted the Los Angeles
River Trash TMDL. The units are presently working on developing eight
TMDLs,addressing trash, chloride, pathogens, and nutrients. In
addition, the TMDL Units work closely with the Storm water and
Nonpoint Source Units in TMDL implementation issues. To aqdrEll5s the
current workload, Region 4 has increased staffing by approximately
150% during the past year.
The Central Valley Regional Wa~er Quality Control Board has 3 TMDL
Units within twowatershed sections· the San Joaquin River Watershed
Section and the Sacramento River Watershed Section. The San
~oaqL!in. section conta,insoneTMDL unitan~ the "Sacramento River
Watershed section has two TMDL units. TMDL efforts utilize staff
resourqe from other, units in thElwatershec;l, s~ctions involving nonpoint
source is~ues, the Sacramento River WatElrshed Program, monitoring,
Cindagriculturaland regulatory issues, involving approximately 20 staff
in TMDL De,velopmen,t. '". , . .

The Lahpntan RElgional Board (South LakE! TCihoe and Victorville
offices) hasonE;l, "TMDI.- prqgram cqntainingE) deqicatedstaff, plus one
TMbL advisor. ,The program is organize,d by watershed. TMDL efforts

'involv~:9t~ffresourses of all wa!ershed and pl?nning units. Staffing has
increased bv XX% in the last vear.
The Colora,do River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board
contains tWo units that work on TM[)Ls: a TMDL Development Unit and
a TMDUNPS 'Implementation Unit. ,the unitl5"include 12 dedicated
TMDL staff. Additionally TMDL efforts involve staff from basin planning.
Staff resources have increased by approximately XX% in the last year
to address a QrowinQ work demand.
The Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board has a TMDL
Program Manager and staff from 3 different units (Planning, and the
Santa Ana and Coastal Watershed Units) dedicated to TMDLs. At
present, 13 staff works on TMDLs. Staff resources have increased
approximately XX% in the last year to address the growing work
demand.
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R-9 The San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board addresses its
(Keri Cole) TMDL effort predominately within its Water Quality Standards Unit.

Staff here is dedicated to basin planning, water quality assessment and
TMDL development. Approximately 11 staff work on TMDLs. The
workload of the last year has led to a staff increase of XX%.

Summary
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Valerie Connor
Cole, Keri
7/26/01 8:40AM
Re: 303d & 305b

If your region is submitting something like the fact sheets that St Bd staff have requested, then we can be more flexible in getting the 305 b stuff.
There are several regions that are resisting fact sheets and then we will need their info. in GeoWBS to be able to produce basic fact sheets. We
will definitely discuss this at the roundtable on Monday. Does this help at all?

Valerie Connor
Water Quality Assessment Unit
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I Street Sacramento, CA 95814
P.O. Box 944213 Sac., CA 94244-2130
phone: (916) 341-5573
fax: (916)-5550
connv@swrcb.ca.gov

»> Keri Cole 07/26/01 07:25AM »>
Hi Valerie
I assume this will be discussed at the roundtable next week, but just trying to get a little clarification on the 305b assessment submittal. Is the
SWRCB expecting that the 305b assessment be completed and submitted by the Regions to the State Board along with the 303d information in
October? It was my understanding that the 303d recommendation submittal was the priority with the rest of the assessment info in the form of
30Sb info following close behind (Dec-Jan). Obviously information/assessments are useful for both and info falls out for both, but we need
clarifications on deadlines and your expectations. It was also suggested that the info that is to be inputted in the GeoWBS system for both 303d
and 305b could be done after submittal of 303d recommendations to you - immediately after - but not required with our submittal of 303d
recommendations to you. Is this correct?

Could you get back to us on this at your earliest convenience? Thanks in advance for your assistance.

Respectfully,
Keri

p.s. FYI - My last day with the SDRWQCB will be 8/15/01. Until then I will be working on the 303d1305b for our region along with Jimmy Smith, who
will be taking over the lead after my departure. Would you please add him to your mailing list, smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov?

Keri Martinez, P.E.
Water Resource Control Engineer
San Diego RWaCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite A



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Keri Cole
Brian Kelley; John Phillips
7/20/01 10:26AM
Monitoring Data

Hi Brian and John
Linda Pardy has asked Jimmy Smith and I to summarize ALL the sources of monitoring data that the Regional Board collects/review/requires in
both San Juan and Otay HUs (Le. POTW dischargers, industrial dischargers, storm water, special studies, etc....) Since you guys are the experts,
can you help us identify the dischargers and reports in these two HUs or point us to who in your groups do? Is there a master list somewhere?

Thanks in advance for your help!

Keri

Another question Brian. does Vista Irrigation District submit monitoring reports to us? Again where could I find this info?

cc: James Smith



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Keri Cole
James Smith
7/18/01 8:16AM
Ae: Fwd: Fw: 305b/303d Workshops

looks good, made few editorial changes.

»> James Smith 07/16/01 11 :41 AM >>>
Hi Kris.

A few changes in our schedule have occurred since my email sent to you on 3 July 01. We are still reviewing, evaluating and verifying the collected
data. Given the variability in the type and organization of the data submitted and collected, this is a time-consuming process and we are trying to
give this as much attention. evaluation, scrutiny and care as possible Thus, and in addition to meeting deadlines issued by the State Board
(submittal in October). it is still uncertain as to what forum we will be presenting our draft recommendations to the public. Though not required, we
still hope to hold an informal public workshop, but it may not occur in the remaining time period. Certainly at a minimum, the draft list will be made
available for public review. Again. though not required, we intend to make every effort to respond to any comments we receive and resolve issues
locally before sending the recommendations to the State Board. I reiterate that it is the SWRCB that will be conducting the official pUblic hearings
and comment period.

I hope this clarifies the process. Your name has been added to our mailing list per your original request and SCAP will be apprized of all upcoming
events regarding 305b and 303d.

Thank you for your interest,
- jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858)571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9 "



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Keri Cole
303dTeam
7/16/01 9:56AM
Re: a little help

the basin plan contains a narrative wq objective for suspended solids, no numerical values.

there is a secondary MCl (not listed in our Basin Plan) for EC at 900umhos/cm

also look at it as it relates to TDS (e.g. estimation on relationship with TDS mg/l::: 640 * ECmmhos/cm).

thoughts with respect to TKN, since there is no criteria for TKN and it only includes organic Nand NH3, you'd need to add nitrites and nitrates to
get a total N in order to look at N:P ratio as defined in our basin plan....Lisa and Greig may have a better feel for this.

i am pretty sure there are no CaC03 or o-phos standards

anyone else have thoughts?

»> James Smith 07/13/01 04:11 PM »>
anyone find wqs for hardness, vss, tss, o-phosphate, T.K. Nitrogen and EC?

thanks,
-jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwgcb9

cc: Greig Peters
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Hi Linda,

Nancy Richard
Linda Pardy
7/10/01 11 :31AM
Re: 303(d) shape file

Yes, it is at SWRCS home page. Under your Region, he can download a GIS zipped file. It contains several themes including 303(d) water
bodies. If he doesn't find what he is looking for, he can call me. You also have these files on your computer in your GIS lab. Look under the
directory "geowbs" and under the subdirectory "geodata". All the shapefiles for your region are in the geodata subdirectory.

Here is our website address for the GIS files:

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/tmdl/downloads.html

Nancy

Linda Pardy 07/10101 11 :25AM »>
James, Mike Cline at 619 533-4016 of the City of San Diego was looking for a GIS shape file for R9. Where's the best place to find this easily? Do
we have it on the internet? -Linda

><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><>
Linda Pardy, Environmental Specialist
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego Region
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego. CA 92124-1324
(858) 627-3932, fax (858) 571-6972
calnet 8-734-3932
email <PARDL@RB9.SWRCB.CA.GOV>
Internet Address <www.swrcb.ca.gov/-rwqcb9>
Primary Office Phone Number (858) 467·2952
><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> »>: ><> »>:

Please take time to fill out our electronic customer service survey at: http://www.arb.ca.gov/calepa/cepacsur.htm

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption. For a list of simple
ways to reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see the tips at: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/news/echallenge.html



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Stefan Lorenzato
DeShazo, Renee
7/3/01 11 :37AM
email version of listing comment

Renee,
Attached is the email version of the comment I faxed. I corrected acouple of typo's in this version e.g. put
you in as the addressee and the date in the headers. Otherwise it is what I sent. I will put the hard copy in
the mail today.

Stefan

Stefan Lorenzato
TMDL Coordinator
Division of Water Quality
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 944213
Sacramento, CA 94244·2130
ph: 916/341-5525
fax: 916/341-5463
fax: 916-657-2388 Calnet 8-437-2388
email: lores@dwq.swrcb.ca.gov

cc: Ali, Syed; Barksdale, Pamela; Beaulaurier, Diane; Becker, Melinda; Bishop, Jonathan
; Connor, Valerie; Curtis, Chuck; Frantz, Greg; Grober, Les; Gwynne, Bruce; Jayne, Deborah;
Karkoski, Joe; Kassel, Jim; Leland, David; Levy, Michael; McCann, Lisa; McClure, Daniel; Monji, Alan;
Mumley, Thomas; Newkirk, Teresa; Rao, Linda; Richard, Nancy; Smythe, Hope; Unsicker, Judith;
Wilson, Craig J.
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Renee DeShazo
Regional Water Quality Control Board

Los Angeles Region • 1•

June 30, 2001

Winston H. Hickox
Secrerary for

Environmenral
Prorecrion

June 30, 2001

GrayDa'
Governor

Renee DeShazo
Regional Water Quality Control Board
Los Angeles Region
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Dear: Ms. DeShazo

USE OF 305(b) GUIDANCE AS THE BASIS FOR 303(d)USTING

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the method to be applied to develop your list of
impaired waters. In developing the 303 list we are mandated to evaluate all existing and readily
available water quality-related information (see 40 C.F.R. 130.7(b)(5)). This carries with it the
implication that readily available information should be sufficient for determining if a water is
impaired. Within those confines, we could define a very rigorous threshold for determining
impairment. However, it seems logical that the law would contemplate relying on the
consideration of available information rather than a wholesale rejection of available information
because it doesn't conform to a rigorous decision threshold. In other words, it is not necessary to
have a comprehensive study with detailed statistical analysis of the magnitude, duration, and
intensity of impact on beneficial uses to conclude that an impairment exists. In fact, a listing
implies only that sufficient information exists to consider at least one point in the water body to
have exceeded standards for at least one significant period of time. It does not mean the entire
water body does not attain standards for all times. (In contrast to the listing process, the
information needed for TMDL development may be quite a bit more extensive. At a minimum,
the listing does not require information regarding the sources of pollution whereas the
development of allocations within a TMDL does require knowledge of the sources and at least a
general understanding of the magnitude of the contribution from the various sources.)

In considering how to look at available information, no standardized set of information can be
used as a determinant for listing. All available information is to be considered. Therefore some
means of bringing all types of information into the evaluation must be established. The typical

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Renee DeShazo
Regional Water Quality Control Board
Los Angeles Region - 2-

June 30, 2001

description for this approach is a weight-of-evidence approach.
In this method the evaluator weighs various pieces of information
to demonstrate a credible line of reasoning leading to a conclusion
about the condition of the water. Three possible conclusions exist: 1) the water is not meeting
stahdards, 2) it is meeting standards, or 3) we just can't tell.

When assembling information it is often useful to first consider single lines of evidence. Is there
a single type of information that sufficiently characterizes the waterbody's conditions to allow for
a conclusion? In the case of numeric standards we look to the water column data to see if we can
determine a clear signal. Numeric criteria consist of three parts: a chemical concentration, an
averaging period, and an exceedance frequency. Typically our standards are stated as
instantaneous maximum, hourly averages, 4-day averages,30-day averages, monthly averages, or
median values for a given period of time. An averaging period is involved in many samples. An
average is a statistical metric of the population of data points and, by definition, is made up of
values that lie above and below the stated value. The number of data points that fall above or
below the average, and how far from the average a point may fall and still be considered part of
the population that makes up the average, is not described by the average itself but by other
measures such as the variance or standard deviation. We typically look at the distribution of the
data and try to fit it to some form of standardized distribution. If the pattern of the data
approximates a standard distribution we can use the standard mathematical and statistical

methods available to analyze the information. We typically try to fit anormal distribution or log
normal distribution to the available data, because many statistical methods have been developed
to evaluate these distributions.

You have proposed using the methods recommended for the 1996 305(b) reporting process as the
method of choice for evaluating your information. The 305(b) guidance relies on a quantile
assessment of data to draw conclusions (the most commonly used quantile is the median).
Specifically, the 1996 305(b) guidance is generally taken to recommend that when 10% of the
data points fall above the numeric value of the criteria under consideration that the conclusion
should be that the water is not attaining the water quality standard. This approach is also stated in
the draft Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology (April 20, 2001). While this may be
a useful rule of thumb, the quantile assessment method does not address the specific average
stated in the standard or the frequency allowed for values exceeding the average (e.g. once every
3 years).

A typical data set for a water attaining standards will contain many values near or below the
standard and relatively few values marking the extreme condition (the data are skewed, i.e. the
distribution deviates from the standard.normal distribution). If the extreme condition is a high
flow event or above the usual value (the most common'case) the extremes will act to pull the
average up. If one compares the median to the mean in the common case, this implies the mean
falls above the median. We can use this relationship in evaluating chemical data and information

. <' California Environmental Protection Agency
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Renee DeShazo
Regional Water Quality Control Board
Los Angeles Region - 3 -

June 30, 2001

and as a basis for building the weight of evidence. However,
unless we know the distribution of the data, we cannot conclude that when we
have 10 % of our data above the mean we automatically have a condition of non-attainment.

Take for example the aquatic life protection criteria based on EPA methods. These values are 4
day averages not to be exceeded more than once every three years. We do not collect data that
can be used to directly assess the 4-day average. Our sampling is typically grab samples, and are
rarely collected on four consecutive days. A single grab sample cannot be used to evaluate the 4
day average. There is no way to determine the variability associated with the average or the
sample from a SIngle sample. However, the grab sample remains the best estimate of the 4-day
average that we have. If we have a number of samples over a period of time we can evaluate the
trend of these estimates. Over time, if the water is attaining standards, we would expect the
mean of 4-day averages to approach the standard. That is to say the variability about a single
mean estimate becomes insignificant and a determination of compliance with the standard can be
reached. If we look to the relationship of the median to the mean we would expect the common
circumstance of the mean above the median. If we find instead that the mean falls below the
median we can assume the water is not behaving normally. If the mean of the samples also falls
above the standard then we may assume we have a noncompliance situation. If we expect the
common circumstance and find the mean above the median, then we would need to see a
significant departure from the standard before we would be comfortable claiming impairment,
unless we have a sufficient number of samples to statistically quantify the variance of the means
(grab samples). If there is a large number of samples available we may be able to rely on
statistical tests to show a condition of non-attainment when the mean is close to the median.
This is because a small sample could easily be impacted by the variability inherent in the grab
sample estimates or the mean itself. Since we have no way of evaluating this variability with a
small sample size we should be cautious in claiming impairment where we see an expected
pattern or condition.

For averaging periods where we have at least 3 samples within the averaging period we can make
a direct estimate of variability and a more direct statistical analysis of conformity with the
standard.

In most cases a small number of samples will not provide much assurance of the accuracy of the
determination. In some cases even large number of samples will not yield conclusive statistical
analyses. In these cases we look to supporting information. We depart from the single line of
evidence and begin building an assessment based on indications from different types of data.
There is not a prescribed approach to constructing the weight of evidence. But some simple rules
of thumb may help. We typically look first at the most direct measure of the subject of the

, standard in question. For example, if this is a chemical concentration standard we look to
chemistry information or if it is a narrative regarding aquatic community structure we look to
bioassessment data. These data will provide an initial indication. We then look for other

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Renee DeShazo
Regional Water Quality Control Board
Los Angeles Region
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June 30, 2001

evidence that supports the indication. Are there land uses that have

been associated with a problem indicated by the initial evaluation? Is there toxicity data to
correspond to the chemical data? Are there official warnings or declarations of regulatory
agencies that support the indication? Typically, unless we have a strongly compelling single line
of evidence we will look to these multiple lines of information to bolster the decision. These
lines of evidence can work to either support a listing or confirm that no listing is appropriate.
Information such as photo monitoring is typically used as this type of ancillary information. In
some cases quantitative photo monitoring techniques are used, and these can be treated as a
single line of evidence.

The results of mathematical models that simulate water body conditions are typically looked at in
light of a weight of evidence. That is, reliance on a model result aloneis not usually used.
Calibrated models add evidence that the model is accurately depicting water body conditions.
Similarly, land use analysis typically requires additional information beyond simply the presence
of a land use type that we have found to frequently be associated with water quality problems.

In many cases a clear conclusion will not be reached, either the information is not sufficient or it
is contradictory and therefore no clear description of impairment is possible. For these waters we
need to record this fact and identify these waters as a group. If the group is small when we are
done listing we can pursue further assessment as resources allow. If a significant portion of the
waters reviewed fall into this category then we must devise a programmatic response to
addressing this information gap.

The rigor of the evidence used to recommend that a water be listed becomes a judgment decision
of the Regional Boards and their staff. It must be kept in mind that a decision to list does not
require the same certainty that is applied when determining violations of permit conditions.
Constructing the list is not a regulatory action. It is an informational and administrative exercise'
that prioritizes our work and highlights problem locations. As such the judgment of staff is
sufficient basis for listing. What is necessary is a reasonable rationale to support the listing or
delisting, and documentation of the information relied on to reach that conclusion. The
regulatory actions associated with listing come as a response to the list. TMDLs, standards
actions, or other means of resolving the non-attainment condition are the regulatory instruments.

In summary, it is recommended that a weight of evidence approach be applied when developing
the 303(d) list. Procedures recommended for 305(b) reporting are appropriately applied within
the weight of evidence, but should not be relied on exclusively as the basis for determining non
attainment of a standard. This is because the 305(b) recommendations rely on a quantile
assessment that does not consider the specific averaging and exceedance frequencies specified in
standards. Where ample samples are available, statistical methods designed for standardized
population distributions can be used to evaluate water quality conditions.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Renee DeShazo
Regional Water Quality Control Board
Los Angeles Region

Sincerely,

/S/

Stefan Lorenzato
TMDL Coordinator

- 5 -

June 30,2001
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

"Kris Whisenhunt" <kris@scap.occoxmail.com>
"James Smith" <smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
7/3/01 3:25PM
Re: 303(d) listing process

Thanks Jimmy. I appreciate your help. Our mailing address is:

SCAP (Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works)
30200 Rancho Viejo Road, Suite B
San Ju'an Capistrano, CA 92675

Kris
----- Original Message -----
From: James Smith <smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
To: <kris@scap.occoxmail.com>
Cc: Keri Cole <colek.RB9Post.Region9@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 03,2001 2:14 PM
Subject: 303(d) listing process

Hi Kris,

We are currently reviewing data for the 2002 303(d)-list up-date. We are
analyzing data received during our solicitation period (7 March 01 to 15 May
01) from any and all sources. The solicitation was advertised in local
newspapers, sent to our mailing list and public workshops were held on 4
April 01 and 3 May 01. We are currently screening the data for quality
assurance and identifying any pollutants that exceed numeric and / or
narrative standards established for the protection of all beneficial uses.
Once this task is finished, we will be putting together our recommendations
for additions / deletions to the 303(d) list.

We anticipate posting our draft recommendations in mid August and conducting
a public workshop later that month. The public review and comment period
will last thirty days. Our final recommendations will be presented before
the Region 9 Board Members as an informational item at either the September
or October Board Meeting. The list will then be forwarded to the State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) sometime near the end of October 01.
It is the SWRCB that will be conducting the formal public comment period and
the formal public hearings this winter.

We will add your name to our mailing list so that you are sure to receive
future information. Please let me know your address. If possible, be sure
to access our website at www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9 as it may contain the info
you are seeking.

Thank you for your interest in this vital process,

-Jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Jones" <Ijones@scap.occoxmail.com>
<smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Tue, Jul 3, 2001 11 :02 AM
305b/303d Workshops

We would like to receive the workshop(s) schedule and the process that will
be used to do the 305(b) report and the 303(d) list. Is it possible to
receive this information by July 9th? Please advise by contacting us at
SCAP at 949 489-7676 or respond via e-mail to kris@scap.occoxmail.com with
any dates for scheduled public meetings on these topics. SCAP would like to
be included on the mailing list for any meetings on these topics.



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Hi Kris,

James Smith
kris@scap.occoxmail.com
Tue, Jul 3, 2001 2:14 PM
303(d) listing process

We are currently reviewing data for the 2002 303(d)-list up-date. We are analyzing data received
during our solicitation period (7 March 01 to 15 May 01) from any and all sources. The solicitation was
advertised in local newspapers, sent to our mailing list and public workshops were held on 4 April 01 and 3
May 01. We are currently screening the data for quality assurance and identifying any pollutants that
exceed numeric and / or narrative standards established for the protection of all beneficial uses. Once
this task is finished, we will be putting together our recommendations for additions / deletions to the 303(d)
list.

We anticipate posting our draft recommendations in mid August and conducting a public workshop later
that month. The public review and comment period will last thirty days. Our final recommendations will be
presented before the Region 9 Board Members as an informational item at either the September or
October Board Meeting. The list will then be forwarded to the State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) sometime near the end of October 01. It is the SWRCB that will be conducting the formal
pUblic comment period and the formal public hearings this winter.

We will add your name to our mailing list so that you are sure to receive future information. Please let me
know your address. If possible, be sure to access our website at www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9 as it may
contain the info you are seeking.

Thank you for your interest in this vital process,

-Jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9

cc: Keri Cole
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
CENTRAL COAST REGION

STAFF REPORT FOR REGULAR MEETING OF OCTOBER 26,2001
Prepared on July 26, 2001

ITEM:

SUBJECT: Changes to 303(d) List of Impaired Water Bodies

SUMMARY:

To achieve the water quality goals of the
Clean Water Act, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency's
(USEPA's) fIrst objective is to ensure that
technology-based controls on point sources are
established and maintained. Where such
controls are insufficient to attain and maintain
water quality standards, water quality-based
controls are required.

The State is required to identify a list of
impaired water bodies requiring water quality
based controls, or Total Maximum. Daily
Loads (TMDLS), under Section 303(d) of the
Federal Clean Water Act (CWA).The TMDL
will evaluate waters upstream of the 303(d)
listed water as well as the 303(d) listed water.
The Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Central Coast Region (RWQCB) will consider
public comments and provide recommended
Section 303(d) List changes to the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB). Changes
are being proposed for the 1998 303(d) List.
The SWRCB will review recommendations
from all the Regional Boards. The SWRCB
will hold a public hearing and consider public

comments; finalize the 303(d) List; and
transmit the List to the USEPA.

The RWQCB solicited information from the
public to consider for the 303(d) List. (This
letter is shown in Attachment One.) The
public was given until May 15, 2001 to
provide information. The Regional Board
only considered information provided by May
15,2001 in this recommendation. The

Regional Board is only accepting comments
about proposed changes to the 303(d) List
identifIed in Attachment Two.

The 303(d) List update includes additions to
water bodies and pollutants; removal of water
bodies and pollutants, if standards are attained;
and changes to the description of water bodies
currently listed (for example, refinement of
identified impaired reaches, changes in
priority, etc).

DISCUSSION:

Background

Since the 1990s, emphasis has been placed on
the 303(d) List. Under the authority of Section
303(d) of the Clean Water Act, USEPA
expects States to develop a Total Maximum
Daily Loads (TMDLs) for waters on the List
where technology based effluent limits or
other legally required pollution control
mechanisms are not sufficient or stringent
enough to implement the water quality
standards applicable to such waters. Updates

of the list must be performed according to
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act.
Updates include adding or removing. waters,
and indicating Regional Board priorities and
schedules for developing TMDLS. A TMDL
is a plan to attain water quality standards.
This plan allocates pollution control
responsibilities among pollution sources in a
watershed, and it is the basis for taking actions
needed to restore a waterbody.



Staff Report

The USEPA (40CFR 130.7[a][5]) directs
States to "assemble and evaluate all existing
and readily available water quality-related data
and information" to develop the Section
303(d) List and priorities for TMDLs. Ideally,
this process should involve review of
information such as monitoring data, scientific
literature, or resource management agency
files that document water quality conditions
and trends.

Approach to Listing Waters

The general factors used by the Regional
Board staff recommended changes to the
303(d) List for surface waters within the
Central Coast Region are shown below. These
factors are the same as the 1998 listing factors.
Staff obtained these factors from the 1998
Clean Water Act Section 303(d) Listing
Guidelines for California (August 11, 1997)
(hereafter referred to as "Listing Guidelines").
The Listing Guidelines were developed by an
ad hoc workgroup of staff from the Regional
Water Quality Control Boards, the State Water
Resource Control Board, and the USEPA.

Listing Factors

1. Effluent limitations or other pollution
control requirements [e.g., Best
Management Practices (BMPs)] are not
stringent· enough to assure protection of
beneficial uses and attainment of SWRCB
and RWQCB objectives, including those
implementing SWRCB Resolution
Number68-16 "Statement of Policy with
Respect to Maintaining High Quality of
Waters in California."

2. Fishing, drinking water, or swimming
advisory currently in effect. This does

not apply to advisories related to
discharge in violation of existing WDRs
or NPDES permit.

3. Beneficial uses are impaired or are
expected to be impaired within the listing
cycle (i.e. in next two years). Impairment
is based upon evaluation of chemical,
physical, or biological integrity.

2 October 26, 2001

Impairment will be determined by
"qualitative assessment",
physical/chemical monitoring, bioassay
tests, and/or other biological monitoring.
Applicable Federal criteria and RWQCB
Water Quality Control Plans determine the
basis for impairment status.

4. The water body is on the previous 303(d)
List and either: (a monitored assessment"
continues to demonstrate a violation of
objective(s) or (b) "monitored assessment"
has not been performed.

5. Data indicate tissue concentrations in
consumable body parts of fish or shellfish
exceed applicable tissue criteria or
guidelines. Such criteria or guidelines
may include SWRCB Maximum Tissue
Residue Level values, FDA Action
Levels, NAS Guidelines, and U.S. EPA
tissue criteria for the protection of wildlife
as they become available.

6. The water quality is of such concern that
the RWQCB determines the water body
needs to be afforded a level of protection
offered by a 303(d) listing.

Evaluation Approach

Staff is utilizing a "weight of evidence"
approach to develop new listings for the
Regional Board's recommendation. Staff is
interpreting "weight of evidence" to mean
more water quality data exists to indicate
impairment than water quality data that does
not indicate impairment. Staff considers the
"weight of evidence" to occur where 50% or
greater of all samples for a given water body
exceed applicable Water Quality Control

Plan, Central Coast Region (Basin Plan)
standards, State Water Resources Control
Board Ocean Plan standards, or Assembly Bill
(AB) 411 beach posting guidelines.

Staff only considered data that had been
collected and analyzed with appropriate
certified quality assurance/quality control
procedures. The type of information that was
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readily available to the Central Coast Regional
Board to develop the 303(d) list was primarily
conventional water quality data. This type of
data is for constituents such as total dissolved
solids, sodium, chloride, nitrate, dissolved
oxygen, and bacteria. The data set for each
constituent for each water body was
individually reviewed to determine whether
50% or greater of the samples had values
greater than the applicable water quality
criteria or guideline for that constituent. If so,
the waterbody/pollutant combination is
proposed as a new listing. Statistical methods
were not utilized as a listing approach (i.e.
mean values, median values were not
calculated).

There are no specific rntmmum data
requirements or a specific frequency of
exceedences for making a finding that water
quality objectives are not attained. (This is
particularly the case when. statistical
approaches are not used, such as basing
attainment upon mean or median values for a
given site.) In general, more data is needed to
interpret environmental results that are specific
to time and geography. Less data would be
needed to make a determination based on
environmental results that serve as integrators
over space and time. For example, more water
cO,lumn chemistry data would generally be
needed to determine impairment than fish
tissue chemistry data. All the data received
and evaluated by the Regional Board staff for
this update was water column data.

The rigor of evidence used to recommend that
a water be listed is a judgment decision of the
Regional Boards and their staff. It must be
kept in mind that a decision to list does not
require the same certainty that is applied when
determining violations of permit conditions.

Constructing the list is not a regulatory action.
This is an informational and administrative
exercise that prioritizes our work and
highlights problem locations. As such, the
judgment of staff is sufficient basis for listing.
What is necessary is a reasonable rationale to
support the listing or delisting, and
documentation of the information relied on to
reach that conclusion. The regulatory actions
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associated with listing come as a response to
the list. TMDLs, standards actions, or other
means of resolving the non-attainment
condition are the regulatory instruments.

Development of a TMDL "Problem
Statement" (and subsequent TMDL
components) is the more appropriate
mechanism to evaluate data more rigorously
and determine a stronger, clearer, and
scientific basis for impairment. If the problem
can be clearly defined, staff proceeds with
TMDL development. If the problem remains
unclear or there does not appear to be
adequate data to proceed with TMDL
development, additional monitoring can be
scheduled at this point or any point during
TMDL development to fill data gaps or
improve information. If after collecting
adequate data the problem cannot be
determined, the waterbody can be delisted.

Delisting Factors

According to the Listing Guidelines, water
bodies may be delisted for specific pollutants
or stressors if anyone of these factors is met:

1. Objectives are revised (for example, Site
Specific Objectives), and the exceedence
is thereby eliminated.

2. A beneficial use is de-designated after
U.S. EPA approval of a Use Attainability
Analysis, and the non-support issue is
thereby eliminated.

3. Faulty data led to the initial listing. Faulty
data include, but are not limited to
typographical errors,. improper quality
assurance/quality control. (QAlQC)

procedures, or Toxic Substances
Monitoring/State Mussel Watch Elevated
Data Levels which are not confirmed by
risk assessment for human consumption.

4. It has been documented that the objectives
are being met and beneficial uses are not
impaired based upon "Monitored
Assessment" cnteria.
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5. A TMDL has been approved by the u.s.
EPA.

6. There are control measures in place which
will result in protection of beneficial uses.
Control measures include pennits, cleanup
and abatement orders, and watershed
management plans which are enforceable
and include a time schedule.

Proposed TMDL Priorities

A priority ranking is required for listed waters
to guide TMDL planning pursuant to 40 CPR
130.7. TMDLs will be ranked into high,
medium, and low priority categories based on:

• water body significance (such as
importance and extent of beneficial uses,
threatened and endangered species
concerns and size of water body), .

• degree of impairment or threat (such as
number of pollutants/stressors of concern,
and number of beneficial uses impaired or
threatened),

• confonnity with related activities in the
watershed (such as existence of watershed

assessment, planning, pollution control
and remediation, or restoration efforts in
the area),

• potential for beneficial use protection or
recovery,

• degree of public concern, and

• available information.

It should be noted that the criteria can be
applied in different ways to different water

bodies and pollutants. For example, a water
body may be severely impaired, but if there is
little likelihood of beneficial use recovery than
a lower priority might be given. Staff also
considered (1) the overall need for an adequate
pace of TMDL development for all listed
waters and (2) if other water bodies and
pollutants have become a higher priority.
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Staff also assigned a higher priority according
to Regional Board priority watersheds
(Salinas, Morro Bay, San Lorenzo, Pajaro,
Santa Maria, and Santa Ynez).

Schedules for TMDL development after the
fIrst two years should be regarded as~
tentative. Completion will depend
significantly upon the availability of
funding, availability of staff, on' watershed
stakeholder group priorities, and RWQCB
Basin Plan amendment priority. They will
also depend upon further evaluation of the
need for and feasibility of TMDLs. If
additional water bodies are listed in 2002 or
subsequent 303(d) review cycles these
schedules will also need to be revised.

Public Solicitation

Regional Board staff solicited public
information and comments regarding 303(d)
List additions on March 7, 2001(Attachment
One). The public was notified that
information must be received by May 15,
2001. The public solicitation letter was also
placed on the Central Coast Region's web
page.

Information and data considered that resulted
in new listings of impaired waterbodies is
discussed below and in Attachment Three.
Information and data considered that did not
result in . new listings is discussed in
Attachment Four. Regional Board staff only
considered data with proper quality
assurance/quality control. Only conditions
with 50% or greater of all samples for a given
water body exceeding applicable Basin Plan,
Ocean Plan, or AB 411 criteria were proposed
as new listings.

The Santa Barbara County Public Health
Department submitted water quality data as a
result of the March 7, 2001. public information
solicitation. The County's data indicates
impairment of three additional Santa Barbara
County beaches. The County utilizes QAlQC
procedures to assure reliable sample results.
The samples are analyzed at the Santa Barbara
County Public Health Laboratory.
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Other information/data was also received, but
it did not result in new 303(d) listings. This
information is described in Attachment Four.

Regional Board Information Reviewed

Many potential data sources exist and/or were
submitted in response to the public
solicitation. Potential data sources include
State Mussel WatchfToxic Substances
Monitoring; beach-monitoring data;
monitoring data for regulated/unregulated
discharges; and data from other local, state and
federal agencies. Listing information can be
obtained from reports containing trend
analysis/water quality assessment information.
Where available, these sources were utilized.
For example, the California Department of
Pesticide Regulation provided water quality
data. (No new water quality impairment
conditions were identified.) Some data
sources did not have additional information
beyond that which was available in 1998 (such
as State Mussel Watch or Toxic Substances
Monitoring data).

The Central Coast Region has developed an
ambient water quality monitoring program
called the Central Coast Ambient Monitoring
Program (CCAMP). The CCAMP surface
water monitoring strategy is to focus on
watersheds and coastal confluences. CCAMP
watershed characterization calls for dividing
the Central Coast Region into five watershed
rotation areas and conducting synoptic,
tributary based sampling each year in one of
the areas. Over a five-year period, all the
hydrologic units' in the Region are monitored
and evaluated. Permanent watershed sites are
monitored monthly for conventional water
quality parameters, and once during the year
for sediment chemistry, bioaccumulation, and
benthic invertebrate assemblages. In addition

to the synoptic site selection approach,
additional monitoring sites are established in
each rotation area to provide focused attention
on watershed and water bodies known to have
water quality impairments.

CCAMP utilizes quality assurance/quality
control (QAlQC) procedures to develop
reliable water quality sampling results.
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Requirements for field and laboratory
duplicates and blanks. adherence to field
sampling protocols, chain of custody, chain of
data processing, and similar quality assurance
procedures are set forth for data collected by
CCAMP and its contractors. Only the State
Department of Health Services certified labs
perform data analyses.

Federal law requires States to consider 305(b)
reports when developing 303(d) list. 303(d)
regulations requires the state to consider "[w]
aters identified by the State in its most recent
section 305(b) report as 'partially meeting' or
'not meeting' designated uses or as
'threatened';" [40 C.F.R.sec. 130.7 (b)(5)(i)].
In the case of the Central Coast Regional
Board, the 305(b) report relies upon CCAMP
data. CCAMP data is also the same data
source used for the 303(d) list. Reviewing this
data resulted 'in several new listings (see next
section and Attachments Two and Three).

In addition to CCAMP, staff used monitoring
data generated by the Morro Bay National
Estuary Program. This ten year sampling
program monitors several stations within the
Morro Bay watershed. Sampling and analysis
is performed according to the Quality
Assurance Project Plan (RWQCB, 1996).
This data resulted in one new listing.

Another data source staff used for the
proposed 303(d) List is South County
Regional Wastewater Authority (SCRWA)
monitoring data generated by Waste Discharge
Requirements. In particular, staff utilized data
for Llagas Creek upstream of this facility to
support listing. This upstream Llagas Creek
water quality data was compared to site
specific water quality objectives contained in
Table 3-7 of the Basin Plan. Regional Board
Waste Discharge Requirements stipulate

QAlQC procedures within the Standard
Provisions and Reporting Requirements for
Waste Discharge Requirements. This data
resulted in four new listings.

Staff is proposing to add several water quality
impairments to the 1998-303(d) List.
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Proposed Changes To 303(D) List

Proposed Listings

The recommended changes to the 1998-303(d)
list are shown in Attachment Two. Additions
are shown in a liliiii format and
deletions are shown in a seiked'ifol:lge format.

More information about proposed new listings
is shown in Attachment Three. Included is
staff's rationale for adding a specific
condition.

Proposed 303(d) Delistings

Staff is proposing to remove water quality
conditions from the 1998-303(d) List. Waters
proposed for delisting are summarized below
and shown in a seiket:flrol:l:ge format in
Attachment Two. Attachment Five contains
detailed rationale for proposed listing.

Chorm Creek Metals

Staff is proposing to delist Chorro Creek for
metals after evaluating data and finding
conditions support delisting factor three
because sample data showing exceedences
was collected from outside of the waterway.
Available information also supports delisting
factor four based on aquatic habitat data
submitted after the listing by the California
National Guard. Chorro Creek will remain on
the list for Siltation which also supports
deIisting factor six because sediment
reductions required under the Siltation TMDL
are expected to also reduce metals loads in
Chorro Creek.

Los Osos Creek Priority Organics

Staff is proposing to delist Los Osos Creek for
Priority Organics. Water column and sediment
data was collected as part of a monitored
assessment and no exceedences of standards
existed. Therefore delisting factor four is
supported. Los Osos Creek will remain on the
list for Siltation which also supports delisting
factor six because sediment reductions
required under the Siltation TMDL are
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expected to also reduce pesticides loads in Los
Osos Creek.

San Lorenzo River Estuary-Siltation

Staff is proposing to delist the San Lorenzo
River Lagoon. The original listing appears to
have been based on generic data that was not
truly indicative of the conditions. in the San
Lorenzo River Lagoon. This conclusion
supports delisting factor three, use of faulty
data. The City of Santa Cruz's 1989 study of
the lower San Lorenzo River (Philip Williams
& Associates, et aI, 1989), which includes the
Lagoon Management Plan, has established that
problems within the lagoon are associated with
the breaching of the sand bar that becomes
established between the lagoon and Monterey
Bay, and are not due to the delivery of
sediment from upstream sources.

Other Changes Proposed

Attachment Two indicates a pnonty and
schedule for each new listing and changes to
priority and schedule for some existing
listings.

The following general comments provide
background and justification for proposed
schedules shown on Attachment Two. While
initial assessments started for several listings
between 1996 and 1998, TMDL development
didnot. From 1996 to 2000, TMDL-related
efforts focused on updating the 1998 303(d)
list and assessing resource needs and priorities
for TMDL development, watershed
management, and establishment of CCAMP.
In July 1999, Region 3 secured dedicated
resources (for five staff people) for TMDL
development. These resources were
augmented in July 2000 (with three additional
staff people). Much of the TMDL effort
during 1999 focused on recruiting, hiring, and
training new staff, establishing the TMDL
program and integrating the program into the
Watershed Branch. Actual TMDL
development work throughout Region 3, as
defined by the 1998 303(d) List, began in July
2000 and significantly increased in January
2001. Hence several start dates have been
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proposed to be modified on the 303(d) list to
better reflect this overall schedule. Proposed
schedules for the new listings have been
determined in conjunction with this overall
schedule as well. Additionallly, USEPA
requires that TMDLs be· scheduled for
completion within 13 years of the year a
waterbody is listed (2015 for waters added to
the list as part of this 2002 303(d) List
Update). Specific reasons for each change are
indicated in footnotes on Attachment Two.

Listing Clarifications

San Luis Obispo Creek Prioritv Organics

stilff if proposing to delist San Luis Obispo
Creek for Priority Organics and
refining/clarifying the listing to PCB.
Exceedences of hexachlorocyclohexane
(HCH), chlordane, and polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCB) served as the basis of the
original listing for priority organics. Staff
revisited data that was the basis of the initial
listing, and have recently preformed a
monitored assessment. Reconsideration of the
original data supports delisting for HCH based
on delisting criteria three. Results of the
monitored assessment supports delisting for
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chlordane based on delisting criteria four. San
Luis Obispo Creek will remain listed for PCB
because the monitored assessment conducted
does not support delisting for this constituent.
Attachment five contains detailed report for
this proposed clarification.

COMMENTS:

Pending

ATTACHMENTS:

1. March 7, 2001 Public Solicitation Letter
2. Recommended Central Coast Region 2001

303 (d) List
3. Listing Rationale
4. Information Received that did not result in

303(d) List Additions
5. Delisting and Clarification Rationale

RECOMMENDATION:

Approve staff recommendation for changes to
the 1998-303(d) List.



ATTACHMENT THREE. LISTING RATIONALE FOR2001.303(D) LIST

Watershed Water Body Pollutant Rationale Total Monitoring Data Source(s)
Samples Dates

Estero Bay Los 080S Creek Dissolved Basin Plan Objective 359 12/14/93- Morro Bay National
Oxygen violated 64% of 4/19/99 Monitoring Program

samples at station
«WAR"

Estrella Cholame Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 10 2/02/99- Central Coast Ambient
violated 80% of 2/08/00 Monitoring Program
samples (CCAMP)

Pajaro Llagas Creek Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 41 12/18/97- CCAMP
violated 63% of 6/12/98
samples for stations
«FRA", "LLA", and
«VIS"

Pajaro Llagas Creek Chloride Basin Plan Site- 78 6/23/92- South County Regional
Specific Objective 6/13/00 Wastewater.Authority
violated 100%'of (SCRWA) Wastewater
samples Discharge Requirement

Monitoring Program (all
samples are upstream of

SCRWA)
Pajaro Llagas Creek Dissolved Basin Plan Objective 128 9/12/88- SCRWA Wastewater

Oxygen violated 66% of 6/13/00 Discharge Requirement
samples Monitoring Program and

CCAMP predawn
sampling

1



LISTING RATIONALE FOR 2001 303(D) LIST

Watershed Water Body Pollutant Rationale Total Monitoring Data Source(s)
Samples Dates

Pajaro Llagas Creek Sodium Basin Plan Site- 78 6/23/92- SCRWA Wastewater
Specific Objective 6113/00 Discharge Requirement
violated 77% of Monitoring Program (all
samples samples are upstream of

SCRWA)
Pajaro Llagas Creek Total Dissolved Basin Plan Site- 90 9/12/88- SCRWA Wastewater

Solids Specific Objective 6/13/00 Discharge Requirement
violated 100% of Monitoring Program (all
samples samples are upstream of

SCRWA)
Pajaro Pajaro River Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 11 12/18/97- CCAMP

violated 90% of 1/07/99
samples at Station
"FRA"

Pajaro Tesquita Slough Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 16 12118/97- CCAMP
violated 63% of 12/16/98
samples

Salinas Alisal Creek Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 7/28/99- CCAMP
violated 83% of 6 2/10/00
samples

Salinas Atascadero Creek Dissolved Basin Plan Objective 20 . 417/99- CCAMP
Oxygen violated 67% of 5/15/00

samples from
CCAMPdata
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LISTING RATIONALE FOR 2001 303(D) LIST

Watershed Water Body Pollutant Rationale Total Monitoring Data Source(s)
Samples Dates

Salinas Gabilan Fecal Coliform Basin Plan Objective 6 2/1199- CCAMP
violated 100% of 2/10/00
samples

Salinas Quail Creek Fecal Coliform Basin Plan Objective 6 2/01199- CCAMP
violated 63% of 11130/00
samples

Salinas Salinas Fecal Coliform Basin Plan Objective 37 2101199- CCAMP
Reclamation violated 89% of 2/10/00
Canal samples

Salinas Salinas River Chloride Basin Plan Site- 42 212199- CCAMP
(Upper) Specific Objective 4/26/00

violated 100% of
samples

Salinas Salinas Riv.er Sodium Basin Plan Site- 32 5/13/90- CCAMP
(Upper) Specific Objective 2/8/00

violated 100 % of
samples

Salinas San Lorenzo Fecal Coliform Basin Plan Objective 15 2/02/99- CCAMP
Creek violated 60% of 2/10100

samples; Station
"LOK" violated
Basin Plan Objective
100% of samples
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LISTING RATIONALE FOR 2001 303(D) LIST

Watershed Water Body Pollutant Rationale Total Monitoring Data Source(s)
Samples Dates

Salinas Tembladero Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 8 4/26/99- CCAMP
Slough violated 63% of 2/07/00

samples
Santa Maria Alamo Creek Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 14 2/01/00- CCAMP

violated 57% of 1/31/01
samples

Santa Maria Blosser Channel Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 10 5/03/00- CCAMP
violated 50% of 2/28/01
samples

Santa Maria Bradley Canyon Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 25 1/12/00- CCAMP
Creek violated 60% of 1/29/01

samples
Santa Maria Main Street Drain Nutrients Basin Plan Nitrate 10 1/12/00- CCAMP

Drinking Water 1/29/01
Objective violated 60
% of samples at Main
Street Drain

Santa Maria Nipomo Creek Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 25 1/11/00- CCAMP
violated 72% of 1/31/01
samples

Santa Maria Orcutt Solomon Fecal Colifonn Basin Plan Objective 50 1/12/00- CCAMP
Creek violated 62% of 2/28/01

samples
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LISTING RATIONALE FOR 2001 303(D) LIST

Watershed Water Body Pollutant Rationale Total Monitoring Data Source(s)
Samples Dates

Santa Maria Oso Flaco Lake Nutrients Basin Plan Nitrate 55 1112/00- CCAMP
Drinking water 1131101
objective violated
100 % of samples

Santa Maria Santa Maria River Fecal Coliform Basin Plan Objective 33 1/12/00- CCAMP
violated 52% of 2/28/01
samples

Santa Maria Santa Maria River Nutrients Basin Plan Nitrate 1112/01- CCAMP
Drinking water 23 2/28/01
objective violated
100 % of samples at
Stations SMA and
SMI

South Coast Pacific Ocean @ Total Coliform Ocean Plan Shellfish 250 3/24/97- Santa Barbara County
Arroyo Quemado objective violated 4/25/01 Public Health Department
Beach 85% of time

South Coast Pacific Ocean @ Fecal Coliform Ocean Plan Water 250 3/24/97- Santa Barbara County
Arroyo Quemado Contact objective 4/25/01 Public Health Department
Beach violated 57% of time

South Coast Pacific Ocean @ Total Coliform Ocean Plan Shellfish 262 9/10/96- Santa Barbara County
Mission Creek objective violated 4/23/01 Public Health Department
(East Beach) 69% of samples
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LISTING RATIONALE FOR 2001 303(D) LIST

Watershed Water Body Pollutant Rationale Total Monitoring Data Source(s)
Samples Dates

South Coast Pacific Ocean @ Fecal Coliform Assembly Bill 411 262 9/10/96- Santa Barbara County
Mission Creek Beach posting 4/23/01 Public Health Department
(East Beach) recommendation

violated 61 % of time;
South Coast Pacific Ocean @ Total Coliform Ocean Plan Shellfish. 222 3/10/97- Santa Barbara County

Jalama Beach objective violated 4123/01 Public Health Department
53% of samples

South Coast Pacific Ocean @ Fecal Coliform Assembly Bill 411 222 3/10/97- Santa Barbara County
Jalama Beach Beach posting 4123/01 Public Health Department

recommendation
violated 50% of time
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Attachment Two
2001 CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD 303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST

TYPE WATER BODY NAME ~:O CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY ~~CTED UNIT START DATE ~:E
B Monterey Bay South 309.500 Pesticides Agriculture Low 10 Miles 200So 2011

Metals Surface Mining Low 10 Miles 2005° 2011

B Monterey Harbor 309.500 Unknown Toxicity Source Unknown Low 74 Acres 200So 2011

Metals Railroad Slag Pile Medium 74 Acres 1998 2003

B Morro Bay 310.220 Metals Surface Mining High 100 Acres 1996 2000
Nonpoint Source
Boat DischargesjVessel Wastes

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture High 100 Acres 1996 1999
Irrigated Crop Production
ConstructionjLand Development
Resource Extraction
Channelization
Channel Erosion

Pathogens Upland Grazing High 50 Acres 1996 2000
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Septage Disposal
Natural Sources
Nonpoint Source

B Moss Landing Harbor 306.000 Pesticides Agriculture Low 160 Acres 2005 2009
Irrigated Crop Production
Specialty Crop Production

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Low 160 Acres 2005 2009
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Hydromodi(ication
Dredging (Hydromod.)
Channel Erosion
Erosion/Siltation
Nonpoint Source

Pathogens Agriculture Low 40 Acres 2005 2009
Nonpoint Source
Boat Discharges/Vessel Wastes



200 I CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NAME UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

E Carpinteria Marsh (EI 315.340 Priority Organics Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Low 80 Acres 2006 2011
Estero Marsh)

Nutrients Agriculture Low 80 Acres 2006 2011

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Low 80 Acres 2006 2011
Construction/Land Development
Storm sewers

Org. enrichment/Low D.O. Agriculture Low 80 Acres 2006 2011

E Elkhorn Slough 306.000 Pesticides Agriculture Low 500 Acres 2005 2009
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agricultural Return Flows
Contaminated Sediments
Erosion/Siltation
Nonpoint Source

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Low 50 Acres 2005 2009
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Channel Erosion
Nonpoint Source

Pathogens Natural Sources Low 500 Acres 2005 2009
Nonpoint Source

E Goleta Slough 315.310 Priority Organics Nonpoint Source· Low 200 Acres 2006 2011

Metals Industrial Point Sources Low 200 Acres 2006 2011

Sedimentation/Siltation Construction/Land Development Low 200 Acres 2006 2011

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers High 3 200 Acres 2006 2011

E Moro Cojo Slough 309.100 Pesticides Agriculture Low 345 Acres 2001 b 2011
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Low 345 Acres 2000 c 2011
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Construction/Land Development



200 t CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD 303 (D)AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NA1IfE UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

75 Acres 2001 6 2003

75 Acres 2001 b 2003

75 Acres 2000< 2001

163 Acres 2001 6 2003

163 Acres 2001 b 2001

163 Acres 2001 b 2003

-2fJ Aef'e5 .f998 -2fJ69
20 Acres 1999 2001

2 Acres 2003 2007

2 Acres 2001 2005

2 Acres 2003 2007

E Old Salinas River Estuary 309.110 Pesticides Agriculture Medium
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

Nutrients Agriculture Medium
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Nonpoint Source

E Salinas River Lagoon 309.100 Pesticides Agriculture Medium
(North)

Nutrients Nonpoint Source Medium

Sedimentation/Siltation Nonpoint Source Medium

E Salinas River Refuge 309.100 Pesticides Agriculture Medium
Lagoon (South)

Nutrients Agriculture Medium

Salinity/TDS/Chlorides Agriculture Medium

E San Lorenzo River Estuary 304.120 5etlil1,el1l'tlfiBI1-/Si!I'tlf!BI1 !!~ dffl"'BditktilaB/1 High

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Medium
Natural Sources

E Soquel Lagoon 304.130 Nutrients Septage Disposal Low
Nonpoint Source

Sedimentation/Siltation Construction/Land Development Medium

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers High 3

Natural Sources
Nonpoint Source

L Hernandez Reservoir

50

50

Acres

Acres

2001 b

2001 b

2003

2003



200 t CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST

TYPE WATER BODY NAME =:0 CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY ~~CTED UNIT ~~~T ~~~E
L Nacimiento Reservoir 309.820 Metals Subsurface Mining

Natural Sources
High 5370 Acres 7997 2000

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Natural Sources

High' 32 Acres ,2006 2017

Miles8Agriculture Medium
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

309. 100 PesticidesBlanco DrainR

R Aptos Creek 304.130 Sedimentation/Siltation Disturbed Sites (Land Develop.) Medium 4 Miles 2001 2001
Channel Erosion

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Low 4 Miles 2005 2017

R AI'111tll B/;IIll Ceek ~ I'1Jfhll!Jens MetJifIm f; Miles -2(}(}f; ~

(Moved to coastal water section)



200 I CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST

R Carbonera Creek 304.120 Nutrients Nonpoint Source High 10 Miles 1993 2000

Sedimentation/Siltation Constrriction/Land Development High 10 Miles 1998 2000
Nonpoint Source

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Medium 10 Miles 1999 2001
Nonpoint Source

R Carpinteria Creek 315.340 Pathogens Agriculture High' 6 Miles 2006 2011
Land Disposal
Septage Disposal

Nutrients Municipal Point Sources
Agriculture
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff

High 11 Miles 1996 2000

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture High
Irrigated Crop Production
Range Land
Upland Grazing
Agriculture-storm runoff
Construcrion/Land Development
Road Construction
Resource Extraction
Hydromodification
Channelization
Streambank Modification/Destabilization
Channel Erosion
Erosion/Siltation
Natural Sources
Golf course activities
Nonpoint Source

11

DO

Miles 1996 1999



200 f CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD 303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NAME UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

R Clear Creek 304.120 Mercury Resource Extraction Medium 2

R Espinosa Slough 309.100 Pesticides Agriculture Medium 320
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers

Priority Organics Nonpoint Source Medium 320

Nutrients Agriculture Medium 320
Storm sewers

Miles

Acres

Acres

Acres

200l b

2003

2003

2003

2003

R Las Tablas Creek 309.810 Metals Surface Mining High 1997

R Las Tablas Creek. North 309.810 Metals Surface Mining High 5 Miles 1997 2000
Fork

R Las Tablas Creek, South 309.810 Metals Surface Mining High 4 Miles 1997 2000
Fork



200 f CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NAME UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

R Llagas Creek 305.300 Nutrients Municipal Point Sources High
Agriculture
Irrigated Crop Production
Pasture Land
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Habitat Modification
Nonpoint Source
Point Source

22 Miles 2000' 2005'

R Lompico Creek

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture
Hydromodification
Habitat Modification

Medium 22 Miles 2000' 2005'

Sedimentation/Siltation Construction/Land Development High 5 Miles 1998 2000
Natural Sources

Pathogens Septage Disposal Medium 5 Miles 1999 2001
Natural Sources
Nonpoint Source



2001 CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NAME UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

R Los Osos Creek

Nutrients

Elt'btl" R11I76(f7'St61 ", SeK e;-s

Agriculture
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agricultural Return Flows

High 10 Miles 1996 2000

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture High
Irrigated Crop Production
Range Land
Upland GraZing
Agriculture-storm runoff
Hydromodification
Channelization
Dredging (Hydromod.)
Habitat Modification
Removal of Riparian Vegetation
Streambank Modification/Destabilization
Channel Erosion
Erosion/Siltation
Natural Sources
Nonpoint Source

10 Miles 1996 1999

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Septage Disposal

High 3 9 Miles 2006 2011



200 f CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NAn:rE UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

R Pajaro River 305.100 Nutrients Agriculture High
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-subsurface drainage
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Urban RunofflStorm Sewers
Wastewater - land disposal
Channelization
Removal of Riparian Vegetation
Nonpoint Source

49 Miles 2000' 2005'

R Rider Gulch Creek

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Medium
Irrigated Crop Production
Range Land
Agriculture-storm runoff
Resource Extraction
Surface Mining
Hydromodifjcation
Channelization
Habitat Modification
Removal of Riparian Vegetation
Streambank Modi(ication/Destabilization
Channel Erosion
Natural Sources

305.100 Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Medium
Silviculture
Construction/Land Development

49

2

Miles

Miles

2000'

2000'

2005'

2005'



200 I CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE WATER BODY NAME UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

R Salmas ReclamatIon Canal 309.200 PestIcIdes

Priority Organics

Mmor Industrial Pomt Source MedIum
Agriculture
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

Minor Industrial Point Source Medium
Agriculture
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Source Unknown
Nonpoint Source

20

20

MIles

Miles

2001

2001 &

2005

2005

R Salinas River 309.100 Pesticides Agriculture Medium 50 2003
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

Nutrients Agriculture Medium 50 Miles 2001& 2007

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Medium 90 Miles 2000< 2003
Irrigated Crop Production
Range Land
Agriculture-storm runoff
Road Construction DO
Land Development
Channel Erosion
Nonpoint Source

Salinity/TDS/Chlorides Agriculture Medium 50 Miles 2001& 2005



200 I CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST

R San Antonio Creek (Santa 31S.310 Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Low 6 Miles 2006 2011
Barbara Co) Nonpoint Source

R San Benito River 30S.S00 Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Medium 86 Miles 2000' 200S'
Resource Extraction
Nonpoint Source

R San Lorenzo River Septage Disposal High 2S Miles 1993 2000
Nonpoint Source

Sedimentation/Siltation Silviculture High 2S Miles 1998 2000
Construction/Land Development
Land Development
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers High 60 Miles 1999 2001
Septage Disposal

R 310.240 f'1 iB' it) Ot gllfllies :ntffis~ iliff Ptiint 56", EeS MetJifIm 9 Miles -2{}(}f<l

Nutrients Municipal Point Sources High 9 Miles 19999 2000
Agriculture
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers High 9 Miles 19999 2000



2001 CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Low 70 Miles 2003 2007
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Resource Extraction

Salinity/TDS/Chlorides Agriculture Low 70 Miles 2003 2007

R Shingle Mill Creek 304.120 Nutrients Septage Disposal High 2 Miles 1998 2001

Sedimentation/Siltation Construction/Land Development High 2 Miles 1998 2001
Nonpoint Source

R Tembladero Slough 309.100 Pesticides Agriculture Medium 150 Acres 2001& 2003
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

Nutrients Agriculture Medium 150 Acres 2001& 2003
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agricultural Return Flows
Nonpoint Source

Agriculture
Construction/Land Development

Pathogens Agriculture
Septage Disposal

Low 7 Miles 2006 2011



200 I CENTRAL COASTREGIONAL BOARD303 (D) AND TMDL PRIORITYLIST
,HYDRO SIZE START END

TYPE \lATER BODY NMfE UNIT CAUSES SOURCE PRIORITY AFFECTED UNIT DATE DATE

R

R

Waddell Creek, East

Watsonville Slough

304.11 0 Nutrients

305.100 Pesticides

Municipal Point Sources Medium

Agriculture Medium
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Agriculture-irrigation tailwater
Nonpoint Source

3

300

Miles 2001

Acres 2001 d

200S

2003

Metals Agriculture Medium 300 Acres 2001 d 2003
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers

Sedimentation/Siltation Agriculture Medium 300 Acres 2000' 2005'
Irrigated Crop Production
Agriculture-storm runoff
Nonpoint Source

Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Medium 300 Acres 2001 d 2003
Source Unknown
Nonpoint Source

Oil and grease Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Medium 300 Acres 2001 d 2003
Nonpoint Source

Pacific Ocean at Arroyo
C Burro Beach 315.320 Pathogens Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers High 3 6 Miles 2006 2011

Nonpoint Source
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Attachment Two
START AND END DATE FOOTNOTES

a. No staff or budget in 1998, scheduled to start 2005

b. No staff in 1998, part of the Salinas River TMDL Planning Unit; work initiated on Pesticides, Priority Organics, Nutrients, and Salinity in 2001.

c. No staff in 1998, part of the Salinas River TMDL Planning Unit, work initiated on Siltation in 2000.

d. No staff in 1998, work initiated in 2001.

c. No staff in 1998; part of the Pajaro River Planning Unit; work initiated in 2000.

f. Pajaro River Nutrients and Sedimentation/Siltation TMDL schedules are adjusted to coincide with the Sedimentation/Siltation TMDL contract efforts. Schedule leverages
state funds to partner with existing efforts and research by others (UCSC), outreach by the Farm Bureau, and flood control efforts.

g. Preliminary assessments completed prior to 1999 but TMDL development started in 1999.

h. Scheduled to follow-up on initial Pajaro/Salinas work; current resources committed until 2004.

i. Current resources committed until 2004; in order to integrate the TMDL with the existing schedules work can't be initiated until 2006.

j. May be completed by 2003 as part of the Morro Bay Nutrient TMDL, otherwise current resources committed until 2004.

PRIORITY FOOTNOTES
I. Santa Maria River Watershed waterbodies show high levels of nutrients and pathogens relative to other stations in the Region but are medium priority. This is because only

CCAMP data is avaliable. Additionally, there are limited watershed efforts (such as planning, monitoring and assessment) in place to facilitate TMDL development.

Furthermore, the Santa Maria River watershed was not one of the top priority watersheds determined by the Regional Board per the Watershed Management Initiative.

2. Pajaro River Watershed waterbodies for nutrients, coliform and dissolved oxygen are a medium priority because we only have CCAMP data accessible and levels indicate
moderate impairment. Additionally, Pajaro was not one of the original top priority watersheds determined by the Regional Board per the Watershed Management Initiative.
Salinas River Watershed waterbodies for nutrients, coliform and dissolved oxygen are also medium priority, even though it was one of the original top priority watersheds per the
Watershed Management Initiative, because only CCAMP data is available. A significant data collection, modelling or other water quality research effort is still necessary to
develop TMDLs for these constituents for a watershed as extensive as Salinas River.

3. Santa Barbara/South Coast Watersheds were made higher priority due to increased attention on beach closures. Data collection efforts completed (county, CCAMP) reveal
multiple exceedences of standards. Many of these beaches are the focus of the Clean Beaches Initiative.

4. This was made high to coincide with Morro Bay Nutrients TMDL.
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The guidelines address the following topics :listingl ;
delisting factors, scheduling and prioritization, public':'. .
notice fro~edures,··the 303 (d) list submit-:::al. package, and:::.::;~<

_coordination with the :Watershed Management: rn.j.tiative .(WMIh:':;~

·....c·:·.' ...·.. ·· ,:,.,.'. '·Li~~n.g •.~~.~~.".'f;r··,~;~'~t~#icJ\~~f~~~;r;~~((~;:,~'i;'cf;,~IW'~;,~w!~~~~iY
. The following factors were developed to provl.defor;<:!rn:;'t.~,;7~~£:;·:'<..
consistent sta1:ewide decisions on listing California :surfaC:ft~:::;::::~-.

water bodies under CWA SectJ.on303 (d) ~·~·Howeveri ·theY·are~.· ..~f(:~. .. ..""
meant!=o be' flexible~ .,and the RWQCBs should exercise -judgment:,~:cbn.2

.: ,: based on 'the specific circumstances for each water.body~::,.The$-ti;:;..j~

listing factors will be re.viewed peri'odically' and may be'......:.:· ":" ~.::;; . :,~
revised to reflect new scientific information or newly' ":-'-'.: - ': ',.' '.;;

. - • • ',' ','. . .';f;.~,,\.r ~~ ';'•.-; .(... '~.' ", ....
F ,.,. " developed. water qualJ.ty criteria;(e. g., sedl-ment .:·criteria·~;7&~;';..>t.-;,

" .' ••,.'.~! ~:~~i~~!~~~~tf~~!:~;;~!:ilill~i~m~;i!i!::):::G~'::::~;~~;:~3S88'
.~ .. "" ". .,.-.. ...".. :" ~:.) -7 ;:~ .. : ~~. ':,: ,:.":": . ~.• ~ ~..e~5 .-

An ad hoc workgroup o·f staff from the Req~onal Water Quality' .
Control S:~.i:~~n~tate Water Resources Control Board, and U.S. E?i1. . .
that have an interest in 303(d) issues.



.." ..... ". •..... ,.... . ·C.·· " C; ,:.,;;;., .....',."...

"::':';~";;''';''.;..:'.: :"",:.:.,:_~,::7~.:.":,,, ..·.:..·~~.:...',.f.'".~.::.:.·,.·.":.;.~~.·.l.·.•11'·::"':".~.:.~:::~l.:·.'.'.:..•,.,:.:......•'•..:.::...•,.•••.,.•,'.,.••,',', .:.:., ~.',.••..•:.'••.•~•..,.,.:.-:...•::.ri•..:•.••..:,·;••...•.t,'~.~.·:~.~;~:.,~.:.:.,1_,·,;;.~.:.~.·_•.~..·.:..:.•.:.'._:.:..:~.·.·.:'_;f.·,.:.,:~.·.r..~"..~.:..::f;_-~.••.......:,:'.:........ ·::.%~}·;·.,\B;:u:.g;:.?~ :~i;1":.,. .'., ~. .'" - .- -"'~. ,..~::: .-:~-:.... .'. .. .. , . '.... }5i~iS{,\:::~~f.ti~~t~·iC~<~J"~S
crJ.terJ.a "£or evaluation of .wetland 'functions) •..;~ formatio:c:.'·~'~it:<::~·;,;.. :···'{i.

sources "which should .'beconsidered inciudesources iistedin;,!;?·:~":ir:;·:;~;";;'
40 ern ~130.'7 C.Q)CS) andsources'foundinAppendiX,:D ."of~:the C;·:.ii~;:i:.:~/::):,;C

1996305.Cb). .' GU~da.nce .;~o~{::~ .•S • EPA ~, '_:.' .··:,:;:.·$3-'Y}·;t;~,~t.;;~-;M·X:.;:,~!·;{)t/f·(~·J.:,\:~Y:'~iJ'".
Water bodies may be listed if anyone of these factors is'::<';,~ 1;

... :~t·~~~i~;~'<;i~~;r~~C~;{~'g~tt~~t1~~i~~f@~¥~~11~~11<'Ji(:;,{; ...
;'requirements :;[.e .:g ~I :'BesfManageri1.ent.. 'p.rac;:·tices CBMPs')) ':~are ..,':,',',: ',,:

. ':'notstringent enough to assw:~ protection of heneficia:l,~:,,:,'" -'.... '. ,':, .
, - uses and attainment of SWRCB and RWQCB objectives; /:i:,~~~~'1W~~:;:: '" ':"',;,.-

including those implementinq SWRCB Resolution Number' 6S i ,'::- ,., :.; ;',',? ''':
.' '.16 '''Statement of Polic;y with Re'Spect to ~intai$g .Hi.gh· ":: '-:'f:::'·.

Quality of Waters in Cali-forn,i.a" {see also.\40'-,::(:FR;r:::f.{:.::~;":..1·: ;",:;' .. ' ; ',,,

":·7;.;~~ :~J~ )/1,L17;;':' ·~;{:';=:f{~:~,'.h>·?f. ::~? . r, . .:§:·S~~~?:;¥~;f~·;~~~~~~;~f~.~J~;;\l?/"i:-.:< "",;"', '.
'2.. ~ Fishing, :~inkinqwater; ;or sw; mm; n;gadvi:S~rY-c:ur~entiY..: >::";\:::'::":'
:' :'.~:' in effect. This does .not apply to ,advisories related~to ",.'

:. :.discharge ;,in violation_ofe:xis~ingWDR',s.or. l'l?DE?perin.it.

'..j-"?'~··:;;~·nifi'c{ai '~~-e~:~~~~-iin~~i~~(f o~::·~~~~· ei;~6~~d:;;ho ~'b~t!J:·i':~:~.· .;
••. impaired within the "listing cycle'·Ci.e,r<i.n next two ...:::qe ..

'.", years). Iinpai.rment is'based upon evaluation QfChemical,
. - : physical, or biological integrity.: .. Imcairment'will ::be:1·'
~ c -:. determined by "qualitative .assessment.~,3,.p~ysical/~i¥~_1:

chemical monitoring,bioassay tests, ,and/orothei' L;;6~·"Ti,?::;. .
..... , ... biological'monitoring., Applicable Federal'criteria'arid,·r

~',< :, :~~:~~~r7fa~1~;~~:~~;1~~t:rt~;~~!;f.if~~~t~~,~~r... ... ."
. '\. t=I:: :. :: ;-; -,:.. :,:"

./ : U. 5 • EPA t S national policy is that water bodiesiinpaired by:;:~:), .
natural conditions should be listed.:In liqht ,of this 'policy/~:j:'(f:%s:i iO

the RWQCBs .should consider designating such water bodies ,as .a ·.lot::t
..p~.~or i.t

y .:,f~!;:;e~t~.liS~.~~:;... ~~~:·:'~1~r\"'::.';~,d;;\,':·~~(~Li:.;i{·8,~~;:,3;~~s;;;¥:~~I~E~f:.:;~;.i~'B;j:~K;· .... .(,
:3 ~•• QU~~i tative AssesSment:' An as's'e'ssmenE based·.up~i('l1iformation;~':':
other"tharf" ambient Jllonitoring data. Information used may include '.;.,.
l"a:ncr-us'edata;'-water quality impacts, predictive modeling using .', .•..
estim variables, or fish and game biologist, surveys . A"

::'i,.:~~~~~ .~C?,le .., ." n professional j':ldqment, literature statements '. .
;: ::.~;,~·"(often JUdgment based), or publJ.c. ,~omments should not be the ,only·

! baSi:sJ~:~tl':~~dn9f~~~:;:t~t;D;g~~~~~r'~i.~~~.;t;~~h~;E~~¥~~~:ix~tf;~ ..·.
803589



,2. A benefi~ial use is de-designated after U.s .EPA~;apP'roval':"
of a Use ,Attainability Analysis, ,:and..t:~e,non":,,suppor.t;..
issue is thereby elinliriated. ~'~,-:-\- "'-.::;:-~ ~ ,-':'-,-::::1"~,:" -:~'t~'~ >' , .

~
".'.'.: . " ' ;,.........'.~ ... - ~e. ._J.' :.:-.5;,. ,.r.,::..:tr::n..... ' .. .",.r. ~?'.1 ,.-r. '~~ .~;;.Q-.";t:;.• ~., . -.'-, t'I". ,....~.'!!'.,..~ ........ " '
}, -" , , ,..., 4~ :::HThe;., ~at.er.:.bo~Y:.:~.:i:~:,on· ~~t p.revic"i:is:."'.3'03.<dr.1.ist~~a~:either.
';", ,r::1tii:::::, la) "monitored ~assessmenti'~contiiiues''':to-,demoristratea'>',').f:C:~,

\.,'" v:Loiationof obJective (s') '''or' (0') ·.\\mciIiitore~~"as-~essment"::<, ", ,.~ ';~,

r~~: ~
~" " ::;;') .':~>.'", , ,'parts·9f 'fish or shellfish '·exceedapplicable.tissue ::',~i:ii~~::Yilt;;\~:',:ii<':":"'·':.".

t·· ·:·.2f~;~;.·~ ...··!~~I~g;:;:~~:;~~!:r~~a~~;~~~i~~f;=tt~!~\':~~1,;·,~
;.,' ;:' .•,-:: ;~:;:':, ", !. crJ.teria for '. the,protec~ion'of cwlldli"fe-'as.·:'they :'become;:'::~;0J":"':;", ..,. >i

r~~~._~~~ ~~',
: ,-''-' determines the water'::body needs .'tQ ':'be' afforded~a:levef~of':t protection offered 'pY,a .,3931d)~·li-stii1a>' -'~"::~<':-,~':-:.'::::~.':;',,:,
~:' .. ;"_~'.'.<~::~ . .4;_~ ..1 F··r~ . • ~... '~i. :~.": ~ r;..:~..::,_·.....:::.-:::!~.~~.~:J:: ..>.:. .'. :.-.. '.

c. D~,~:~;g:~a;:a~'~;~?~) ;;J~:~:~ :c":~~~::~~~ :<;sc~~,:, ~i ..•.......

Water bodies may be delisted"for:,specific·'P9l~tl'~ants:Qr.',: .., '';
• '.... • : .:........, . ". __ .::. ..... ~,I..;"._ : :;;::':::1 ..;.,. ....::,.:: ..:1 '.'

stressors ,If anyone of these factors J.S :ne'=:,:,:(,:.,:'.-';.£:':/t:;),:':
::<', '-.:?": :-: ::.. : ':.'.,",:' !::.:.;: ..,:~.~ : : ~:~'.~ ~:'J 1" 'E ~._. ~ .: .; -: .~.. -:~\ .. (~':;~~.:=,: : /;,.:...t·:· ·~~,.: ~.~ ~ ~~ '. ;"};::.":.".: :~":~"~3'~:~'~;:"~~: ...:' .'. j

,1 .. , Objectives are revisea' '(for" examcle: ~S:i:~e Stfecifit:'~''';,,'

" '.',::Objectives.), "and :the .. exceedence.,l.s~"tter=by":elimi.tia~~d., '
. . .- ' .• - ~... .~.. '., _.' - , ...• : -;: ~_ _ ..':, •• :::. .•.. _ '..: '_ .• 3;. ~.'•.~;.) ;

........

. '. (1"": ~"....! ,...;~:..:.:.. _ ~ ~ ,; ~. -- ,'0:;';". ;:.:. _ -. ,::~.~. '..... ..;.....

3. Faultv data led to the initiaTlistiric: "'Faul tv 'dat'a
include, but are not limited to" . .typpg=aphic::al- erroc;'s;,.,

': '" ' ;. :'~::, c, .impr.operquality assurancelqualit·y 'con::=01' (QA/QC;): :,:",F~·..•i~:,., "

," - "-' .. procedures, or Toxic Substances Monitc=ing!Stat:e ...Mussel ;-":< ' ,
-Watch EDLs which are not, Confirmed bv =::'sk assessment for'~'

", ,.,~uman ~onsumpt~c,;['lC',~h:(;;;~.~;~o\jKlf;";~MVii'\~:-i~:~~t.:~~.~W",~}:,;;;:~¥/j;::u,:~;;j:{~~F;::if~~,:\:J~:'L~~,;j~Yi!f;,l:O }':.'~#iP~~';i~;:'-':.;~:Y:i>';;':
It has 'been documented that the,objec~ives are beingmet~iiE '

;.. ; .. ,

~ Monitored Assessment: . ,For ~'~atic life' 'u~es, mo·~~'t;or~d.'" ',:.' :,'
assessment should be based upon a minimum of Level 2 information,
as indicated in the 1996 305(bj.guidance [Guidelines for
Prepar~~~e)!:~)the 1996 State Water: IQua~t.FY F.ss;ssments ("305 (b) 803590
Reports") , ,EPA ,84',1, S-95-00'l, May 1995-: '''Pages 5-0 through 5-10, ,',
Tables 5-2 &' 5":3 J ~' There is a need to develop guidance for ',,'
Mini~um Data Requirements :or assessing other be~eficial uses.
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CHAPTER 62-303

IDENTIFICATION OF IMPAIRED SURFACE WATERS

PART I

GENERAL

62-303.100 Scope and Intent.

(1) This chapter establishes a methodology to identify surface waters of the state that

will be included on the state's planning list of waters that will be assessed pursuant to

subsections 403.067(2) and (3), Florida Statutes (F.S.). It also establishes a methodology to

identify impaired waters that will be included on the state's verified list of impaired waters. for

which the Department will calculate Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), pursuant to

subsection 403.067(4), F.S.. and which will be submitted to the United States Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) pursuant to stlsparagraph 303(d)(1 X-G) of the Clean Water Act (CWA).

(2) Subsection 303(d) of the CWA and section 403.067, F.S., describe impaired waters

as those not meeting applicable water guality standards, which is a broad term that includes

designated uses, water quality criteria, the Florida antidegradation policy, and moderating

provisions. However, as recognized when the water quality standards were adopted, many

water bodies naturally do not meet one or more established water quality criteria at all times,

even though they meet their designated use. Data on exceedances of water quality criteria will

provide critical information about the status of assessed waters. but it is the intent of this

chapter to only list waters on 'the verified list that are impaired due to point source or nonpoint .

source pollutant discharges. It is not the intent of this chapter to include waters that do not

meet water quality criteria solely due to natural conditions or physical alterations of the water

body not related to pollutants. Similarly, it is not the intent of this chapter to include waters

where designated' uses are being met and where water quality criteria exceedances are limited

to those parameters for which permitted mixing zones or other moderating provisions (such as

site-specific alternative criteria) are in effect. Waters that do not meet applicable water quality

standards due to natural conditions or to pollution not related to pollutants shall be noted in the

state's water quality assessment prepared under subsection 305(b) of the CWA [305(b) ReportJ.

(3) This chapter is intended to interpret existing water quality criteria and evaluate

attainment of established designated uses as set forth in Chapter 62-302, F.A.C.. for the

purposes of identifYing water bodies or segments for which TMDLs will be established. Itis not 1
the intent of this chapter to establish new water quality criteria or standards, or to determine the )

applicability of existing criteria under other provisions of Florida law. In cases where this

5/01/01 1
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1 chapter relies on numeric indicators of ambient watergualitv as part of the methodology for

2 determining whether existing narrative criteria are being met. these numeric values are intended

3 to be used only in the context of developing a planning list and identifying an impaired water

4 pursuant to this chapter. As such, exceedances of these numeric values shall not. by

5 themselves. constitute violations of Department rules that would warrant enforcement action.

6 (4) Nothing in this rule is intended to limit any actions by federal. state. or local agencies.

7 affected persons. or citizens pursuant to other·rules or regUlations.

8 (5) Pursuantto section 403~067, F.S.. impaired waters shall not be listed on the verified

9 list if reasonable assurance is provided that. as a result of existing or proposed technology-

10 based effluent limitations and other pollution control programs under local. state, or federal

11· authority, they will attain water guality standards in the future and reasonable progress towards

12 attainment of water quality standards will be made by the time the next 303(d) list is scheduled·

13 to be submitted to EPA.

14 Specific Authority 403.061, 403~067, FS.

15 Law Implemented 403.021 (111. 403.062, 403.067. FS.

16 Historv -- New

17 62-303.150 Relationship Between Planning and Verified Lists,

18 (1) The Department shall follow the methodology in Section 62-303.300 to develop a·

19 planning list pursuant to subsection 403.067(2), F.S. As required by subsection 403.067(2).

20 F.S .. the planning list shall not be used in the administration or implementation of any regulatory

21 program,· and shall be submitted to EPA for informational purposes only. Waters on this

22 planning list will be assessed pursuant to subsection 403.067(3), F.S.. as part of the

23 Department's watershed management approach. During this assessment. the Department shall

24 determine whether the water body is impaired and whether the impairment is due to pollutant

25 discharges using the methodology in Part III. The resultant verified list of impaired waters.

26 which is the list of waters for which TMDLs will be developed by the Department pursuant to

27 subsection 403.067(4), will be adopted by Secretarial Order and will be subject to challenge

28' under subsection 120.569 and 120.57, F,S. Once adopted, the list will be submitted to the EPA

29 pursuant to Siffiparagraphs 303(d)(1 )fAt-afl€l-fGt of the CWA.

30 (2) Consistent with state and federal requirements, opportunities for public participation.

31 including workshops. meetings, and periods to submit comments on draft lists, will be provided

32 as part of the development of planning and verified lists.

33 Specific Authority 403.061,403.067. FS.

34 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

5/01/01 2
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History -- New

62-303.200 Definitions.

As used in this chapter:

(1) "BioRecon" shall mean a bioassessment conducted folloWing the procedures outlined

in "Protocols for Conducting a Biological Reconnaissance in Florida Streams," Florida
, ,

Department of Environmental Protection. March 13. 1995. which is incorporated by reference.

(2) "Clean techniques" shall mean those applicable field sampling procedures and

analytical methods referenced in "Method 1669: Sampling Ambient Water for Trace Metals at

EPA Water Quality Criteria Levels. July 1996, USEPA, Office of Water. Engineering and

Analysis Division, Washington, D.C.. " which is incorporated by reference.

(3) "Department" or "DEP" shall mean the Florida Department of Environmental

Protection.

(4) "Designated use" shall mean the present and future most beneficial use of a body of

water as designated by the Environmental Regulation Commission by means of the

classification system contained in Chapter 62-302. F.A.C.

(5) "Estuary" shall mean predominantly marine regions of interaction between rivers and

nearshore ocean waters, where tidal action and river flow mix fresh and salt water. Such areas

include bays. mouths of rivers. and lagoons.

(6) "Impaired water" shall mean a water body or water body segment that does not meet

its applicable water quality standards as set forth in Chapters 62-302 and 62-4, F.A.C. as

determined by the methodology in Part III of this chapter. due in whole or in part to discharges of

pollutants from point or nonpoint sources.

(7) "Lake Condition Index" shall mean the benthic macroinvertebrate component of a

bioassessment conducted following the procedures outlined in "Development of Lake Condition

Indexes (LCI) for Florida," Florida Department of Environmental Protection. July. 2000, which is

incorporated by reference.

(a) "Natural background" shall mean the condition of waters in the absence of man

induced alterations based on the best scientific information available to the Department. The

establishment of natural background for an altered waterbody may be based upon a similar

unaltered waterbody or on historical pre-alteration data.

(9) "Nuisance species" shall mean species of flora or fauna whose noxious

characteristics or presence in sufficient number. biomass. or areal extent may reasonably be

expected to prevent. or unreasonably interfere with. a designated use of those waters.

5/01/01 3
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(10) "Physical alterations" shall mean human-induced changes to the physical structure

of the water body.

(11) ·'Planning list" shall mean the list of surface waters or segments for which

assessments will be conducted to evaluate whether the water is impaired and a TMDL is

needed. as provided in subsection 403.067(2). F.S,

(12) "Pollutant" shall be as defined in subsection 502(6) of the CWA. Characterjstics of

a djscharge, including dissolved oxygen. pH, or temperature. shall also be defined as pollutants

if they result or may result in the potentially harmful alteration of downstream waters.

(13) "Pollution" shall be as defined in subsection 502(19) of the CWA and subsection

403.031(2), F.S.

(14) "Predominantly marine waters" shall mean surface waters in which the chloride

concentration at the surface is greater than or equal to 1,500 milligrams per liter.

(15) "Secretarv" shall mean the Secretarv of the Florida Department of Environmental

Protection.

(16) "Spill" shall mean a short-term, unpermitted discharge to surface waters, not to

include sanitary sewer overflows or chronic discharges from leaking wastewater collection .

systems.

(17) "Stream" shall mean a free-flowing, predominantly fresh surface water in a defined

channel. and includes rivers, creeks. branches, canals, freshwater sloughs. and other similar

water bodies.

(18) "Stream Condition Index" shall mean a bioassessment conducted following the

procedures outlined in "Development of the Stream Condition Index (SCI) for Florida," Florida

Department of Environmental Protection, May, 1996, which is incorporated by reference,

(19) "Surface water" meahs those waters of the State upon the surface of the earth to

their landward extent. whether contained in bounds created naturally or artificially or diffused.
Water from natural springs shall be classified as surface water when it exits from the spring

onto the earth's surface.

., (2-()) "Tier-2-9ata Quality Assessment" shall mean an assessment of the quality oontrols

useEJ-ifl:eeflefatifl€l-water--e-uaHtv-eata;-as-el:ltlffie€l-ifl-tfte-GeaaRfl'leftfs-Gui4anoe Dooument. "A .

::r-iemd Appr-eaeh to Data--Qwwtv Assessmeffi" (DEP EAS 00100. Ootober 2000). which is

[neorpor-ateEJ·-by-feferefl6e:

(2Q4-) "Total maximum daily load" (TMDL) for an impaired water body or water body

segment shall mean the sum of the individual wasteload allocations for point sources and the

load allocations for nonpoint sources and natural background. Prior to determining individual

5/01/01 4
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wasteload allocations and load allocations, the maximum amount of a pollutant that a water

body or water segment can assimilate from all sources without exceeding water quality

standards must first be calculated.· A TMDL shall include either an implicit or explicit margin of

safety and a consideration of seasonal variations.

(212-) "Verified list" shall mean the list of impaired water bodies or segments for which

TMDLs will be calculated, as provided in subsection 403.067(4), F.S .. and which will be

submitted to EPA pursuant to SCt6paragraph 303(d)(1)fGt of the CWA

(226) "Water Quality criteria" shall mean elements of State water Quality standards,

expressed as constituent concentrations, levels, or narrative statements, representing a quality

of water that supports the present arid future most beneficial uses.

(234) "Water Quality standards" shall mean standards composed of designated present

and future most beneficial uses (classification of waters), the numerical and narrative criteria

applied to the specific water uses or classification. the Florida antidegradatiori policy, and the

moderating provisions (mixing zones, site-specific alternative criteria, and exemptions)

contained in Chapter 62-302, F.AC., and in Chapter 62-4, F.AC., adopted pursuant to Chapter

403, F.S.

(24e) "Water segment" shall mean a portion of a water body that the Department will

assess and evaluate for purposes of determining whether a TMDL will be required. Water

segments previously evaluated as part of the Department's 1998 305(b) Report are depicted in

the map titled "Water Segments of Florida," which is incorporated by reference.

(25@) "Waters" shall be those surface waters described in Section 403.031 (13), Florida

Statutes..

Specific Authority 403.061,403.067, FS.

Law Implemented 403.062,403.067, FS.

Historv -- New

PART II

THE PLANNING LIST

62-303.300 Methodology to Develop the Planning List.

(1) This part establishes a methodology for developing a planning list of waters to be

assessed pursuant to subsections 403.067(2) and (3), F.S. A waterbody shall be placed on the

planning list if it fails to meet the minimum criteria for surface waters established in Rule 62

302.500, F.AC.: any of its designated uses, as described in this part: or applicable water quality

5/01/01 5
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criteria. as described in this part. It should be noted that water quality criteria are designed to.
protect either aquatic life use support. which is addressed in sections 62-303.310-353. or to

protect human health. which is addressed in sections 62-303.360-380.

(2) Waters on the list of water segments submitted to EPA in 1998 that do not meet the

data sufficiency requirements for the planning list shall nevertheless be included in the state's

initial planning list developed pursuant to this rule.

Specific Authority 403.061,403.067. FS.

Law Implemented 403.062. 403.067. FS.

Historv -- New

62-303.310 Evaluation of Aquatic Life Use Support.

A Class I. II. or III water shall be placed on the planning list for assessment of aquatic life

use support (propagation and maintenance of a healthy. well-balanced popUlation of fish and

wildlife)jf. based on sufficient quality and quantity of data. it:

(1) exceeds applicable aquatic life-based water quality criteria as outlined in section 62

303.320.

(2) does not meet biological assessment thresholds for its water body type as outlined in

section 62-303.330.

(3) is acutely or chronically toxic as outlined in section 62-303.340. or

(4) exceeds nutrient thresholds as outlined in section 62-303.350.

Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.

Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

History -- New

62-303.320 Exceedances of Aquatic Life-Based Water Quality Criteria.

(1) Water segments shall be placed on the planning list if. using objective and credible ~
. ' . ----data, as defined by the requirements specified in this section, the number of exceedancesof an

26 . applicable water quality criterion due to pollutant discharges is greater than or equal to the

27 number listed in Table 1 for the given sample size. This table prOVides the number of

28 exceedances that indicate a minimum of a 10% exceedance frequency with a minimum of an

29 80% confidence·level using a binomial distribution.

5/01/01 6
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LO tT bl 1 PIa e annmq IS

Minimum number of measured exceedances needed to put a water
on the Planning list with at least 80% confidence that the

actual exceedance rate is ~ reater than or equal to ten percent.
Sample sizes Are listed if Sample sizes Are listed if

they have at they have at
least this # of least this # of
exceedances exceedances

From To From To

. 10 15 3 246 255 30
16 23 4 256 264 31
24 31 5 265 273 32
32 39 6 274 282 33
40 47 7 283 292 34
48 56 8 293 301 35
57 65 9 302 310 36
66 73 10 311 320 37
74 82 11 321 329 38
83 91 12 330 338 39
92 100 13 339 348 40
101 109 14 349 357 41
110 118 15 358 367 42
119 126 16 368 376 43
127 136 17 377 385 44
137 145 18 386 395 45
146 154 19 396 404 46
155 163 20 405 414 47
164 172 21 415 423 48
173 181 22 424 432 49
182 190 23 433 442 50
191 199 24 443 451 51
200 208 25 452 461 52
209 218 26 462 470 53
219 227 27 471 480 54
228 236 28 481 489 55
237 245 29 . , 490 499 56

500 500 57

1
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(2) The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Storage and Retrieval (STORET)

database shall be the primary source of data used for determining water qualitv criteria

exceedances. As required by rule 62-40.540(3), F.A.C.. the Department other state agencies,

the Water Management Districts. and local governments collecting surface water quality data in

Florida shall enter the data into STORET within one year of collection. Other sampling entities

that want to ensure their data will be considered for evaluation should ensure their data are

entered into STOREr. The Depa'rtment shall consider data submitted to the Department from

other sources and databases if the data meet the sufficiency and data quality requirements of

this section.

(3) When determining water quality criteria exceedances. data older than ten years shall

not be used to develop planning lists. Further. more recent data shall take precedence over

older data 'if:

(a) the newer data indicate a change in water quality and this change is related to

changes in pollutant loading to the watershed or improved pollution control mechanisms in the

watershed contributing to the assessed area. or

(b) the Department determines that the older data do not meet the data quality

requirements of this section or are no longer representative of the water quality of the segment.

The Department shall note for the record that the older data were excluded and proVide

details about why the older data were excluded.

(4) To be assessed for water quality criteria exceedances using Table 1. a water

segment shall have a minimum of ten, temporally independent samples for the ten year period,

To be treated as an independent sample. samples from a given station shall be at least one

week apart. Samples collected at the same loca!ion less than seven days apart shall be

considered as one sample, with the median value used to represent the sampling period.

However. if any of the individual values exceed acutely toxic levels. then the worst case value

26 shall be used to represent the sampling period. The worst case value is the minimum value for
27 dissolved oxygen. both the minimum and maximum for pH. or the maximum value for other

...
28 parameters. However. when data are available from diel or depth profile studies. the lower

29 tenth percentile value shall b~ used to represent worst case conditions. For the purposes of this 7
30 chapter, samples collected within 200 meters of each other will be considered the same station J.
31 or location. unless there is a tributary. an outfall. or significant change in the hydrography of the

32 \. water. Data from different stations within a water segment shall be treated as separate samples

33 even if collected at the same time. However, there shall 'be at least five independent sampling k~-....
34 events during the ten year assessment period. with at least one sampling event conducted in

5/01/01 8
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1 three of the four seasons of the calendar year. For the purposes of this chapter. the four

2 seasons shall be January 1 through March 31. April 1 through June 3D. July 1 through

3 September 3D. and October 1 through December 31.

4 (5) Notwithstanding the requirements of paragraph (4). water segments shall be included

5 on the planning list if:

6 .(a) there are less than ten samples for the segment. but there are three or more

7 temporally independent exceedances of an applicable water quality criterion. or

8 (b) there are more than one exceedance of an acute toxicity-based water quality criterion

9 in any three year period.

10 (6) Values that exceed possible physical or chemical measurement constraints (pH

11 greater than 14, for example)or that represent data transcription errors shall be excluded from

12 the assessment. Outliers identified through statistical procedures shall be evaluated to

13 determine whether they represent valid measures of water quality.. If the Department

14 determines that they are not valid, they shall be excluded from the assessment. However. the

15 Department shall note for the record. that the data were excluded and explain why they were

16 excluded.

17 (7) The Department shall consider all re,adily available water quality data. However. to

18 be used to determine water quality exceedances.

19 (a) data shall be collected and analyzed in accordance with Chapter 62-160. F.A.C.. and

20 (b) for data collected after one year from the effective date of this rule. the sampling

21 agency must provide to the Department. either directly or through entry into STORET. all of the

22 assBBiateG-€H:laHt-y-asslff-a-Ree-data quality assessment elements listed in Table 2 of the

23 QQQartment's Guidance Document "Data Quality Assessment Elements for Identification of

24 Impaired Surface Waters" (DEP EAS 01-01, April 2001), which is incorporated by reference.

25 Aeeeed-fer-a-+tef-2-data--ettality-ass8SSffieAl,wit!=l:@!¥6eRate-Elata fields entered into STORH,

26 (8) To be used to determine exceedances of metals criteria.

27 (a) surface water data for mercury shall be collected and analyzed using clean sampling 1t
28 and analytical techniques. and

29 (b) the corresponding hardness value shall be required to determine exceedances of

30 freshwater metals criteria that are hardness dependent. and jf the ambient hardness value is

31 less than 25 mg/l as CaC03. then a hardness value of 25 will be used to calculate the criteria.

32 If data are not used due to sampling or analytical techniques or because hardness data

33 were not available. the Department shall note for the record that data were excluded and explain t
34 . why they were excluded.

5/01/01 9
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(9) Surface water data with values below the applicable practical quantification limit

(POL) or method detection limit (MDl) shall be assessed in accordance with Rules 62

4.246(6)(bHd) and (8)' F.A.C.

(anf sampling entities want to ensure that their data will be considered for evaluation.

they should review the Department's list of approved MDls and pals developed pursuant to -i
Rule 62-4.246, F.A.C.. and. if available, use approved analytical methods with MPls below the

applicable water quality criteria. If there are no approved methods with MOls below a criterion.

then the method with the lowest MDl should be used. Analvtical results listed as below

detection or below the MOL shall not be used for developing planning lists if the MDL was above

the criteria and there were, at the time of sample collection. approved analytical methods with

MOls below the criteria on the Department's list of approved MDls and pals.

(b) If appropriate analytical methods were used. then data with values below the

applicable MOL will be deemed to meet the applicable water quality criterion and data with
, ,

values between the MDl and pal will be deemed to be equal to the MOL.

(1 Q) It should be noted that the data requirements of this rule constitute the minimum

data set needed to assess a water segment for impairment. Agencies or groups designing

monitoring networks are encouraged to consult with the Department to determine the sample

design appropriate for their specific monitoring goals.

Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.. .

law Implemented 403.062,403.067, FS.

History -- New

62-303.330 Biological Assessment.

(1) Biological data must meet the requirements of paragraphs (3) and (7) in section 62

303.320.

(2) Bioassessments used to assess streams and lakes under this rule shall include

BioRecons. Stream Condition Indices (SCls), and the benthic macroinvertebrate component of

CA SIAJ/?k;
. t...a~ ~,!s.,

27 the Lake Condition Index (lCn. which only applies to clear lakes with a color less than 204G

28 platinum cobalt units. Because theseef-#le-ee-mp!§ffly-ef bioassessment procedures require

29 §.Q@cifi.g training and expertise, persons conducting the bioassessments must comply with wm,tr-l

30 aElEitt-ieA-te-meetiflFtthe quality assurance requirements of Chapter 62-160. F.A.C.. attend at

31 . least eight hours of Department sanctioned field training, and 6e-r-eet:!tfe6-te-pass a Department

32 sanctioned field audit that verifies the sampler follows the applicable SOPs in Chapter 62-160,_

33 FAC., before their bioassessment data will be considered valid for use under this rule.-

34 (3) Water segments with at least one failed bioassessment or one failure of the

5/01/01 10
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biological integrity standard, Rule 62-302.530(11}, shall be included on the planning list for

assessment of aquatic life use support.

(a) In streams. the bioassessment can be an SCI or a BioRecon. Failure of a

bioassessment for streams consists of a "poor" or "very poor" rating on the Stream Condition

Index, or not meeting the minimum thresholds established for all three metrics (taxa richness.

Ephemeroptera/PlecopteralTricoptera Index, and Florida Index) on the BioRecon.

(b) Failure for lakes consists of a "poor" or "very poor" rating on the Lake Condition

Index.

(4) Other information relevant to the biological integrity of the water segment. including

information about alterations in the type, nature, or function of a water, shall also be considered

when determining whether aquatic life use support has been maintained.

Specific Authority 403.061,403.067, FS.

Law Implemented 403.062,403.067, FS.

History -- New

62-303.340 Toxicity.

(1) All toxicity tests used to place a water segment on a planning list shall be based on

surface water samples in the receiving water body and shall be conducted and evaluated in

accordance with Chapter 62-160, F.A.C., and subsections 62-302.200(1) and (4), F.A.C..

respectively.

(2) Water segments with two samples indicating acute toxicity within a twelve month

period shall be placed on the planning list. Samples must be collected at least two weeks apart

over a twelve month period, some time during the ten years preceding the assessment.

(3) Water segments with two samples indicating chronic toxicity within a twelve month

period shall be placed on the planning list. Samples must be collected at least two weeks apart.

some time during the ten years preceding the assessment.

Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.

Law Implemented 403.062, 403.067, FS.

History -- New

62-303.350 Interpretation of Narrative Nutrient Criteria.

(1) Trophic state indices (TSls) and annual mean chlorophyll a values shall be the

primary means for assessing whether a water should be assessed further for nutrient

impairment. Other information indicating an imbalance in flora or fauna due to nutrient

enrichment. including. but not limited to. algal blooms. excessive macrophyte growth. decrease

in the distribution (either in density or areal coverage) of seagrasses or other SUbmerged aquatic

5101/01 11
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1 vegetation. changes in algal species richness. and excessive diel oxygen swings. shall also be

2 considered.

3 (2) To be used to determine whether a water should be assessed further for nutrient

4 enrichment.

5 (a) data must meet the requirements of paragraphs (2)-(4), (6). and (7) in rule 62-

6 303.320.

7 (b) at least one sample from each season shall be required in any given year to calculate

8 a Trophic State Index (IS/) or an annual mean chlorophyll a value for that year. and

9 (c) there must be annual means from at least four years. when evaluating the change in

10 TSI over time pursuant to paragraph 62·303.352(3 ).

11 (3) When comparing changes in chlorophyll a or TSI values to historical levels.!historical

12 levels shall be based on the lowest five-year average for the period of record. To calculate a

13 five-year average. there must be annual means fromat least three years of the five-year period.

14 Specific Authority 403.061.403.06,7. FS.

15 Law Implemented 403.062. 403.067, FS.

16 History -- New

17 62-303.351 Nutrients in Streams.

18 A stream or stream segment shall be included on the planning list for nutrients if the

19 following biblogicalimba/ances are observed:

20 (1) algal mats are present in sufficient quantities to pose a nuisance or hinder

21 reproduction of a threatened or endangered species. or

22 (2) annual mean chlorophyll a concentrations are greater than 20 ugll or if data indicate

23 annual mean chlorophyll a values have increased by more than 50% over historical values for at *'
24 least two consecutive years,

25 Specific Authority 403.061. 403~067. FS.

26 Law Implemented 403,062.403.067. FS.

27 Historv -- New

28 62-303.352 Nutrients in Lakes.

29 For the purposes of evaluating nutrient enrichment in lakes. TSls shall be calculated'

30 based on the procedures outlined on pages 86 and 87 of the State's 1996 305(b) report. which

31 are incorporated by reference, Lakes or lake segments shall be included on the planning list for

32 nutrients if:

5/01/01 12
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(1) For lakes with a mean color greater than 40 platinum cobalt units, the annual mean

TSI for the lake exceeds 60, unless paleolimnological information indicates the lake was

naturally greater than 60. or

(2) For lakes with a mean color less than or equal to 40 platinum cobalt units, the annual

mean TSI for the lake exceeds 40, unless paleolimnological information indicates the lake was

naturally greater than 40. or

(3) For any lake. data indicate that annual mean TSls have increased over the

assessment period, as indicated by a positive slope in the means plotted versus time, or the

annual mean TSI has increased by more than 10 units over historical values. When evaluating
---.

the slope of mean TSls over time. the Department shall use a Mann's one-sided. upper-tail test

for trend. as described in Nonparametric Statistical Methods by M. Hollander and D. Wolfe

(1999 ed.), pages 376 and 724 (which are incorporated by reference). with a 95% confidence

level.

Specific Authoritv 403.061. 403.067, FS.

Law Implemented 403.062, 403,067, FS.

History -- New

62-303.353 Nutrients in Estuaries.

Estuaries or estuary segments shall be included on the planning list for nutrients if their

annual mean chlorophyll a for any year is greater than 11 ug/l or if data indicate annual mean

chlorophyll a values have increased by more than 50% over historical values for at least two

consecutive years.

Specific Authoritv 403.061,403.067. FS.

Law Implemented 403.062,403.067. FS.

History -- New

62-303.360 Primary Contact and Recreation Use Support.

(1) A Class I. II, or III water shall be placed on the planning list for primary contact and

recreation use support if:

(a) the water segment does not meet the applicable water quality criteria for

bacteriological quality based on the methodology described in section 62-303.320, or

(b) the water segment includes a bathing area that was closed by a local health

Department or county government for more than one week or more than once during a calendar

year based on bacteriological data. or

5/01/01 13
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1 (c) the water segment includes a bathing area for which a local health Department or

2 county government has issued closures. advisories. or warnings totaling 21 days or more during

3 a calendar year based on bacteriological data. or

4 (d) the water segment includes a bathing area that was closed or had advisories or .

5 warnings for more than 12 weeks during a calendar year based on previous bacteriological data

6 or on derived relationships between bacteria levels and rainfall or flow.

7 (2) For data collected after August 1.2000. the Florida Department of Health (DoH)

8 database shall be the primary source of data used for determining bathing area closures.

9 (3) Advisories. warnings. and closures based on red tides. rip tides. sewage spills.

10 sharks. medical wastes, hurricanes. or other factors not related to chronic discharges of

11 . pollutants shall not be included when assessing recreation use support, However. the

12 Department shall note for the record that data were excluded and explain why they were .

13 exCluded.

14 Specific Authority 403,061.403.067. FS.

15 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

16 History -- New

1762-303.370 Fish and Shellfish Consumption Use Support.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
26

27

A Class I. II.·or III water shall be placed on' the planning list for fish and shellfish

consumption if:

(1) the water segment does not meet the applicable Class II water quality criteria for

bacteriological Quality based oathe methodology described in section 62-303.320. or

(2) there is either a limited or no consumption fish consumption advisorv. issued by the

DoH. or other authorized governmental entity. in effect for the water segment or

(3) for Class II waters. the water segment includes an area that has been approved for

shellfish harvesting by the Shellfish Evaluation and Assessment Program. but which has been

downgraded from its initial harvesting classification to a more restrictive classification. Changes

in harvesting classification from prohibited to unclassified do not constitute a downgrade in

I

28 classification.

29 Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.

30 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

31 History -- New

32 62-303,380 prinking Water Use Support and Protection of Human Health.

33 (1) A Class I water shall be placed on the planning list for drinking water use support if:

5/01/01 14
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(a) the water segment does not meet the applicable Class I water quality criteria based

on the methodology described in section 62-303.320, or

(b) a public water system demonstrates to the Department that either:

1. Treatment costs to meet applicable drinking water criteria have increased by at least

25% to treat contaminants that exceed Class I criteria or to treat blue-green algae or other

nuisance algae in the source water. or

2. the system has changed to an alternative supply because of additional costs that

would be required to treat their surface water source.

(c) When determining increased treatment costs described in paragraph (b). costs due

solely to new, more stringent drinking water requirements, inflation, or increases in costs of

materials shall not be included.

(2) A water shall be placed on the planning list for assessment of the threat to human

health if:

(8) for human health-based criteria expressed as maximums, the water segment does

not meet the applicable criteria based on the methodology described in section 62-303.320, or .

(b) for human health-based criteria expressed as annual averages. the annual

averagemeaA concentration for any year of the assessment period exceeds thea--fttlmaA-AealtA

easee criteria-a:1W2ssee--as-afl-afH'l{;Ial-ave~e. To be used to determine whether a water

should be assessed further for human-health impacts. data must meet the requirements of

paragraphs (2). (3). (6). and (7) in rule 62-303.320.

Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.

Law Implemented 403.062. 403.067, FS.

History -- New

PART III·

THE VERIFIED LIST

62-303.400 Methodology to Develop the Verified List.

(1) Waters shall be verified as being impaired if they meet the requirements for the

planning list in Part II and the additional requirements of sections 62-303.420-.480. A water
body that fails to meet the minimum criteria for surface waters established in Rule 62-302.500,

F.A.C.; any of its designated uses, as described in this part: or applicable water quality criteria.

as described in this part. shalL be determined to be impaired.

(2) Additional data and information collected after the development of the planning list

will be considered when assessing waters on the planning list. provided it meets the

5/01/01 15
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1 requirements of this chapter. In cases where additional data are needed for waters on the

2 planning list to meet the data sufficiency requirements for the verified list. it is the Department's

3 goal to collect this additional data as part of its watershed management approach. with the data

4 collected during either the same cycle that the water is initially 'listed on the planning list (within

5 1 year) or during the subsequent cycle (six years). Except for data used to evaluate historical

6 trends in chlorophyll a or TSls. the Department shall not use data that are more than 7.5 years

7 old at the time the water segment is proposed for listing on the verified list.

8 Specific Authority 403.061, 403.067. FS.

9 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

10 History -- New

11 62-303.410 Determination of Aquatic Life Use Support.

12 Failure to meet any of the metrics used to determine aquatic life use support listed in

13 sections 62-303.420-.450 shall constitute verification that there is an impairment of the

14 designated use for propagation and maintenance of a healthy. well-balanced population of fish

15 and wildlife.

16 Specific Authority 403.061. 403.067. FS;

17 Law Implemented 403.062,403.067. FS.

18 History -- New

19 62-303.420 Exceedances of Aquatic Life-Based Water Quality Criteria.

20 (1) The Department shall reexamine the data used in rule 62-303.320 to determine

21 exceedances of water quality criteria,

22 (a) If the exceedances are not due to pollutant discharges and reflect either physical

23 alterations of the water body that cannot be abated or natural background conditions. the water

24 shall not be listed on the verified list. In such cases, the Department shall note for the record

25 why the water was not listed and provide the basis for its determination that the exceedances

26 were not due to pollutant discharges.

27 (b) If the Department cannot clearly establish that the exceedances are due to natural

28 background or physical alterations of the water body but the Department believes the
29 exceedances are not due to pollutant discharges. it is the Department's intent to determine

30 whether aquatic life use support is impaired through the use of bioassessment procedures

31 referenced in section 62;.303.330. The water body or segment shall not be, included on the

32 verified list for the parameter of concern if two or more independent bjoassessments are

33 conducted and no failures are reported. To be treated as independent bioassessments. they

34 must be conducted at least two months apart.

5/01/01 16
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1 (2) If the water was listed on the planning list and there were insufficient data from the

2 last five years preceding the planning list assessment to meet the data distribution requirements

3 of section 303.320(4) and to meet a minimum sample size for verification of twenty samples.

4 additional data will be collected as needed to provide a minimum sample size of twenty. Once·

5 these additional data are collected. the Department shall re-evaluate the data using the

6 approach outlined in rule 62-303.320(1). but using Table 2, which provides the number of

·7 exceedances that indicate a minimum of a 10% exceedance frequency with a minimum of a

8 90% confidence level using a binomial distribution. The Department shall limit the analysis to

9 data collected during the five years preceding the planning list assessment and the additional

10 data collected pursuant to this paragraph.

5/01/01 17
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1

Minimum number of measured exceedances needed to put
on the Verified list with at least 90% confidence that the

actual exceedance rate is qreater than or equal to ten percent.
Sample sizes Are listed if Sample sizes Are listed if

they have at they have at
least this # of least this # of
exceedances exceedances

From To From To

10 4-1 3 245 253 32
-1-2 48 4 254 262 33

4-920 25 5 263 270 34
26 32 6 271 279 35
33 40 7 280 288 36
41 47 8 289 297 37
48 55 9 298 ··306 38
56 63 10 307 315 39
64 71 11 316 324 40
72 79 12 325 333 41

.1 80 88 13 334 343 42
89 96 14 344 352 43
97 104 15 353 361 44
105 . 113 16 362 370 45
114 121 17 371 379 46
122 130 18 380 388 47
131 ·138 19 389 397 48
139 147 20 398 406 49
148 156 21 407 415 50
157 164 22 416 424 51
165 173 23 425 434 52
174 182 24 435 443 53
183 191 25 444 452 54
192 199 26 453 461 55
200 208 27 462 470 56
209 217 28 471 479 57
218 226 29 480 489 58
227 235 30 490 498 59
236 244 31. 499 500 60
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1 (3) If the water was placed on the planning list based on worst case values used to

2 represent multiple samples taken during a seven day period, the Department shall evaluate

3 whether the worst case value should be excluded from the analysis pursuant to subsections (4)

4 and (5). If the worst case value should not be used, the Department shall then re-evaluate the

5 data followjng the methodology in rule 62-303.420(2).. using the more representative worst case

6 value or. if all valid values are below acutely toxic levels. the median value.

7 (4) If the water was listed on the planning list based on exceedances of water Quality

8 criteria for metals, the metals data shall be validated to determine whether the quality assurance

9 .requirements of rule 62-303.320(7) are met and whether the sample was both collected and

10 analyzed using clean techniques, if the use of clean techniques is appropriate. If any data

11 cannot be validated, the Department shall re-evaluate the remaining valid data using the

12 methodology in rule 62-303.420(2). excluding any data that cannot be validated.

13 (5) Values that exceed possible physical or chemical measurment constraints (pH

14 greater than 14, for example) or that represent data transcription errors, Gout/iers the

15 Department determines are not valid measures of water qualitytaefl#fied·-t·A-F€H:lmtalis-tieal-

16 preeeeh:Ife5, water quality criteria exceedances due solely to violations of specific effluent

17 limitations contained in state permits authorizing discharges to surface waters. water quality

18 criteria exceedances within permitted mixing zones for those parameters for which the mixing

19 zones are in effect. and water quality data collected following coptaminant spills, discharges due

20 to upsets or bypasses from permitted facilities. or rainfall in excess of the 25-year.24-hour

21 storm. shall be excluded from the assessment. However. the Department shall note for the

22 record that the data were excluded and explain why they were excluded.

23 (6) Once the additional data review is completed pursuant to paragraphs (1) through (5).

24 the Department shall re-evaluate the data and shall include waters on the verified list that meet

25 the criteria in rules 62-303.420(2) or 62-303.320(5)(b).

26 Specific Authority:·· 403.061.403.067, FS.

27 Law Implemented: 403.021(11).403.062,403.067. FS.

28 Historv -- New

29 62-303.430 Biological Impairment.

30 (1) All bioassessments used to list a water on the .verified list shall be conducted in

31 accordance with Chapter 62-160. F.A.C.. including Department-approved Standard Operating

32 Procedures. To be used for placing waters on the verified list. any bioassessments conducted

33 before the adoption of applicable SOPs for such bioassessments as part of Chapter 62-160

34 shall substantially comply with the subsequent SOPs.
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1 (2) If the water was listed on the planning list based on bioassessment results. the water

2 shall be determined to be biologically impaired if there were two or more failed bioassessments

,3 within the five years preceding the planning list assessment. If there were less than two failed

4 bioassessments during the last five years preceding the planning list assessment. the

5 Department will conduct an additional bioassessment. If the previous failed bioassessment was

6 a BioRecon. then an SCI will be conducted. Failure of this additional bioassessment shall

7 constitute verification that the water is biologicallv impaired.

8 (3) If th~ water was listed on the planning list based on other information specified in ruie

9 62-303.330(4) indicating'biological impairment. the Department will conduct a bioassessment in

1ci the water segment. conducted in accordance with the methodology in rule 62-303.330. to verify

11 whether the water is impaired., For streams. the bioassessment shall be an SCI. Failure of this

12 bioassessment shall constitute verification that the water is biologically impaired.

13 (4) Following verification that a water is biologically impaired. a water shall be included

14 on the verified list for biological impairment if:

15 ' (a) There are water quality data reasonably demonstratinqsaecifving the particular

16 pollutant(s) causing the impairment and the concentration of the pollutant(s): and

17 (bl One of the following demonstrations is made:

18 1. if there is a numeric criterion for the specified pollutant(s) 'in Chapter 62-302. F. A. C..

,19 but the criterion is met. an identification of the specific factors that reasonably demonstratea-s-te

20 why the numeric criterion is not adequate to protect water quality and how the specific pollutant

21 is causing the impairment. or

22 2. if there is not a numeric criterion for the specified pbllutant(s) in Chapter 62-302.

23 F.A.C.! an identification of the specificfactors that reasonably demonstrate how cOAoerAffi§ the

24 partiCUlar pollutant(s) are associated with shall-l3e-i€lem:ifteEi-wAieA-GeflAeeHAe=speeiffeEl-

25 eoHl:ltBnHe -the observed biological effect.

26 Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.

27 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

28 History -- New

29 62-303.440 Toxicity.

30 (1) A water segment shall be verified as impaired due to surface water tOXicity in the

31 receiving water body if:

32 (a) the water segment was listed on the planning list based on acute toxicity data. or

33 (b) the water segment was listed on the planning list based on chronic tOXicity data and

34 the impairment is confirmed with a failed bioassessment that was conducted within six months
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1 of a failed chronic toxicity test. For streams. the bioassessment shall be an SCI.

2 (2) Following verification that a water is impaired due to toxicity, a water shall be

3 included on the verified list if the requirements of paragraph 62-303.430(4) are met.

4 (3) Toxicity data collected following contaminant spills. discharges due to upsets or

5 bypasses from permitted facilities. or rainfall in excess of the 25-year. 24-hour storm. shall be

6 excluded from the assessment. However. the Department shall note for the record that the data.

7 were excluded and explain why they were excluded.

8 Specific Authority 403.061.403.067, FS.

9 Law Implemented 403.062, 403.067. FS.

10 History -- New·

11 62-303.450 Interpretation of Narrative Nutrient Criteria.

12 (1) A water shall be placed on the verified list for impairment due to nutrients if there are

13 sufficient data from the last five years preceding the planning list assessment. combined with

14 historical data (ifneeded to establish historical chlorophyll a levels or historical TSls), to meet

15 the data sufficiency requirements of rule 62-303.350(2). If there are insufficient data, additional

16 data shall be collected as needed to meet the requirements. Once these additional data are

17 collected, the Department shall re-evaluate the data using the thresholds provided in rule 62-

18 303.351-.353, for streams. lakes. and estuaries. respectively, or alternative. site-specific

19 thresholds that more accurately reflect conditions beyond which an imbalance in flora or fauna

20 occurs in the water segment. In any case. the Department shall limit its analysis to the use of

21 data collected during the five years preceding the planning list assessment and the additional

22 data collected in the second phase. If alternative thresholds are used for the analysis. the

23 Department shall provide the thresholds for the record and document how the alternative

24 threshold better represents conditions beyond which·an imbalance in flora or fauna is expected

25 to occur.

26 (2) If the water was listed on the planning list for nutrient enrichment based on other

27 information indicating an imbalance in flora or fauna. as provided in Rule 62-303.350(1), the

28 Department shall verify the imbalance before placing the water on the verified list for impairment

29 due to nutrients and shall provide documentation supporting the imbalance in flora or fauna.

30 Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS.

31 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

32 History -- New

33 62-303.460 Primary Contact and Recreation Use Support.
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1 (1) The Department shall review the data used by the DoH as the basis for bathing area

2 closures. advisories or warnings and verify that the values exceeded the applicable DoH

3 thresholds and the data meet the requirements of Chapter 62-160. If the segment is listed on

4 the planning list based on bathing area closures. advisories. or warnings issued by a local

5 health department or county government. closures, advisories. or warnings based on red tides.

6 rip tides. sewer line breaks. sharks. medical wastes. hurricanes. or other factors not related to

7 chronic discharges of pollutants shall not be included when verifying primary contact and

8 recreation use support. The Department shall then re-evaluate the remaining data using the

9 methodology in rule 62-303.360(1 )ec). Water segments that meet the criteria in rule 62- .

10 303.360(1 )(c) shall be included on the verified list.

11 . (2) If the water segment was listed on the planning list due to exceedances of water

12 quality criteria for bacteriological quality. the Departmentshall. to the extent practical. evaluate

13 the source of bacteriological contamination and shall verify that the impairment is due to chronic

14 discharges of human-induced bacteriological pollutants before listing the water segment on the

15 verified list. The Department shall take into account the proximity of municipal stormwater

16 outfalls. septic tanks. and domestic wastewater facilities when evaluating potential sources of

17 bacteriological pollutants. For water segments that contain municipal stormwater outfalls. the

18 impairment documented for the segment shall be presumed to be due. at least in part. to

19 chronic discharges of bacteriological pollutants. The Department shall then re-evaluate the data

20 using the methodology in rule 62-303.320(1). excluding any values that are elevated solely due

21 to wildlife. Water segments shall be included on the verified list if they meet the requirements in

22 rule 62-303.420(6).

23 Specific Authority 403.061. 403.067. FS.

24 Law Implemented 403.062. 403.067. FS.

25 History -- New

26 62-303.470 Fish and Shellfish Consumption Use Support.

27 (1) In order to be used under this part. the Department shall review the data used by the

28 DoH as the basis for fish consumption advisories and determine whether it meets the following

29 requirements:

30 (a) the advisory is based on the statistical evaluation of fish tissue data from at least

31 twelve fish collected from the specific water segment or water body to be listed.

32 (b) starting one year from the effective date of this rule. the data are collected in

33 accordance with DEP SOP FS6000 (General Biological Tissue Sampling) and FS 6200 (Finfish

34 Tissue Sampling). which are incorporated by reference. the sampling entity has established
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1 Data Ouality Objectives (DOOs) for the sampling. and the data meet the DOOs. Data collected

2 before one year from the effective date of this rule shall sUbstantially comply with the listed

3 SOPs and any subsequently developed DOOs.

4 (c) there are sufficient data from within-the last 7.55eV€fT years to support the

5 continuation of the advisory.

6 (2) If the segment is listed on the planning list based on fish consumption advisories.

7 waters with fish consumption advisories for pollutants that are no longer legally allowed to be

B used or discharged shall not be placed on the verified list because the TMDL will be zero for the

9 pollutant.

10 (3) Waters determined to meet the requirements of this section shall be listed on the

11 verified list.

12 Specific Authoritv 403.061. 403.067. FS.

13 Law Implemented 403.062. 403.067, FS.

14 History -- New

15 62-303.480 Drinking Water Use Support and Protection of Human Health.

16 If the water segment was listed on the planning list due to exceedances of a human

17 health-based water quality criterion and there were insufficient data from the last five years

18 preceding the planning list assessment to meet the data sufficiency requirements of section

19 303.320(4). additional data will be collected as needed to meet the requirements. Once these

- 20 additional data are collected. the Department shall re-evaluate the data using the methodology

21 in rule 62-303.380(2) and limit the analysis to data collected during the five years preceding the

22 planning list assessment and the additional data collected pursuant to this paragraph (not to

23 include data older than 7.5 years). For this analysis. the Department shall exclude any data

24 meeting the requirements of paragraph 303.420(5). The followingAfTy water segments shall be

25 listed on the verified list:

26 (1) for human health-based criteria expressed as maximums, water segments that meet

27 the requirements in rule 62-303.420(6}, or

28 (2) for human health-based criteria expressed as annual averages. water segments that
29 have an ffieaA-annual average that exceeds the applicable criterion shall be listed on the

30 veffiieEHist.

31 SpeCific Authority 403.061. 403.067. FS.

32 Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

33 History -- New

34 62..303.500 Prioritization.
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(1) When establishing the TMDL development schedule for water segments on the

verified list of impaired waters. the Department shall prioritize impaired water segments

according to the severity of the impairment and the designated uses of the segment taking into

account the most serious water quality problems; most valuable and threatened resources; and

risk to human health and aquatic life. Impaired waters shall be priorjtized as high. medium. or

low priority.

2 The ollowin waters shall be desi nate hi h

(a) Water segments where the impairment poses a threat to potable water supplies or to

human health.

(b) Water segments where the impairment is due to a pollutant regulated by the CWA

and the pollutant has contributed to the decline or extirpation of a federally listed threatened or

endangered species. as indicated in the Federal Register listing the species.

3 The followin waters shall be desi nate low iori :

(a) water segments that are listed before 2010 due to fish consumption advisories for

mercury (due to the current insufficient understanding of mercury cycling in the environment).

(e) administrative needs of the TMDL program. inclUding meeting a TMDL development

schedule agreed to with EPA. basin priorities related to following the Department's watershed

management approach. and the number of administratively continued permits jn the basin.
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Specific Authority 403.061. 403.067, FS.

Law Implemented 403,062. 403.067, FS.

History -- New

62-303.600 Evaluation of Pollution Control Mechanisms.

(1) Upon determining that a water body is impaired. the Department shall evaluate

whether existing or proposed technology-based effluent limitations and other pollution control

programs under local. state. or federal authority are sufficient to result in the attainment of

applicable water qualitystandards.

(2) If. as a result of the factors set forth in (1), the water segment is exp'ected to attain

water quality standards in the future and is expected to make reasonable progress towards

attainment of water quality standards by the time the next 303(d) list is scheduled to be

submitted to EPA, the segment shall not be listed on the verified list. The Department shall

document the basis for its decision. noting any proposed pollution control mechanisms and

expected improvements in water quality that provide reasonable assurance that the water

segment will attain applicable water quality standards.

Specific Authority 403.061,403.067, FS.

Law Implemented 403.062.403.067. FS.

History-- New

62-303.700 Listing Cycle..

(1) The Department shall. to the extent practical. develop basin-specific verified lists of
t_ .....,.-; ~

impaired waters as part of its watershed management approach. which rotates through the

State's surface water basins on a five year cvcle. At the end of the first phase of the cycle.

which is designed to develop a preliminary assessment of the basin. the Department shall

update the planning list for the basin and shall include the planning list in the status report for

the basin, which will be noticed to interested parties in the basin. ·If the specific pollutant

causing the impairment in a particular water segment is not known at the time the planning list is

prepared. the list shall provide the basis for including the water segment on the planning list. In
these cases, the pollutant and concentration causing the impairment shall be identified before

the water segment is included on the verified list to be adopted by Secretarial Order. During the

second phase of the cycle. which is designed to collect additional data on waters in the basin.

interested parties shall be provided the opportunity to work with the Department to collect

additional water quality data. Alternatively. interested parties may develop proposed water

pollution control mechanisms that may affect the final verified list adopted by the Secretary at

the end of the second phase. To ensure that data or information will be considered in the

5/01/01 25
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preliminary basin assessment, it must be submitted to the Department or entered into STORET

or, if applicable, the DoH database no later than September 30 during the year of the

assessment.

(2) Within a year of the effective date of this rule, the Department shall also prepare a

planning list ·for the entire state.

Specific Authority 403.061,403.067. FS.

Law Implemented 403.062,403.067. FS.

History -- New

62-303:710 Format of Verified List and Verified List Approval.

(1) The Department shall follow the methodology established in this chapter to develop
:.

basin-specific verified lists of impaired water segments. The verified list shall specify the

pollutant or pollutants causing the impairment and the concentration of the pollutant(s) causing

the impairment. If the water segment is listed based on water quality criteria exceedances, then

the verified list shallprovide the applicable criteria. However, if the listing is based on narrative

or biological criteria, or impairment of other designated uses, and the water quality criteria are

met. the list shall specify the concentration of the pollutant relative to the water quality criteria

and explain why the numerical criterion is not adequate.

(2) For waters with exceedances of the dissolved oxygen criteria. the Department shall

identifv the pollutants causing or contributing tothe exceedances and list both the pollutant and

dissolved oxygen on the verified list.

(3) For waters impaired by nutrients. the Department shall identify whether nitrogen or

phosphorus. or both. are the limiting nutrients, and specify the limiting nutrienUs) in the verified

list.

(4) The verified list shall also include the priority and the schedule for TMDL

development established for the water segment: as required by federal regulations.

(5) The verified list shall also note any waters that are being removed from the current

planning list and any previous verified list for the basin.

(6) The verified basin~specific 303(d) list shall be approved by order of the Secretary.

Specific Authority 403.061.403.067. FS,

Law Implemented 403,062,403.067. FS.

History -- New

PART IV

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

5/01/01 26
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62-303.720 Delisting Procedure.

(1) Waters on planning lists developed under this. Chapter that are verified to not be

impaired during development of the verified list shall be removed from the State's planning list.

Once a water segment is verified to not be impaired pursuant to Part III of this chapter. the data

used to place the water on the planning list shall not be the sale basis for listing that water

segment on future planning lists.

(2) Water segments shall be removed from the State's verified list only after completion

of a TMDL for all pollutants causing impairment of the segment or upon demonstration that the

water meets the waterquality standard that was previously established as not being met.

(a) For waters listed due to failure to meet aquatic life use support based on wate~, __,~

. qualityc,;te,;a exceedances 0' due to th,eats to human health based on exceedances of~ f
sample water quality criteria, the water shall be delisted when:·

1. the number of exceedances of an applicable water.gualitv criterion due to pollutant

discharges is less than or equal to the number listed in Table 3 for the given sample size, with a

minimum sample size of 30. This table provides the number of exceedances that indicate a .

maximum of a 10% exceedance frequency with a minimum of a 90% confidence level using a

binomial distribution, or

2. following implementation ofpollution control activities that are expected to be

sufficient to result in attainment of applicable water quality standards, evaluation of new data

indicates the water no longer meets the criteria for listing established in section 62-303.420.. or

3. following demonstration that the water was inappropriately listed due to flaws in the

original analysis, evaluation of available data indicates the water does not meet the criteria for

listing established in section 62-303.420.

New data evaluated under rule 62-303.720(2)(a)1. must meet the following

requirements:

a. they must include samples collected during similar conditions (same seasons and

general flow conditions) that the data previously used to determine impairment were collected,

with no more than 50% of the samples collected in anyone quarter.

b. the sample size must be a minimum of 30 samples, and

c. the data must meet the requirements of paragraphs 62-303.320(4). (6) and (7).

(b) For waters listed due to failure to meet aquatic life use support based on biological

data. the water shall be delisted when the segment passes two independent follow-up
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1 bioassessments and there have been no failed bioassessments for at least one year. The

2 follow-up tests must meet the following requirements:

3 1. For streams, the new data may be two BioRecons or any combination of BioRecons

4 and SCls.
5 2. The bioassessments must be conducted during similar conditions (same seasons and

6 general flow conditions) under which the previous bioassessments used to deterniine

7 impairment were collected.

8 3. The data must meet the requirements of Section 62-303.330(1) and (2). FA.C.

9 tc) For waters listed due to failure to meet aquatic life use support based on toxicity data,

10 the water shall be delisted when the segment passes two independent follow-up toxicity tests

11 and there have been no failed toxicity tests for at least one year. The follow-up tests must meet

12 the following requirements:

13 1. The tests must be conducted using the same test protocols arid during similar

14 conditions (same seasons and general flow conditionslunder which the previous test used to

15 determine impairment were collected.

16 2. The data must meet the requirements of rules 62-303.340(1 t and the time

17 requirements of rules 62-303.340(2) or (3),

18 (d) For waters listed due to fish consumption advisories. the water shall be delisted

19 following the lifting of the advisory or when data complying with rule 62-303.470(1 )(a) and (b)

20 demonstrate that the continuation of the advisory is no longer appropriate.

. 21 (e) For waters listed due to changes in shellfish bed management classification. the

22 water shall be delisted .upon reclassification of theshellfish harvesting area to its original or

23 higher harvesting classification. Reclassification of a water from prohibited to unclassified does

24 not constitute a higher classification.

25 (f) For waters listed due to bathing area closure or advisory data, the water shall be

26 delisted if the bathing area does not meet the listing thresholds' in rule 62-303.360(1 )for five

27 consecutive years

28 (g) For waters listed based on impacts topotable water supplies, the water shall be

29 delisted when applicable water qualitv criteria are met as defined in rule 62-303.380(1)(a) and

30 when the causes resultinq in higher treatment costs have been ameliorated.

31 (h) For waters listed based on exceedance of a human health-based annual average

32 criterion: the water shall bedelisted when the annual average concentratio~ is less than the

33 criterion for three consecutive years.

5/01/01 28
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1 (j) For waters listed based on nutrient impairment the water shall be delisted if it does /

2 not meet the listing thresholds in rule 62-303.450 for three consecutive years.

3 (j) For any listed water. the water shall be delisted if. following a change in approved

4 analytical procedures. criteria. or water Quality standards. evaluation of available data indicates

5 the water no longer meets the applicable criteria for listing.

6
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Table 3: Delistlna
Maximum number of measured exceedances allowable to DELIST with at least 90%

confidence that the actual exceedance rate is less than ten percent.

Sample sizes Maximum #of Sample sizes Maximum#of
exceedances exceedances
allowable for allowable for

delisting delisting
From To

From To
30 37 0
38 51 1
52 64 2 290 300 22
65 77 3 301 311 23
78 90 4 312 323 24
91 103 5 324 334 25
104 115 6 335 345 26
116 127 7 346 356 27
128 139 8 357 367 28
140 151 9 368 378 29
152 163 10 379 389 30
164 174 11 390 401 31
175 186 12 402 412 32
187 198 13 413 ·423 33
199 209 14 424 434 34
210 221 15 435 445 35
222 232 16 446 456 36
233 244 17 457 467 37
245 255 18 468 478 38
256 266 19 479 489 39
267 278 20 490 500 40
279 289 21
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Winston H. Hickox
Secretaryfor

ElfVironmental
Protection

TO:

State Water Resources Control Board
Division ofWater Quality·

1001 I Street· Sacramento, California 95814, (916) 341-5455
Mailing Address; P.O. Box 100· Sacramento, California· 95812-0100

FAX (916) 341-5463· Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list ofsimple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our website at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov.

All Regional Board 303(d) Listing Staff

Gray Davis
Governor

FROM:

DATE:

~~{1jJJ
Nancy RichaYd .
DIVISION OF WATER QUALITY

JUN 2 '12001
RE: REQUESTED 303(d) ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTS

I am sending this package of documents at the request of Regional Board staff. These
documents pertain to making water quality assessments and determining impaired waters for
listing. The documents are:

Weight of Evidence and 303(d) Listing Discussion Paper - Considerations are presented
'for cases of less compelling evidence of indications of impairment (i.e., the use of
supporting information).

1998 USEPA Guidelines for Preparation of the Comprehensive State Water Quality
AssessD;1ents (305(b) Reports) and Electronic Updates - Guidelines for Making Use
Support Determinations are in Section 3

Central Valley Regional Board Memorandum: 2002 Clean Water Act (CWA) Section
303(d): Preparation of Recommendations to the State Water Resources Control Board
from the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board- FYI example of how one
Regional Board is making its listing decisions and examples of factsheets

USEPA Draft Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology (CALM)- USEPA's
draft guidance for listing decisions.

Please note that this package is not to be construed as guidance for 303(d) listing decisions, We
are not promoting or opposing, at this time, the use of any of these documents in making your
303(d) listing decisions. If you have any questions, you can call me at (916)-341-5546.

California Environmental Protection Agency

o Recycied Paper



Weight of Evidence and 303 Listing.

In developing the 303 list we are mandated to evaluate all existing and readily available
information. This carries with it the implication that readily available information is
sufficient for determining if a water is impaired. This implication is not a directive, we
could define a very rigorous threshold for determining impairment. However, it seems
logical that the law would contemplate relying on the consideration of available
information rather than a wholesale rejection of available information because it doesn't
conform to a rigorous decision threshold. In other words, it is not necessary to have a
comprehensive study with detailed statistical analysis of the magnitude, duration, and
intensity of impact to beneficial uses to conclude that an impairment exists. In fact, a
listing implies only that sufficient information exists to consider at least one point in the
water body to have exceeded standards for at least one significant period of time. It does
not mean the entire water body does not attain standards for all times.

In considering how to look at available information it is readily clear that no standardized
set of information can be used as a determinant for listing.. Any available information is
to be considered. Therefore some means ofbringing any type of information into the
evaluation must be established. The typical description for this approach is a ~eight-of

evidence approach. In this method the evaluator weighs various pieces ofinformation as
to its ability to demonstrate a credible line ofreasoning leading to a conclusion about the
condition of the water. Three possible conclusion exist: 1) the water is not meeting
standards, 2) it is meeting standards, or 3) we just can't tell.

When assembling information it is often useful to first consider single lines of evidence.
Is there a single type ofinfonnation that sufficiently characterizes the waters conditions.
In the case of numeric standards we look to water column data to see if we can determine
a clear signal. Numeric criteria consist of three parts: a chemical concentration, and an
averaging period, and an exceedance frequency. Typically our standards are stated as
instantaneous maxima, short hourly averages, 4 day averages, 30 day averages, monthly
averages, or median values for a given period of time. A typical data set for a water
attaining standards will contain many values near or below the standard and relatively
few values marking the extreme condition. If the extreme condition is a high flow event
or above the usual value (the most common case) the extremes will act to pull the average
up. If the extreme is below the usual value the extreme will pull the average down. If
one compares the median to the mean in the common case this implies the mean falls
above the median. We can use this relationship in evaluating chemical data and
information and as a basis for building the weight of evidence.

Take for example the aquatic life protection criteria based on EPA methods. These
values are 4 day averages not to be exceeded more than once every three years. We do
not collect data that can be used to directly assess the 4 day average. Our sampling is
typically grab samples. A single grab sample cannot be used to evaluate the 4 day
average. There is no way to determine the variability associated with the average or the
sample from a single sample. However, the sample remains the best estimate of the 4 day
average that we have. Ifwe have a number of samples over a period of time we can



evaluate the trend ofthe estimates. Over time we would expect the mean of 4 day
averages to approach the standard. That is to say the variability about a single mean
estimate becomes insignificant and a determination of compliance with the standard can
be reached. If the only consideration is the absolute value of the mean, then a large
number of samples will be req~red. Ifwe look to the relationship of the median to the
mean a smaller number of samples may suffice. If we would expect the common
circumstance of the mean above the median, but fud instead that the mean falls below
the median we can assume the water is not behaving normally. If the mean of the
samples also falls above the standard then we may assume we have a noncompliance
situation. Ifwe expect the common circumstance and find the mean above the median,
then we would need to see a significant departure from the standard before we would be
comfortable claiming impairment. This is because a small sample could easily be
impacted by the variability inherent in the grab sample estimate. Since we have no way
of evaluating this variability we should be cautious in claiming impairment where we see
an expected pattern or condition.

For longer averaging periods or those few cases where we have at least 3 samples within
the averaging period we can make a direct estimate of variability and a more direct
statistical analysis of conformity with the standard.

In most cases 3 samples will not provide much assurance of the accuracy of the
determination. In these cases we look to supporting information. We depart from the
single line of evidence and begin building an assessment based on indications from
different types of data. There is not a prescribed approach to constructing the weight of
evidence. But some simple rules of thumb may help. We typically look fITst at the most
direct measure of the subject of the standard in question. If this is a chemical
concentration standard we look to chemistry information. If it is a narrative regarding
aquatic community structure we look to bioassessment data. These data will provide an
initial indication. We then look for other evidence that supports the indication. Are there
land uses that have been associated with a problem indicated by the initial evaluation? Is
there toxicity data to correspond to the chemical data. Are there official warnings or
declarations of regulatory agencies that support the indication. Typically, unless we have
a strongly compelling single line of evidence we will look to these multiple lines of
information to bolster the decision. These lines of evidence can work to either support a
listing or confirmthat no listing is appropriate. InformatIon such as photo monitoring is
typically used as this type of ancillary information. In some cases quantitative photo
monitoring techniques are used, and these can be treated as a single line of evidence.
Model results are typically looked at in light of a weight of evidence. That is reliance on
a model result alone is not usually used. Similarly, land use analysis typically requires
additional information beyond simply the presence of a land use type that we have found
to frequently be associated with water quality problems.

In many cases a clear conclusion will not be reached, either the information is not
sufficient or it is contradictory and therefore no clear description of impairment is
possible. For these waters we need to record this fact and identify these waters as a
group. If the group is small when we are done listing we can pursue further assessment



as resources allow. Ifa significant portion of the waters reviewed fall into this category
then we must devise a programmatic response to addressing this information gap.

The rigor ofthe evidence used to list becomes a judgment decisionof the Regional
Boards and their staff. It must be kept in mind that a decision to list does not require the
same certainty that is applied when determining violations of pennit conditions.
Constructing the list is not a regulatory action. It is an informational and administrative
exercise that prioritizes our work and highlights problem locations. As such the
judgment of staff is sufficient basis for listing. What is necessary is a reasonable
rationale to the support the listing, and documentation of the information relied on to
reach that conclusion. The regulatory actions associated with listing come as a response
to the list. TMDLs, standards actions, or other means of resolving the non attainment
condition are the regulatory instruments.
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1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)

SECTION 1

WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b}

This section describes the basic components of a water quality assessment
including degree of use support, causes (pollutants and other stressors), and
sources of impairment. It also explains several concepts that may have
resulted in inconsistencies in the past, such as the fully supporting but
threatened category, presumed assessments, and natural sources.

1.1 What is an Assessment?

In setting their water quality standards, States assign one or more
designated uses to each individual waterbody. Designated uses are
beneficial uses that States want their waters to support. Examples are
aquatic life support, fish consumption, swimming, and drinking water
supply. Ul1der Section 305(b), assessment of an individual waterbody (e.g.,
a stream se,gment or lake) means analyzing biological, habitat,
physical/chemical, and/or toxicity data and other information to'determine

• The degree of designated use support of the waterbody (fully supporting,
fully supporting but threatened, partially supporting, or not supporting)

• If designated uses are impaired, the causes (pollutants or other stressors)
and sources of the problem

• Degree of achievement of biological integrity using State biological
criteria or other measures.

• Descriptive information such as the type and quality of data used in the
assessment.

Figure 1-1 illustrates how monitoring, assessment, and reporting are related
for an individual waterbody. Figure 1-2 shows actual assessment results for
a waterbody.

1-1
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1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)

~er&1 Report of All lI11terbody Data
(Partial Listing for 4 Single Waterbody)

08·11-'5

Waterbody ID : VToe-Ol Segment Number: 00
Waterbody Name: Lower Winooski River

Waterbody 'type: River Size: 20.00 Miles
- ••••••••••• -- ••••• --.--.--. -Waterbody Location --- ••••• -- •• _. __ •• ••••.
sasin: Oe·Winooski
co: Not Available
Stream Order: Not Available
Monitoring Stations: Not Available
Bolmciary States: Not Available

Counties: rIPS Number County Name

Ecoregion nu=ber: Not entered
Ecoregion name : Not entered

Description ot the Waterbody:
Mai.n Stem - Mouth to Confluence of Alder Brook
.--•••---•••• - ••••• - •• - ••••••• -Reach lDCexing -.- ••••••• ~ ••• ---- •• - •• - .•- ••.
Next Assessment: Net Avail&ble
••••••••••••••••••••• Wate.rbodyAsses~t- Date: 9401 •••• o ••a •••••••••••c

Begin S&IlIpling: Not Available End Salllpling: Not Available

-·····-······-········-·~ICLIFESOPPORT·······-··•• - ••••••• • _

Fully SUpported ...
Partially Supported ->
Not Attainable ->

0.00
17.50

0.00

Threatened _>
Not Supported _>
Not Assessed _>

2.50
0.00
0.00

._-- - - -..~ -.._.. _-_.. __ _...•._-- •.......•..

Fully Supported ...
Partially Supported ->
Not Attainable ->

2.50
17.50

0.00

Threatened _>
Not Supported ._>
-Not Msessed _>

0.00
0.00
0.00

Media/PCllutanta Assessed

Toxic8 MonitoriDg _> Y

10·MetAls in sediments
-.• --- -.-. - -.-- - .--•••••• --- NclDatt&iJlmel:lr Causes -. - - --.- .. - ..•..•- - -. __ . __ .

CaWie

0300·Priority organics
0400·Nonpriority organics
0500·Meealll
0900·Nutrienes
1100-Siltation
1200·0rganic enrichment/Low DO
1500·Flow alteration
l700·Pathcgens
1900·oil and grease
2000-Taste and odor

Size Mag

17.50 S
2.50 T

17.50 S
17.50 M
17.50 /of
17.50 S
17.50 M
17.50 M
17.50 M
17.50 M

•••••••• --- •••• ----.- •• --- Naaaetaiament Sources .-.---.------.-~---- .
Source

0100· INDtJSTIUAL POnn' SOURCES
0200-MtlNICIPAL POINT SOUIlc:BS
1000•AGJUe:m..T'IJRB -
3200·~ Development
4000·tmIWl RmtOFF/STOJUoI SJntEItS
6300·t.aD4tille
6600·Bazardoua Waate
7400-Flov Regulation/Modification
8300·Highway Maintenance And Runoff
8400·Spille -
8800·OpStream llIIpOUDdaent

Size Mag
17.50 M
17.50 M
17.50 S
17.50 B
17.50 E
17.50 S

:2.50 T
17.50 M
17.50 M
17. SO S
17.50 M

Figure 1-2. Waterbody System printout summarizing assessment results for a waterbody
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1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305fb)

1.2 Degree of Use Support

Each designated use has its own requirements for a finding of fully
supporting, fully supporting but threatened, partially supporting, or not
supporting. Section 3 of this Guidelines Supplement gives EPA's detailed
recommendations for determining the degree of use support for various
designated uses.

Thrpughout these Guidelines, the term "impairment" means either partially
supporting or not supporting a designated use.

The category "fully supporting but threatened" requires further explanation.
A waterbody is fully supporting but threatened for a particular designated
use when it fully supports thafuse now but may not in the future unless
pollution prevention or control action is taken because of anticipated sources
or adverse pollution trends. Such waters are treated as a separate category
from waters fully supporting uses. States should use this category to
describe waters for which .actual monitoring or evaluative data indicate an
apparent declining water quality trend (Le., water quality conditions have
deteriorated, compared to earlier assessments, but the waters still support
uses). States may also choose to include waters for which monitoring or
evaluative data indicate potential water quality problems requiring additional
data or verification.

Fully supporting but threatened is not appropriate during temporary
impairment of designated uses (e.g., due to a construction project in a
watershed). The threatened category may be appropriate prior to
anticipated impairment, but while actual impairment is occurring, partial
support or nonsupport should be reported.

Summarizing Assessment Results in the Report to Congress

EPA uses the following descriptive terms in graphical presentations of degree .of designated use
support: •

Good Water Quality =
Fair Water Quality =
Poor Water Quality =

Fully Supporting or Fully Supporting but Threatened
Partially Supporting
Not Supporting

Note: Impaired means Partially Supporting or Not Supporting (Fair or Poor)
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1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)
;

1.3 Types of Assessment Information

Each State reports assessments of those waterb'odies' for which use support
decisions can be based on reliable water quality information. Such
assessments are not limited to waters that have been directly monitored -- it
is appropriate in many cases to make judgments based on other information

(see Section 1.4). Waterbodies assessed prior to the' current reporting
period can be included in 305(b) reports if the State has the technical basis
to conclude that the assessment results are still valid. It is not appropriate,
however, to claim that waterbodies are fully supp~rting uses by default in
the absence of sufficient information to make an assessment (see also
Section 1.5).

If statistical survey (probability) designs are used, the results can be
reported relative to the entire resource (e.g., headwater streams in an
ecoregion), not just those waterbodies actually monitored.

Table 1-1 lists categories of information for assessments. These
Assessment Type Codes are from the EPA Waterbody System (WBS). They
provide a wealth of information about the basis for individual assessments.

Assessment Database Managers-For 1997 and beyond, EPA is strongly
encouraging the use of Assessment Type Codes in WBS and other State
assessment data systems. They are important data elements for annual
electronic updates (see Section 6 of the main Guidelines volume).

1.4 Monitored and Evaluated Waters

EPA asks the States to distinguish between assessments based on
monitoring and assessments based on other information.

• "Evaluated waters" are those waterbodies for which the use support
decision is based on information other than current site-specific ambient
data, such as data on land use, location of sources, predictive modeling
using estimated input variables, and some questionnaire surveys of fish
and game biologists. As a general guide, if an assessment is based on
older ambient data (e.g., older than five years), the State should also
consider it "evaluated."
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,1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 30Slb)

Table 1-1. Assessment Type Codes from the Waterbody System

100 Qualitative (evaluated) assessment--unspecified 8

110 Information from local residents
120 Surveys of fish and game biologists/other professionals
130 Land use information and location of sources
140 Incidence of spills, fish kills, or abnormalities
150 Monitoring data that are more than 5 years old
175 Occurrence of conditions judged to cause impairment (e.g., channelization, dredging,

severe bank erosion)
180 Screening models (desktop models; models are not calibrated or verified)
190 Biological/habitat data extrapolated from upstream or downstream waterbody
191 Physical/chemical data extrapolated from upstream or downstream waterbody

200 Physical/chemical monitoringb

210 Fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional pollutants only
211 Highest quality fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional pollutants;

frequency and coverage sufficient to capture acute and chronic events, key periods,
high and low flows

220 Non-fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional pollutants only
222 Non-fixed-station monitoring, conventional, during key seasons and flows
230 Fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional plus toxic pollutants
231 Highest quality fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional plus toxicants;

frequency and coverage sufficient to capture acute and chronic events, key periods,
high. and low flows

240 Non-fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional plus toxic pollutants
242 Non-fixed-station physical/chemical monitoring, conventional plus toxicants, during key

seasons and flows
250 Chemical monitoring of sediments
260 Fish tissue analysis
270 Community water supply chemical monitoring (ambient water)
275 Community water supply chemical monitoring (finished water)

300 Biological monitoringb

310 Ecological/habitat surveys
315 Regional reference site approach

320 Benthic macroinvertebrate surveys
321 RSP III or equivalent benthos surveys
322 RSP I or II or equivalent benthos surveys
330 Fish surveys
331 RSP V or equivalent fish surveys
340 Primary producer surveys (phytoplankton, periphyton, and/or macrophyton)
350 Fixed-station biological monitoring
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1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)
i

Table 1-1 (~ontinuedi

360 Habitat assessment

365 Visual observation, usually at road crossings; professional not required
370 Visual observation, use of land use maps, reference conditions, professional not

required
375 Visual observation, may quantify some parameters; single season typically; by

professional
380 Quantitative measurements of instream parameters, channel morphology, floodplain;

one or two seasons; by professional

400 Pathogen monitoringb

410 Shellfish surveys
420 Water column surveys (e.g., fecal coliform)
430 Sedi!T1ent analysis
440 Community. water supply pathogen monitoring (ambient water)
450 Community water supply pathogen monitoring (finished water)

500 Toxicity testingb

510 Effluent toxicity testing, acute
520 Effluent toxicity testing, chronic
530 Ambient toxicity testing, acute
540 Ambient toxicity testing, chronic
550 Toxicity testing of sediments

600 Modeling c .

610 Calibrated models (calibration data are less than five years old)

700 Integrated intensive surveyb (field work exceeds one 24-hour period and multiple
media are sampled)

710 Combined sampling of water column, sediment, and biota for chemical analysis
720 Biosurveys of multiple taxonomic groups (e.g., fish, invertebrates, algae)

Assessments Based on Data from Other Sources

800 Assessments based on data from other sourcesc

810 Chemical/physical monitoring data by quality-assured volunteer program
820 Benthic macroinvertebrate surveys by quality-assured volunteer program
830 Bacteriological water column sampling by quality-assured volunteer program
840 Discharger self-monitoring data (effluent)
850 Discharger self-monitoring data (ambient)
860 Monitoring data collected by other agencies or organizations (use the assessment

comment field to list other agencies)
870 Drinking water supply closures or advisories (source-water quality based)
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1..WATER QUALlTVASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)

Tilbl~ :1-1 ,(corninued)

Discrepancy in Aquatic Life Assessment Resultsd

900 Discrepancy in Aquatic Life Assessment Results
910 Discrepancy among different data types; aquatic life assessment is based on

physical/chemical data
920 Discrepancy among different data types; aquatic life assessment is based on biological

data
925 Discrepancy among different data types; aquatic life assessment is based on habitat

data
930 Discrepancy among different data types; aquatic life assessment is based on toxicity

testing data
940 Discrepancy among different data types; aquatic life assessment is based on qualitative

(evaluated) assessment data

[Note: New codes have been added to include information types in Tables 3-2 and 3-3.]

• Generally considered to be evaluated assessment types.

b Generally considered to be monitored assessment types.

C Considered to be monitored or evaluated assessment types depending on data quality and State assessment
protocols.

d States are requested to use these codes to identify cases when biological, habitat, toxicity, and/or
physical/chemical data show different assessment results.
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1. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305fb)

.'i'Monitored ~aters" are those waterbodies for which the use support
decision is principally based on current, site-specific, ambient monitoring
data believed to accurately portray water quality conditions. Waters
with data frombiosurveys should be included in this category along with
waters monitored by fixed-station chemical/physical monitoring or
toxicity testing. To be considered "monitored" based on fixed-station
chemical/physical monitoring, waters generally should be sampled

quarterly or more frequently. For specifics on biological monitoring, see
Section 3.

States may use some flexibility in applying these guidelines. For example:

• For the 800 series of codes in Table 1-1, if State-approved quality
assurance/quality control procedures have been applied to volunteer
monitoring programs, waters sampled under these programs could be
considered monitored. However, a State may use its discretion in
making an Assessment Category determination of evaluated vs.
monitored. The State may wish to conduct a comparison to determine
the sensitivity or power of the volunteer method compared to the State's
methods (e.g., volunteer data,' may prove more useful for identifying
severe impacts than for determining full support). Note: EPA has
developed The Volunteer Monitor's Guide to Quality Assurance Project
Plans. To obtain a copy, contact the Monitoring Branch at (202) 260
7018.

• If older ambient data exist for high-quality waters located in remote areas
with no known pollutant sources, and if those data are believed to
accurately portray water quality conditions, those waters could be
considered monitored.

EPA and States have been working together to better define the kinds of
data upon which assessment decisions are made. See Tables 3-1 through
3-4.

1.5 Presumed Assessments

The 305(b) Consistency Workgroup determined that presumed assessments
are unacceptable. Examples of presumed assessments are

• Assuming that waterbodies are fully supporting, by default unless there is
information to the contrary

• Extrapolating assessments from one waterbody or watershed to others
unless they have very similar characteristics
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i .'WATER'QUALlTVASSESSMENTSUI\IDER SECTION 305(b)
i

• Extrapolating the "percentage of assessed stream miles that are fully
supporting" to all streams in the State without adequate scientific basis
such as probability-ba'sed monitoring design.

Note: If waterbodies are'monitored using survey designs, results can be
extrapolated.

EPA encourages States to report on all waters for which there is a
reasonable technical basis for evaluation. A reasonable basis could include a
judgment that a stream is not supporting uses based on channelization, a
highly disturbed watershed, or data from nearby streams with similar
characteristics.

In addition, EPA recommends that data from a single monitoring station not
be used' to generate a monitored assessment of an entire watershed.
Rather, a monitoring, station can be considered representative of a
waterbody for that distance upstream and/or downstream in which there are
no significant influences to the waterbody that !might tend to change water
quality within the zone represented by the monitoring station. See
Section 2.1.

1.6 Causes of Impairment (Pollutants and Other Stressors)

Causes of impairment are those pollutants and other stressors that
contribute to the impairment of designated uses in a waterbody. In the
remainder of these GUidelines the term "cause/stressor" is used. Table 1-2
lists cause/stressor codes from the WBS. States can also add their own
codes to WBS to track additional causes. At the States' request, EPA has
added new subcategories under Code 0500 and Code 0900 to track specific
metals and nutrients.

How to Avoid Double-counting of Causes/Stressors

WBS Users "':"'If you use the new subcategories for metals/nutrients or add

cause/stressor codes to WBS; you must 'enter a total size for each major
category of causeslstressors (the bold categories in Table 1-2; e.g., 0500--
Metals or 0200-~Pesticides)for each waterbody. This is necessary because there may be
overlap among the subcategories of causes/stressors.

Non-WaS Users-Like WBS"most customized waterbody.level databases must also track a total
size for each major category of causes/stressors (the bold categories in Table 1·2) in order to
avoid overlap among subcategories.
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.J. WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)

Table 1-2. Cause/Stressor Codes from the Waterbody System

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0410
0420
0500

0600
0700
0720
0750
0800
0900

Cause Unknown
Unknown Toxicity
Pesticides
Priority Organics
Nonpriority Organics
PCBs
Dioxins
Metals
0510 Arsenic
0520 Cadmium
0530 Copper
0540 Chromium
0550 Lead
0560 Mercury
0570 Selenium
0580 Zinc
Ammonia (un-ionized)
Chlorine
Cyanide
Sulfates
Other lnorganics
Nutrients
091 0 . Phosphorus
0920 Nitrogen
0990 Other

1000
1100
1200

1300

1400
1500
1600

1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200

2210

2400
2500
2600

pH
Siltation
Organic
Enrichment\Low
Dissolved· Oxygen
Saliriity:lTota'··Dissolved
SoUds/Chlorides/Sulfates
Thermal Modifications
Flow Alterations
Habitat Alterations (other
than·flow)
Pathogens
Radiation
Oil arid Grease
Taste and Odor
Suspended Solids
Noxious Aquatic Plants
(native maerophytes)8
Excessive Algal Growth/
Chlorophyll a
Total Toxies
Turbidity
Exotic Species

NOTES: In addition to the above, WBS users can enter their own customized cause codes. See WBS
Users Guide.

Codes 0200 through 0800 are toxicants for purposes of WBS reports.

Filling and draining is considered a source (Source Code 7800) and no longer appears in the
above table. .

Bold type indicates a major cause category; regular type indicates a subcategory.

"Non-native plants should be handled under Category 2600.
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1.WATER\QUALlTY,ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION305(b)

. . .

In Table 1~2,' bold type indicates a major cause/stressor category and regular

type indic~tesasu~cat~gor,y,., ,$eethe.highlightbox,entitled "How to Avoid
Double-counting of Causes/Stressors" regarding the importance of storing
size data for major cause/stressor categories, not just subcategories.

'" '. ".",'

1.7 Sources of Impairment

Sources are t~e activities, facilities, or conditions that contribute pollutants
or stressors .resulting in impairment of designated uses.ina waterbody.
Table ~-3.Jists source codes from the WBS. States can also add their .own
source ..codes to the WBS.Appendix G provides definitions of selected
source categories.

In Table ,1 ~3, bold type indicates a major source cate'goryand regular type
indicates'"asubcategory of that major category. See the highlight box
entitled "Hqw to Avoid Double-counting of Sources" regarding the
importance of storing size data for all applicable major source categories, not·
just subcategories.

Determining the sources of designated use impairment can .be a difficult
process. Ambient monitoring data can give good evidence of the causes of
impairment. In some cases, field observations can provide information on
obvious, nearby problems; e.g., land use, substrate, and ha.bitat may provide
a basis for identifying sources. This is especi.a)ly the case for
"hydromodification" sources.

In most cases, additional information is needed--watershed land use
inventories, records of permit compliance, locations of areas with highly
erodible soils, areas with poor best management practice (BMP)
implementation, measurements,of in-place contaminants, or loadings from
atmospheric transport or ground water.

Assessment Database Managers - Agriculture is the only source category

with three tiers of codes (see Table 1-31. EPA asks States to track size data
for the i'1000-Agriculture" code and at least the next tier ("1050-Crop
related Sources" I etc.)
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1..·;WA:rER.QUALITYASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)

Table 1-3. Source Categories (with National Codes from the Waterbody System)

0100 Industrial Point Sources
0110 Major Industrial Point Sources
0120 Minor Industrial Point Sources

0200 Municipal Point Sources
0210 Major Municipal Point Sources -dry and/or wet weather discharges
0212 Major Municipal Point Sources-dry weather discharges*
0214 Major Municipal Point Sources - wet weather discharges *
0220 Minor Municipal Point Sources-dry and/or wet weather discharges

0222 Minor Municipal Point Sources-dry weather discharges*
0224 Minor Municipal Point Sources-wet weather discharges*
0230 Package Plants (Small Flows)

0400 Combined Sewer Overflow
0500 Collection System Failure*
0900 Domestic Wastewater Lagoon

1000 Agriculture * *
1050 Crop-related Sources*

1100 Nonirrigated Crop Production
1200 Irrigated Crop Production
1300 Specialty Crop Production (e.g., horticulture, citrus, nuts, fruits)

1350 Grazing-related Sources*
1400 Pasture grazing-Riparian and/or Upland
1410 Pasture Grazing--Riparian*
1420 Pasture Grazing--Upland *
1500 Range Grazing-Riparian and/or Upland
1510 Range Grazing--Riparian *
1520 Range Grazing--Upland*

1600 Intensive Animal Feeding Operations*
1620 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs; permitted, PS)
1640 Confined Animal Feeding Operations (NPS)
1700 Aquaculture

2000 Silviculture
2100 Harvesting, Restoration, Residue Management
2200 Forest Management (e.g., pumped drainage, fertilization, pesticide

application)
2300 Logging Road Construction/Maintenance
2400 Silvicultural Point Sources
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1. WATER .QUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION305(b)

Tcible1:':3 (continued)

3000 Construction
3100 Highway/Road/Bridge Construction
3200 Land Development

4000 Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
4100 Noriindustrial Permitted
4200 Industrial Permitted
4300 Other Urban Runoff
4400 Illicit connections/illegal hook-ups/dry weather flows *
4500 Highway/Road/Bridge Runoff*
4600 Erosion and Sedimentation *

5000 Resource Extraction
5100 Surface Mining
5200 Subsurface Mining
5300 Placer Mining
5400 Dredge Mining
5500 Petroleum Activities
5600 Mill Tailings
5700 Mine Tailings
5800 Acid Mine Drainage
5900 Abandoned mining*
5950 Inactive mining*

6000 Land Disposal
6100 Sludge
6200 WasteWater
6300 Landfills
6350 Inappropriate Waste Disposal/Wildcat Dumping*
6400 Industrial Land Treatment
6500 Onsite Wastewater Systems (Septic Tanks)
6600 Hazardous Waste
6700 Septage Disposal

7000 Hydromodification
7100 Channelization
7200 Dredging

7300 Dam Construction
7350 Upstream Impoundment
7400 Flow Regulations/Modification



1. ,WATERQUALITY :ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)

Table 1-3 (continued)

7550 Habitat Modification (other than HydrOlT1odification)
7600 Removal of Riparian Vegetation
7700 Bank or Shoreline Modification/Destabilization
7800 Drainage/Filling of Wetlands

7900 Marinas and Recreational Boating*
7910 In-water releases*
7920 On-land releases"

8050 Erosion from derelict land*
8100 Atmospheric Deposition
8200 Waste Storage/Storage Tank Leaks (above ground)
8250 Leaking underground storage tanks*
8300 Highway Maintenance and Runoff
8400 Spills (Accidental)
8500 Contaminated Sediments
8520 Debris and bottom deposits*
8530 Internal nutrient cycling (primarily lakes)*
8540 Sedimentresuspension *
8600 Natural Sources

8700 Recreation and Tourism Activities (other than Boating; see 7900)
8710 Golf courses"

8900 Salt Storage Sites
8910 Groundwater Loadings
8920 Groundwater Withdrawal
8950 Other
9000 Unknown Source
9050 Sources outside State Jurisdiction or Borders*

Notes: .
Bold type indicates a major source category; regular type indicates a subcategory.
In addition to the above codes, WBS'users can enter their own customized source codes.
Code 8000 for i'Other" has been deleted because it resulted in significant loss of detail
nationwide.
See Appendix G for definitions of selected source categories.

.. Codes changed or added since 1996 Guidelines.
.... Agriculture is the only major source category with three tiers of codes (such as codes

1000,1050, and 1100). EPA asks States to report size data for the
"1000-Agriculture" code plus one or both of the other two tiers.
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,1. ',WATER'OUALITY ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 305(b)
" ,,- i

How toAvoidDouble~CountingofSources

WBS Users-WBS can be used to generate the305(b) summary report,
"Total Sizes of Waters Impaired by Various Source Categories." However, to
use the was to generate this table, enter a total size for each major category
of sources (i.e" the bold categories in Table 1-3 such as 1000--Agriculture and 2000-
Silviculture). This is necessary because there may be overlap among the subcategories, pf
sources.

Non-WBS Users-Your customized database must also track major source categories (the bold
categories in Table 1-3) at the waterbody level.

A modeling framework can be helpful, especially where a variety of sources
could be involved. Even a simple annual average export-coefficient
screening model can help determine if particular source categories are
significant contributors to impairment. 'A well-rounded assessment process,
therefore, might involve monitoring, an inventoryofland uses and point
source contributions for a watershed, and, where a'ppropriate, a screening
level model to rank and prioritize the relative impacts of different source
categories.

Appendix H lists types of information that can be used to determine sources
of water quality impairment. '

Natural Sources

The Natural Sources category shoyld be reserved fo'r waterbodies impaired
due to naturally occurring conditions (Le., not caused by, or otherwise
related'to,' past or present human activity) or'duetocatastrophic conditions.
In the past, some States have used natural sources as a catch-all category
for unknown sources. This gives an inaccurate picture of the extent of
natural sources at both Stc31:e a~d ri~tional i~~els. States 'should use the
natural sources ca,tegory or:llyJor clearly defined cas~l5, including:

• Saline water due to natural mineral salt deposits,

Metals due to naturally occurring deposits

• Low dissolved oxygen (DO) or pH cause'd 'by poor aeration or natural
organic materials, where no human-related sources are present or where
impairment would occur even in the absence of human activity
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!

• Excessive siltation due, to glacial till or turbidity due to glacial flour, where
such siltation i~ not cau~ed by human acti'vity or where impairment would
occur even in the absence ofhuman activity

• Habitat loss or pollutant loads due to catastrophic floods thatarE~

excluded from water quality standards or other regulations

• High temperature, low DO, or high concentrations of pollutants due to
catastrophic droughts withflbWS lessthandesignflovvs in water quality
standards.

The Natun:ll Sources category does not include, for example, low flows due
to diversions resulting in low DO; drainage from abandoned mines resulting
in low pH; stormwater runoff resulting in habitat destruction, high
temperatures, or otDer impacts except under catastrophic conditions; or, . "\ ,"' '\' '.

atmospheric deposition of heavy metals where human-induced emissions are
cifactor.

In many cases, State water quality standards already take into account
natural conditions (e.g., a "fish and wildlife/swamp waters" classification in
the Southeast where naturally-occurring low DO is allowed). In such cases,
the waterbody is not reported as impaired. In other cases where standards
do not allow for natural conditions,_ impairment by a natural source may still
be beyond a State's capability to Correct for technical or economic reasons.
A use attainability analysis (UAA) should be done to determine if designated
uses are attainable or if other uses are more appropriate for a waterbody.
Regional Water Quality Standards Coordinators can. provide information on
conducting UAAs. In the absence of a UAA, EPA recognizes that States
should report impairment due to natural sources even in cases where
standards could be overly restrictive or in need of revi~ion.

1.8 Cause/SourceLinkage

States are requested to link causes/stressors with sources for waterbodies
in their assessment databases where possible. A special cause/source !.ink
field ,is provided in WBS for this pwpose.'Linked cause/source d~ta are
important for answering State resource management questions. For
example, the question "Which' waterbodies are impaired due to nutrients
from agricultural runoff?" cannot be answered if thecause/source link is not
used.

The following chart illustrates what happens when causes and sources are
not linked. Although valuable information is stored, one cannot tell which
sourc~s are associated with~hich po'llutants or stressors:
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Causes and Sources Not iink~d

Sources
Waterbody Causes (pollutants/stressors) , (not linked with causes)

WBID = XX-012 Nutrients; siltation, thermal Urban runoff, removal of
Mill Creek above Brook Branch modification riparian vegetation, municipal

point sources

The following chart shows how the same causes and sources can be
associated with each other using th~WBS lillk variable: "' ' ,

Causes and Sources Linked

Waterbody Causes (pollutants/stressors) Sources (linked with causes)

WBID = XX-012 Nutrients Urban runoff
Mill Creek above Brook Branch Nutrients Municipal point sources

Siltation Removal of riparian vegetation

Thermal modification Urban runoff

Thermal modification Removal of riparian vegetation

For help in accomplishing this link, WB,S users and non-WBS users are urged
to contact WBS Technical Sl,Jpport at the number on page ii for more
information. '

1.9 Major/Moderate/Minor Contribution to Impairment

Section 4 of the main Guidelines volume requests determination of the
relative contribution to impairment of causes and sources of pollution.

The definitions of major/moderate/minorcontributions in these Guidelines
no~ reflect th'e se"erity of impairment rather than the 'number-of sources
contributing. The 1994 definitions, for exampl~, required tha't a source be

labeled "major'; <If it is the only source of impairment on a waterbody,
regardless of the s~verh~ of impairment. The current definitio~s are:

• Major G~>ntribution: A c:;ause/stressoror source ma~es a major
contribution to impairment if ,it is the only one responsible for nonsupport
of any de:;;ignated useCH it predominates over other causes/sources.

',' • . 1 ," '; . '., , ; , • ;
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• Moderate contribution: A cause/stressor or source is the only one
responsible for partial support of any use, predominates over other
causes/sources of partial support, or is one of multiple causes/sources of
nonsupport that have a significant impact on designated use attainment.

• Minor contribution: A cause/source is one of multiple causes/sources
responsible for nonsupport or partial support and is judged to contribute
relatively little to this nonattainment.

The major/moderate/minor designations are difficult to quantify and will
continue to reflect the best professional judgment of the data analyst. For
example, multiple minor causes/stressors or sources or multiple moderate
causes/sources could be interpreted to add up to nonsupport. States are
asked to clarify how they use magnitude codes in their annual electronic
reporting data dictionaries.
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2. DESIGNING ASSESSMENTS AND MANAGING INFORMATION,

SECTION 2

DESIGNING ASSESSMENTS AND MANAGIN.GINFORMATION

This section discusses several topics related to the overall operation of State
water quality assessment programs:

o The extent of indivjc:iual assessments

Comprehensively characterizing waters of the State through a
combination of targeted and probabilistic monitoring designs

o Delineating waterbodies and watersheds

Managing assessment data

2.1 Extent of Individual Assessments.

The extent orsize of a
waterbody that is represented
by a given monitoring station

is important because it affects
the quality of assessment
results. For example, low
assessment quality can result
when a large segment of
stream or a large lake is
assessed based on,asingle
monitoring site. The 305(b)
Consistency Workgroup
discussed this topic in 1994
and concluded that only
general guidar-lce can be given
at this time, as follows.

Because of the importance of
site-specificconsid~rations, .'.
EPA dispouragestheuse .o.f
uniform default values ,for the

A monitorlhg station can be considered
representative of a stream waterbody for a
distance upstream and downstream that has
no significant influences that might tend to
change water quality or habitat quality. A
'significant ,influence can be .

A point or nonpoint source input to the
waterbody or its tributaries

A change in watershed characteristics
such as land use

o A change in riparian vegetation, stream
banks, substrate, slope, or channel
morphology.

A large tributary or diversion

. A hydrologic modification such as
channelization' or a dam.
i " ..
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size of waterbody represented by a single monitoring site. For streams,
States should consider the upstream and downstream characteristics of
each monitoring station and its watershed in arriving at an extent of
assessment. A single site should not be used to assess an entire watershed
unless land use, sources, and habitat are relatively homogeneous (e.g. " as is
sometimes the case in undeveloped areas) and the observed stressor is
consistent witi1wat~r~h~d~wide'iill'paCts.' " , ',',"

In general, a wadable stream station probably should represent no more than
'five to 10 miles o'f stream. Forlargerhiers,:EPA 'believes'that 25 miles is a
reasonable upper limit for a sihglestation urilessstream-speCifit data
demonstrate otherwise. However, some large western rivers may have no
significant influences for more than 25 miles; as is the 'case in New Mexico

where a few stations on large rivers are believed to represent 50 to 75 miles
each.

For lakes, the factors that affect the number of monitoring sites needed per
lake are complex. They include purpose of thesampling,'lake size,
stratification, morphometry, flow regime, and tributaries. No simple
guideline for size assessed per station can begiveri.' Reckhow and Chapra
(1983) discuss monitoring design for lakes and the potential problems
associated with sampling only a single site. 'Similarly, nO"specific guidelines
are available for the extell! of assessment of estuarine monitoring sites. The
Washington Department of Ecology (DOE) has used a GISto draw circles
around each monitodng site; the site is considered to represent the area
within its circle. Open water stations represent a'narea within a 4-mile
radius, most bay stations represent an area within a 2-mile radius, and
highly, sheltered bay sites, represent an area within a O;5-mile radius. DOE
uses circles in part to emphasize the uncertainty assoCiated with the extent
of assessment for estuarine sites.

EPA asks States to provide information in the Assessment Methodology
Sections of their 1998 305(b) reports on how they determine extent of
waterbody repres~nt~d by a single assessment or monitoring site.

2.2 Comprehensive.St~tewideAssessment

EPA, States and Tribes are moving toward a goalot comprehensively
characterizing waters of the States and Tribes iusing a variety of monitoring
techniques based on the condition of, and goals for, the waters. Achieving
this goal would mean a significant increase in the percentage Of waters
assessed'throu'gnout the Nation. For example, in their 1996 305(b) reports,
the'States ass'e'ssed approximately 19 perceritof the Nation"stotal stream

., ,"'\ 'n;li~s 'ii~cluding;i~tefr';'lItteht streams,carials, andditcihes); this amounted to
le$s than half of Joe N~tion's perennial strec:u:n. r1JiI'!l!'. ,6,yt'lieVing the,g()aJ qf
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comprehensive coverage will require a combination of monitoring
approaches including both targeted and probability-based monitoring as well
as aggregation of acceptable data from a variety of agencies and sources.
Figure 2-1 shows several aspects of monitoring, assessment, and reporting
that will be important to realizing the goal.

....

Conventional or Targeted Design: Targeted
site selectipn is used to answer specific
questions regarding the condition of a site or

area.

.Judgmental (Sample· Survey) Des;gn: Non~

random selection'. of sampling sites with the
intent of using a$sessment results for
drawing inferenc:eson.a population as a
whole.

Sample Survey (Probability-Based) Design: A
sampling design based on selection of sites
or sample locations using some aspect of
randomization; allows statistically-valid
inferences to be drawn on a population as a
whole.

Comprehensive Assessment: An evaluation
of resources that provides complete spatial
coverage of the geographic area or resource
being studied; it provides information on
assessment value (condition of the resource),
spatial and temporal trends in resource
condition, causes/stressorsjmd sources of
pollution, and locational information.

The traditional means used by EPA to meet the 3051b) requirements has
been to compile information from individual States, Territories, Tribes, ,and
interstate basin commissions. In general, such data come from a diverse set
of monitoring programs, each of which is. based on its own valid purpose.
One of the difficulties that arises from this process is differences in overall
objectives. On the one •
hand, EPA is required to
report on the condition of
the Nation's aquatic
resources as a whole,
implying either a national
census of the resource or
a sample survey from
which inferences about
the entire resource can
be drawn. On the other
hand, States often select
monitoring locations with
specific, local purposes in
mind. A compilation of
such data for regional or
national assessments is
subject to question about
the representativeness of
these locations for

making comprehensive
assessments; i.e., to
what extent mightthe
resultant assessment be
biased by the non
random' selection of
monitoring locations as
well as the incomplete
coverage of the State or
Tribal lands?
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Vision: Mlllli:year State andTribal Monitoring Strategy remlting in comprehensive Stare & Tribal assessnient o{waier quaUty at variolls
geograph'ic scales. Reporting of the information 10 foster risk-based management decisions and inform Congress mid tlie pllblic.
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Figure 2-1. Comprehensive Statewide and Tribal water quality assessment
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2. DESIGNING ASSESSMENTS AND MANAGING INFORMATION

";,:.'.

Examples of Monitoring Questions

Site Specific: What is the biological condition
of Jamster Creek? (targeted monitoring
design most oft~11 used) ,

Regional: What is the biological condition of
lakes in the mid-Atlaritic coastal plain?
(requires probability-based monitoring design
or defensible judgmental design in the
absence of a census)

2.2.1 General Types of Monitoring Designs

The 'section is intended to expand upon these fundamental differences in
general' objectives; todesct'ibe the tYpes of questions each' of the monitoring
approaches is intended to address and some of the strengths and
weaknesses ofthe approaches; and to provide some initial recommendations
toward moreccimprehensive assessments. The term "sample survey" is
used 'to describe monitoring designs for producing representative data for
regional (statewide, basinwide, ecoregionall or national assessments. The
term "conventional or targeted" is used to describe monitoring designs that
are rI1orelocal in scope 'andthattend to focuso'n a particular problem, oron
sites that are selected for a specific local issue. A "judgmental" monitoring
design refers to selecting'sites\forassessing a broader geographic area and
assuming that they are representative of that area (non-random selection).
EPArecognizes that most States would need to makeprograrrimatic or
design adjustments in their monitoring efforts to meetnational-, regional-, or
State-scale objectives as well as more site-specific data needs.

Sample surveys are
intended to produce
snapshots of the condition

of an entire resource
when that. resollrce
cannot be ,subject to a
census (monitoring of
every waterbody).
Sample surveys rely on
the selection of
monitoring sites that are
representative of' the
resource. Randomization
in the site selection process is one way to ensure that the sites represent

the resource of interest. These surveys are often 'called probability-based or
statistical sample survevs,

An alt(:lrnative.is tose'el:tsi~e§juqgmentally,basedonsomecriterion other
than randomness. Judgmental selection of sites is based on the judgment
of the monitoring agency that the sites are representative of the target
resource. Such judgmentally~basedsamplesurveys require strong defense
regarding the representativeness of the sites ·so ·selected, and it may not be
possible to estimate the uncertainty with which inferences are made as it is
when using probability-based sample surveys.'

Targeted designs allow questions to be addressed that are focused on site
specific problems, and the aggregation of these site-specific results to make
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Targst Population (Strat'iJm): A group of
potential sampiing locations (or assessment
units) that is some subset of the total
population of sampling uriits.

\ .~ ,

comprehensive assessments is open to question regarding the
representativeness<of, those, site~to ,.the resource as a wh,ole.State
monitoring prQgr~ms tt~at'combineia~pe.cts·lof;thetwogeneralapproaches
Isurvey ,designs ,andtargeted.designs} maybe necessary toprpvide data and
assessments :useful at multiple geographic scales fromsite:-specific to
national. Appendix I provide~some,of the ,advantages and di~advantages of
probabilitydJa,sed, targeted, and judgmentalmbnitoriqg and also examples of
the types of,qlJestionsthat can be,addressedby,each.

2.2.2 Planning ProcessfQr Probability-based Sampling ina Rotating BCisin"Design

Considerable planning .. is required to define the particular classes of
waterbodies of interest, but the .end-result can beacost~effective,

defensil;)le and rigorous process,fpr making inferences (C)boutall waterbodies
in an area.

The initial step in random selection is definition of the target population
(e~g.,alliakesover 10 acres or all streams of the ,State) .. To characterize all

streams of a,'State, basin, or watershed, the agency would do a simple
random selection of locations from within the appropriate boundaries
(Figure 2-2). However,
stream segments could
be stratified based on
watershed, stream
sizes le.g., first,
second, or third-order},
ecor~gion, areven Geographic Scale: Spatial breadth or size;
predominant land can be based Ion politicalunit(e;g.;,state,
use/land,,,covelh '" "cq,untv, or municipality)', basin ,or watershed
Random selection of (e.g., the Anacostia R,iver Watershed, the
stream locations for Columbia River B~sin), regi.on(e.g.,the
sarnplingthen occurs .. ,_'iuron~E~ie L~kEl ~Ia,in ecoregi~n,~he Pacific

coastal Mountain ecoregion), or' resource
within each grouping. (e.g., the Okefenokee Swamp, the
Figure 2-3 represents Everglades).
the, stratificatipn of " " - '

, streams. into three "".".,_ ••.".".,.,_ ••.•",:-li,• __...._ ...

classes. ,,:JE!chniqlJes , '
are available toensureevendi~tribution.of .sampling sites among the classes
or strata ,and ;across the resource, (or State or basin); Tl:le selection process
would· depend 011 geographic"scC;:Cile or monitoring ,questions and objectives.
Such a probability-based design can ,provide assessment data that are useful
not only for each class of streams individually, but that can be aggregated
into ,a ,broader,.~caleresource assessment. ·It would ,also, ,a,lIow extrapolation
ofsourcesandcauses/stressorl:) to broader geogr,aphic scales.
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Figure 2-2. Universe of streams from which to draw a random sample
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Figure 2-3. Stratification of streams into three classes
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2.2.3 Stratified Probability in a Rotating Basin Design
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, 1997'Year:

Basin
No.

Incorporating
stratified
probability design
into a monitoring
program could
enable a more
efficient and

effective sampling
of all of a State's
major ba~ins~ If a
State is\iviliing to , ,
select its order of rotatirg basins randomly, the St~1:e; c'6uld' pot~ritially
obtain results, even in the early year(s), that are mear;tingful and valid for
statewide assessment.,' To apply such adesign, begin with a ra'ndom
selection of three to fOl-!rbasins to be~,ampled in eact1.y~ar (Figure 2-4a).
The sampling schedule in the text box above isah example of the results for
a State with 16 basins. Randomized selection of basins is not necessary,
and the State can select the order of basins on a,priority basis.

The second phase of site selection is random selection of stream reaches
from within each of the basins. For example, there are 16 stream segments
in Basin 6 (Figure 2-4b). Random selection of a subset of stream segments
from within Basin 6 allows aggregation of assessment results 'into a
statistically-valid basinwide a~se'S~rnent. . "

.,', ", I.".:'
:',."

Referring to the above :,.,', .',., ,. " .' .'.. ," ',.
schedule box, following the',>A..st~,atified desi,~ri.carib,~,u~ed tofocus on a

~Ia!;;s:of water~odles for which there has
1997 sampling season, " ,been :Iittle,previous data collection. For
there would]Je four basin /e~am'ple,larger rivers and streams of some
ass~ssment~fo,:~'g'~regate ' "St'ates'are well-repr~sel1ted IJY historical,
for a statewide' assessment; fixed-station sampling" rietwork~;, iriihi,le only a
after 1999"there"would be :smail percent.age of, headvJater:streams are
1b ba~'iri assesslllElhts to . assessed.' Maryland has;'appli~d 'stratified
aggregate for a statewide '" ,.,rar:ldomdesigri ..to:.fir~t-:'th~Ough.tnitdlorder
assessment, and so forth~'st'reams to greatl\i'if'icrease the percentage of

:its total miles asse~sed~i Delaware s~lects
With each subsequent year, sBn,'pling from~il' pdints where roads cross
the confidence associated streams. . .". '
with statewide assessments .,.
increases. In the first year
of'thesecondcycle (2002 ,,"',
in this example), the basin rotation would begin again.
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Note: The above is one approach .to incorporating probability-based
sampling into rotating basin monitoring. Another approach ,is ,to.use a
repeated statewide survey yearly, complimented 9y'targeted monitoring and
assessment according to the State's :rotating~basin schedule.

. ,

EPA/ORO Corvallis iS8vailcilbie to provide technical support in designing
probability-qased :rotating basin surv~ys through coordination with the
Region~1 305/b) Coordinator. EPA's :Environmental Monitoring and
Ass~ssin~r1t Prog',ral11 J~M.A!Frbas.,deve:loped expertise in the area of

probability surveys and in establishing:a mechanism to help States
investigate and implement probability-based .designs for their specific needs.

" ' , ' \, '

2.2.4 Case Studies tif Different Types of Monitoring Designs

Probability-based 'sample Survey:'De~ign: State of Delawar~'

A prObability-b~sed sampling design. was developed to assess the ecological
condition of Delaware's nontidal streams by the Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Conservation /DNREC). The results were used

.", ,- '" '.' . ., ' .

to produce unbiased estimates of biological and physical habitat condition
for the State's 305/b) reports. The area of the State containing nontidal

streams was estimated from National Wetlands Inventory data on the
State's 35 major watersheds. A list of 3,200 locatio'ns where roadways
cross a nontidal stream was produced using a GIS. Sampling sites were
then selected randomly from this list and sampled during the Fall of 1993..' . . \

The design was selected to reduce the time necessary to reach··specific
locations on nontidal streams. The underlying i:lssumption is that road
crossings are an accurate representation of nontidal stream resources in
Delaware. This assumption is currentl\!' being tested.

Ninety-six sites vyere selected in the northern two counties using this
approach; benthic macroinvertebrate and habitat data were collected at all
locations. Resu'lts of the habitat'assessment were presented in Delaware's
1994' 305/b) repbrt. The majority olthe 1357 miles of nontidal streams in
the two counties'hadiimpaired physical habitat; 65% were severely impaired
(i.e., 'p.oor') and 22% were moderately impaired (i.e., 'fair')',Tre habitat
resulfs:wereals6;~reportedasthree strata within the two "counties: one
stratum comprising all of Kent County! /32 sites); another, the piedmont
region of New Castle"County (2'6 sites); and the third, the coastal plain of
New Castle County (38 sit~s). Thus, the probability design allowed
reporting of results'at two "geographic; scales: 1) the two counties
aggregated, and 2) the two counties individually and separated by
physiographic regia'n' or topographY: " , ,
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The above description of the Delaware program is taken directly from "The
use of, aprol::>ability-based sampling design to assess the ecological ,condition
of Delaware .streams'~ (Maxted, 1996)..... ".' ,' ',: - . -.' '. -.' - '.' ,

JudgmentalSample Survey Design: State of Washington

This~pproach;is referred to as the 'representative'samplingapproach'by,the
staflof the State ofWashington, Department of Ecology. They'reviewed all
'existing ;monitoring stations to'determine whY)8xisting'sampling locations
were 'selected. 'If' statiohswere selected ,because they were judged to :be
representative of the type of water within a watershed, they will 'be 'used in '
th~ sampling network and aggregated toa,statewide asse~sment.

A1ternat!yely,if statiol1s wer~ s~lected.because 9f their positiOn relat,ive, t,o a
known#roblem, sucr as those dqwnstream ofa ~pecificdischarge,they will
not,beused as part of a statewide assessment. Data from "thEl lat~ersi~es
will continue to,:be used strictly for site~specific assessments; the former will
provide site-specific assessments that can be aggregated into a regional
(statevvide, ecoregionall assessment.

AIL, sites determined as appropriate for the statewide assessment will be
initiall.y stratified by ecoregionand waterbody type under the assumption
that collectively these sites are representative of all waters within their
particular stratum. This assumption will b~testedby direc~ ,comparison to
results provided by the strictly probabilistic design of EPA Region 10
REMf.p. Although Or:leconcern maybe that the selection process could be

biasep against selecting problem sites, preliminary, results show an increased
percentage of statiol1!>,exhibiting impairment ,compared toa strict probability
design.

TheYVas~i,ngton,Department of .EcolOgy providedbac~ground material for
the ,abqv,e. descr;ipticm oftheirprogram~

Combined Probability-based Sample Survey, and Conventional Designs:
Prince George's County, Maryland '

The Prince George's County Department of Environmental Resources (DER)
recently designed and piloted a county-wide biological monitoring program.

The County is located in,themiddleAtlantic coastal. plain f;£;lgion and has
flowing ,surface \Naters that drain into the Patuxent and Potomac Rivers,
which themselves.drain into the Che~apeakeBay. The County wants to
answer questions at various geographic scales including stream-specific,
watershed-wide, and county-wide and to have sampled all watersheds over
a 5-year period. It wa.son.ece!;sCi.rytob.,e.. able to hayevalid c.ounty.,wide
assessments from the, first year of the program and to be able to address
problems from known point sources.,
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NPS Monitori'ng and Evaluation Guide'

A nonpoint source INPS)poliution:monit6l:ingandevaluatidnIMBi'EligJide' i~av~i1able for use by
those who fund and approve M&E plans and those who perform the monitoring. The guide
,discuss8sthe,various objectives'ofNPS"poliutiohM&E, 'biologicalmonitbrin'g :for NpS pollution,
i and qualify assurancelquality control aspects, and inCludes', an extensive chapter:on statistical
metho,dsfor :the ,evaluation ,of NRSpoliutionmonitoring,data" (Appendices \containabstracts and
conter:lt li~ti,l1gs of,oyer 4p:guidC!l1c~:d()cLJI')1~ntsrelatec:ltq,monitoring"bothpointandnonpoint
source pollutionprowam:;>., '

Federal, Stat~andregioncll ag~n'Ciesthatsupp6~t M&E activities migh'! use'ihe'~uide to assess
the technical' ~eri~.ofpfoposedpia"ris:'Th'o~e ageri~ies, privategr~ups:,'~~dlJniversitypersonnel
that perform M&E ;"ight'use the'guide toforniulah~'their'plans'. The g'u'lde iSin no way intended
to supersede prbvenN'PS poliutidri'M&.E 'plans Currently in use,'bu(it isinteridedas both a check

"agaihst exisfihgplansahd<an'outline,fordevelopingliew NPS pollution M&E plans. To obtain a
copy contact the'NPSBranchat (202) 260~7110.

The unit of assessment was defined as a channel segment ora wadable,
nontidairiveror stream into vvhich no tributary'flows; The number of
assessment 'units within the County was determined 'from riHips to be
approxirTli3tely1000. This target population wasprestratified(subdivided or
group'edl bythe'following: :riorthern and so'uthern'pahs of the County,

. watershed, a'ndorde~ (first through fourth). Step 1 wasta 'randomly select
four to five watersheds (alternating between north and south)' until about 25
percent of thetotalpopdlation, or 200 stream segments, had 'accumulated.
Then, from within each watershed, approximately 25 percent from each of
the groups of first, second, and third order segments were randomly
selected: Fourth order segments, if they vvere represented in a particular
watershed, were automatically selected sincethelrOccurrence was so rare
within the County. This process resulted in a rotating basin design where,
over a6'-year period,a total of 254:::probabiilty sites'\ivouldbesampled per
index period. Each of the 41 watersheds would 'have'25 percent of i~s first
order streams sampled, 25 percent of its second order, and 25 percent of its
1:hi~d order'; '. , ,.<T

Tvoi/enfyto 25 specific streaM's' with known problems' or special projects
woUld also be sampled .and' wbuld be'used'for evaiu8tingthe effectiveness
of stream restoration p'tojechs, remediation 'of stormwateroU'tfalls,
implementation df!BMPs,orthe':'effects'of 'specific'discharges.

":' "

2.2.5 Improving Mon'itoringDesigns 'through Modeling
',':(":

Calibrated empirical and process rnodelshold thep6tential t6estimate in
stream quality based on landscape and other stressor factors. This active
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area of research links landscape ecology with)l1strEJamindicators of
biological, habitat and chemical quality (e'.g., 'correla1:i~g the Index of
Biolqgical JrtegriW ,V\lithlanduseando~her.faGtors).Whileprobability-based
monito~inggivesreliable,estimates. ,of '~onditi~n~ver wide areas, models can. . , . . \. ". -', -"'" ..., .'. ".;" '" '. '" ..', .-",",

proviqec0l'T\pr~!he,nsivEJscreeningforpotential ,problem ,areas that should be
sampled to confirm problems. That is, calibrated,ernpiricaLand/or process
models relating landscape and other stresses to instr~~m co~dition can
potentially provide reliable estimates otwhEilre a,dditionalproblems are likely
to be found and thus can result in better targeted monitoring CiPproaches.
Statisticians refer to this approach asfmodei-,bas~d.infen:~nces." These
models may be an additional tool ,for States in their efforts to use all
available monitoring network approaches to answer key questions such as:
"what is the desired condition, where are,Ol:lr probleml?, and are we making
progress ov~rwidear;ea,~overtirn~?" A poten~ial synergy among
approaches is that data from probability-based efforts could· be used to
construct the models needed for better screening and targeting. References
regarding linking Jandscape ecology withinstream indicators of biological
habitat and chemical quality. include Zucker and White (1996), Roth et al.
(1996), Jones et al. (1996), and U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1996.

2.3 Watershed and Waterbody Delineation

The waterbody is the basic unit-of-record for water quality assessment
information. That is, most States assess individual waterbodies and store
assessment results at this level--results such as degree of use support,

causes/stressors, sources, and type of monitoring. The States have defined
waterbodies in various ways, from short stream segments and individual
lakes to entire watersheds.

The paragraphs below describe features of watersheds and waterbodies and
common approaches to their delineation. One goal of this section is to help
States make the best d~Cisions about watershed and waterbody delineation,
thereby avoiding their need to repeat the process later. Another goal is to
ensure that! whatever process is selected, it will result in data that can be
related to standard watersheds such as USGS Cataloging Units and Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) watersheds to allow data
aggregation at various scales. The proper delineation of individual

waterbodies is time-consuming but critically important to a State's 3051b)
program. Many States have found it necessary to re-delineate waterbodies
after only a few years based on previously unrecognized data needs. EPA
urges any State that is considering re-delineating its waterbodies to contact
the National 305fb) Coordinator for information about approaches and the
experience of other States.
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USGS' Hydrologic Units'
" ,,'I'

>'\,

"',
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The"~lydrologil:;UnhCode'(HUCjis'a:'system developed byth~ USGS and
adopted as a 'national standard. This system dhlides'the' United States into

'. "four< levers' '6'f'hydidldgic units for pii'rposes of water resdurces planning and
data management:; , , ;.'

;. Region (2~digit bode)
• Subregion l4-digit code)
• Accounting'UMi((6-digit code)'
• Catalogiri~i Unit (8-digitcode)

': , ;',

Note: NRCS'has added two 'additional leveH; of watersheds. Figure 1-3
shows an 8-digit USGS CatMoging"Unitanda 14-digitNRCS small
Watershed:'

ThefdllowingilhJstrations show how the hydrologic unit classification is
applied to a portion of the State of South Carolina.

I,," '
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South' Atlantic - GUlf,R~Qi,~n 03

. ..,'.'...•..:.......................... . .
.':...:::::::::::::::.:::... . ·:7···· 0: ••,

Regions - The Regiorids the largest unit that USGS uses for comprehensive
planning. For example, the SouthAtlantic~GulfRegion03 extends from the
coastline to the Blue Ridge, and from southern Virginia through the
Southeast to New Orleans, Louisiana. There are 18 regions in the
conterminous United States, with a national totalof 21 (including Alaska,
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands).

Subn:!gionsand Accounting:Units~ Subregions are,defined by major river
basins. For instance, in South Carolina, subregion 0305 includes the
SaludB';' Broad, and: Santee Rivers .and the Edisto. system. Accounting Units
are aggregations of: CatalbgingUnitsusedbyUSGS to organize water
resource data into manageable units. ' The South Carolina· data in Subregion
0305 are organized:into 030501·~the Santee, Saluda, Broad Rivers
accounting unit--and030502·-the,Edisto River accounting unit.

, Cataloging Units (CUs)."TheCU i~.theJowest,level of hydrologic
Classification by USGS for: planning:ancl.datB l1)lanagement.There are 2,111
CUs in the continental UriitedStates. The8..digitHUCnumber designates
each individual CU. ,In the ,previous ,graphic, the lines within ,Accounting
Unit 030501 are CU boundaries and each CU hasaunique8..digit HUe,

The HUe has been adopted as a Federal Information Processing Standard
(FIPS); i.e., the HUCis a mandatory standard for Federal agencies describing
hydrologic data. The HUC classification is well accepted by professional
planners and hydrologists at all levels of government and in the private
sector.
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NRCSWatersheds '

Years ago, the Soil Conservation Service (now the Natural Resources
Conservation Service) subdivided'the\'CUsinto watersheds,appending three
digits to the eight digit HUe (eu +3);. The ,designations were made by each
State Conservationistto create,rsmalleruni'i:sfor planriingactivities. There
were some consistency, problems. with the earlier designations; with
inharmonious sizes from State toiStateand a lack ofcommon 'standards for
base maps. Now NRCS Headquarters, working with USGS,':iEPA, and

, others,' is ,aggressivelypursuing"bet'i:eri c6herence :in the'nationwide
delineation and standardizing use of the 11-digit watershed code. NRCS is
in the 'process of. subdividing :States! ihto,1:4:digit;smal!:watersheds
(eU +3+3·bforplanning" and'analysisatan,evenAiner:.scale;<; For example,
NRCS'-iriNorth'Garolina worked;;closelyi with:Stateenvironmehtal agencies to
delineate '1f640;:14~digitwatersheds'averaging about 1,g,iOOOacres each
fseeFigure '2~5h . ' " ..

'", i
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2. DESIGNING' ASSESSMENTS AND MANAGING INFORMATION,

Figure 2-5. 14-digit SC~ W~t~r~l1edsjn'EastEtnl "N9rth 'Ca~~lina
'(dark, linesare·county boundary)
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NRCS 11-Digit Watersheds in Cataloging Unit 03050109

NRCS Watersheds, as 'a Common Watershed Base

Many States are seeking to estC:i'blish commor! wat~rsheds for··use by all
State agencies, an approach EPA endorses. The'\IV~tershed:'levelthat seems
to offer the most advantages, and is the'rtI'OstJrequerltlychosen by the
States, is the NRCS watershed. Use of these watershed boundarie's allows
easy access to NRCS data and improvesco~rdinationof nonpoint source
assessments with other agencies.

South Carolina was the first State to index 'its watsrbodies'to RF3 and it
used the NRCS watershed as the basis for waterbody designation. At first,
use support, cause/stressor, and source information was tracked only at the

, Watershed/leveli"out this'p'roved'tbo ge'Heralized'fo'r use in s'ol'Tl'e'specific
State decisions. The 'State tlien'Wentbackand"identified use support,
causes/stressors, and sources for individual stream segments, which proved
to be a useful level of resolution. One goal in any delineation scheme is to
assemble data at a resolution sufficient to answer the questions that are
important for management, without spending more resources than
necessary to obtain data.



2. DESIGNING ASSESSMENTS AND MANAGING INFORMATION

South. Carolina, on the basis of information developed in its first GIS effort,
al'sodeveloped. s()meimpcirtantlbbatio~alil1formati~mat significantly higher
rysolution, They useaglobal,positionin~system (GPS) technology to
accurafelY igentify the'loca,ticH1 of: discharges. Th~y'are proceeding basin by
basin throughout the State. TheiiGIS nowhas'bbviou~value as a tool for
n1anagemlent. ' '.

Thi'stype6ffLiii21:ionality Will betonieincrea~inglyfrnportantas tools such
as ArcView become available. * Thesetool~,':t()gether'A';ith1:h'~ GIS
c()ver~ges producedby .. EPA'sReach Indexingproject, wiU.allqw States to
analyzetheirvvaterbodyahd s1:re~m ~~a6h data spatially.'TheWBS route
system data model (RTI,1994) allows the $tate togeographically identify
!?pecific use' supportciassific'a~ionsdo\ivntothe reach segment level. The
EPA contact for Qeoreferem:lng waterbodies to RF3 is g,iven on page ii.

W~terbody Delineation

Waterboc.lies h.8ve been defined on a wide range ofcriteria--from individual
RF2 reaches, frequently used'fr6rn1,986 t'o 1988, to NRCS watersheds or
othergrqupings'conforllling to administrative boundaries. Tracking of
indi,,,idLJ~1 RF3 reaches for the 305(b) report gives detailed resolution to
waterbody data but can complicate workload management.dn the other
hand, watershed-scale waterbodies may fail to give sufficient detail for
mapping'and ma'nagemEmtdecisions unless they identify the actual locations
of use support classifications and' causes/stressors and' sources of
impairment.

EPA recommendsthatState~ delineatewaterbodies to be compatible with
NRCS 1·'- or14-digitwatersh~ds.. "Comp~tible"canme'anfor example that
multiple stream arid lake waterbodies 'lie entirely. within the watershed's
b6undaHe~but can be mapped individually '(i.e., dqnot crOssNRCS
wat~rshed boundaries). Where 14~digit \Natershe'd's w'iII' be d~lineated in the
near f~ture;:a state rnlght con~idejr!~aitingfortheseb6undaries before
redelineating' watefbbdies .. Fj'gure2~5 sho~s some Of ~he 14-digit
watersheds agreed uponbyNRCS and the Sta'te6fNOrth Carolina.

\,',

* Mention of trade names in this document does not constitiJteendorsen,ent. ArcView is a
program that enables nonprogrammers to utilize''ARC/INFO coverages ..to do mapping and spatial
analysis. ARC/INFO and ArcVieviJ IErivirohmentai Systems Research Institute' Tric., ESRI) are the
only GIS packages' currently'· in vilideuse:by EPA 'and State water' agencies.
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Table 2-1 des~'ribes an approac~'to.'d~lineatingw~t~rbodies that is
q~~~'i,t;~e~t',Wi:th~.,~gr~g·~ti·ry~,~~yi, 'afi9:~: ~fJ~~rsh~,d'leve,t:, A 'c?rnerstone of
any approach.shouldbeflexible,data management. That. is, the level of
det~ij'of.:assessrne~t,d~t~.q~1;l'Var'y" fm~:watershed "t6',~ate~shed depending
on th'e 'uniquecauses/stresso'rs and s~~ices 'in each, ~~,~ersh~d. EPA urges
any State that is considering re-delineating its waterbodies to' contact the
National ,3,05fblCoo,rdinator for more information about options and
experiences of other 'St'ates~ ',' , ,,' '", "',, \

'. '. " '.' . ".' . ,', "; .... " '.., ..

'~', ...... 1' .. ': ',", !," :,:"';;'-:'.:,; \ \'\': :'. :':",'; :..', .: > ..' :,';''''',',
Aggregatin'g Assessment Data ,at ,V\latershe~, Basin, and EcorE!gion Levels

: :,. ~ ":" , . , ," , " ", '. \ .,(' '. '. .. ' , ." ", ',.

SPA, r.~:coml]~\n'ds. th~, ~t~~e~"s.t'~r~: ~ss~ssr:nent,qat~at t~~ rTlpst detailed
level of resolution theycanmanElg~::-:gel1erally at, the level of s.tream
s~glTleht, 'indi~'id~af I'ake, or~ery' sn~all' hOrTl~ge~eo~s ~aterstH~d. EPA
encourages States to develop the capability :t,o aggrE;lgate the.ir. waterbody
level assessment data to the watershed, hasin, and e'coregion levels. EPA is
not asking States to pres,ent, fJggregated, a,ssessment,datfj by I\iRCS
watershed, USGS HUCorecorE!glon in the 305(b) repqr:t, but rather to
de~elop the capability to do, s~ by ir)cluding~ppro.priat~:Ioc~tio'nal data.
Hoyvever, if States,pre.pare basin management plan~,Sti3t~sare encouraged
to begin reporting aggregatE!ddata in thefTl(seeAppendixE).

: :' ': < \ '.: .".::," :',,', "",

, ' ;, '. :', .,.',:, ". I"" ,.' ":-". i "".

Using CU~ or NRCS watersheqs as bas.ic,units forfJgg~E!gatir;Jg water quality
assessmert cfata will aid, in data, intEl,gratiorl ~nd iJ:lmaking oth,er agencies'
data available to the S'tates. 'Sufficient locational 'information' 'should be

, included to allow aggregation of detail at a minimum at the CU level. CU
numbers car:'! be storeo, for example, in WBS SCRF1 or SCRF~ files. At a
minimum, ""BS or other State 30,5(b), datat:lfj~es should contain watershed
identification number~ fo~ ea6h"watert,od/and, to the extent possible,

" ".' ,:," ,",C, ' __ ;, :\:i:'... , \ ... 'l'.,', '\',. ,". ".' "':,'c'" ':,""',:','''' '.':,1 :','\'

wat~rboqies:;shoLJI,d n()tc~()s~,~~F~, ,9.r (~U VIIatershed. bpundfjries.
Assessn:tenis can" alse> pe aggregated byec9rE!gion .if eco'region codes are
stOred,in 'wes t()r eachwate~b.o~y, 'or. ,incqmbination "Yith .'s GIS coverage
of 'ecoregions. Note: If waterbodies ar~ geo'rE!ference~ toRF3, and a GIS is
availabl~,aggregaiionpfassE:lssrn.ents to'v\iCliE3tshed~and ecoregions can be
done with the GIS. " ' , , "., "

Reach Indexing Waterbodies to RF3

Reach indexing or georeferencing is the process of electronically linking a
State's waterbodies and other water quality information to the EPA Reach
File. Within the next year, RF3 will be incorporated into a new National

" ;' , .. , :, .. ' . ,L" ; '!; " ~:, '...: " '... : ., , , '., . '; , .', II ,.... '., \ . . ." .. : ;'~~: . ; "''''

, Hydrography,Dataset. JNHOJ" wi1:h"increa~ep ,flexibility, accuracY"and(3JS
c~~patipilitY..',Jh,e"NHD,,~i1.1 b~,c'ome: theofficialilydrologi,e, dat~.bas~'fpr
USGS, .EPA"andother,agencies; Thernain product of reachinc;iexing, is a,
GIS coverage containing locations of waterbodies, stream netwoi ks and
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Table 2-1. Approaches for Delineating Water~odies
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With georeferencing to RF3, this approa~his
powerful in its >ability to interface with GIS and:
EPAdatabases. For;tr~fking and reporting by
watershed; w~tetshed bourldaries can be 6terlaid
on these watetbCidie~usin~ a GIS, or w~tefShed .
ID niJmbers can be stor~d in WBS ..

States can learn tram other States' experiences

Ideally, the number of waterbodies should 6e itl a
tractable r~hge--~t;comrriendkeeping the tot'~I::
below 2;oOo·ib 4;000 waterbodies depending:on
the size ofthe· St~te .

ARC/INFOroute systems and dynamic .
segmentatfon:canb~ u~ed to add greater detail for
seleCted waterbodies if needed.

: . ~

Provides f1exibmty il"1':the nllmber of waterb6di~s '.
and in leveiofdetail State wants to track . .

mainstem stream segments
individual tributaries or segments
individual lakes
stream networks--tributaries ina small
homogeneous watershed can make up

. one waterbody
';. lakes in a small watershed can make up

. one waterbody
, individual estuaries or portions of

estuaries (polygons)

.Sayeral States use a mix of waterbodies:

. Waterbodies do not cross C.U or NRCS

. watershed boundaries

Waterbodies include
individual ~tn!am> .
segments,stream. .
networks, ~ndlakes



flows, and other information. This gives the State powerful mapping and
spatial analysis capabilities. In 1996, at least a dozen States incorporated
color maps of uSE:l~~yppq!1"~~~S~l:),,,Cll"lq,~(),lJrces,'i!lJtQ,:lbeir,:3Q5Jb).r~ports

.and other docu"1~nts sU'7h as basin pl,ans~> The reactIon to this 'T\~p,ping
capability has been vetyposi~ive. Assessment results displayedin:map form
are much easier for manager~ and thei,public to understand than ,the,;
traditional tabular or p;i~t6G{form. ..... .... .:" :.

2.4 Managing Assessment Data;

The EPA Waterbody SysteJTl·(WBS) is.aPC system tif ""ater quality,.
assessment informatloh used\hy nearly 'half of the States with 3Q51b)
databases. Most' other Stat~s have. deJ·eloped·and;riJai~tain.:theit:,';qwn

customized syst~mSj ;\i~iBS" Wa~ de~elope'd by"EP,A;,'for:Statesan'tj:'dther
entities specificaily for>tr~cki:Ag:,:and',repprti'ng asse~s~~'nts ~nde~'305(b); It
provides a stand~rd forni'at. fdr 'watt:;!r quality assessmerl,t informatjori:and,
includes a softwarepr0~rar:nfor ad~ing;and editingd'ata, linking i'Oother'
water databases:'geMerating reports, and transferring'; data I:>etwe~rithePC
and GISs. '

WBS has four m~in functions:

•

•

•

•

To reduce the burden of prepa~ing reports required under Sections
305(b), 303(d), 314, and 319'of the, Clean Water Act

. ..

To improve the quality and consistency of water qualityreportihgamong
, ..,"" . -':

the States

To provide data for nationaFlevel assessments anp foranalyz1ngwater
quality issues>outside of 305(b) i., . .

.\ ..' "-"" .,' , . ::;. '." ":'-:'::, .':'

To be a useful water quality ,.panagement tool for State agencies';

These 305(b) Guidelines and user requests determine the feature~6f;the
WBS. The GuidJlines,sequireStates,to,track .dozens6t:"data.,1:'1pe~'f,Qreach
waterbody (each\:State has from several hundred to several thou~~nd
waterbodies) in order to generate the summary tables r~qlJirea ir)Se~tion 4
of the main volume of these Guidelines. Although most WBS:features result
from the 305(b) "'Guidelines, WBS also contains some dat~ elem~l'l1:s'that
States have requ!ested for internal management purposes'(e'.g., Y': '.

georeferencing fields and memo fields).,;

WBS contains over'i1'OO'dataelements'in'such 'categories as: ..
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• Descriptors - waterbody name, number, description, type (stream, lake,
etc.), size

• Locational data elements - Reach File coordinates, basin and watershed
identifiers

• Assessment data - degree of use support for each use, size impaired, .
causes/stressors and sources, type of monitoring, type of assessment,
assessment confidence.

For detailed information about the WBS, see the was Users Guide. EPA
also provides ongoing technical support to WBS users. Between January
and August 1996, EPA provided consultations to more than 30 agencies,
including States, Territories, Tribes, and Interstate Commissions, on the use
of WBS and RF3 for 305(b) programs. Contact WBS Technical Support at
the telephone number on page ii.

Data Management Options for Aggregating Data by Watershed

At least three options are available for aggregating assessment data by
watershed for basin management plans and other purposes. These options
are compatible with WBS and the approaches described in Table 4-1.

1. Entirely within WBS or other State assessment database. If waterbody
records contain CU or NRCS watershed numbers, the database can
aggregate data to that level automatically.

2. WBS or other State assessment database in combination with a GIS
program. was can be used to store assessment data in combination
with GIS programs such as ARC/INFO or ArcView, which enable users
to analyze spatial data and prepare maps. ArcView runs on personal
computers and users do not need to learn the ARC/INFO programming
language. It uses standard ARC/INFO data coverages (e.g., reach
indexed waterbodies or STORET monitoring stations). (See previous
note regarding mention of trade names.)

3. Entirely within the GIS environment. States with full GIS capability
(e.g., having access to ARC/INFO programmers and workstations) can
manage assessment data within the GIS environment and export results

to WBS or other programs for reporting.
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3. MAKING USE SUPPORT DETERMINATIONS
....' .. '\ ,'.."·;'i'.:... ",.. ,'..,.' ;.:\,.,.'".'..:.,.':.. ",

SECTION 3

, '1",:"-',_. "',""'"".",:-:

MAKING USE SUPPORT:':DE,!T!ERMINATIONS

:,.\,:

This section'presents EPA's recommended,!approach~stomaking use
support decisions. Designated uses are assigned to individual waterbodies
in a state's water qU~llity standards. Types of'designated uses include:
aquatic life, fish consumption, recreational uses ,such as swimming, and
drinking water. This guidance is drafted for wadeable streams and rivers.
J-Ipvv~ver,~h~approi3Ch is,applicaple to, ,other types ,qf waterbodies, asvyell.

3.1 ITFM, Recommendations for Monitoring

Thelntergbvetnmental TaskForce bn'Moriitoring Water 'Quality (ITFM) was
forme(Lin,1992todeveloprecOlTllTlendati9~sonr;tj,()nitoriqg to achieve more
COrT)parCible ,."andsCientlfically defensible inforrnatiq'O"ihtE!rpretations, and.
eVj3IIJi3t!ons'of water-quality ,conditions across the nation. The .lTFM •
cq'tl1P'd~~'crhoth Federa!iandState ,i3gElncies,cresl:)Qnsible 'tor monitoring and
assessment programsas'wellasanassociated advisory commineeincluding

municipalities, academia, industry, etc. (ITFM 1995). The ITFM
subsequently developed a model for stream monitoring for different types of
designatEld uses based on a combination of biological, physical, and ,

..chemicat monitoring (Figure .3-n. The model defines the relationship
"b~t~~ehiparametersthat'directlyme~sure the condition,6(th.~~iot'lc

. 'community and its response:bN~(tilTleto,stressors, such as'fi~hi'and benthic
'macroinvertebrate indices; 'aJlcl';J)~rameters that measure eithef's1:ressors or

. 'e~po~ure of organisms to strE3s~()r§;'such as levels'~f pH; nut'ri~nts;and
. toxicants .. For streams"EPArecotnmendsthat :Stat~s inco.rPorat'~TfFM's
~ujte of'parameters in their~onitorifl~ prpgramsforevaluatiqg.attaipment of

;d:esignated uses. These ci're'geheralrsc,ommendations toc6~sider'when
ideveloping and revising monitprilJgprograms. Forexample, monitoring for
.'~qu~iic life use would include the base monitoring program paramet~~sin

th~ b6x--community level biological data from at least two assemblages,
habit~t, and~hy~i~al/chemical fi~ld p~rameters-plus ionic strength,
nutrients, and tcixiciiJ'nts'inwaterand sedIment. ".

The ITFM in May 1997 became a permanent National Water Quality
Monitoring Council to facilitate, among other tasks, the development and
implementation of the recommendations on specific methods for measuring
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·.·.ionic strepm~,(pH) .... :.' Y, .

• potentially hazardcius chemicals
in'watEir'andbottom'sedirrient·' .
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,., "'ContaCt -f .

DesignatedjUse:
.. Add,These

• ·1 ParamtMers' .
,', :.~ pathogens'and 'fecal

,,' :'>,indic::ator '" ' '" ...' ,
.micr()o~gii"iSn1s '.
.; :.:.:" ","";, -., , ,~ , ',' .. '.

;. For}Drlnklng Water
\~!JPp'y,:[)eslgnatedUse

. ,.Ad~These
, , "ParametersI. pathogens'andifecal indicator

"microorganisms
• phYtoplankton

',', • ionicstiengthi(pH, salinity)
. ,i!_potentially hazardous chemicals
. '. ,',' • inwater

·i' ,i.' dd6fahd taste
'. , c' i.·qUantity,cif water

··.total:,su~pended
. "'sediment

\~""\" ;,',' ,'. ,::~.·,)'~··;:;'F!::';:. ::':.i';<. : .. :.:,:",, ';':: ......: .: .. ) , i,..'. \{:";"\':

Figure 3-1. Monitoring f~r,~,!'f~ren~;:,~·e~!"Qat~d.us.~sbflse,d,..on;a.c:o,mbination of
biological, physicist and chemical measures
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3. MAKING USE SUPPORT DETERMINATIONS

the parameters shown in Figure '3-1. Standard methods for rneasuring the
chemiccirpara'rnete~sand' condUctingtoxiCit\,:r:tests 'arewell"established
"amongtne'States,butmethods'forbiblogicai'andhaoitafassessments are
'nofstandardiz~d forcilltypes'ofWsterbbd'es.' t'Rece'hf:~work'by'theOhio EPA
suggests:that bid,assessmentniethdds'diff~t\"iidelyqn'their'accuracy and
discrirhinatorY'\pdwerO:~f6r>aquatic 'Iif~ Lise determination~'(Yodef et aI., 1994).
CDhio'eValLlsted 'at'lierarchy of;bioassessmerl't"B'pproac'hes relevant to
differing;le\;els:ofrigor andd)nfiden6~.dntheir>State,Ohio;EPAfound that

" lesslritem;i\j'e bi6assessrnenfapprO~chesterid'to;beacc::urateil,detecting
impairmerii 'but may'gives'false?irlaicatiorl O'f"fuIFsLJpportinre;aches where
the methods are not rigorous enough· to deteCtsubtie'probh~ms.

ITFM (\1995): recOmmendsthatto,cornbine 'data 'forassessrTli:mi, monitoring
data"produced'by'differe'nt'organitationsshoLJld'be"6omparable, of known
qU~lity, avail~blefor'iritegratidriwithihforrriati(jnfroM avarietv of sources,
and'''easily' aggregated'spatiallyandtempOralfY. ,This is important at a variety
of scales, up to andincludirignatiOnal 'a'ssessments.lfdifferent methods
are 'sirhilarwith respect to t:hequality:Qf dci1:aeachproduces, then data from
thOse'rnethdds maybe used .interchangeably or to'gefher(Diatnond et al.
1996).' As data quality (Le. , precisiOn; sensitivity)increases; the confidence
in "the assessmenfincreases. Data qlJalit:yobjectivesshoulijibe defined for
each method so that assessmeritscah be validated' by imposing a known
level of confidenceiri the results.

Monitoring Design

ArW rTl'onitoringandas'sessment program begins with setting goals and a
monitoring design that can meet those goals. Thehistory'of water quality
monitoring is replete with programs that could not answer key questions.
Examples\include:" .'; ,

..' ~ ~ ",

• A watershed study where the monitoring organization assumes that flow
data can beobtainedafterfhe'facf'based or, "refererice point"
measurements from bridges,orily to learn"laterithatmahy streams lack
the channel morphometry to develop a stage-discharge relationship;

.',,"

• An intensivesurVElyWnerethelaooratory'sdete'cfionle"els for metals
prove inadequate t6detecfe\ieri:concen'tratioris'ab'ovewater quality

standards;

• A basin sur\/eywhere'managementorthe legislature poses the question
"VVhatis the stat;sticaltrend in biologicarcondition"'Ofour streams?" too

,late to be incorporat~d into the 'rriOn;tofingdesign. ,,',
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':'(" :i\i"~<:';;:3.'.i;;M~KINmusEf.'suPPOR'T{,DETERMINATloNS'

.,Asdis~uss~d :,in. ,,$~~ti~'q,~?, ,:~~A:,h'~~,~: ~oal of,.c9rl1p~ehensiv~ly' characterizing
,the.Nation,lis:str:~arns,.;rivers"takes,Jl\letland~,estuC!ries",and"shorelines.

;t6~~~iass~s~ry1'ents'::WJ!I; JncJui:t~ 1mqr,i'*p~e~·,~qqEl¥a,IYa~~d,a s~El!i~ments and
'; ,mayinyolve, pr:o,~ability~~ased:.\as,well,.as·:targetEldmol,1ilor:i'lg,\J0 achieve
this ..goal,.,;RA",\el,1Cour,a9~s'St~t~~·,~o,in.~9rp'~rat·e:C!,f'9rrn~r.p'rocess of goal
,se.1til1g"~J;ld·,,rrip,riiprirgdeslgn,:,0biie'rr.',e'e.tin·g .their.> 'oW~ :$tatet~Recific goals.
JTFM,;provide~gen~raliguidelines,j9r the topics ,to, consider, in monitoring
. des,i.gn,iq,a t~cihnic;al,~ppenc:li~':()f'it~fin~lre,port ;(Il"F,M::1\995,),,~nd EPA's
.Sectio~ J o6iS,04(b) "rl1~rlitoririg,~iuid~nceitailors ;thel[:~M.,guidelines to the

, ,," .... ,', -, \ ",.' ....' '" ".'" ' ..,' ;-"', , ,', .' "," ~ " ,"; \ ," . .., ,", " .' .. . " ", ;;. ',' ' ,

106/~05(b),pr9ce~~.,,: ; '.< , ' ;

,. ,', ","\

The,,,OCitaQuality:.Qbjectives.,JDQOJ:process, developed ,by, EPA's Quality
;'. ,.-/. """-' " ", "", .. ,' _ •• ': '", ".. ';'-1 ',-- '." - .";' " '.',.' '. . -.1.\', ", " .

Assurance ,.Manager:nentStaff!isra.sp~cific;!approach,to'1Tl9nitoringdesign
tha~ihas b~~n~ppli~~.,tRn,c;qit'Orir1g"prog~alTls;fn, all~~dia.,!ih~ DOO

.pr~p(;lf)s i~V()lv~~ th.e,sii:)kel1old~~s:il1Jh~"prograrpin!th~<;I~sign,.
Stakeholders JtE3mizEl ,C1l1dc;larifytl1(ilquE313tiol1s ,bEli.ng,asked of a; monitoring
prograrn,il'l~I,udingthEln:lq~irEl~)eyel 0.1, a99uracy:in.th/3 ,answers. Generally,
thEls~questions\ar~,)~~C1~ed\il'l,ql,la,l1titative,terms ("iV\lhata,re"the index of
bio~ic\in:tE;lgrity [.I~JIlal'ld 'ir:1Vel7tE3bratecommunity inde~.JICIL values for

, . , "'. . - . ' ,

wadable'st,reams in..Big"River Basin,and,whatisJhetrend in IBI across the
basin,~ith'~~),;p~rcent'c~~ail1tyr',)",and:~ta,t,~tic~i,methodsmay be
recommended for selecting sites orsarnplil1gJreqLJ~n~y. For information
about DODs for water quality monitoring contact the Assessment and
Watershed Protection Division at (202) 260-7023.;'

,~ . ' '

.Todate,Sta,tesh~ye ta,kerlthree main ,approaches toi.monitoring a large
,portion of. ,thf3irwatE3rpodies: -

e Fixed-station networks with hundreds or thousands of. sites (most large
networks have been reduced in the past 10 years)

, .,'."

eRotatitlg"basil1 survey~with;~ larg/3 .numberofrnonitoring sites covering
thousands of miles: of, waters (Ohio ,EPA'sbioassessment program)

, . ",..'- " " .,' " , - .,',.' .,. ~:" - . - " ' ,

:'... I:,',' : ',' .';,.-"",

e Rotating basin surveys with a probabilistic monitoring design; a
statisticaIlYNaliq.,set,qfsites areselec::ted for,.samplingcin each basin

,.,(6eICl,,,,,ar~'.s,;bent~i9,maCr9!nve'1e,brai~ prggral11l)'" . ',,' .,..

' .. ;

The National Water Quality Monitoring Council r:nay make recommendations
.about monitoring d~sign;iQthElrneantime,,!ho\l\lever,,:EPAencourages States
to'con~ide~,~~f~ti~g"clppr.~aG'h~~s~qh..as:i,Ohici.~s,a~d'D~'I~,v"are l~. In
particular,.,,:EPA:urg~,s,&t~tes,~o;tCl~~~gY'~r'!t~ge,'~f~onito~ir'!g data provided
by other agen~iessuch asUSGS, NOAA, or th~U.S. Fi~hand Wildlife
Service (USFWS). See Section 2 for more information about comprehensive
assessments using different monitoring designs.
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3. MAKING USE SUPPORT DETERMINATIONS

,3.2 Aquatic Life Use Support (ALUS)

The EPA/State 30St'b)'Consisten6y'Workgroup 'has begUn ;~P';irTi~l~inent the
ITFM recommen"datioris including:'ho~ to integrate theresl.Jits',of'biological,
habitat, ;chemicaLand toxicologicaLassessmentsirl ',making\l3,~,d~1:~rrriination
of aqua~ic life use supporit (ALUS). Thi~ approach include~c:orisid~ration'of
assessment quality as indicated by 'levels of information offhe"different data '
types in\evaluating the d~gree of impairrnent(part,lal,supportvs'0'C?nsuPP6rt) ,
when tHere are differences in asse~sment results.! Le,vel of:iriforrnation is' ,
discussed below and, described, for/ea'ch data',type inSectidri's'3l'.2.:1 through '
3.2.4, -rabies 3-1 thto~gh 3-4: Guid'ance on,;~aki'ng,asse~;sritEmts,;pf AL~S
for eachdndividual qata type is ihc/uded in Sections 3.2~1 ;thrdLJg,,~,'3.2.4;

Guidanc~ and case studies onint~gration of the, assessmenFresJits from','
diffetent' data typ~s?incll.lding'c8nsiderati()~bf::le~,el ()flnfbh~:atiohand site
speCific ,conditions, 'are presented in Section 3.2.5. " " " ,

(' :., . ,\' " :\:": ':." ::,'. ; ,; .~ i
. ~ , ' :, '. . ;,:

LevfH ofInforma tion

In 1994, the 3()S(h) Consistency Workgroup conciLjded thaf,H~scHptive "
information characteriiing the leve,1 of information, or rigor>i8ihemetl1od is
needed to more fully define an aSsessment of Use support;Oocumenting,

, this information isimportant'because u~ers often need tOJ(no~the basi~;of
the Und~rlying ir'\forq,atioh. The'Workgroup r~commfi:lnds ithalassessment
,quality inform~tion become a part of$tate a~sessmentdai~.:b~ses~',' '
ConseqlJenthA the~ Workgro~p:has d~veloped:::guid:ancefor'e~aluat,ing the
level of Information 6fmsthods LJsedin making ALUS." .\'.. ...

,
;' •.••• j

Data ty~~s:are grouped il1tofourcategories: biological (T~ble':3-1L:habitat
(Tabie 3~2), toxlcological';nable3"3)and physicalJcheniic~IJTable':3-4).,A
hierarch,y of methodscotresponding t6each· data~tYPEfBhd)qrdered by level ",
of information is l;iummarized In the tables; The rigor of aHn~~h6d'withil1
eachdaia type istiict~ted by itstechni6al ~omponeri'ts, spa1:i~Iit~mporal....
,coverage, and d.ataqI,Jslity (iJrecision and sensitivity)~ln thed~tajype
:,tables, Level 4~atai'are of highest quality for, a:data type a;n~f';prp~'ide
relatively high levfl l;6f(certainty. Level 11 data represent le'$~:r,i9c>/iQ'us

·,approaches anctthusprovid'e alev~l:ofil'lf9l:mation wit!", greatetd~,gree o'f
uncertainty. Howe~'er, ill situationsJJVhere',severe conditio'ns/e,<ist; a lower
Jev~1of ,assessme,nt qyallty ,Will 'be;,'a~eqiiate. For) exalTlple,,;,~;'s~~ereIY
'degfadEId site carl'; be6haracterii~das irTlpfHr,ed;.witha highdleV~Pc)f.

;:confidel1ce based/on acursory s'ur.~~y 6tbiota,:orhabitat)'a's:"inthe case'of
repeated fish kills or sev~re'sedimentation,from mining. Da~~.'.:in:Levels 1
thr6ugh: 4 vary,instrengths~,al1d;mrhifati(ms, and, along with site-specific
conditions, should beevaluated',:carefully for<use in asses~ments'.'Data nDt
i;ade'qua~e for AiL:L!Sdetetmina~io~sshou'fd;:,be. excludedfrom'the',Bssessment.

:"', ....'.
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.310,'320,
;-'322/350

'31P<~15,
'-. 3?~, 321,
;3:30,331,
3$9

Low to moderate precision and, ,,.
sensitivity; profi!issibn~i biolOgist may.~
provide o~ersight

.:..> .-

Moderate:preCi~ion;anHsensitivity; •.•.
professioiial~iotbg!~t Jter:f~rrTl.s ~urVey
or provides training}or sampling';
professionalbiolbgist performs
assessment:·. - .'

Unknown or loW' pr,eci~ioh: arid
sensitivity; proi~ss!on~'1 biologist,nbt
re~~d . . -

Limited monitoriilg;
~xtrapolations:frdm otlier sites

Mohitorin~i-oftar§eted~ites
durihg a single sijaso!1;m~.Ybe
limited sar'nplingJor~it~-spedfic .
studies; may inciud~ lirrlited ,"
spatial co"er~geforiivaierSheci
levei asse~smlmts

Table 3-1.· Hierarchv of Bioassessment Approaches Jor.Evaluation of Aquatic L.ifeUseAtiainment
.. .B~sed on'"Residerit Assenjblages .. . ~ .' . .. .' .

()ne:~ssemblage i~s~alli' ir1~eriebr~te's); .' . Limited to 'a singie sampling; .' .
r~fer~nc~ cbtidltions prelestablished by'" '.' iimited san;ph~gforsit~cspecif'ic
p~bfession~1 bi~io~ish bi6tic:i~de~'or'harrative: studies . , ,
e~aluatidniWhistqi-ical r~cords.

~., .....,-.

Vfsual observatiot(ohic;ta; reference
cdnditions h~tused;·~in\ph:l.dotumentation .

~- -, - . " ,'.- .'

S;niJle assi~bfage: u$uafi'y fhenor.in; .
referehbe c'6nditi~nrt{ay-b~':;ite-s~eciiici or,
c.am'~os'it:eof~ite~ (~;g.~·:re~io~'~I); bil5tic 
iridex(ihtef~retatl~n rnaV besupp.iem,ented by
ri~rr~tiJ~ eV~I~:~ti6h 6f historical r'~cords)

3

1 .

NOTE: TaBiei~b~S;d ali u~ein loticsystems.With sonie iTlOdjfication,ih~$e approach~s would ~pply to othei"waterbOci'y typ~~..
:; , . . ", '. ...." . '.'-. -. '. .. ' ..- -." . ." , ..

'"

4.
- -

G:en~raiIY twoassem~lagesi but ma.j:,be: on~ Monitorin~.,~uring 1~2 sampling
ifhigh dat~ quality; ~egibn~i (usu~nybased -on~ea~ons; br-oEid coverage of s'ltes'
sites)'r~ierence condfti6hS Used; biotfc ini:l~x' for either site~specific o~· .
(~rri~le dini~h~iori~(,rn,uithT~etric i~de>i)' . watershed'asses~ments;

tonducive -to ..regibn~1 .
assessme~ts.(jsihg targeted of
prohabilistic _desi~n ,::

High precision ~rld,ser'i~iti\iity; ."
professiohalbioiogist pi3rf~rrris survey,.
and. assessmimt' " - " .

:310,315,
';, 3fO,~~21,
·.3~g,3,31,

340,350

...~ .

• Level of information reftmi iorigbr Of bioassessrrient, where 1 = 10West'and 4 = highest.

b R!!fers to ability of the ecological endpoints to detect impairment or to differentiate along a gradient of environmental conditions.

c VliBS Assessment Type Codes from Table 1-1.
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380

.. ,...., .

~i~hHreFi~ion iindseIJllitivitv;
professidhal biologj~t or tlydroldgist .
performs survey and assessment·:

Low precision and sensitivity;
professional biologist or hydrologist not .
involved or only correspondence

Modefate precision ahi:! sensitivity;
.professional ..biologist or hydrologist
performs surveyor provides oversight
and training

Unknown or low precision and
sensitivity; professional scientist
(biologist.' hydroiogist)'notn:.iqliired

Limited to annual visits and non
specific to season; generally
easy access; limited spatial
coverage and/or site-specific
studit;s ..

Ass~ssmehr lJlJring l~?seasons;
spatial coverage usually broad ..
and commensurate with
biological sampling; assessment
may be regional or site-specific

Assessment during a single
seaspn usually. tl:1e norm; spatial
coverage may be limited or broad .
and commensurate with
biological sampling; assessment
may be regional or site-specific

.'Sp6~';:dic"isits; sites·~re mostly
'.'fromroad.crossings or other
. easy access

Table .3-2. Hierarchy of Habitat Assessment Approaches for Evaluation of Aquatic life Use Attainment

Visuall)b!,>er~a1i()nof habit~tc.haracteristics

ani:! simple assessment; use of larid use
":,apsf()Ll:hC1u'lct~rizingwatershed condition;
rel~rellcei::oJlditi?~WI:!-established by
professional sciei'ltisf' .. '. . .

Visualobsefvaticinofh~bitat characteristics;
no true assessment; documentation of
readily discernable land use characteristics
that might alter habitat quality; no reference

. conditions

Visual-based habitat assessment using
standardoJler:atir;1gp~oc£ldu~es(SpPs);may ..
be supplerru!htedwith quantitative
measlirerrtents of selected parameters;
conducted with bioassessm(mt; data on land

. usecompilecfand used to supplement
assessment; reference condition used as a
basis;for,ass~s.sment

As~es~Terlt. of habitat based on quantitative
.measuremeiitsof instream parameters,
channelmprp.hq.logYiand floodplain
charaCterlstics;'ctmducted with
bi(jiis~esshie-Hf;data on land use compiled
arid usedto'supplemeht assessment;
reference condition used as a basis for

.., ..assessment

2

. {."
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Table 3-3. Hierarchy of Toxicological Approaches and levels for Evaluation of Aquatic life Use Attainment

: 510; 520;
-:540;550

'510,520,
530,540,

'5500

, U~k~;;'~:rt'jl~w; miniinai~~pli~;ti'~n'-" .0 "'510, 520,' ,'"
. used; laboratory quality or expertise 530, 550

unknown

, MbCferate/high"':':°repliccitidnused;'"
, :trained personnel arid good laboratory·

, quality

MoilthlyWETtests'or total of 3
." tests based on, samples collected
: ih '~:~E!'gment at 3. different times

.:- ~:.'

"1-2 WET tests/vi cirlarr,bient 0~0
, sediment sample tested in 'a
: segment or site

"AEJH:i'af.i:h::HtbhidWET for effluent-
~~h;ih~te,d'§y~t~fir:", ,. ...

io Ctironic,arnbieht,or.a!=ulEl;or chro~ic
.sediment '

:. "Acute'or'chrohic WET '
.,Rcl1t~'~mblent .••.. "

•• j(ctJt~~olidOilKen(··. ,.' .

1

530,540,
550

iHigh-replication used; trained
~ personnel and"goodlaboratory'quality

... :.. ,~.:-,::.-~'.~:;,:"._ .. ~~,'--'"' . -. ::::-~-;"-

'ldw~~tA,i-dA~~hi!iii~st,

: ~ 4 tests in total based on
:samples collected in a segment
,at 4,different,times including low
:.f1o\lv:conditions,.' ~'~ .

.'. -, '-' :"". '..". . : .-', ....• . . ". ~

Both ofthefollOowing:

-Acuteand 'chronlc'ambientand .
.J,~Acuti:djichrofiic sedirrlenJ"".''::, "

4

.- ,',: :--::-:-;:-,~ ."-;':':-':;. ~~"!.:::; .:::.:~:: '" ': . ,'.' . . ~ -.' -. .~::: .:."~: .... - < -" •• ~". '.~ • •

L~JeLpfij,fori1iatidnfef~t~jotit6/ri{t~xi6Jty testing;. where;
-; ..'

C WBS Assessment Type Codes from Table 1-1.
~. ;-~ .'~ . ;-. . ~.,

;",-'

.-: -. ~.
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3. MAKINGlJS.f:.SlJPPORJ..OI:T~RMINAJ]QNS

tfigh231. 242. 2~6
,....

Broad spatiaJisever,!! sites)and:ter1lpo'ral(lon!l-term:
e.g .• > 3.yearsLcovE;rage oJ sitewith~ufficilint_ ..'
frequency;and parametric coverage.oto.capwre"aci.ite';·
events. chror'ik: com:litions. arid all other potentiaL:..
PfC impacts ..•. .: ..•. .•• ..: ,
• Monthly s!lmpHng-during,key'pedods (e.g.,..

springfsummer months:. .... .... •... .
• Fish spawriing.seasonsl .including multiple

samples at'high and low flows •.
• Continuous,monitoring..

Broad sPl:itialC\nd temporal 1I0ngct~il.n;:e.g,. >3.···· .
years) coverage of site with sufficient'frequencyand::
coverage to captiJre.acute events: ..; 'c':- -
• Typically. monthly sampling ljurilig key periods

(e.g., springf ~i.rrrimer months. fishspaliyning .••:.
seasol1s).r:nultlple•• samples at high and'iowflows

• Lengthy period of record (sampling Over a period
of months," . '. .-

Any orle of the fonowing: •.• . <.

• water quality mOllitoririglisiflggrab water sampling
• Rotating basin surVeys initolvinginultiplif visits Cor automatic

sampling '. ...0; "'< '.
Syntl1esis of e,xisting or tlistoricC\Jinformation on fish
contamination}evels ..' .. ..•.•.... .' .' '. ..

• ScrEliming mod~ls'based go loadirigsdata (not calibrated or
verified).' .

Table 3-4- Hierarchy of Physical/chemical.Data levels for EVi,lluation of Aq'ur;ttic life Use Attainment
- - .- ~- '

A;'-y ohe of the fonoVliing: . ;'. .: .••... ..' ...•. '. .
•.water quality r11oniloring usin!! grabWaler sampling . .'
'. Water data extrapolate!ifrorT1;anupstrel:lmor dgwnstream station

where homogeneouscgnditions are expected --
• Monitoring data >5 years old without further validatioll
• Best professioi'-aljLidgment based orilarid use data. source

locations '.' .

All of the followiAg:; .' - '. ;c< ...; '.
;.' Water qualityrrlOriitor!ng\JsiiiII composite or series or grab
.' sarnples (ditJrri~Lc~verageLasappropfiatel:- _. . ..;
• Limited sedimentqualitysiuriplingand fish tissue ailalysesatsites

witli'high pfobabilityof contamination. -

An,rone of t,{~ foJ!ovliing~;.. •.... . ..•. ".
• 0 Gomposite~or a'seriespf grabiwatersampling used (diurnal
'. coverage as ajlpropriate) ...•.. < ..'..-

Calibrated inodE!ls(.ca~ibrationdata <5 years old).

NOTE: Physical refers to phy~icalwalerparameters(e;g.. temperature. pH. disso'lved o~ygen. ~i.rrbi~ity. color. conductivity)

• Leveibf information referstb rigOr?flJhYSiCallchemic:al~arriJllingand arialysis;wheni1 = lowe~t and 4 = highest. ....• '.' . ...... ..... .•.• ..' .....
b Even a short period of record can Indicate a highconfidence'ofimpainnen{based on PfC data; 3 years of data areriotreqiJired to demonstrate impa'irnient:-.

For example. a single visit toa stream with severe acid mine drainage impacts (highinetals. low pH) can result in high confidence of nonsupport. However. long-term
monitoring may be needed to establish fun support.

C Refers to ability of the physical/chemical endpoints to detect impairment or to differentiate along a gradient of environmental conditions.
d WBS Assessment Type Codes from Table 1-1.
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3.·\M~KING"USE';SlJPPORI:;DETEAMINAT:IONS

At the J,orkgrOUp's rec6mmendati6h,~EPA is ap~l~ing levels pfj~i:~t~~tion
to wadable streams and rivers where..EPA's Rapid Bioassessmenfi,'p'r'otocols
or other,;,,~omparable methods can b:~:;applied. t'hi~'is becau~~;"at)tlii'sht';me',
~onitodhgmetfi'Bcs"for' w~da'ble streamsancf r1ve~s are' bettetOcid:ull1'ehted'
and standardized (Gibson: et al. 1996:, Plafkin et ~I., 1989) than fcior. .. O:th'er'
surface water resources ~uch as lak~'sand estuarjes. . .' ::,::<,{,,::; ,

.. ' .,

EPA asks' S'tates to docu'ment the level of informatio'n that charaeteiize~

their me~thods for bi6logical; habitat, to:xicological, a~d ch~mical J0~iU~horis.
The approach may;be,extend~d,:to ALUS deter'minatibns in:other 1:'1P~S"?f .
waterbodies,as:'w~lIasotherde~ign~ted u~esin future 30!5(b) cy'ble's'bastid
,:: ':~'" ,:', ,\".,:,\""",.::" .. i';,' :.~, ',:- ','. ' ,',", ":'". ~i.: \ '. :','- y>, ">i'" .

. on the experienceyyith:\,ALUS in,str~ams ,9nd tb/ers; a,nd asm~thodslorother

waterbO'dy typ~s a,r~s.tanda.tdiZ~d.;The \~J.~terb():tjY $yst~m Will q"dn~~ih' .'.
fjelds>to,itra~k I~vejj)f information:;for, each:data tYpe (fir~t';colurrl/lsi:df',
Ta'ble~ i!~1thrQ~gh3~4). ! ,ii',;····.::';··· ..•. "':'.:; ::': ..... 'i, <' }O":: .•. ;

EPA enCd'ura:ges' stat~sto st~re;and:~ro",ide! ...thlsinformati6n for ~~c'h river
and str~~m,~ss~ssnlent in ~ddltiohto WBSAs'sessment Type;eode~~See
Section ;,p,~,~pecial.'YTabJe;e~l ,of tne ,main~GuicJeiinesvolu'me';r~gartiirlg
data elements' for.annUal \electronil::':rep:orting. ,... " .','

.' .' -.. \ .,. .~ ~ " , .

3.2.1 Bioassessment·

'.' "'.

'" '

:'.S ...

....,.

,'"
,.";
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Biological survey methods are desirable for ALUS determinations;'because
they measure ecosystemi health and integrity more directly than su~rogate

techniques and serve as response indicators to a variety of:stressor~;:'
Cartel,in biological survey and assessment techniques' areus.efuJ f~r" .
screepil1g; i.e., they are intended to be. suffici,er:it"fordetectil1g problems and

:' '. : . , .- _:. , ,;. . '\ " \ -,' :.:: . ~ - '; , : . -',', .. ~ ":

may not be as rigorous as techniques \-Ised to (lssess tl1~degree :of.us~ .
siJpportor prioritize sites for further study or sqrne mitigation aetipr'l" .
Howeve'r 1 simple bi()lqgical screening tf3chniques;are; usu'aliy t;uffipientto '
identifyiisevereIYA~:g~ade,d or the othef extreme (Le.; exceliEmt) bjoiogical
,c6nditions. A hi~rarchy of biological app'roache,scan be',de\'filopea'tha~
;incorporates cena'in technical considerations aild:ar~' rel~Vaht:·to ~aribu;s .

, ;'I~vefs o,f information~(Table 3-1 L 'The,'data ;qu(jlity ~Ie~'elilts '~mphasize' a: ..
','determiration of':,precision (i.e., ::,rP~a.su'rement e'nor ata.site' ~'s e~(!;l~i16ed:bY !,

the rep~oducibiliiy;df;'metricval~e~:;6r bi9:as~es(;r:hein~S6~re~'.for e{:given site
\duriqg the same\ihdexperiod) ahB,sensi~iJi~,V (;;e. ::;the;ability":'i.6 d~i~d.t;:
"irTJpairment relative:tO ,:th,e reference ,condition),' ;' ,," ',: ' " , .'. ';"

, :;' '.,' '... .:' ...•. .' '.!., ".'

Bas~d dn conside~able:informati6~t;~'I·r~'~'dv.·a~~i;able/:;;E~A:s~r~ngIYendors~s
" . ;', .' ,\, ", ..:. . ;,',' - ,~•.~_l;, ~-.."" ~'. :, . :> .. ';.';'1:,> .... ':.'; .':. :.,. '~".",:; :,;.-.:. ·:'."":'f:~::

',the regional reference·approachforState'bioassessrnentprograni,slor,
',strea'm$ (Gibsonet 81.'1996) I. which'is 8 level 3 'or4as~essmentj;",i'
.Table 3~'1 ." .If 'Stat~s~h~'os~ n~t"t~~ im'Plernenta'refe're~ce'site:apPl"oadh,
they ,are still encouraged to monitor'two organism assemblages(:I~0,'~L'fI-),

, • • ' •• >, ,'. ,,' ',: " •• ;;'".,:t" ': 'o"':."r';:" . ,::.',) :0, ,::~:.:::;;; ,
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with detailed taxonomy, a multimetric approach, and habitat evaluation. In

calling for two assemblages'~EPAseeksto'includecritiCalgr6ups in the food
chain that may react to different ecosystem stressors or differently to the
sam~\ 'stressor~1EPkreCbg niz~s'that;the (use'Of,{twb 'assemblages or the
re'giOnal\referenc'EtapprOaCh may 'not Defea'sibf£tin Certain'c'~se's (e.g.,
streams in the"arid westqjue:'to'natur'ally''dccurrihgCbhditiOns'such as
extremeternperaturesiand lackofflow};Ep:t;'calso'recognizes'that some
State bioassessment programs areintheif'earlystages 'and:may not yet
have the capability to use a regional reference site approach or to monitor
~rTiote than ·~dne':·:~ssernbl'ag·e. "; ::.',:" :', \: ";"":; "'.;(..~:: ", .'..

Many States (Davis et aL 19'96)arecutrently' assessing a single assemblage,
benthichlacroinver'tebrates, with detailed taxori'Orny, a'rnultirnetric approach,

'and habitat evaluafiori'(UeVeI2;or3'assessrnenti iriTable 3~1). These States
are'monitorihg'c'I"critical~'S5'erriblage'that'6ften"givesthegreatestinformation
ab'ouiecosystem healthLforthe'available'resourc'es.FOrfish' sampling, some
rely on their fish and gameiagencies,whidh are 'rnaihly oriented to game
fish. As resources permit, EPA encourages State water quality agencies to
develop the capability 'forfish'assemblagem'onitorihgthems~lvesor work
with the fish andgamesfaff to develop the needed capabilities.

ALUS Determination Based on Biological AssessmenfData

A. Fully Supporting: Reliable data indicafefunctioning, sustainable
biological assemblages (e.g., fish, macroinvertebrates, or algae) none
of which has been modified significantly beyondthenafural'rangeof
the reference condition.

B. Partially Supporting: At least one assemblage (e.g., fish,
macroinvert:ebrates;' or algae) indicates'moderate'modification of the
biolOgical community comparedt()the 'refer€:m'ceCondition.

, ,

C. Not'SUpporting: At leastorie assemblage 'indicates nonsupport. Data
, Clearly indicate s'ev'ere 'modification of the bidlogicalcomrnunity

compared tothe'Tef~rer\ce condition.

the interpretation ofthe't~rms IIrnodifi~dsignifica~tIY,,,,'II moderate
, modification;" anCl"se\;eremodificationilis:State~spec:ificand'dependson
the State's' monitoringanaWaterqualifY'staridardsprograms. "For example,
Oh',oEPA'reports rionattaintnertt(notsupportiAg)if'noneof its' 3 indices (2
for fish and 1 for macroinvertebrates)rne'ef!ecoregiorl'criteria,br if one

assemblage indicates severe toxic impact (Ohio's poor or very poor
category) ,even if the other assemblage indicates attainment. Partial
support exists if 1 of20r2 6f3indicf3s do not meetecoregion criteria and

"are in the poor or verypaorcategory ..
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Ariditio.rCi/.,·Cp[1s!(ierationsifor,Lak~s
. '. ': ~ : ::"j;":; , ,;",

',.,' .

Sta~~,:la ~e, .rnanagers.!ih()yIdacldre~s i'rl10re.than;onEl·,picI()gicaLassemblage in
making,,:la~13 Ji\LU~:dl3cisions .. c.Ma.ny .PAram,e;ters,.of/~qe,se"as~eJTIblages may
.n()thavelSpe9i~i9LCri~E!ri~O!Je.g" a!galploom~~ gro\fl(,~~, of: rWi~C1'nce weeds) but
haYfJjmportal"l~effee,':ts.()n,l~keusl3s. 1rv1~ny..are:a,lsore,sp()nse.indicators of
the\ 113V:~1 of;:lakl3eut,ropbication." . .'. ',. .• .

.' ',': " '; ';" •• : ': '0(, (._, ';.: \ ' ;' ",", ".i -,':

Lake resources vary regionally, even yvith.in:,$tat,e~f,duEqCl yar,iations in
geology, vegetation, hydrology, and land use. Therefore, regional patterns

, .()f l~kl3, water,q!J~li1Y, rn()rphOmElt~y!(physi.ca,:·c:q~Ta9l~~!~~iC,~:~~.ch as size,
:shapfj,:and dept:hJ,and·Y\lfJ.~€lrshEld.ch.aractl3r.i~tic;~... s.h()lJld,(d.eaI Iv.: be defined
···bas.ed oJ;l.compCiri,sPI1Jo,natural,cc;m,clJtiors, usir1Q,\an ecoregiqrhClPproach.
]:h~·,S}aterca1l.,theJlisetr,easqI)abl~i gpals· anQ ,cri:t~r!a.:,\for,,~. va ri,e~y of
:PClrai):leters. ;\Thes€l;r,ElgiolJal;,pa~erns:c:urrl3l1~.IY apply,,~o. n~wrClI.'lakes, but are
being. evaluat13d for u~e'vvithr,~sE:lrvoirs.;

EPAis,develo,ping gUiclan.c,eor'l·bioassessmt;lntpr9tpcols~ndbiological
criteria.developmentforlakes,:and reservoir$(Guidance ((m·LiJke and
Reservoir Bioassessment and Biocriteria, draft, U.S. EPA, 1996). Draft
guidanc,e.isi\c:urr~rtt,ybe!J'lg,revised to ad~l'essa reyieyv of comments by
EPA's Science Advisory Board , Notice of availability for public review and
,cqmment in the Federal;lffegist.eris. ptcl/;meo for 1997..

';, I

3.2.2. HabitatAssessment

Assessment of the physical habitat structure is necessary for aquatic life
support evaluations ..because thec()nditi.on and/pr potential of the biological
comrnu~itY:iESi:·cjE:lpeQd~ntypon.~upporti~e:habi~at.AqUAticfauna often have
very. lSpecifiq. hapitat requirernel1tES,inqe.pendent of.~Aterqual ity (Barbour at
a!. 1996a). The technique of habitat assessment has evolved SUbstantially
over the last"decade.to"provide"adequate information,on,the quality of the

,'j',,', - '. ," • '., l !~. '.,". ," _'" ••.•. ' '". ,.,". ,_"~,,,_~. ~,' •. ~" • _",' . ,." ...._••. ,;'" '.. \", ..

habitat.. Numerqus State. and Trippl .agenciesare welHlersed in habitat
assess;.n,ent and h~ve incorp'oraiep,.i:1ppropriat13·tephl1iq,yes into their
monitoring programs. R~suJts'f~om nonpoint-source as~~ssments suggest

"thathabitatalter~tionis.a;,Jl;lajorsou(ce, (If per,tqrbaticl19T .tile. Nation's
..s'urtacew'ate r~. 'Jt"'I~str~ngihs,pf' .I;l.~t?ita(\asse~s~~;'t.·are::.,(\Lenhances
jnte~pret.ati9n,.of;biol()gical.d~'ta;,(~), pr:Qyide~.i':lfomiatiqn o~· pon-chemical
stres~or'~,a~~ti3),,'I~~d~ tOii~fo~~ecldecisYo~s r~garding'Problem

• • • • ", • >. ", -: • , • • .~~. '.',": '. • -. • -' "". • ; ~,' i .\, . ~, !" • • _ ,.;., t' .'. \:';;, ", '

identification. and restoration ..·... ·.
'" . " .• , ,':\"., ",:",' .. ,- , ' .. "", ;·f,

",\ . ." \ ",'.

·Mostoften,. habitat·,8ssessment,is.,conducted ,in ..cpl1junction with
bipass~s~;"ent.""A"'g~n~rai:~abi,tata~sess~ent in~o,rpqrCl~¢~,'phYSical
attributes from fT'Iicrohabitatfeaturessuch,~ssubstri:lte,,',velocity, depth, to
channel morphology features's~c'h as~idtii; sinu~'sity: f'low o~'volume, to
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riparian and bank structure features. All of these features are stressor
indicator.s. J1he ,'apptoach;alsocan integrate habitat'information into an

\indexor summaryof6verall;;habita'tcohditioh~;';'.:',',
: : ; ,.. ~ .",. , ': :'. ~ . . ", \.;

The'rigorofithe'habitafassessment'ranges'<from 'liVisuaP·basea characteriza
tion'(bevel:1), which'documents specific'charactei''iStics'withbut placing a

,vallile,/to'8' true' assas'sment i (lleVels2thr6ugh A), which places a value on
,the"quafity, of thephysica1..'habiiafstructure i (Table:3·2h':Habitat
assessmentsmay,.be visual~base'(Pfe;'gh,RBPsh,:patterned a'ti:er Ohio EPA
(1987)',"PlafkinetaI.Tl:989),Florida'DEP(f994L andldaho"DEQ (1995), or
more .quantitativeas suggested by theiEnvironrrietltar''Mbnitofing and
AssessmentProgram (EMAP);'" The ,data' quality assoCiated "with habitat
assessment: is'rnbrer:difficUlt to define than With\bi6assessment, but can be
,done by a comparison arnongih"estigators. '

A. FUlly Supporting: Reliable data indicate naturaf\channel morphology,
substratecomposition,bank/riparian structure; and. flow regime of
region. Riparian vegetation of natural types and of relatively full
standing crop biolTiass (i;e., minimal grazing or disruptive pressure).

B. Partially 'Supporting: Modificatiol1 ofhabitat slight to moderate usually
due to road crossings, limited riparian zones because of encroaching
land use patterns, and some watershed erosion. Channel modification
slight to moderate.

C. Not Supporting: Moderate to severe habitat alteration by

channelization and dredging activities, removal of riparian vegetation,
bank failure, 'heavywatershederosibn·or,alteration'df flow regime.

Habitat :assessment iSimbstly conducted inconjiJnctionwith bioassessment.
However, degradation of habitat associated'with'aquatib:resources is a
primary stressor limitingtherattainment of'aquB'ticlife: use support in many
regions of the country. Land use patterns involving'urbah'development and
impervious surface, agriculture and ranching, silviculture, mining, and flood
controllregulationaregenerally,tne :pfihciparfactbfs;Tri Iilabitat degradation.

3.2:3.

'EPA recommends that'informationfromtoxicity 'tests be separated from the
physical/cheniical',data; "AlthoU'ghchi:lmical'crital"ia are'based on toxicity
tests, actual testing donetoieva'luatean,'aquaticlife use Should be treated
as an additional ecologicaliridicator;
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To)(iciW :'t~sts ji3r;e:a,;~ell':"estaplished.,tooJjo.r<examining:,'effects; of both point
and nonpoint source~,of.chJ~lTiical,s:;oief,fluentsdnnsurface:,waters(i.e.,
stressor and exposure indicators). Most States require whole effluent
to~ic::ity".'(VVE1)t~sting:,of,wi3ste'iWClter:;dischar;gersunder·the"NPDES
·prpgram. :Fpr,,A.LpS,,,arnPient water, column.and whole,;sediment toxicity
te!?t~,.may,b~ most."r~lev.ant,.particularlydf,the;eClrly;life',stqges,of test
,ofl9anisml3i3nq:.subIElthi3I,,(,phronicl,endpoints;,are,)useq· :(Table3-3). Ambient
tests use)i.ClmplesthatarEl:polleptec:iA.reJm site~;and.tbat:are:typically used
.V\fhole:(i.e,'i"np;diluiion') .'iTpxic.itY test$,( like;: chemical'sQalyses, use
,telT)poraIIYcli~cretesarnpIElI3 which,in,the case:,ofwatercolumn tests,
typically:haYEl:shClrtholc:fin.gtimes,+<.~,~,6Iilour~.:accordiI1g:::toEPAguidance).
S,edilTlElnt sqrnples.may;beheld. fpr,lpQger:p.eriods(2.,to,8w.eeks) prior to
testing if stored proper1y.,j$arnplE\ls:psed:in :aquatictoxiclty:testing are
usually collected over no more than a 24-hour period. Sediment samples,
by thei~vElrynatLJrl:l,C1regrpP:::s.arnples:which,are :also cpllected over a short
time period (hours) at' clrlY one site: As a result, all toxicity tests, even those
involvingprolon,gedchrqnicexpol?l,IrElsi«suchas';,EPA 7"day chronic tests or
28-c:faycl:1rqnic sediment :tElst~kyielddatathatarea· :'sn~pshot" in time.
Thta:Jpnger.the:perioc:l,of ,time over.;which site water or:~ediment samples are
collected anc:! used,jI1:.~e~tingi theiloQger,the "snapshot':and the higher
confidence that the test result is representative of prevailing water or
'sediment quality :conditionsatthattime. :ThestrEmgtbs,of ambient toxicity
tests,~re.: ' . .' , . '.

- They aid in identifying point and nonpoint source water-quality

impairments that may otherwise be undetectable using other monitoring
. tool~; .

- . They,:areusEld.forconfirrning,thatobserved"impairment is not due to
chemical or toxicity-related sources. Ohio EPA and the North Carolina

, ,Pivision,of WCl~er QUi3litY,,:for example, used :toxicity .tests ito
demonstrate. that habitatpr:physical: stressors,were,the: major causes of

.:impairmei}t ;insorne system.sand·notPpint-source::!o?,icity,C1s previously
as~umeq;;, .'. . ...'i; . " \,

, .. , " ,,': : ',; : :., . . '," ' ,,_;' " ~ I '.,

-They il")tegrp~~lpiplqgical :~ffe9ts,of;J1)ostchemiGakstr~ssorspresent,
thereby giving a more accurate estimate of the actual water or sediment
quality as compared to ch,f:lmical'ccm9~l1tr~ti()n'r:r1easurl:lrre.ril'ts;,tpis has
been shown to be particularly true forC'E~rtaln water cohJmhmetals, bulk
,sediment,chemicaL measurements that; do not,takeiinto account total

•.~.rg9niccarbqf),0r:,ac,i~:y.ol~~il~~,ulfidecOnC~J;ltrations (:f()rn9npolar
organics;and:;.metals,respe,dtive\y)"and f.of;:sites.,inwhiGh.·.potential
pollutants were unmeasuredor,unkn9wn. '.

J
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WET tests are potentially useful for ALUS at sites in which an effluent

'contributesttle'{major flOw "iristream .. (i;e~ ,'eff.luei'lPdominatedor effluent
dependent 'systems) .'Thesetesfsa~e well standardized'andrelatively easy
'to ,iriterpret,hoWeverf'1!heirirelatidnshiP'to,ALUS/is'dePEin'de'nt,on many
factorsithatim'ay !:or: m'ay nbtbe'idehtifiableforthesystembfinterest (Waller
et laL1:996; LaPoint;<etaL199'6). ' ,"', ", ii,',>

.':' I ~ , .

Sediment:toxiCity ,tests'areespecially usefuF:for ALLJS 'since sediments can
'be"prominent ;sourcesi '8S'weIIias'sihks.:F6r:thisrea~on,sediment samples
may represent a somewhat longer "snapshot" in 'time't'tlari'water column
samples. Also, because sediment samples can be stored for longer periods
thari'!W~teri!~a.mpl~si'theY(ate(morec6h\fehienttbiJse\iritesting.Collection
of sediment pore water or elutriates further enhances the use of sediments
in': ALUSbecausa these'f~actidris'riiay"contaih'mo5t:of"the bioavailable
pollutants presenf' and: bElC8lJSS';these:fi'actior1s are'''amenable to standard
aquatic toxicity test methods. Combined with bioassessments and sediment
chemical, analyses, 'sedimenttoxic:ity isa'powerful'tO'oltb evaluate and
identityicausesdf\impairment. Whblesedimehttestihg, using the more
standardized 10-day acute tests, maybe'mOsf'appropriate for ALUS. These
are the least labor-intensive and costly tests and are also easiest to
ihterpret;Thernore receritlY'developed EPA :chronicsediment test methods
(which should be available by the end of 1997) are also promising tools for
ALUS. Sediment testing is most relevantifthere"are appropriate reference
site sediments available with which to compare different site samples.
Usually, 'such 'referencEl'sites !a'reavailable~!bLJtinsOmElihstances are defined
by trial and error. "The use bf cleanlaboratory~formUlatedreference
sediments asa mearisOf· comparisori'is als6 a vicible i optior1, particularly if
facto'rssuch as,isediment p'artiCle size are 'similar' to that observed at the site
of interest. " '

Concerns with sediment tests are: (n' for representativeness, many

'sediment samplesmay:need;to be\composited'atasite to overcome physical
and'bhemical'heterogeneitYi''l2l 'storage'and niahipulation'of'samples prior to

testing may changethif'chemicalcharacteristics ahdtoxicityof a sample in
'unknown ways; and(3)fofsome'species, physical characteristics of the
, sediment' fe.g:,partiC:lesizElm i-r:0C)may"bei 'suboptimal'forthe test species
resulting in a false positive'6riapparentl\t'tOxic'conditicmswhen there are
none. This may necessitate the use of two or more different test sp~cies

for a given sediment sample.

!, 'Several EPA, Americari'So'6iet\Ffor'TestirigMaterials (ASTM), 'and State
agency 'toxicitlj ,test methOds exist, 'bbth'fo'r 'salt~atera'nd'freshwater

aquaticand sediment'foxieitY''testsVrangingfr6mshol1-'term 'acute or
"lethality tests :(usLially':48t6 i 96h'in'length:'for'aqLJatic"and'p6re water or
elu'triate'tests and "lOd fdr\ivhole 'sediments)' to'ionger term'early life stage
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,(7:d,Cly.fpLPorew\Clter and ell:Jtriatesaqd; 28:;dayi;,for,;w,holesediments) and
,fulllife"'cycl,eA> '41 ,day f.Q~ aglJ,atic""tElsts) c~ronic,testSi:that'measure

sub,lethal,endpClJnts,."So,me,sl.!~lethaht~sts~such:,as,~t;,ose"forsaltwater

,pivalv,f3.ernprVo-lprval,develqpment>p,r ~9J!linoderm,fe,d:ilization,'maybe much
shorter induration (48 and 1.5:)hour, respeGtively). ;·Appropriate sample
collection is critical to ensure representative and accurate results. In
,addi*~n,chemicalJ¥, inertsCJrnplipg eq~ipment mustbeused,:and depth
a.nd/qr ,w,idth: integra~ed qOn:'lpqsite"si;lmplel:L'shquld :beiconsidered for ALUS
,.d,~te~m~n~:tio:n.. . -:···,i.... ' ':.. . :,.>" "',.-.; .', "~.t,·.'\ ;d..:,. '\'.;"

....\. ;.,. " ..',

,ALUS Determinations Based on:Aguatic and/or,sediment Toxicity Data

,Fully,Supporti,ng:" Notoxicity-noted,injeitheracute',orichronic tests
.comparf:l9, ~o;col'1tr.c;>lsor:refer~pce~ conditions.;~ ".:'.

parti,l!IIIY,S,upporting: No, toxicity ,noted, in acute testsi,but may be

present in chronic,: te~ts', in ei~he,r.sl!ght amoynts,and/or,infrequently
within, an. annual ,cycle.,

A.

"B.

,'":'-, ..

:\' -... ;,,:,',

'.', .;.,' .! ., .... ,1..• ,,; •

c. ,NClt,Supporting: Toxicitynoted.ir rnany tests' and occurs frequently.
;'.', ; ;", .: {:, i.- i, .'

Other ,Considerations
'. ", ",'.:' . , '.

.,' ;'" :',; ,':. ": ~ ,'\ ',' ': " -) "

Fpr,certCl,n species sU9tl:,a§ planktpnic ones, alTlbi~lJt.aquatic samples may
, appear .1Tl.ore, or:less. toxiC,du!3to the::p~ese,nce of certain ,r;tatural water
, quality: concij,~ions or,eu~rqphi~at!9nefft:lct~~Arnbienttests:are a "snapshot"
ir:ttime, pnd 'rnClY, be,UDreprE!Sen~a~i"e, ofothertirnes"seasons,.or flows.

Non-toxic conditions include naturally high dissolved 'sqlids,; h~rdness, or
conductivity, or naturally low alkalinity and hardness. Appropriate reference
si,t~9.r.,:c::()n~rol:sarpples,foJ:compari~onmay,·not be:readilyavailable in some
~v~te,ms r!3sulting ,ina C:,ert:Clilll Cln:'lpuntof"unceli'\:aJnt:yin extr;apolating

"laboratqrY,control OL~irJ:lulated refer,ence,condi~ionstoactual natural
copditionsM:Cl,l:;ite!i}NET:test~:a~e'best:incqr;porated.into.tneNPDES

pr(),gram;for:,Al,;.lJS~ thE3:,r,?sultsot:>.taine~.usingtOQlsdn the305(b) process
sucll, a~ bioas~Elssr:l1t::nti"ambier;tt l1Jquptic:::anq"sEldiment,tqxicity tests, and
,ch~r:nical.:monitoril)gar,e':ITl()Ee;C1Ppropria~e." ',' '.\

::,\ , , ! ~ ' , . '. l ' ,. ": ~

3.2.4 Physical/Chemical Methods . '.\' "

The us~' of:ph.\,~ical/ch.e,mica,I:,datCl,al; ,stres~or and, eXPOSUre, indicators for
i,<:i,eterrnining,AL,LJ,S ,t;las"lqng bEll:ln abCl~isof);$tatEl::mOrtitoril"lg:,programs.

,Es~ablished:crit.eria::exist:"for,'rnany :c1l,E!mical:.paramete.rs ,and "st,andard
,sE:l.rnpli!1g,:a~,~:,ami,ysls,:p~otocolsJ,aveibeen;dElXElI()pe:d' for,lensuring

, con'slstenc:y,and"qualitycol'):trqL, ..ThElse data!;an~ s~:parated,into categories of. '.. '" , '" .
toxicants (priority pollutants, chlorine, and ammonia), conventionals
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(dissoIY~clOXygen,. plj".terTlperClture) ,.inr,ef~r~ncrt8,the,p~ysical
constitu'entsof water quality,andmet~ls.AlthOughsOPsexistfor
pt,lYsicallc~emical8~rary1.~ter~,.,~t,a,te~~tillcl!ff~r.irJtl1E!ir.desigrl: and

, ,implem~ht.atiorlo.f ch~:mlcClLsaJTlpiin.ga'ncJ;~C!6~iYsisJT,~'~Ie' 3-4). Sampling
" 'frequ~ncyiandinterisity 'v'ary ~rT16ng states~ ,The'nurnberof parameters

'~~'mple,d ~hcl' '~n~:IY~~Ci~f~(,vari~.~'Clm(N,g,progra~s~hic,h influences'c'omparabilityiri' assessments.'" ' " , .. ,' ". '" .', ' ' "
. '. , " ' '.. .' ..... ': ' . : .: .': -, '. .; " ") . , :, ~.' ",.'.' :"'''',,' ',>..

i;,,: ','.":,~ i': . " :' ',\ ': ':,'\ .,,~ \. :.'- . ;"_~ :<"'.~::\' ":;.':;';';::. '\ :'>.\, <.:i ,.::

Analyses of chemical concentrations in fish tissues are included in Table 3-
4, "Though not, a traditional or required measure of ALLJS, fish, tissue

; . I ;.i ~", . ", ~::; _,: ,. , : :; ';': " . -';'. :~: (- ~ ',-, ",: i'>;. ',", :' .: .' . '.' ;':. '.' " "_ ..-' "; '," ;.' 'i '. : ' .

c0rlcentratiol1s Cire yseful fqr ElVC:!lllClting JhEl,potential impacts to wildlife that
depend on' aquatic systems for food' and/or habitat,' .. ' ,

ALUS Determinations Based on Physical/Chemical Assessment Data

EPA recognize~ that ma~y States may not aiways c~lIect a broad spectrum
of~hemicaldataforeveryw~wrbody. Therefor~, Sta~~s are expected to
apply t.hef()HovVinci'g~i'd~nce'towhatever dat~a'rEl available and to use a
"V\f6{s(case j

• apP~c>ach' ~hElrEl mllitip'lEljypes 'ot' d~ta ,are available. If, for
example,chemi~aldataindipa~e full, support byt temperature data indicate
impairme~t, the waterbody is considered impaired. '

Conventionals (dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature)

A. Fully Supporting: Fpran¥ one poilutal'lt or ,stressor" criteria exceeded in
5:10 percent of measurements. Inthe caseof dissolved oxygen (DO),

,ria:tional' am'bi~nt ""ater'qualityc~iteria specify'therecommended
~c,cep~~ble dailyavera,9El,and7.,day ~yerageJT1il7lir;nurns and the
acc~p~C1,ble 7~dClY.and307dayavera,ges.Statessl1o'LJld document the

,pO"criteria beingusedfortheCls5esSrnent~nd ,shOLJlddiscu55 any
bj~se~ th~t, m~y be introdu~ed'lJythesampling prqgram (e.g., grab
sampling in waterbodies with considerable diurnal variation).

B.' PartiallySLJPportiQg:,Fpr anyonepollu~ant" crit~,rfa exceeded in 11 to
, ,25' percent 9.fm~ai~gr~ment~~·For,pO,t\he'a~()vEl.cpnsiderationsapply.

C. .' NotSuPP0l'ting:~orany()n1PoUutant,criteriaexceeded in > 25
,percent'"of .rnElaS~reIT1Elnts.,'ForDO~,theat:>pv~,coq~iderations apply .

. . ,'" . ,,' , ',", i; ;" ;". '''' ".' "','

Special Considerations for Lakes

.',. ", ,"':.

Fo'r lakes, States should discusstheirinterpreta~ion'.of,DO" pH, and
temperature standards for bp~r~pilirnneticandhyp~iim~eticwaters. In
addition, ,States sh9uldconsider.,turbidity andla~e'bottom siltation.
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",.,.. :.,.,:,'..:•. ,,>' ."',',','.'":..•• ·,i,..•"',' .•..,,,,,, "',".',.',.'.,':",:,:,: :>'I'"';;,.,,,'::;':,Y;:"1'::.',(i3·";·'MAU:ING':"U'SE\,s",rn~o, RT.,iD'E·~ERMIN'A~IO· N'SYd\-,,··,,(,d,,:,., ,,':i:,.'·i,,:,,<-,.:·_;~'F ••",,'i _. ~ ','. _ !\. ,~.I"7=.r; . ;'1,:;". ';,;. -, _ "".'

. - " . .

Toj(ic~nts (pribHty .p8i1Dt~ntk,:·:'h1~1~\s,;bh'I'6rin~;'a~d<~hi~~:'ri'i~): :
. '. ", • ; \, ' ; ! '.: '; \" '.: .: , '. ';'.~';' .. .J:j ,

. , "; "', ·~·7.,}:,.'; .."':: ,':,:, .. :" .'. :.;;.". :' '.' "'. ;:' <~ ,'i.\\ ',:< -.; :,', :;-.:'~ .::\: -":: "';~ 7;\:~ ("1:, '}:, : :'; ~ ....,' "" :.,' '."; '. =.::";"; '. ;', ". 'r·' .>
A. "FullySupportlng: ':Fpfa:hy oJiepbllutant, ,he;> more -rhan '1 exceedance of

a8~ie:.~.fit~'da:iEPA';s,criteri~::~a~iniUin ..• con~,erlfrMlo'i1'M'applicable
'State/Tribal !crit~Ha)withhra3~Y~~'~,p~:dod' b;a~kd:6~";~h:ib'orcomposite

' .. :.:.,. -: :""""!",, ..~ I":,': to;, ~',: \',~. "':"'\I·"t;:i''':~' ->;":":{', ,.,:":I,'J.. '.,,,".\:(I:", .".:"~:' '."',·tl'::J~:-\'"

samples' and rio more than' 1 exce'e?an~~o'f chronicCdteria (EPA's
criteria continuous concentratidA;'b?~bplic~bie;~st~~~hrib~1criteria)
within a 3-yea~ peri()d based on grab or cql1;lPQsite sal'Dples.

!:'.:"\;!":, >>,:';".:;;: ..""." .' -':,;.:", r:\ ;\(>i.;,.;'·.~:'~,~' .'_::~;'." ::'.'.\: (~:,;<,"~:._,.:-;.:.:",~ \) , . '\':":'>' -~:I';,", ..'::,>'.\

., B.'P~rt'i~'II,Y·'SLJ'PPb'rtin~::Fdr'~nYdh'~"ddjIDtal1t,"a:ydt~"b~~6hr()nic criteria
ex'ceeded'mbre:th~n:once Jjii~rin ~";'3~ye'~'Fp~&;cL'bufYn:';( 10 percent
of sah1~i~~~'" .::'." 'J, ,::,\", .,' . '", ". ',' I,," "'; '~

..... ,-._.-,:_;:::: ",";'" .:: .. , :;1'."~ ;.'. ""<.,":,,,.:,:\,-.:: .',,", . t.",,:". ''i,,:'' ,".,',::.". :'::'.,:';:':.' ,.:.',~ ..,:~i<:'. :,.:~i,., ~,""

··Not··Supporting: ·····Forany orie 'polfUtant,acute'orchron'ic'criteria
exceeded in > 10 percent of samples.

>0 •• ' i i ..:'~ .... ~."'" ' "i ,', ': ',,' ; .' :'"; .;: .: ::. .'" .' . ." "'. ":'; ~ . ,. . :I..... :....::: .:.'

Note: "Th'e above ass'umes~'d~~stiOs~ri,'ples oy~({3-'year period. If
fewe'r'th~~:'1 Os~rnples ~'re a~~i(~6ie,':the Si~;te'shou(d use discretion
~nd"6bn~ider 'othe'rf~ctor~'sGch~'~':'ih'e'numb'~r of' pollutants having a
Single violatiohand the ~a~hitudeofthe'e~~'eecj~~ce'is).

" . " '": ' . ····1'· ',\ '. ·,,:.,.'i' .

Other Considerations Regarding Toxicant Data
: i , ' , ;. \ .., ;': " { .~. .~. ; I., " .•;::;..

•

•

EPA maintains that qhronic criteria .should be met in awaterbody that
fuUysupp'O'rts' its LJS~~~ 'FewStates' and Tdb'es',if ar'y, are ~btajning
tompo'site data: oV'~r\a 4~daY' sampling peridd'forcomparison to chronic
criteria~ EPA believes· that' 4··day' composites, a're"not' an absolute
H3quir~rh~nt:i;f'b're\lal:d~tingWh~thierdh~9nic 8ht~;f{~"~;f:~ being met. Grab
andd~mpo'~ite scimp'l~s(ihpludi:iig"f~daY:co~'P:dSit~s) .can be used in
water' quality .asse:ss'm~nt's' if 'tak'ehdufing stable: conditions. This should
give'State~'m'Ore t'lexi6illtyiri!litHI~ing chr()nibcriteri~' 'for assessments.

\'~.'.,' ',t,~: .. ", : ".'.:.", .'!',:.' '"\.(::~,.\"I:':,·~":~.·:"Yr·,";; :""ii, ' ..'!' ~" .• "': .1.-.

Stat~sshould document their s~mpli'lgfrequ~ncy. Sampling frequency
sholJi'~be.bas:e:don;pOtEmtial,varjat:llli'tYin!io'><j~ar+t!concent~ations. In

'gMieral,\NafEl'rs sh6uld have"a{:I~'a'~tijqUarterly~at~>ib';beconsidered
monitored; monthly or more frequern data,are CODsid~red gbundant.
:., '. '" ." ". ,",' ':.: " ''''.j', "~"I" \ :"" ,:l"'\ .:.,.. ,:::: .' :.i::. , '.:, ,:':... '~ "" ~ ".' ,~ \ .... ;, '.. .. '.: ," ,' .. !',"::":," i !. ~', ' \;: \':'.' .!,y" '..1 .', '

: 'MOrethan''''3 'years:6fdata maybe used; altliOugh the once~in-3-years
. ,,,,,~,\,,,,/,,:.:~ .... ,',, .. ', :"'.1. 1 .• i:"":'.,:\ .;""",." ",." .,,'. ~":'''''>l~''''''''',.'' '.""':"''"':''~.' "'(':.j':~ "',' :,' :"\',,"

'cOhsidera'tion'still' applies (i.e.', 'two"'viblations are allowed in 6 years of
abundant data).

• '. \ I I".; , ~ ,:' .. i.

• The,once-in-3-yearsgoalis notin~e~~edto incl~~esp.uriou9violations
·'" resblting' :from 'Yeck:of 'precis'it)h'iriari~lytI'6al teSts. "Th'Em~tcire, using
·Hbcuil1'ente~\qU1Iit.~·"a5sur~h861q:u~·liiY':Cohi(OI:(dAidc'j\'~'~~essments,
. Stat'esrnay'cod~'ide~:th~effed'6f'iabbratory i'rl1b;ecisfOn 6'nthe observed

c
frequency of violations. .
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3. MAKING USESUPPORioETERMINATIONS

.'(:if't~e"~'~i~~f6~;'~~i(j:~;~~~'~n6~spedficationso(EPA criteria change in the

. "future,these:recommendations:shouldi:'be.' changed accordingly. '

• Samples should be taken outside of designated mixing zones or zones of
"." ...,.;:,:::i."...n.'..'..,.:.\.!.•~•.i~'j:d ilut'?:D.:..\,;:\';;ri"?:''iji(:<·:;; ,,v':: ,.;>.',;':«'<" ·';":.('i." . .. '."', .," .' ,

':;"\' •.. "1'1. ,.".... s ... ·>.:..\:.:.>.:.,::;:.:,::' ..... : > .. -;;"

'. ·",:~~·fCi~/·d6h~/d~;~~jo~1;iA~~~;d;;,g/tt1~t~/;' "..
I

The implementation and application of metals criteria is complex due' to the '
'site-specific nat~r~Of;:metalstoxicity. EPA's policy, is'for'States to 'adopt
and use the diss61ved' metal fraction to set and measure ,compliance with
;"water'quality·sta'nd~rds~",because,dissolvedmetal"mc;re'closely'approkimates

." ,',,' Dt6e\bioavailabl~hfractibn,0f,metal.in the,water,column,than.·dOE~s.total'.·.·.· ;.
:r~q6VE:lri:ltlJE:l !!l~taL::..ohE:l. rea!l,cl[l, ifithataprimarymechanism. for;watel",'
"column toxicity:is'adsorption at the gill surface whichreqlJiresm~t~ls·to,be'
'inthedi'ssolved"'form:: 'Ta6ie'3-5 provide~'guidance"f()rcalc~latingEPA: .
,dis~olved criteria from the published total recoverable.,criteria. The dissolved
metal criteria, expres~ed as percentage, are presented;as recommended
v~lq€;ls and ral1gE:ls~I,f: a$~atE:l i!>c:ollectingdissolvEl(j)J1e~ardata'!Jl,1tc:lpef) not
yefhave dissolved criteria, Table 3-5 might be useful for estimating
.screening values. Also, 'W total recoverable metal concentrations are, le~s
thari'the estimated dissolved metal cr'itericfcalcUlatedfr'omTable3-5, the
State could be relatively certain that toxic concentrations are notpresenti

Some States have already developedahd areusini;fdissol\fed metals criteria
and should continue to do so. In th~ absence of dissolved metals data' and

State, criteria/States, ~hould contipue to apply totC!lrecov~rablemetals, "
criteria to total recoverable metals data because this is more conservative
and thus protective of aquatic life. In some situations, a State may choose
to use total recoverable metals criteria when there are indicationsthat,total
metal loadings could bea:stresstothe.ecosystem.'Theambient Water
quality criteria are neither designed;rloi"' intended tOaddressthEl fate' and
effect of metals in an ecosystem, e.g q protect sediments, prevent effects
due to food webs corhainingorganismsth~tdwellin the sediments and
those that dwell in the water column and filter or ingest suspended p~rticles.

Hovveyer, sin.cecqnsider~t,i(ln ()f sE:ldiment~,()r:bioacc,umulativeimpcicts is
,.', not,incorporatediniq, tQ~'~riteria,.rn'~th()dol()gY,:tb'e'.cippropriatE:lnessJ3nd
deg~ee of conser~atism'ihh~rent'in the t~tal'recove~abie'approacllis .

unknown.

Historicalmetalsdat~:nshould be used with care. ,Concern, aboutthe
reliability of the data are greatest below about5tol0"ppbdueto'the
possibility of contamination problems during sample col.lection~nd analysis.

,'.~rA,believes thatlll()~i,~i$~~n'~al ,metal~'ctinc,~~hati6~~.~bpve·~hiS level are
valid if COllected vitithappropriate qualitya~sur'anceandqU':llity control.
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Table.· 3+.5~ "'Recommended 'tFactors;foriConverting.'Tot8LiR~coverableMetal
Criteria to DissolvEJd Metal Criteria

Arsenic (III) .",~ "; :000

,CadITliYm~. ' ..,., ,'."'.,
!"J?~r9nes~ ,;:=,.'Sb:n;"Ig/L '. .,'

Hardness. =100"m'/L "
:H~~dn~ss :d:"2db~'~'1Ci

, .
, • . '" ~ ~ • ~ '~.: i

:. ,: ,,>,O.~73, ., ;,:;9:938
,O~9..4:;4 .. " ,;:,0.909
., 0 :915' "0::'880

Chromium,;'/III) . ".1.' ..

Chromium.(Vl) '. ,.': '.'" . ,I, 'i'," ::0.9.82..:"., .. ; .0;962

0.986

;m997

, 'Ot892
0.791

'··;.:(0',690

'. ,: '\'~.',:

Seienium'

Leadb. ...> '. ' .' :';~'; • ":: i.· •

'Hardness = 50:mg/L. "
Hardness =1:00 mg/L
Hardness = 200'm /L· "

Zinc

Nickel

a CMC = Criterion. Maximum Concentration

Cee ~'" t'riterldn :. CoMtinGoJ~ 'Cbn'cent~at'i()n

b The'recommendedconversion'fa'Ctors (CF~)ifor an'Vh'afdness' can b~ calculElied using the
following equations:' ',. "

"

Cadmium
CMC:CF -1.;136672-[(Inhardnessl (0,041,838»)'

.·CC,C: CF .'=: ..1.lPl(5.72-.;[(In,hardness)jO.04.1,838ll.:·

Lead (CMe andC.CC):CF =1.46203~[(In hardness) (0.145712))
..... ~, " i .' . • ' .. : . .' '. : : ." • , (:; , • . " ".' \', ~".. ' ',l . ' : - "'" .' '. ' :,.;,.,

: ' ',- i' '''',:' :. \ ,'. I, '. ' ~}:.' - it :'.\ ., . '. - r~:., :
wher~: . '. . ..... ..... . '. .'.

·.(Itrhardness'j"·::·. natU'ral(l~g~rithtno{th~ hard\ne~s:Th'~': r~corri'mend~dCFsare given to
thre~:dedrri~iplaces'becau~!3'ithey'~'re i;'t~rrhediat~;vaiu~sjhthecal~ullltionof dissolved
criteria;<"':' ",' 1·,..· ". '." " .""',., ,( , : ' ,'." ,""0".•" .."•.'.:"" "." , ,.:."

,:'.- ....

C This CF applies only if the CCC is based on the test by Stevens and Chapman (1984). If the
CCCisbasedion,other ,chronic:tests;.it'.is'likely thaUhe iCF!should:beiO;590,O.376, or the
averClge"of.thesl:litM(ovalue:s. "':,, '" .' i:. ......:, .\. ",'

. "

Sour,ce:
,.;::.;'- '.; " ;'. i ;·':i' \: .'\: . :; t' ',.}' ':'-'.; '\"J.,","; ." ;': ",' .-

Steph~n,.C, i.~' .',i~~5 .:Derivation otConge,rsion/faqtws for" :tl:t~qa!9uI8tion of
. Dissolved F;esh~./aierAquatic 'Life Criteria', for Meta/s', .U.5. EPA,El'lvironmental
'R~search Laborat6ry,'bulutli~" . ' .. , .' ., ,\ .. ' .. . .." . . .
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3. MAKING USE SUPPORT DETERMINATIONS

The following guidelines apply to ALUS determinations for wadable streams
andrivers.:when:biological;::habitat,i'chemic:al,\ahdlor;toxicity data types are
available\ (Figure<3':;2~ 17able:3+6)'/Thesegllidelihes'stl"ongly;emphasize. the
use of biological data for the assessment of ALUS specific to wadeable
streams and rivers. Howeve'r, the basic principles are applicable to other
waterbodytypes .•. Thisguidance>hasundergohe' external peer-review
(Dickson et af. 1996) and h~s been revised to address the principle peer
review recommendations to improve the guidance. In addition, peer review
re'commenClatioRswere'r'nade toexpahd the;gLiidarice:to 'l1ldevelop a
confidence icon for the overall assessment and (2) develop guidelines that
consider the results from biological, chemical and physical assessments in
relation to their role as respohse, stressor or exposure indicators. The peer
review /$pecifically recommended that EPA develop ai\weighting algorithm for
biological results (as response indicator) in 'relation to results from
physiCaIIChemTcal,>habl1:af,"and toxicO'ibgicaf assessmen~s (as
stressor/exposure indicators). These latter recommendations will be
evaluatedfor'futureguiclelines. EPA considers the current guidelines, ..
particularly'considerati6n"'of level of inf6rrriati6hiaspro'(idingtheiri'itialbasis
for addressing these additional peer review 'reCommendations.

EP:A.recommends consideration of the leve(of inforrrlation of the different
. . -. . . \

data 1:ypes'inevaluating degree of impair'r'n~nt(partial support vs
ndnsupport). C'asestUdies follow that demonstrate how ALUS ,
determinati6nscould tJe'made based on type's of data, level of infor;mation,
and site specific information and conditions, \and are not intended to cover
all possible situations but to highlight commonly encountered scenarios.
These case studies are based on actual State examples that represE!nt a
Stat~'s decision process in making an ALUS :determination, and are;
presented in a uniform manner for illustration. Different states use pifferent

.ordinal scales· for assessment.

Generally,assessments:based on data,with'high ~Ievels of informatiqnshould

be we'ighted,.~or:e"heavily than thosebase'd,:'on'data with low.,levelsi,of.
information, and biological data sh6uld'bew~ighted'moreheavily t~an other
data types. In particular, it is recommended"that the results of biological
assessments, especially those with high levels of information, be the basis
for the overall ALUS determination if the data indicate impairment. This is
because the biological data provide a direct measure of the status of the
aquatic·biotaand··detectthe;'CllfnulativeimpaCt:ofmllltiple ,stressors'on the
aquatic community, including'nsiror,previously undetected stressors. This
approach is consistent with EPA's Policy on Independent Application while
incorporating a weight of evidence approach in determining the degree of
impairment (partial or nonsupport). The Policy does not allow for a
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"',;

" • ' 'Gompileavailable!data,for::a,segment',of:;waterbody''"and'assign· level
of infor;mation,forieac;:h:data:type (Section 3:2,'TabJ~ 3~1i"through3-4).

." . '. .'

i ' :
\ I . '.,;

':::.

,Evaluate,.assessment'resultsforeach data type i

AITAINMENT

No impairment
indicated:byall
data types

.No, impairment
"indic~tt:lci ;py, a.ll'
, ,,:gats.WP~s,~.ut ,..

with a declining
trend in,water
quality QVer}im,e.
.. : 'i." ',"'.',

:. ::'

.. r:,.

'I"lPf!iq;',ent,~if;ldicat~p;bY 1 or more
data,tYl?es.pe~errni,~ati9.nof partial or

nq~sl!Pport~~9ul;dbe based on the
nature and rigor of the data and site
specific conditions. ,Biological data
co,ul,dbe;the~asi.sforoverall
assessment if, it indicates, impairment.

" . " .. ', .' .', ".' \ , : ; ..... ".

'see text and case ,studi~s.

. ; ~~ ' .

:Fully Supporting'

.' :~, ,::.,

';( .

"F;=ully Supporting;;
butiThreatened ','

,,'

: "'.

Not
Supporting

Figure3,.2.; ,Determination ofAl;VS,:.Li~i.Jlg;bi()l()gi~al;'. cl::1emical;' t(lxicological,
, " , •',aod/or,..babitatdata. ', !
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., .. ' 3., MAKING USE SUPPORT DETERMINATIONS

.', ,. '

B. Fully Supporting but Threatened:" No impairment indicated by all data types;
, , ; one or more'categories'iridicate"8ri'apparenf'

• , . declinein,;ecologicalquality\ov~rtini~:o'r;"

pchentialwater;' quality'problems" requiring
, additi()(1aI c1ata;oryerific~tiqfl,'br

,D. " *NotSupporting: Impairmentindj'ca~ed by all data types:

* A determination .of. partially supporting or hot su8E6iiirig could;be made b'ased on
the'natur~~ndrigor·.o.f:the dataand~ site-specific'condit,ol;\sin .ttteresultsof.the
data t~ipes.l(bioassessment(usuallyLevel 30r4)incHcatesimpairmel1t, then a
determination of not supporting 'should be:made. See case studies that follow.

C.,'

Other information suggestsa.threatened
deterrniriatiohH~'ee,Section;3:2)' . .

Impairment· indi~ated by one or rnore data
types and no impairment indicated by others.
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'"3,, :;'MAKING\,USEi;;SLJPPOR""DElliERMINATIONS

Ten Mile River, MA-Site TM01 Dec. 1991 Ten Mile River, MA-Site TM02 Dec. 1991

WaterbciCly Description
. ~. ,.:', .; ,-' .. '. "';i,; [,;::,,",", ':',''''''', "i"" ':',1 ..:, c, .', ..

Waterbody Description

Assess lTle!'1tQ",aIiW " .

':A.'llUs:;:CI~SsiB,\war~,wate'r:fish~rv': . ' , : .' <'

{Reach Size': ",0;Eimile~"HeadWaterstO,B'a~oh' ,'<
, " Street" plaimiilie,., site upstream of " "

"'e'lectrcipiati~g;fac:ility': ". ,,' ," "
'i Drainage,Area::?> ," ,. , " " '
i'Str~ssorll:' . urban ~e¥elopment,i~poundment
Nurnbero(si~esmClnitored,: 1', , ... ,., , ..

Data
Type 2 3 4 Description

Level

Assessment Quality

Habitat
; 'Toxicity
, , P/Chemical

.'" "",:"'., " ""T:'-','''':' .'; , .. :." ' """" ,""" ,,"
"Biologicai: ,>.~:. ":i"'~;"RB'P'tB~~thi~,I'

," ',', 'srld::Flsh) ,:'
'C' sUrVey', 1990 ,

I • Vis ,-based RBP
• None,

,/ ,'. :.' ci:lnv!!n~ionall>~
no metals

,'," :",i".··."",: ';" ",.""""." .. :) •.,.,,,: . "'::' ".,,',.... :""''''', i.'" ',." ".": ..:' . ',',.'
>.If.~~S: ,:.Clas~:\~/·:,· ~a.~ry'l,·:;~cite,r ,:,fiSf\e,rY::':':,.::,: ", ;~; "',c ',: <,\ >::. .
,:J~~ac:h, size :',/0 ,1"miles;B~cOn<Street;,Pli:Hn~itie,,:,

site downstr~am. of electroplating :,
\' I I I'facility '" " , , . , ,

Drainage>Area': ?" y ::' "" . ,: "

Stressors: urban development, impoundment:
Number of sites monitored: 1 I,

.," ;.

.("',, . \ ~~"~:.

." -:-,-",:.'!,;:::,';"":'..",'

:,: ···~;RBP:IBeOthic

"andFish)'"
'survey,',1990,

, ,. Vis;.basedFlBP
• None
• 'Conventionals,'

n'o m~t~l,s,,"

Level

2,3,. ,4, ",;" .D~scriptior. ': " , '

Biological , ' '.

Data
'Type

,Habjtat'
ToxiCity

, E/C;:,t:)emical :

Assessment 'Findings

":'.

lAiliY
Good

Good

Poor

IAlry Bio
Poor

. ttveshOld for attainment..--
Hab Tox PI Chern

:.,",,; ;:'.,

threshOld for attainment..--

Bio Hab Tox PI Chern

Results Summary:

a. Benthos show some impairment, but
fish indicate no impairment

b. Habitat is degraded from impoundments
and urban development

c. Analysis of conventional pollutants
,shows no exceedances

Results Summary:

a. Both benthos and fish show impairment
b. Habitat is degraded from impoundments

and urban development
c. Analysis of conventional pollutants shows

no exceedances

Result =' Partially Supporting

Result = INot Supporting

, '." .,' .. ;""
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Little Riyer, Kentucky, J 994~95 1995,
,

Waterbody Description Waterbody Description

ALUS; Warmwater Aquatic Ufe
'Reach ·Size:··.... ·"37:4 mi
Drainage Area: 250 mi'
Stressors: MunicipaL,WWTPs,agriculture
Number of sites monitored: 1

",

ALUS: Warmwater:Aquatic ,Life
Reach Size: '27.1 mi
Drainage Area: 205 mi'
Stressors: Coal mining
Number of sites monitored: None; assessment is:visual
observation·and,general knowledge 'cif qualify cif'flshery

"

AssessmentO:uiliiiy

• Toxicity
.•P/Chemical .,:';c'

• Biological. :. ,"·i· ,:"

.. Habitat .I' ".
..'1: ....

AssessmeritQuality

Level, :..

:Dilte
Type 1 2 3 4 Description

'" "
• Biological ,,' .I .I • ,Fish', macroinvenebrates',

"":'!
,(Level 4.), elgae surveY'by
'division 'biologists; "survey'
form submitted by regional
fisheries biologiest

·Habitat
.Toxicity I
.P/Chemical ;/ .Monthly ambient monitoring

network station

Data
Type

. l.8vel:::·

2 3 4:' Description

Assessm ent· Findings

PlCMmTox

threshold for attairment

;,r.;..;;..-.,...,.--~

HabBio

Poor

Good

\ery

Poor

\ery

Good

Results, Summary: .. "
a. Rs~riesbi9Iogistfamiliarwithtt:tis, river

indicatesipoor fishery becaus~ofheavy

siltationfrolTisurface"miriing smothering the
cobble substrate

threshold for. attainment---
P/ChemTaxHab

Very
Good

Good

Poor

Very Bio
Poor

Results Summary:
a. Analysis of conventional pollutants and

,rnetals· shoY/no resLJlts"g"reaterthan
water q ~ality" criteria '.'

b. Biological assessment of 3

assembiages indicatesoMly partial use
support, mostly from macroinvertEibrate
data

c. SJrvey (:Ndistti6tti~heries biologi~t
ihdic:~te~ f~irfishery .', .'.

Result = Result =
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': '. " " ,. .' ';.'.' ,,". '", .".::. '. '. ,\ 'i .' ". ~ ,c. ';',' •.,. ,"., :" :";'" .-

Blackstone' River,M$62~06';MassaChuSetts,
1994

Naugatuck Rjv6rCT 6900,¢oddeetiCl.rL1996

" ,I.'.:.,:' , ,

Waterbody Description ," Waterbody Description

ALUS: Class B. Warmwater Fishery,
Reach Size: 3.7 mi
Drainage.Area:, ?
Stressors: ,;;WWTP. treating, industrial center"of:BI~ckstone; ;.,

'urbanrunciff/ contaminated sediments'" ,. ,,,
'''Number of 'sitas'monitored:,''l,' "

ALUS: Fish and Wildlife Habitat ,
Reach Size: 19 ,miles Torrington to,Waterbury
Drainage Area: 155 mi2 ;, " ,"," '

Stressors: 2 POTWS. 3 metal finishers. urban runoff
.. Number'ofsitesmoiiitoreii:' 4' bieiC 1'cheiTf:;" 16ng term sites ..

Assess"1ent Quality Assessm!!nt Quality,

Level : Lavel

,/ • iRBP III Benthos
• 'RBP, IV Fish

Deta
Type

- Bioh:lgical

.Habitat

-Toxicity

.P/Chemical

2 3 4: Description ~ , ,', :. .

,/ ·RBP (B~nthic) Survey
I

"

,/ • 'Visual·based done at ,2 sitas

,/ ·'nstream chronic test

,/ ·Toxics (watar column and
;

sadiments

"'Data'
Type, ,', ;.1, ",2 ';3,

;(

- Biological· "

t ~ '. : :

• Habitat ,/

.Toxicity 01 I,' i

" ,',

.P/Chemical ,/

4 Das~riPtion '

• RBP Visual obs.

• WeT acute

.' Conventional, 'metals,
longterm,fish·tissue

Assessment Findings Assessm ent Findings

Results Summary:
a. Benthic assemblage dive,rse,but

dcimiriliifed"by' relatively:t6 lerant'taxa
b. Habitat good at site'1 0 bunwater

"""ithdrawal,caosesstream·\t6 igCi 'idry at 2. ,
c. No instream chronic toxicity
d. Cd. Cu, Pb exceed chronic criteria; Cu

also exceeds acute criterion

Results,Summary: .,1;,'",;,

a. ;Benthos ,show':ll1oderateimpair:m,ent,
fish show no impairment. ,

b. Habitat is fC!jr.to, good.>
c, ToxiciW ~'y¥ET,testing il'ld.ic13tes no

exceedance" ,,, , '
d. con~~nti~~aipoButarits"show np,., ,

exceedance, someexceedance ot
c6dperCh;()~i~2~heri~':~t,l9,~'h9+~:

,.L.,.-.".".....--,....-....--....---.,;..-.;....;,.,.;;,..;.....,..;.........,.;;.;....,.-.....;...I

threlhi~d far Btl81nmant

-----
Hab Tox PI ChemBio

Very

Poor

threshold for attainmant.----
,.;".

Hab2 Tax 'PI ChemHab1Bio

\ery
Good

Poor

IA,ry
Poor

.Good

Result = Partially Supporting Result =' IPao;aI1Y·SUPPOOinq.
'. ,-:.,....

• • ,'" ••••\-<••
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determination, of fulLsupportwhen,there are, differences in assessment
'r~sultswhe~,.atlea,st'oneasse~sm,ent'i,ndigate;;impCiir;ment" For example, it
is" Possible.~o,arrive at an,overallas~essme~t:ot partial,support where
biOlogiS~'I"dat13indicat~.fuli,~uppq~,~'rlclo'l:h~~\c1atetYp~~'inclicatesome level

,of imR~'r;tnem. ",',

3.2.6 Additional Information on Biological A~se~sment of ALUS fo'r \Aiad'able Streams and
Ri,vers,:"".";."",,j",,:> ',: ' . ,", ,

" ':,

n~e:.f.ollo\I;Ving.il"lf,orrpati()n rnaybe:usefLJI.to"St,CiJe~,in "maki.,g ALUS
,determinations based: '~n;tli;i()gicalancLassociat~ci'habitCit.'aata . Biological
~~s~s;sments '.,~~e .eva"uatiq~s',of,th~biologi;~I,c{)nditi~~",of,waterbodies using
'~i~.189i'p~i,!:~~r:ve,Y,sa~d·,~t~~r dir;~~t;(TleCiSure,rnerl~~()f;e~id~r1tbiota in surface

" wate':s,andcomparir1gr,esyitsto\th~,e,stablishe,ci~ioJQgi9al!~riteria. They are
'\d()n~ by, qualified:.profe'ssio~'alsta+f,',trainecl., inbioi~gi~~I.n:I~itJods and data
,i'nterpretati,on.J"he"utility,,~fi~bi8Iog'icalmeasu,re,s."h'as he~ndemonstrated in
,a~ses'sing,impai"rn~nt"o.t. re~~iVing "watf3rb()die~,'pal"ticula;'iy ,'that caused by
nonpqi~tsources~l"ldn~ntr~d'itionalw~t~~quality"pl:oblerns,such as habitat. - .. '. . '",.. ,' .'.'- '.. . '.". . .... '" .,' ,'" " .... '.. ,\." ' .. '.: .'.'

degrac:lation, Biplq"icalassessments, are key ,to determining whether
funqtipnClJ, su~tainat:>lecom~u~ities.are,presentaT1~\lVh,eth~r any of these
communities have been ,rnodified.bevpnd the natural ral1ge,of the reference
condition. Functional and sustainable implies that communities at each
tr,ophiclevel havel;pe.c:je~c:omposition,:po,PLJlatjon;,c:i~nsiW,tolerance to
stressqrs, '~I"ldi healthyinqividuClls.with,inthe.range (lfth~r~Jerence condition
and,th?!t the entir!3,E;lqLJ~tic,s.Y~tet1;l,is. cE;lpablt; pf,\t;naint9ini99, its levels of
diver~ity and r:lCltural.,proc:esses in thf1, futur.eJse~Anger.m,~ier and Karr,

. - '.' , -, ' . -.' - .

1~~4).

The techniqu~s ,forb,io,surv~ys are still eVQlvifcl9,.bu~ther~have been
significant irnprovE!ments in thE!Jas~.de.cade.App~qpriate .rnethods have

.. ." .... '-. ,". ',' 0, '" •• ,' •• '010'':' .",; ",...', . " ..-' ' ...' .. '. '. ", .. , .. ,'

been,establishedby.EPA(e.g.".elafkinet .. al., 19891,.$tC3te.Clgencies (e.g.,
., . '" '.' ..,". ;' _,' ', ..,',',', "" :.1 '.,' ,', ". ,'.' :.':" ,".' ','. - "' .. ,.:.', , ". :. '.

Ohio,EPA,' 987; Massachusetts DEP,,1996;,p:lorida. DE,P.. , 1994; Idaho DEQ,
,. .. - " . ',:-. ' ,.'.,.' . ,',: ... ' ~ ,., '; "'- '.' . ;':".' '. .'.'.', " '. - .':'" "

199,5), ando~her inv~~,~jg~torsa~~ess.ing the conditiory of the biota (e.g.,
Karr,eta.l._ ,1.986). Guidance, for: develqpment,.ofbiocriteria,based programs

" '. c.'.' -. _' • " ,.. . '."" 1 '_.' ." ,.' '. : .•'.' ",.,'

i~,pr.p:vid~d,initt:leEJ/qlqgiqa.f:,Criteria,:".Nationa/Prqgr.am,c;ui,dance for Surface
Waters (U.S.' EPA, '1990Y and Biological Criie~ia.: Technical Guidance for

.Stt:eam~.and"SI;T1a.IIRiv,t:Jr$ ,(Gibson,etaL, 199.6)" ..·Asbiosur.vey techniques
contiri~eto.,.jrnp~bve,·'.sev~~altechnicalconsider~tionsappl,!:, '. . ',.:, ." '. ,-:,:-.", '.." '. ":" ',', -< ',' '".. ',.' '.", ,"-'.- '1. '., , - •• ".' '.

• .,The identification,.of,the,REFEREN9EPOND1TIONls, basic to any
a~sessm~~t,ofimpai;m~n'tor:aiiain"mentofaquati~,Jife:,useand to the
~stablish';'entofbi~;ogi~alcrit~;ja. . .' " " ,',' .

.' ... - ...','-, ":' .. '., .
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"minirriaIIY'!'im'p~ir~cF'condhidn~>'~6d;:proVid~;;akesti'rila'te';'Of,,':natural
va'fiaDilit\r:inibi619giba'16~n~itioi1';ahcf'habit~tcili~j'ity.' ,'FOr"determining
re'ferend~.~'coricHt'loh,·cl'lternati\/e::approach~sio:;'selechbh"6fi,reference sites
'irlcludeh:ise";of'Hisi6fjcal;dat~';p'cHe6ec6fti'g"'ieafdat~i foj-'ilc3kes':;, . . ... ,I

experimental laboratory data for select cases, quantitative models, a'nd
best professional judgment (Hughes 1995) .

. ": ·'?~Lr .._~-'.<\...j~'_:.-":' ~. {'~'U:~":' ~<:' :~',.'~.j),'-:;.;; ·;":~".f··).i;:/:Jd 'C'~ :':,':. (t::', ',.,-(:': j. --:\\. ',';:

Reference conditions must be stratified (i.e., put into homogenousF'
waterbody, clas~es) to, account for mU~hof ,the natural physical and
clirricitrcvarii:i'bilitytha1:' a:ffe'cts \the geographic:distributibn'cH biological

'", ".',,~ ,' •. ',:.\ •. ;\.:; .....,:..'""".,..... ,-' . ,-::":' ':' ::::\., ", :i,~""'~"'" :,:,\':"\",,,,~; :,: ..... :., "' ...:,:".,:\':',~ '0."":":"'" ~:".,,·:.··.h:'\.- •
commurilttes;"'TheEcdregloii"Concept'(O'mernlk,'1i'987l recognIzes

, "F ':':"'. ,.', ......... '·1•. , "":"""" i ..,:."" ::"""".~.",','.,,\ ,:' "''',:' i\\,"I. :,~,~.~.j>":,"""":"""\'~":':" ',..-<:.':'::' ,,>' ".",r" ',' '.:' ,: .... ':
geographicpatterhs'df'siniilarity"amohg'ecosystems, 'grouped on the
ba~is:'Of ,envirohrrien'taiP~ari8'b'le's,s'u6hes'climafe,:56i1~:ty'pe;':physiography,
!~n'd've~fe:tatidn';;'cDrrerttlyi'::effort~;areilitr1'Cferway :i\,'severciVparts of the

;' 'c'6hht'rY'lifo;+efi'ne: theseec'oregiori'S"irrta':a':mor'e,'useful','framework to
'clclssify ;wa'terbodies~ iPr'oded'ureS::haVf{tbeg'un in 's'e\:iera'lecoregions and

subeco're:g'jb'~s ';td~iderl1:ify' reT~h:i'lic e' Con'dltiOn~\;Jith inI.th6se'particuiar
units\;'ln'esserice, 'tfie'se 'studies;::arede~eloping :referericedatabases to
define biolQgical'poteritiaf and':phYsical'Ha'bltat" expe'etationsiwithin
ecbregibl1s. fheconcepfd{'i'eference cbna'itiOfl's' fOr bioassElssment and
bi6'ct'iterla is discussed'fUrtheii below. '

.,. " ,":': ':.' :) ..

'In 'developing communify'bioassessmenfprotocols, 'reference conditions
~igail1st \~hichtocompare"tesf';sitekarid:t();jUdgeimpairilleritare needed.
;Ide~Hy,reTereJ1c~cohditi6r"'s 'r'e'prese'n't(the~nighestibioldgibarconditions
feun'diriwaterbddies 'unimp'acted"b\/!hu fnariipollutiori ani:! 'i:!lstu rbance.
That is, the regional reference site concept is meant tc)act6mmodate
natural variations in biological communities due to bedrock, soils, and

':othernatUral'physicoch'El'mical 'ClifferenC'es.Recogrlizing' that pristine
'habitats':areFr~re'(even:rem'dte{lakes and"sheams'are':subject to
;atrhOsPheric\d,eposiiion);:'reS6urce'rii~'h~,gersimust"decideon an
'acce'ptablele\jel'bf'distufbance'tb' representan::achiev~ble'of existing
;r~ife'rerice'(bonditi6h.Acc'eptablefre'fErrehHedotiditiohswill'differ among
geo'gf'aphic reg'i6risand'States~' a'n'd'Wilr'dep'e'rlcf';6n the aquatic life use

, 'Cfes'ig~atioAS 'irlcorporated' intO"S~aie:;:V\t'at~tql:Jality;st'arida.rds.
, \.",;;-,' .. \::~,:.::~:~,(,~::'\' "," .";, , .\,;:.;:\'::,:; :,.:i;.\::·i . :\:." ,., ;', '~';"': "'. i.l. ;" ~.': 'I'. ~,\f,.,

Cha'racterizatibr1of reference'dd'ni:litiod§"dfjPE3hds '1neavily"on'classification
of,rl'aturalreso(Irces. Th~ipurposeof';~cl~s~'ificatiori';·is":t6'explainthe
naturalbio,lpgical,conditi?n'of Cl natural resour~efrom the p~ysical

'charad~H~hc~:;":Wai~t6'6df~s0a6I'}vJ'ideTY!in'size\'and;ecolog'ical
ctf~raC:te'ristfcs>arid:a:'~ln~le"reTer~n6e~';chhditioriithaf"applies to all
systems would be misl~adlhg:' A\c'lassifica'iibn's\jst'em'-"that organizes
waterbodies into groups with similar ecological characteristics is required
t6de\;el6'p;h"eari'irig'furreferei'lde~conditiOhf"; , 'i; ,. '. ''''
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•

T:he,gest.appro~ch to c.lassifyinga,nd, characterizingr;E!~ional reference '
.··COD'piiicinsjs. deteI"Tiw~,d"bY~h~:esti",~te4qu~.Ii1:yo(p()t~ntial reference
sitest~~ta~e~~ailapleinm~r~gipn.,·lfa\~pffi'Ci~rlt,purnqer of relatively
·,.undi~,tlJrbe~'~~terb9~ie~'exi~t.(~~g.:,liPri,marilv\Wre~iedw.atersheds), then
·itjS,Po,~Sib.le)Q·Cle~lne'W~~~rs~e~:c:OnditiPDl5.~that,are:~c:c:ePtable for
refereric'e's'it~s:'if'no re'fererice<sitekexi~t'",thEm·.reference conditions can
;',".','.:·;h::,,' ::(':::,'':i.'\,;.'~.,<''.:,'\''~' :,:" "" ,::,;,,'1',· :';","': . ,;. <::;\i':,:':: ,,';',:,.',."'::.'. :;'" 1\,:";':: '::',:·'":';', ..':,,i :> .',~::,.:

. 91:) 5P~t~9tePi~'T~,bCl~~d9r~ne)(trClPolati()n ,gtthe,RioI9~ica I attributes
.,reR,r~~~6ta~i\le, .0ftheaq~a~ic:biQt~,e.~p~C~ecJ,tobef~uflcJ in the region

l J~~~(3ll:ison'etal., f9ge'j,,()(through'()the~d8aDtitative,models (Hughes
"j~$5).',EPA',sees~h,eul)eCl.t~(~giol)al refereoc:e:,cCln,dh:ion as an
.,important compon'~ntandg()ai.ofS'#\~e;qiolo,gic~i.,·programs. The
Agency also recognize!; that,other approaches, such as ,
upstream/downstreamsampling;maybenecessarvlU.S. EPA, 1990)..

. ', , ' ' .. , ","" ':.--.. :" ,',:': ',.', , . ,

Theo.hioEnvironmen~a(Pr~~~pti()nAgen~y.has beenvery active in the
"d~v~lopm~nt of bio¢rit~tia" p~sedqn Jefere9c~,con9iti(),ns~ Ohio '5
.• 'experi,epcerand,methods rTl~Y be>usefultp6therS'tat~s in developing
their~idlogicalrTll:)I'itori~gand.blocriteriaprog~~lT1s;(s~e, for example,
Ohio EPA,' ':98.7;,'Y$90).:.FI()riq~'oE,P' hi3l3developedasirnilar approach
for,defining're'ferep'ceconditions,JBarbour, etal., '1996); ,Arizona DEQ has
oriente,d its'referencec'ortditi()nbY eleyation'(Spi~dler,·.1~96);and Maine
DEy,use,s a,statil3ti~aliy' cJ~riyed~'~~cisiol1 rrto~,~1 ,~e9pniql:'e that is based
on a,knowledge of the'e'colo~yand expectationsi'n the response to
pe..tyrb~tion'<>fthe' biriloglcai •• ~~r1b'utes' to.C:la,ssifYa~~'~~sess its streams
([)avil3 et aL, '1993) ..... Fclr'furtberin,formatiol1onjtiecJev'elopment and
implementation',of 'b'ioiogical'c~,~erraandass~~srTlents,StatesshouId
consult Bi~/Dgical Crite~ia: 'NationaIProg;~mG'uidancefor Surface
Wate(s (U.S.,~PA, 1990),Flapid,B!oassessmentProtocols for Use in
Streams and Rive1;s: .'Benthic MacroinvertebratesandFish (Plafkin et aI.,
1989), and Biological Crite'ria: T~chnjcaIGlJidance'for Streams and
SmallRivers (Gibson etal.,.1996).

\.':' .. " ,-,','" \: ; ',;- .. ,. .';." , ,

A MULTIMETRIC Afp'RgAi;H1"0,fJl()ASSE~$MENTis recommended to
strengthen, data interpre.tatirm, ,andreduce error. inJudgment based solely
~npoPulationindice~;811ddne8~u;'es. " , . '. ,.'

• ,: .. ,', ." . .: ..'. , , . "',':':. " , ,:, :".' ,'. L".'. ': .,:, ~','. ,,:!! ':

The accurate' asses~m~nt.,pf.~i~lb'~i~al.integtityrequires amethod that
i'1t~gratesbiotic,rf:l~pom~e~throLJ,ghan'E!xaininatiol1of ;patterns and
pr9~~sses from individYal;tC>ecos.y~terTlley~ls(~arretal.,1986). The

. ". e~rlyconventional;apPf,i;acht04sil7lg,indiyidl.lal"p()Pulation measures has
.•··'~~~n to selectsoriJ~,J)iol,6giq~1parameter,that refer's'to~ narrow range of
'cl1an,ges .oJconditions ;aridE!Ya'ILiat~that,paramet.erJe.g.,species
di.stributions,abund~nce ~rericJ.s"standiryg';pr,op, or production estimates) .
.e~,rameters are inte'r.Prete~.$e8~,rat'~.h~ with ,a ',su";"mary statement about
the overall health. This approach is limited in that the key parameters
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,,~ ,', ." '\ ;,: ,;..;, '.('.~ <~ :.-:' .:( -\" :':'- ':~'<':' \'. ,:',1;:" ;', ",\ "~" :".:"<:' ,<.'~ 'i.' i;...; .:: '..,,,. i":", ': ; '::, :",\'. i. ! 1·' :,: ,):'; \<. i\'· ':' t\~:"'>'
." ernphi;lsi~ed·mayn.ot;p·ereflt;lctive·cif'(H(erall·ec6Iq9!Carhealth, The
,p·rElf~rr~d:~p,ptoa~ch:.i~· td,:d~fine:'~ rra'':ra;~i';o+'m~trIC:s'thM'.i'nd ividually
.',. ''',''.', I "'::·i".' "l;".;,:I,", ..... ,",',':,~'~;:", :'"""1,,. :':''-'''l,'~;\,,'.l·:)'·:'· "'~ ':' :'::',\"1,,_ ',,,::.,1'"

·provide'inf6I'm:~tibn' o'h;'e'ach 'oidlqgidai'p8ra'rnetertahd: '~hen integrated,
"~fti nctibi{~:~at(6v.~r~1I' i~dlca'h)~<Clr bic;I69j'6'~i'co~cfiti'Oh.· .The strength of

...:d~~~:~rJ~~~i;~~i~~~l:;ir~in~;hf\J;~0~;~[~i~~ili~::~D~a:;~~ted
:. individual,"p'opUlatiori;:a~semblage,and"zooge6g'r~phic levels into a

...., .. ,.' .•. ,'., t:\{;· "·;~··';":'-,:\,'·:·~.!.:.'·','·'i.,:·, "::1:::.',\''",' :",':"':'::-:',,; <':' ::;":,':" :•.,·,·,:!::\;':'l.'\,·,~:,,'J\\~f;';:,: :,",

singl~; ecologically?baseifindeXbJ 'y¥C1fer, resoLircEl'"q'Uality, (Karr et aI.,
; ,;'., ""'V'".·;:,,','.\ "- ...~,.};:,,,:,:~. ,.,(:,:,:.:"\J,":.':.,'.;,...... ,:',:I,.:.;~,(',-:; ""'!:":" ,.,""~""" "':"'-:' .'; ",:)~,:- .' ,! "" (''I''''''", ''''\':'''''''''0

:t~,f36); Th¢oeveloprrieht ofmetticS'f(lr lise' ir\ihe' Dip:pti~eria process can
" ,','.', '. ,'.'" ;-:',., -' ;'.:l ". <" ,S"',":'/'" ,'[ ".. ,'. ,""::'.•,':',,',,:,:'::, ;:,\".~:.j', ,'<'. ''-''',''1''.; : ,:'~':" '. ":,',';1;,,'<. "~;:"'~'J,,:,' .:.'\\ .~,:', \,1 ,I' , "·i"'~,'1,:." ';.'. '.'

bet:p~rti'tioheaih~otVli?;pha·se,s (B~rb6Ur\er~L ,'r9~H; )',' Fi,rst, an
'evaluatidh'of'b~~dfd'~'te h1'~t"Hc~is\ ..'hece~s~i§td'.~iifuiA~t·e,:nonresponsive
m~'t'rib~ 'andfd'ad~f~~s, vaA6u's'i~ch'riit~I'iss8e\s; '(i.~., "'El~~ociated with

· ~ethod;s~'S~rh:pHi1a' h~8ita'f;'~\ri'd\f~~dU~hbV;\I~'t2J, ';S's6cind; calibration of
the.metricsqeterrTli,nes the, discrirnipatorYPowElr of.eacb, metric and
id~ntUi~~' th.'resH6.i~~foi\ai~d'rjminatj'h'g<'bei~~e.in".'g:6\Pdil .~nd" poor" sites.
Kh'd~ri'iM1i:>~ired'~iteSartr.us~o.to)p';dJii(je.:a'te~io{~dlshiiminatory power.
Thi'~'pr06ElSs'(f~fihe5' i~ 's~ite' 'of 'm~t·rid.s·th~t "are" ()ptimal'c'andidates for
·indiuSi6hii~;'bi'o;~s~e$sn;~hts: ''.S(it)s'~gu~ntiy,.. ,a·pro6,~du~e:.for aggregati ng
rne'trfts)b'pt()'vid~'a.~·ih~~g'rative i~nd~'~"is h'~'~ded.,'F()~a metric to be
usefGI,' it mb~i' be"(1)"re'levant ft6 'th~hibioglcar-cOh1munity under study
and tothii :spe6'ifi'ed~'rdgr~:m;dbJe~tiUesr(2);sen'siti\i~tQ·';hressors;
(3) .abietopr8vid~ 'ar~~pd(l~e ,that-Cai{~'bed,'scririiiriatedfrom natural
vari~ti()h;;.:i4)~nviionnlehtaHy ;b'~nigh"'to: rrieas'u'fe:fn' 'the aquatic
~nviroh~ent;' and (5)cost:efTedtiJ~'t~ 'SCiry-l'p'le';' 'Anutnber of metrics
'have b~en. deveI6'ped~hd ~s'dbseqb·entlyte~ted"in:fiel'd;sLi'rveys of benthic
·m~croinvertebri{te and ffsh'a~semb'lage (Barb6uret ai~, '1995).
'. \. .'. ",.\ .. ~, •. ~.,": ", 'i''.'" ~:", ~.;i·'·'·;": ",". "':, '".,'i.-",. '.... ', .." .. ).'::1: 1 ".'.,~~,'."'\' "(.;'i·'.· ..','

• AsSessrnentOiHABj\A.TSTRUCTUREasan~/emiJfjt :bf the biosurvey is
·t;riticartoa~sessmehtoi biolo~ical ~e{pb~se.' . ..

, '" I.' • . y:.-,. \' ':, ,,:;, :''-';.'' ; -'. ".: '. ;i: ' '" ~. '.'.', '. ','~',; "'.:-: ,:',,;,,:, 'I '. ., '

Interpretation of biologf6al'data 'inthei"donte'xtOfhablt:chquality provides
a mechani,srn,forqisC:f:lrl1ilJg the ~f,fects 9f :p.by~ic.,al, haqitat structure on

.. ,bldta'f'rhh1th6~~Of:6hehii'c~1 to~ica~ts~.if'h'abit~tis6fpoor 'or
sorYlewhat'de~r~ded~coriditi6rl,~X'pected 6IC;16Qfd~I'\iafues are lowered;
conversely, if habitat is in go'6d":c6'hditioH"(r~faHZ,e'to re~'ional

expectationl;L hi~hbiologip,CiI .. cpndition values are expected . Poor
, ·h~bihh:!Stri.i6t'LJt~;VJilt"'pr~vent;thtr!'cht'~'il1mentiM;the"sxpected biological

;' ., ,'dbnditiori';')eveW;ds r\*Ja'i~'r'q'U~litY":prob'i~rns;'are.':cl'Mellbrate~. If lowered
, : .bi'oibJi~a\t:v~IO'~"~: ~V~;i'Wffibaied :si~~i~a~:~~~~'iY'J;i:t~·.'·g:~gd··:habitat

.~s~es;sm'eritj:r'ating:st6:res,: toxit'i'or.::QonvEihtio ri~i CO'rit~~in ants in the
S'y~t~lil" may'have';;c'a~sed~ '.sb'ppressiori; bfcdtHrrll.ihitY''davelopment.

":' "!-'-.,': "'·:.-'::'i!",::\i,·.',>:,;,n',' '_'/',-,"';"',1,: '~:,"\'::'.,'\" -', ~"':". __ ,''',::,' '~"'~'''',., ",~. ',:,:1 I',',",'·" 'j ~l",)

,Additional chemical' 'data" may 'beneeded'to'further\qMine the probable
:6~uses" (str~s~6rs)';::'dHthe' b'ther:harld,'hW~h:bi'bl'og'ica:I:+netric scores in
':: "";:",,,~,,:<},,...., ... : .<..... , ,i,:;";·.."".",:, "':,,,,,-.-.1:,"" "., ... ,~::. "·.;\':"\··f\·l;",.,',."r'~"i',' ,:",' ;1 .. ,~,·l ...,~".-.:\\.\:, ...::,~

, poO(habitatcould' indicate;a 'temp'crary'response tc)"crganic enrichment,
'::1 :'''\, : ,,;'" ,'.. ;.,' '-, I .:" ,;': \ '. :' • /~.~.. i ,.' ,\: ", :\ . . '"

",.. ' " ~ , "';;:":,
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':\g~iUr~t'J~Hati6hi~;g6Iggi~ati~ri/~6rtali~y ,~i~~~'g~i'igpred~ti~n pressures,'
changeinfood source/abundalJce,' or;other.Jactors..

:\', <;::'''c''; .. ,.: :.':;.:

•.' ,A ,standardized'INDE>6PEBI(!)[) is Jmportant' for: consistent and effective
monitoring; ,

'The"intent. of,;a· statewide 'bioassessrnent;programis.·to evaluate overall
biologicalconditions,The,cC!paci~yofitheaquatic co~munity to reflect

•integrat~p<environmentaJ;eUectsover time'.can be,used,;as a foundation
for,;developing, bioassessmenti.strategies' (.Fi'lafkin et ah,,1989). An index
period is a time;Jram~;for)sampling,itheiCOriditionofthe.icommunity that
is a cost-effective alternative to sampling on a year-round basis. Ideally,
·the optimaliindexi,)period w,illcorrespond:to recruitmenticycles of the
organisms ;(based; onl\eproduction,emergence; andimigration patterns).
In sorTIe instances" an index periodwould'.ibe' oriented,to maximize

'. impactiof'ia,particularpollutarit ;source;(ei;g"'ihigh:,,temperaturellow-flow
period:for pointisourcesk;;Samplingduring. an index period can
(1), minimize between-year,v,ar'iability'due to natural events, (2) optimize
accessibility of the target assemblages, and (3) maximize efficiency of
sampling gear.

• STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES and an effective QUALITY
ASSURANCEPROGRAM are.'established,tosupport the integrity of the
.data;

The validity of the' 'ecological study 'and resultant conclusions are
dependent'upon,an,effective QA Plan. AneffectiveQAPlan at the onset
of a study provides :guidance to staff in:se:veral areas: objectives and
milestones for achieving objectives throughout the study; lines of
respOnsibilitY; accountabilitY'of stafffof.data.quality· objectives; and
accountabilityfor.ensuring precision"accuracYrcompleteness of data
collection acthlities, 'and"docul'T)entation, of sample\custody procedures.
Documented SOPs for developing study plans, maintenance and
.application of rfield,'sampling:\Cgear,'performance of;laboratory activities,
.and,:data'analysesare.integral •..guality\controlcomponents of QA that can
provide significanticontrb!of potential" error sources. '.

• .:A i'deferminatiomofPERFORMANCE'CHARACTERISTlCS: of the
'bioassessmentprovides/anunderstanding,ofthe data..quality for the
assessmeht~

Perhaps the most iimportant .componentinmaKing:bioassessments useful
, .to water resource :programs.is'.\the ,data:(quality of:different assessment

methods currently in:use:iand::tne:leveL ofii:comparability'among methods
in performing:aniassessment•..·:CFheicomparability,,·of'methods should be



·...:,.; ,-

judged<bythe ,degree of"similarity,'in'theirperiormance !characteristics
(i.e., a periormance~based approach) rather than by direct comparison of

'their','respective,:scores:,or metric{values,,qITFFM\:1,99'5,,Diamond et al.
1996). To enable a sharing of data and results'frbnivarious techniques
that might be used by different agencies or other groups, some level of

" :confidence,f:inim~king::an,asses'sr:TlEmt:miJst}be' established for each
method ',bas,ed orLthe 'q'aalityof:d'ata:This·,periormanbecharacteristic is
precision., whichjs 'dependen"!;"tJpon:the'sarnplirl" methodology and the
range in natural: variatioriiofthecreferende', conditibn'(nbte -- use of
'stream classification will!:iRcreaseip.reCision'l: ' '

'\ ;':." .. i! ",' " 1. '. ~ : ' ,,: , i . ," < , '. ~

The\iabilityto detect:impairm'ent also:"depends 'onithe sensitivity of the
','m,ethod,: In:some'casesi,thel'desirablesensitivity::leveLdepends on how
severeorsubtlevtheii'impairment;ii':For exar:npie/itdoes not require a very
:r:igorous"methqd"to"detect'impairment:followinganaxtensive fish kill or
algal :bloom;' It,:js'ithesubtle:'.impacLareasJthat,require some level of rigor
that:"minimizes!TypeJ and :Type'llerrors',iin a judgment ,of condition .

.'. i ': :'.',~,

Based on preliminary information obtained from bioassessments '
conducted in Florida (Barbour et al. 1996a, Diamond et al. 1996), Ohio

lStribling et aL1996);\and New Hampshire'lSffibliiil:refal. 1994),
'quantitative,criteria:'for precisionand 'sen'sitivitY 'Can"be'~set conservatively
at "high" being less or equal to 20%, "moderate" beingibetween 21 and
49%, and "Iow" being more or equal to 50%. High precision is equated
to'having 10w,'measurementerror'(coeffiCierit of"variation < 20%) and
'serisitivityis':.the"abiliry to idetect"smaH ,diff.erences «20% difference)
between reference and the siteiibeing assessed. " , ,

. i'-:, ' \" \ ,.;
.,1 ..

·'AN IDENTIFIOA.TJON OF THE APliROPRIATEfiJUMBER,QF SAMPLING
,SITES: ,thatiare:"representat;ve ofa\,waterbody issanJmportant

,consideration imevaluating, biological condition.

3-32

"i mheispatialarrayiof'Sampliqgsites"in i ariy'\giv.en ''waterst)ed or region and
"theiextrapolatiomof.:biologitali,conditionand"waterquality to areas
beyondthe,:,exactisarriplingLpoiht,musVbeestaJilisheddn'any type of
assessment. Two primary guidelines can be identified for extrapolating

, oiologic'aLassessnient;c:lats,,,to\whOle:\watersh'eds, <""F.irst;"the·'structure of
. . I • .. ,

aquatic corrimupities,in,ldtic/(flowirig,water):;:systemsi,changes naturally
with an increase in size of the stream. Thresholds,in~this continuum of
change can be established through an analysis of regional databases.

,':Tlieibiqlogicalcondition:'at,'anYiiparticular;sitet,can:pnlyr'be used to
. 'represent ,l,Ipstr:earrnand:downstrepm;',areas:ofEthe,;sarne:physical
"sdirnensions,and'lf,lowi,characteristics;\ Lik~wiSie') ,Ialqr'isize will influence
i',theinumber"of'sites,needed,toii:adequatel\lJ:ich'aracterize i8; lake or area of a

lake. In small lakes, one site will generally be sufficient. In large lakes
.. , ,.", '\ .'\'. -~ ., '.. 'I, _.". ,'\ _. ,". ,.1' ~'~,~I"" \ ,. ,;. '"
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. ,,:".,,'.\,., ""':~~',<~,~:::;,;i;;~:'~~" '. ;",~.: ,:," , ., ~<.:'"

"".,,:::.i·'·~ith'm'~lti~le'ba~i~~~';in"r~se~~~'i;s '~ith various zones (inflow,

''IT!idsection , outflow), '8: site 'representative of each 'basin'orzone may be
needed.,'

",.."".:

,. \ " ~. . ,"':::;" ':

A second consideratiol1fonsite:identification'is:'the change.in land use
patterns along a stream gradient or lake shoreline. Changes from
agricultural land use to urban centers, forE!s!ep~'iP?lrl,(I<lnq;',e~c./~would
warrant different representative sampling sites.. A waterbody with

. ,multiple dischargersmay'also' require;nurneroussampling;sifes to
characterize ;the:'overallbicHogicalcondition"ofthe{waterbody.

'. ... ~ "

," TeChnjCal'su~~~rt,~i;~l~~~'r~

The PeerReview Team for ALUS re.comm£!,~dEldseveraltechnical papers to
'. ;b~'~sed' insUpp~;;t cHi ~peciflctechnical';ssue~~i:ls~oci~1:ec1 with. '
bioassessment. Information froni'these"and'bther rel~vanfliterature will be
incorporated into the revision of this chapter, pending comments and

, "gUidance 'from theTechhica/ExpertsPahel.The technica/papers
'recommended'by the ALUSPeer' Review Team ·are;asfClllows:

Cummins, K. W. 1988. Rapid bioassessment using functional analysis of
runl";li l19 water invElrtebrates. In:,L.P. SimoniLLHolst andcL.J. Shepard
(eds:).EPA~\9q5~9,8~h9q3. p,roce'~dil1g~ ot' theF,irstN~tionaIWorkshop on
Biological Criteria. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Chicago.
,, : (."'.:' - -; ': . : ~.'! ' ,:, ' ,- " . ' :;' " . : ." \ :,..'," ... . :', - " : . , ~;' .-.-

'Cumrniris,K. W. :~md 'M. A. Wilzba'ch. 1985'.'F'i~l'd p'r6tedures for analysis
of functional feeding groups of streamrnacroihvertebrates.'Contribution
1611. Appalachian Environmental Research Laboratory, University of
Maryland, Frostburg, Maryland.

3.3 Primary Contact Recreation Use

All States have recreational waterbodies with bathing areas, as well as less
\":;heavily "used watetbodies withia'designateduseofswimming. In some
'States, 'nearlyall'\lvaters aredesig'nated:fcifsVliimrriing, 'although the great
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majoriw'otvvaters"are:no~,usEld;heaVi'y Jorithis i,purpos~;:;:siatesare asked
to first target their assessments of primary contact recreation use to high
use swimming areas such as bathing beaches, a risk-based approach to

. :tar;geting resources:toiprotect:>human:'h'ealth:.. ;,

) .

3.3.1 Bathing:Area ,C!osure"iData;i.
I. ' ...... :::,:. ". ~'. '.' :.' ,', ';' :"; .' ..:. ~ ;.".'J ':,~ . ,

. i ~ : ~ -. ',~ .

".;.' ';",

(,

States;shouldacquiredata iontbafhil1g.;area:,c:losmes, from :,State and local
health:departments and,analyze:them ',as:;follows.>,

A. FuilySuppc)rting: "'No 6'Elthir;lQarea closures orrestricticm:s in effect
during't~'p:6rtirig'~~'f'ibcL':"'" ',\.:

B. "P~hially"S~ppq;rtihg: 6navehlg~', ,gri'e bathing ar~a" cl~~ure per year of
;les$·ihan1·\Ne~k~s.,d~'r~tion.:',"," '.' '",. . ,,"" ,

C. . Net SUPPor1:i'ng:;,Onav~rc:Jg~"~~~ibathing:,areaclosure,peryear of
.greater,than1 ,week~s,di.iratiori/or'morethan:,one, bathing area closure
per year.

.,:''''-.,', . '!:'

'Some"bathingareas:are sUbjecfto adrninistra'tive closures 'such as automatic
closures:: after stc)rm events of acert,aid :inte;'siW~'SuCh clos:ures should be
reported aiohgwith otheh'~p~sbf'blosu'resinthe 305:(b) 'report and used in
making 1,J~,e. suppor;tdetermillc:Jtipns if th~y ,are ass~,c:ia~ed with violation of

:-' : ;: ~ ':.",' ',.", '.:: ~. . '. . ,'.:- '. \ I ". ~ .... \ " '.. • \ ~ '. -'. ". '; ., . ': ;' L. . \ ': . ' ,I

wi;lterql,J~l.iwstandards. .
'. . . ,,- ... ,- ;\'. . " ; '.;.

3~;3.2 Bacteria

States'should,base Lise support determinations on their;oWn State criteria
'for'bacteriologica I:, indicators.

...., .: ... ::.-

EPAencourages St~tes to adopt bacteriological indicator criteria for the
pr(jt~cti611'of ~rim~ry contact re'6re~lti()ri"u~"esico~siste:rl1:withthose
recommended in Ambient Water ciualltyCfiti/,k; 'fd/Bai:t~fia,- 1986 (EPA
440/5-84-002). This.odocument,recommendscriteria for enterococci and E.
;'., ".';,,~':;_.- :,.-,.• :\.;, ",. "!,, " .. '''';-':': ".",:<.'-" ,~'\~ ~.', :,\ .... ,. ,:.-"; ,~:) ·i·~:·.J,',"'·5·.~:.!:':-~;~~·'; .:

coli bacteria., (for:both ,fresh and marine, waters), consisting !,of:
.' :;': c. • ,.. ,~. ".: '. : r " ..:. ~.:.' ';'. \...:.:,"; ;',.;, :,', "', . :;." .:_,. t" ,i ,::: .:,' " " '.'.:1. ~~., ': .:. ; . ".:,." :'. i ' ;', '. '. ';;. ,.... ; '. . '.' i,;

..:. " ,;.' .:;:-)1~!., :" ~:':,,:"'~: :.\: :::':,\ ~::~: '-? ',::".', , ":.,' ::~','; '~,.:'t::;' ,\~:.~;:\;: ..,'~:r:~':'l,,:,:J:.'{f.\i {\::\~~~·~:,:·!~~~:·;;,'(':'~.!~;:;~;:'~';~~f:;~i;,i, ~,;..~'::L: ':;~':ih ..': ~ .:.:~:,;.,;;: ··::':!.~;.:.\:i~'·'(;\~{(!;i;': \;\.\~::~rh~;F'\ ,'~~::; .
• Criterion 1 = A geometric mean of the' samples taken should not be

exceeded, and

• Criterion 2 = Single sample maximum allowable density .

. ,'Many"State, criteria ,f()r"tl1~,:.pr()tectiorl ~ftheip"~imary,,c::()ntact.};~creationuse
i\ '.' ,a~e:ba13ed(om;fecal,coliform:,:,t>~clE;!~ia:,a,s pr;~~io!.Jl3!yreq~'rnrn~lilq'~c:i by EPA

(Quality Criteria for Water- 1976). The previous criteria were:
..... , .. '.,',
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• .Criterion 1 = The,g~ome~ric me~rl of tb,efE;lc~1 qqlitorm bacteria level
shouicfnot e')(~E;led.zOOper100 fnL.based on at least
five samples ina' 30-daypehod, an~ '

•

• Criterion 2 = Not more than 10 petcentdfthe'tb1:~lsa~ple~' ta'ken
during any 30-day period should haye a d,ensity that
exceeds 400 per 100 mL.

I~ St~te.crit'eria ar~' b~~,~d orl,~it,her pf Ep,A'~'critElria r~'c()rprn~ndations
olJtlinedEllJove (based on the 1976 or 1986 criteria),States·should use the
foli~wingapproac'tl'i~.'det~rn:,in'ing prinl~rv c9ntaptr~~r'~'ationalusesupport:

. A.F:u.lly $upportil')g: CritElrion 1 and Criterion 2 met.
. ,;.... . ...;, '. ".. .',:. . ... ",', ---:'

B., P~rti~JIY$LldportiI"l9:,'

For E. coli or, enterococci: Geqmetric rnean met; singlie~sample
criterion, excee'ded during' the' recreational season, or,

, '; ,.' . " .... .

• For fecar-coliform: "GeometricmeCln met;' more than' 10 percent of
samples exceed 400 per 100 mL.

C. Not Supporting: Geometric mean not met.

This guidance establishes a' minimumhaseline approach; sh~uld States have
more restrictive criteria, these may be used in plabe of EPA I ~'criteria. Please
indicate when this is the case.

3.3.3 Other~arameters

In additi~n to pa~hogens, 'some States have criteria for other pollutants or
stressors for Primary Conta!:! Recreation. As noted by thelTFM, potentially
hazardo~s chernicalsinw8ter and b~ttom s~di'ment, jClnic'stren'gth, turbidity,
algae, aesthetics, and taste and odor can be important indihators for
recreatipnal,uSElSUPport det~p:ninations. The. following guidelines apply
wh~re' appropri~te'O.e.~'where States have' w~t~r quality standards for other

parametersl.

A Fully Supportirlg:"F()T,anyo'le,pollutant.orstressoJ, criteria exceeded in
5: 10 'perce'nt of measurements. ' .. . ...• ..' , '.

. ....

B. Partially Supporting: For anyone pollutant, criteria exceeded in 11 to
25 percent of measurements.
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,;'.\ .. 't..,.::.::'; .... ',.:':..~ ,,:: .. ,;,:::,'" _':::.. .':, ,;..,. :.....,';",'::,:",. '·:I:·':',':..-.i·,H ... ·<...;·: ..l.",:",i'ii' , ',.,.',\.,....' .... ~, .....~'-'~~

'C. NbfSuPPO;rting':forany onepo!lLJtant,criteria exceeded in > 25
6e·tcen.~ bf..~7as~'r~ments; ...::,.... ,

3.3.4 Special C,onsideratio~s :f~r L~~~s

.:;

.Trophic status is, tracfitionally me.fisured u$ing data on total phOf?phorus,
·.·>::··:i\':;.",'\· ..·: ..;::....~.',·,> ..,: ~'i.'" ,:"':\'''' .. ',. "" t.:"··> ':.,>.• "::;,': ':-- .... :,.':,( l!'\!::''':;''~(:' .::\.-,l.~:, '·-·"',.{'··i:"l.\· -'':-':'';'. ',I

.chlorophyll q;ah9'SElcqhitranspiH'ene;:y.As mentiOri~dabo~e,comparison of
.'t'rejphic'cO'nditiOh:~ 'to! ·riatur\a:l,e'coregion~~p~cifi6stana'Eird5a'lldWs the best
u~e(6rthi§;Nl~~~~'re'.." "i,""';"·. ,:;\" '. '.

In this context, user' per'b~PtiohsJH/~ys' can 'be' ~''iJseful '~'dfunct to trophic
status measures in defining recreational use. support.Smeltzerand Heiskary
(1990) offer a basis for linking trophic status iT1eesu"tis~'ith user perception
information. This can provide a basis for categorizing I,Jse support based on
trbphic 'sta'tus data.If Jserpercetrdbn' ii,ata are riot collected in the State,
extr~p~l\citiohS u'sing"d~1:a frtH':' :li!!t.other'State;i.e.,best'professional
judgment, might provide the opportunity to characterize recreational use
siJpport in~sirriila'~ f~Shion. .., .. , .;'.','.' .'

.' . .' .. '. .., , ..'

Pathogens~
I,i ""';', .:. ','.,

States should consider pathogen data in detf}rmining support of recreational
u~es.. Gu'idelihes above'alsO apply to l~ke5.·· .. '.'. .\

Additional Parameters-

In addition to trophic status and pathogens, States shoGldcbn§·iideif·the
following param~ters in determining support of recreational uses:

,'.. :'\.' .. '.:'; ·'~:,,:·.\"'.:·t ;''.:i.:,:, ',' ,.,,~ :":f:',:I;: '.': ... .'.:>~ .. '; :,1.. '." . ;','" ("'ii'·

•

•

•

Frequency/exteht of algaC blooms, surface scums and mats, or periphyton
growth'" .. ."... .. .

TU'''biditY(l·~duction of 'w~ter'6taHty dUe'tOsris'pehdedsdlids)
, : ·i<!:'·'·. ;";\ . :.i:\,' i,:i> ":~. : ....

.',' '.', .' ." ., -.' ,",. '.' . " . . , ...\ \'".'" I ". '.' : '. _ ' , ;,.~~. : ,,;._" . .:.':. . .. ,i ' ';

• Extent cif nuisance m'acrophyte growth (noxiolJ'S aquatic plants)
. ·,·.:~i·''":·'I···: .. ~~: .," '.. "\ .".~.~.'. ,... ~ . .'

• Aesthetics.
: :.!

"., .:: ,. :.''.:. I··' , ,,' \ ~
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',- '(""i'; ..' ~'.';' .

" ,. '., ,':, ·\i" ;":':;:''',':", ;' .'.,' ''''" ,.,j .,.'.",
." . ','; '.;i',I,::'.(:>" ;,.':/~.,'::.; .i: :':;'.\.~»:':l,\~~/:l~l '," .\ . :.' ,:'·\,\:-,'.-~r.~:.',\',;, ~\{)'~(;i'; ~':., ',:,; .;. ";-" .. ,.:'\..... ';\.,,:,' .;;..

3.4 Fish/Shellfish Consumption Use
~;"

FistllSh'ellfish 'consumptioh'Advisory :Data

A;' FulhISupporting::Nofish/shellfish restrictiohsorbans arain effect.

':'. "

Partially Supporting: '''Restricted consumptiorii'of fish'ineHect
(restricted consumption is defined as limits on the number of meals or
csizeof mealscon~urned per unittimefof'oneotmor~'fish/she/lfish
:spebies);Of:afis't1'dr·sh~'Jfishban"·irieffec'Pf6r'\~F~ubp6pdla'tion that

<co'(Jld ibe'atpotenticiJl\lgreater'risk, for c>neormorefishlsheJlfish
sPecies; ", it, .. ,<

.. , . ':', j' \ \i :;' ...~ '-. ,,': 'I . .' , .
.'.'.\.'" .;;'\1.

B.

'.;";

C. "N6t' SU,J'p6l-tin'g': "Noc6nslimpfion"'of'fisho'r'shemflsh'banin effect for
general' 'popl.lletfonforbne more 'fish/sh~llfish§p'~des;oT'Commercia I
fishing/shellfishing ban in effect,'

In addition, the ITFM recOmmended specifiC"ihdic'ch6rsforesse~sing fish and
shellfish consumption risks: levels of bioaccumulative chemicals in fish and
shellfish tissuefdr fisfiandsh'ellfishbOnsUmption, and, for shellfish only,
paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP)-type phytoplsllktbiFanCl microbial
pathogens.

In areas where shellfish are collected for commercial or private purposes and
rernD'vedt6'cle'ane'fwatersfor depl.Jratibn;th~'orig'iil~ltihgvvaterbodies
should be considered Partially Supporting for Shellfish'Cbnsumption use.

3.5 Dririking'Water Use
, ."·i r.·

The following guidelines provide a framework for as~essment of drinking
water use support. These guidelines Wer~develOpedhvEPA in conjunction
with the 305(b) Drjnking\fVat~r~(?cu~~r9up,(D\NF~)',\f\'hj.~~,cons;s~sof
interested Stateand"EPApers6hh'el.;EPAandStat:eSparticipatiH~;"irithe
DVVFG made, ittheir~oal tode~elop awori<aple,s!=lt,of guideHqes that would

'. ';~~~;~1~:~~~~~~~:\~~i~~t:iw~f~~lr~~1~~~~Jf%~:r~:~le~~ i: f~~ed~~~~ng
,'wafet'a~e'support, :and~hlia'rlce tWa' accur'ariy ~ncfv~l~edf the assessments.

:, :;.y-, i>!" ,':' '~:'" 'oj

"tWas .•'agr~ecfbfallparties;'in~()lveid'iri'the deV~I~prnehrofth~se drinking
water'g'61j:J'elines 'ttla'f ~h; siHgieterTt'pl~tt iSsuit~bje"foreverVr~porting State.
The guidelines must incorporate flexibility and rely heavily'Onthe judgment
of the professional st~ffof e~chSt~te's ~ub.licwatersUP~IY s~pervision

pr()grani'tomeetthe:a'aIIElhges6fassessing,.sourc'e"\f\'atersfor' drinking
water use support. ','" ,, '"" , '
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For purposes of the 1998 305(b) Water Quality Reports, States are asked to
focus their assessment~,el1;"'v.~~~r,{e~9':Jr,t;:i~~/;qc:J~':iS4PPRir:t~~ignificant drinking
water supplies. It is generally ass,umed'that most States will initially focus

i their ..~.~~e:ssm~.I"l~S'PIl,s~rta.cew~t~r,:res()ur:ces ;/:'l,oW,Elyep,'l ,theseguidelines are
~on~resh~rce~~pecHi'c andthe 'fr~m~~~;k rr,~Yb~"ia'p'plied'to a~y waters

,..within:JJ.Stat~,that,ar~designated,Jor'drinking"vvater:.use."(:;,,
\ ,":. ' , ~ , ." ',,"' , .. ., •..... '. " ,", " ,'. ;'.:. :; , ' ..: .,' - . , .:', ~:' '. ','. . .,: ", '. '. . • .!: :' '" ',' .-. , .•' ,

".. ';." :".:\ ;,:': ';-'1"':' <;',', . ',' l":" .. " \ \'!. :·i,"". '\.' ' .... : ';,:~ .:(;.' ".:':.:": .-;:: '.: ""', .!.:..:.. '

.~I?A:a,nd"St~tEl~J)articipatingjntI;lElDWFGr'disc~~sed aLIElngth the issues

···:~~',~~.~~:~.~l~~~~~'~;:~i$~~i::~~J,~~~~ni~~~:~~~~i[j:~'~i,:~l~t~:~ t::::r;~ebe
sigriificant variability in the information that States arE!;:apl,El' to provide in the
1998 305(b) reporting cycle. However, EPA expects that the direction of

. future,JElp,ortingcycles,willbeevident, and thClt,State~'will(begin to develop
pleps :~rd'irr~cnaJ:l:i~,~~~9'ift1prpv~'t6e,,~~~r~IL~q9,~~a,ty()C1 ,q# value of the
assessments.

Ke'yf~~tures:,pf,~hese.glJidl:llinE!sincllJde:,

•
~ . ' . ~ , . '.,' :.. ....;: .' " " .: ". : ,;. : '. ~';I \ '..:

assessrnl:mt 9f:State,',s water resourcef),in pha~~sover tw.o 305 (b)
reporti ll9."cysles ' i,. ' " . ' ,

• flexibility to perform assessments using a tiered approach

," "'. 'i. c~. ..' .:~~: : ,~, ": . " , , ':: :,);" ~ ,I' ... '

• identification .of multiple data sources.. that may..beusedin tne
."" '1',"';'·. . , '..... '. . '." ..' '\".:. '. ,<•• " " ..' .. ',,". ',,:" ".:'-

ass,essments ,

" ..'. ''; l,"\"

• assessment of water resources using a target Iist()f c9ntalJ1iQ,ants
reflecting the interests and goals of the State, and' '. ",.',' '"

interpretation ofd'ata .
~ "', ". . \. ' '.; '. . : ':.'; : ; '~'., ': ' .. :, ': ..•

. ","

,~,eAari.~,tt1e,J~YY,f"i3."'~¢i9q.9~i~¥,thClr,~~S,~~,~~fl'~,tqf,'~'~4',~g~,.'~,~:t~r~for drinkin9
'w;at~ruse"suppoH\('fit'hin"'theframe'work' ejf thefoUowrng:~'uideiines is

.·'~~Xi'$~~!JP';'~A'~iE!Y~,,(!~~.,:~~i,~~'a~Yr~#:;,,;I,i~~'~~i:~,p~ve~'·,i ••'~EA~,~:d.,,~~.~,,'pWFG also
recognize that assessment of the entire State's water resources for drinking
wa.teruse supp~rtJsamonumentaltClsk',To,easethe ,b,urd,E3o, States may.. ~:6f;~~~,~~l;lq~\f) '.~ ri&~!:~'9,iJ~t~~~:~~:'~~~P,R~' ~~;e,~~~~~tos:4~ir 9aphased

~ '.',::~<.:'~ \i·(::':::'.·.:,nl·,-: .:':',,\', ';. "~: ;:.."::;: ",~ ':.::} \:"'('\ ': ....~:.,',:-'~ ';~:,. :·,':·.\:1.,·... :.; ~.\.;·\ ..:·,;.;:"i,·:.:·...::,\·:·i.:i'.>,:: ;:.;:-'.~~i' ";.(?

.·Stat~sl1layc()nsidElr.p~i()riti:?:ing lheir.Wpt~rrEls()!Jrqes.C1l)d,;pe:rf()rming
.~ ,:'-; > " !:.':' ;', :t. :' :,", ,r·, i : ,:: :,:.-,':" ::. ::. ,:" ,: ",' .i,"<-: ,: :\\ ;!- ':'. ;".': :,;:,:. '..-;' ,\"':":1 \'~{ .: :': ;.' '.,' ",' ,:', " : .~{ '-_::i ,i: l,:..J.:, ,,:.'::~, -', \'t~::.,! :.. ,... :~ ;:-", . " , ': .::!,\' :::,:' :i'~; . ':, \ ' 1.,', I·,'.' '. .):~: ';, :~;'.'~, ' ;.'..;, .>:.:~:' j; .1'.1"1

drinking water use 'support assessments for aili,m't~?g~rc~r.~~,ge of their
water resources. States are encouraged to expand their drinking water
assessment efforts to include additional waters each subsequent reporting

., '. ",n,., ... ' j '\1'.•~ "'\'., •
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cyCle. In this way, an'incr~asinglygr~ater'percentage of waters will be
. assessed. Furthermore,\this phased:approach,'provides:States'with the
,bppOl1unityto developandimplemerifplahsandmeclianisms'for .
compilation, organization, and;evaILlatibn:oldrinking 'vitater data for
improved reporting. EPA encourages States to'set'sgoalofassessing

drinking water use support for most of the state (approximately 75 percent
of the waterbodies used for drinking water) by the year 2@OQ:",':'

For'1'998 i 'States:areencouragedto ,seta<prioriW forreporting:results for
·:·waters,Of,,:greatest':d rinkiri'g'Wate-r demand ;:'Forithese::waterS;)iStates may

eiect'toif·urther···,prioritize"with respect'to\iulriarabilitV or"othe'i" State-priority
'. ifactors."" -' .'

, .', Idehtifyin'g:thepresehce; of Utreatmentbeyond'conventiohalmeans" is one
example"ofatechriiqu€;ithatrnay)be l:!sedto's'creem\:water'resources for
potential vulnerability and aid in priorititation'-of. source,'waters·for drinking
water assessments. If "treatment beyond conventional means" is present
(i.e'.",' 'treatment beyond"cbagwlatibn,secimentation;t:disinfection, and

cbhVeritional'filtration);i itmaysigriifythatthesowrce ~waterihas been
impacted to some'degreer'and'warraMtsmor'edetailedinvestigation;
'hovvever" it, should be recognized thatthis' information ,is generally not
explicit,' 'and therefore, 'neither the preserice 'nofthe,:absenceof "treatment
beyondconveh'tional'means" can 'be positively correlated"to diinking water
designated use suppoi't without additiorialinvestigation.

Prioritization of water resources for assessment may best 'be achieved in
coordination with State professionals responsible for collecting and
maintaining water:qualitYdata forsourcesofdrinkihg water. It is generally
these'prbfessi'onalsthatare ,rriost'farri'iliar' With ,the data needed to assess

,"dr'inkingvitater designated,'use'support'and the,cQriditions under which that
dat~rwere collected. :Their 'insight>is·integral ,to ;assaringthe accuracy and

'valUe: ofthese assessmerits,' '.

3.5.2 Tiered Approach, for Source Water ::Assessments

'In:additi6'n\fo assessing onlya:Qimited.'percentage,of State waters for
drihkirlQ Wateruse <sfipport,:EPA:and':the'DWFG::encourage States to
'consider'usihg' 'a"tieredl'approach'iri'the 'assessments;': Atie.red \approach

. 'accomiTlodatesthei different 'types:of"data currently'availableto States with
Which tomakei an;asseissment'antl:allows 'for: differing>'levels.df assessment.

Initially, States mayusethe;mostreadilyava'i1able ,information such as
regional data/ agency',files;:o(iotherexisting"records'or repOl1s'to conduct a
preliminary·assessment;····As State'programs'develop'and,become more
sophisticated, the preliminary assessments can be progressively upgraded
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3.5.3 Data Sources,. '
\ 'I '":,;-

j; :•.,',',' , ;-;.,(

. ',.

~1'·i;:' "" :'! \'" i"~':~ "') .::. ", \1":'''',1:,,',.'.; , '\',; .t. .:

·i'·· '.:', .'

. " ....'

,ByJnstituting tt)El,:ti f3red ;C!ppr,oach;to..,conducting"drinking'watElr"designated
"us.e;as~essm,entst:',EPA,,:iand,thEl:,;DW,FG:lar~ac~nowleclgi"g,that,data
'collection and,'organizationvaries am,6ng;:~hEl,~State~;(andthat,;a:single data
source for assessing drinking water designated use does:notexist for
purposes of the 1998 305(b) reports. EPA encourages States to use

.,available,:data:thatthey;beliEl~e,,:J~est refl,e,ct,the,quality,of',the/resource. EPA
,is"not,asking:S,tates,to\ conduct,C!dditk;nal imonitoring,tha~}does,not fit in,
with,other,State,:priorities;;" ", i", "" , "

It is generally accepted (that ;for'punposes,of the 1998:305(b) reports, States
may .need to,be:>resourcElful:toacquire the, dats<necElssary,to Iconduct
preliminary<asse~sments',of,:sourcEl,\/\/a,ter;s ,for,drinkil")g water :designated use.
State~notedduring tne:previo,us 19,9;6305(b) ,reporting:,cycle,that the
Guidelines, ,placed ,heavy ,emphasis,ontheus,e, of::ambiElnt ,water, quality data.
Frequently, thesedC!tB welTe ,not :availaple,and. S~a~,es'defaplted to the use of
finished waterql!alitydata . .'It: was,noted, by: many Ste'ltesthatthe default to
finished water quality data might yield a jaded view of the source water
quC!lity, ,',': i '. ,<;

.' ~ ! ':.

EPA and ttw DWFG concur that the·,use. of .finished yvaterquality data is not
thEl best, possiblesourceotciata JpL,.assessing,:$pur,ce,water, quality;
however, 'EF,!A, and the DWFGialso.r:ecqgni~e.thediff.icultie~,in, iobtaining data
for use)n drin!<ing :w.filter a~ses~ments.: (By el1courC3.giQg,,:StC!~E3s to prioritize
their water resources and perform drink(ng·.water"usei.sl,lpp.qrt. assessments
in a phased approach over two 305(b) cycles, EPA hopes that acquiring the
necessary data will conti~~e:to'Qecom~dess\diffipultirl;'~ime.:, .

,Within,the nume~ous:l996::AmendlTle,m~stoJhE1::Sate,':Drin~!l}g,Water Act
.,(SDW,4.) "t1w'StC'ites <areEmcOLJrC!g~d;to:use::\tI:lEliSour,ce Water Assessment

Program (SVVAF?);to;promoteiassessrnentof"drii:tk:ing.w~t!3r,sQ.urces.EPA's
". ,August.l997.gUiqance.!.suggest$ithat;StatE3s.comple;t~::~ou~ce:water

delineations,and\;spurce.inventoxV/sl;lSCElPtibilityt,lnC!!yse~ ,fpqhe public water
supplies in the State within two years after'EPA approval of the program .

.'1ihese iassessments, 'Wh~nLcompleted: b\l:!th~States,~'ilre.al1 i Cldditional source
, ofdC!ta for:evaluatil7lg,drinki/TIg,'.water,designat,~diuse'and,should contribute
,considerably::to:the:assessrnent ;ofdrinkingwater:rquality.. :,.;.: ,

, , ..' . .. , '
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3. MAKING USE SUPPORTDETERMINATIONS
'-':" .. "

For the 1998 305 (b) reporting cy.cle, EPAis encouraging Stat~s to be
resQurcef'ul in acquiring and using a\/ailable data. EPA is not asking States
to perform additional monitoring. .

EPA and the DWFG identified sever~I>:p6te~tialdata sOurcesthat'St~tes
might consider using in their 1998 assessments, including:

",":,' '. . .", "', " . . .

• Available ambient water quality data

• Untreated water quality data from public water supply (PWS) wells
and/orsurfate water intaKes'

.;PWS drinking 'water\JsJ''rest;rictibns
. \. '.:1 ."'. ', .. 'i,: ..

• .STQRETdatabase'

•

•

•

•

•

•

IndepenrlEmt water suppliersdatabas8s
,. ", , \ .

Source water assessmen~s (SDWA 1996Amendments)

U.S.GeologicaISur~eyNAWQAstudies

Private water association studies

Independent studies

Other305(bl,' use support impa'irmentS{e.g., aquatic life impairments).

States that have access to other data sources that can ,be used to assess
source water qualityfor drinking water purpOses areencouraged to use
them if, in thejLJdgmeni of thed'ririking' water professionals, the data have
undergone sufficient quality assurance/qucility control checks.

Ideally, one or several of the above data sources will be available for States
to use in assessing drihl<il1~water Use support. However, lacking any of the
above, States may have; no dhdice but' to default to 'the PWS compliance
monitoring data required under the SDWA (i.e., finishedw8ter quality data).
These data should only be used if the distlBCtsource Water can be identified
(i.e., mixed systems do not qualify) . Information on contamination-based

::", ..

1States ;thati,designate ;for drinking water,uflE:l;only.,atthepoint of. intake should
assess ,an (ElPpr,opriate ar:ea ,:;of the source iwater for"drinkingV\lateruse,.sl,lpport. This may
require as~igning an appropriate area around or distance upstream of the point of intake.
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,qrinking water use. restrictions, imposed on a, source water may also be
, con'sldered: ">i ,.". . ,', " '.'." " "',,'

I ,;,.,,'

3.5.4 Contaminants Used in the Assessment ;r '.'
. ,:~::.r\.\.... ~:-:,.\:; ":":~:..,.,!.:.\;~~,.\:::,:.: :-::~.~,: '..~,<'~;.:" ~;_ ..\\'\-: !'(!, :..::..;':.:....:,...; .f, ~;:.~-.;.,! ';<><':,':

In many cases, the source of the data will determine the contaminants used
in the assessment. For.example,ifa.$tate has acce~s,toambient

monitoring data, the asse'ss;"~rit 'j's hmFted t~the;~'~'n'itored contaminants.

~~dh Siat~shbuld d~~eI6p a' ta~·g.e:<t li~t.()(co;m~ftlina.n\s tbat best represents
the State's assessment goals; ihislist may be 'based on 'mc)nitoring or other
sources of data. EPA and the,DWFG recommend that States use the
contaminants regulated~~d~/th~' sOwAas a'~t:arti~g' p~int in developing
their target list of contaminants (a list of the. cC?ntaminClntsregulated under
the SDWA and their associated maximum contaminant levels is provided in
Appendix 0). States are not,exp~,cted toinclude.,allqfth~con~aminants

regulated under the SDWAas'pa'rt 'o'f'their target list." " "

> _ • ; , ' • .., ; ..... <':: ':', i " \ ~':.', . .::., '-:'.".: ::~. ':'" : ' ,

EPA and the DWFG acknowledge that there are no specific guidelines or
hierarchical structure. to, follovv for developing atarg~t)is~ cif contaminants
for use in drinking water assessments and'State~must use their best
professional judgment in the,deqision,-makil)g prq.ce!)s. ,Important
considerations include the availability' and quality of data' and the level of
assessment States are prepared to make. T98ssistStatesin reducing the
comprehensive list of contaminants regulat~dund~rth~sb\NA to a final,
mQr~man,ageCJble" "grqup!ng;Rf:,?ont9minant~,EPA,and the DWFG
recommend that States consider any of the following:

~ .", ;~.
"i,':""

• ,MOL violations'. .' .
", "."''-'',',' ". ,'., ", '" ....1:.',::. ',' .. ,:, '\,' . I .

• ~~iecti9ns'grElater,1:han'ihEl actiontrig'ger limits,
·v~lrl~rCl~'niW.,s~~qies: ' ,,' ". .., '.,
.occurrence'data ".

.,r .,,,q9,erl?ic~l.wa.i,,e~s,,c. '. . '.. .. .... ,
• com.am}n,Cl~iop,~,~~?,Elpdrin~i.9g"yv~t,~r,~~:e restricti~ns:,
• ",treatment ~.e'yond.convel')tic>nalmean.s

. " '.- ',": 1i '.. .' ; ...... ..' '\' ',;.~ ',f '. ," '.,: ','" , '., ,'" :.' \ ;, '.

•", ,:~reat!Tl~ntobje,qtiYEl~/i' ,.•"
1." I " ,;', , " ; ; "'", , , :.\: ~ : \.: ", \ I; .. " " ',' " . " . \ .' ;

• treatment,proc,~ss~s"
• .tf,eat'm'er,t '1:echJ;li'que'~io'~tiCln~; aQd/or "
• arnbie'nt'turbidity levels.' .' .. ' '. ..,.

EPA and the DWFG realize that the list of contaminCln.~~.r~Q4Iated.un~er~he

SDWA is not an all-inclusive list and States may decide to add contaminants
··fo\,the'i r targefig'rol:ipcbased,on:thEiir ibest' professi0hal' jud9ment:· 'Fol'::

examjJls,'States"rTlay':choose tbadd "c6ntarriiriantsthat 'are "not'regulated
.,..: , .1, '. :; <:~ ; .,.., ':' ,

""',:,.; .
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under the SDWA but are of special interest or concern within the State
(e.g., pesticides, herbicides, algae, Pl1osphates).

3.5.5 Data Interpretation

·E~~:~nd;i~~\9\fV~G~~~el~p~~..a.tra~evvor~'19a~~ist Stat~~ .ina~si~niflg use
support· categotiesbased'dnda1:a availability.. ' As shovlin· in Table3~7,. "
assessTentscan bebasedonactu,almonitoring}atathat are compared' to
wat~rqualitycriteria(e.g.,State~e;pecific.water quality. standards or.National
Frim~~YDriflking,WaterRegula'tions).IfStates.donot have actual,
monitoring data available, finished water quality data and/or drinking water

., use;restrictions'could be used to irifersourcawater quality. Useirestrictions
include:

.qlqsur~s otsourc:~V"aters.thCltar~,!Je;ed .fordrin~ingwater~upply

·,cqntaminatiory-based drinking water supply advisories lasting more than
30 days per year

• F~Ss requiringrT19rethariconveniionalfr7sfJ'rienfO.e., .other.than
cOagulation, sedimentation, diSinf~ctioflr!~rldqonventionalfiltration) due

., tokn·bwnorsuspectedsource'~aterqlia"itypr.oblems
. ' , ., .

• ·PW§~TeqJiring,iri9rEl~Sed monitotingd\.JEltbcor'!firmeddetedtiOI1S.of. one
ormc;recontaminants(~xcludirigcas~s with minimum detection limit
issues).

3.5.6 Conclusion

Relatively few source waters have been adequately characterized for
drinking water use support during the past 305(b) reporting cycles. EPA
and States worked to develop a workable set of Guidelines that would serve
to elevate the awareness of drinking water as a designated use within the
305(b) program, increase the percentage of waters assessed for drinking
water use support, and enhance the accuracy and value of the assessments.
These Guidelines provide a flexible framework for assessing drinking water
designated use support. Using this framework is expected to result in
better, more comprehensive assessments of source waters.
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::,:'i,'.',ii',','i,\.;, ""'or:',;.",:,',,:, ','

,"uppbrt:Restrictions

,. , . .

"SOrnedrlrikiri§ water use
'restriction~iha\fe occurred

andJorthe;potential for adverse
impacts to,,:soUrce water quaHty

.. ·,··.·',:··'1 '.. ,'

exists. '

'brihkihgW~ter use restrictions
resulteq in the need for more
than'cori"entional treatment

'with,'associated increases in
cost.

,',: ,D;i~'kH~g::~~t~rqse restrictions
" ", "sre,rid{ineffect.

';:,' '1··.;), '.,',,' , ',': r.~·,>:;

Mori'

Contaminants' are detect~d\;
butdonot: ~xceed\,water

,quality,criteria8

,', , ,"'", ":"""""""""'""""",,,,,:!.;':
,Conta~il"lal"1tsd()l'l°texceed
" ".",~~t'~'(9l.i:~H1Y,}r't~rj'a~,'",,'" "

:'':Coht~mi'rrarri:s'r3x'be~'d Wat~':'
quality criteria 8 intermittently

Table 3-7. Assessiri~'nt' ~~~m~wotlc'fo~b'~t~rmining '[)egr~~ of
Drinking Water Use Support

Full Su'pport
Qut

Thr~C1tenf3d

Partial ;Support

8 For purposes of this assessment, EPA encourages States to use the maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs) defined under the SDWA. However, if State-specific water quality standards exist, and
constituent concentrations are atJeast as stringent as the MCl levels defined unde'rtheSiDWA,
State-specific water quality criteria can be used for assessment purposes.

"':',.'
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SUBJECT: 2002 CLEAN WATER ACT (CWA) SECTION 303(D):
PREPARATION OF RECOM:MENDATIONS TO THE STATE WATER
RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD FROM THE CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL
WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

A. Introduction

Each ofCalifornia's nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards has been asked to assist the State
Water Resources Control Board in preparing an update to the State's Clean Water Act Section
303(d) list. The 303(d) list identifies surface waters not currently attaining water quality standards.
The update to the 303(d) list may include additions of new water bodies and pollutants to the list;
removal of water bodies and pollutants from list, if standards are attained; and changes to the
description of water bodies currently listed (e.g. refinement of identified impaired reaches, changes
in priority, etc).

This document describes the general factors that will considered in the preparation of Regional
Board staff recommended changes to the 303(d) list for surface waters within the Central Valley
Region. Regional Board staff will describe the specific factors for each recommended change in a
Fact Sheet. This memo addresses the following topics: listing/ delisting factors, prioritization,
documentation of the recommended changes, documents to be forwarded to the State Board, and
pUblic participation.

B. Listing Factors

Water bodies and associated pollutants should be recommended for addition to the 303(d) list if
anyone of these factors is met:

1. Effluent limitations or other pollution control requirements [e.g., Best Management Practices
(BMPs)] are not stringent enough to assure protection of beneficial uses and attainment of

California Environmental Protection Agency

o Recycled Paper

The energy challenge facing Califomiais real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list of simple ways yon can reduce demand and cut YQur energy costs, see our Web-site at hnp://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5
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SWRCB and RWQCB objectives, including those implementing SWRCB Resolution
Number 68-16 "Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of Waters in
California" [see also 40 CFR 130.7(b)(1)). This does not apply to non-att~nment related
solely to discharge in violation of existing WDR' s or NPDES permit.

2. Fishing, drinking water, or swimming advisory currently in effect. This does not apply to
advisories related to discharge in violation of existing WDR's or NPDES permit.

3. Beneficial uses are impaired or are expected to be impaired within the listing cycle (i.e. in
next four years). Impainnent is based upon evaluation of chemical, physical, or biological
integrity': Impairment will be determined by "qualitative assessment", physical/ chemical
monitoring, bioassay tests, and/or other biological monitoring. Applicable Federal criteria
and the Regional Board's Basin Plan water quality objectives detennine the basis for
impairment status.

4. The water body is on the previous 303(d) list and either: (a) monitoring continues to
demonstrate a violation of objective(s) or (b) monitoring has not been performed.

'5. Data indicate tissue concentrations in consumable body parts of fish or shellfish exceed
applicable tissue criteria or guidelines. Criteria or guidelines related to protection of human
and wildlife consumption include, but are not limited to, U.S. Food and Drug Administration

Action Levels, National Academy of Sciences Guidelines, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency tissue criteria.

C. Delisting Factors

Water bodies may be removed from the list for specific pollutants or stressors if anyone of these
factors is met:

1. Objectives are revised (for example, Site Specific Objectives), and the exceedence is thereby
eliminated.

2. A beneficial use is de-designated after U.S. EPA approval of a Use Attainability Analysis,
and the non-support issue is thereby eliminated..

3. Faulty data led to the initial listing. Faulty data include, but are not limited to, typographical
errorp, improper quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures, or limitations related
to the analytical methods that would lead to an improper conclusions regarding the water
quality status of the water body.

4. It has been documented that the objectives are being met and beneficial uses are not impaired
based upon an evaluation of available monitoring data. This evaluation should discuss
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foreseeable changes in hydrology, land use, or product use and describe why such changes
should not lead to future exceedance.

5. A TMDL has been approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for that specific
water body and pollutant (see 40 CFR 130.7(b)(4) ).

6. There are control measures in place which will result in protection of beneficial uses.
Control measures include permits, clean up and abatement orders, and Basin Plan
requirements which are enforceable and include a time schedule (see 40 CFR 130.7(b)(1)(iii).

D. Evaluation Criteria

In general, the following hierarchy should be used in evaluating data relative to applicable water
quality objectives:

1. Applicable numeric water quality objectives (contained in the Basin Plan) or water quality
standards (contained in the federal California and National Toxics Rules). Both the Basin
Plan and federal rules governing aspecific.parameter should be read carefully, since there
can be site specific applications or exceptions.

2. Criteria developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, California Department of
Fish, and the California Department of Health Services and other applicable criteria
developed by government agencies. Such criteria will be used to interpret narrative water
quality objectives.

3. Guidance or guidelines developed by agencies/entities such as the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, National Academy of Sciences, and the Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry and the California Department of Health Services. Guidelines developed
by other agencies should be thoroughly reviewed before applied, since the assumptions and
risk factors considered may not be consistent with Regional Board water quality objectives.

4. Criteria or standards developed in other states, regions, or countries. Such criteria should
be used with caution. The environmental setting, assumptions, and risk factors considered
may not be consistent with Regional Board water quality objectives.

5. Findings in peer-reviewed literature, listing decisions made in similar settings within the
State, and/or "weight of evidence" based on information and evaluations performed by
outside agencies or groups. Generally, a more extensive description will be needed to
justify the impairment (or lack of impainnent) determination. Clear links should be
described between the literature, findings in similar settings, or outside evaluations and the
non-attainment of water quality objectives.
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There are no specific minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of exceedance for malting a
finding that water quality objectives are not attained. In general, more data is needed to interpret
environmental results that are very specific to time and geography. Less data would be needed to make
a detennination based on environmental results that serve as integrators over space or time. So more
water column chemistry data would generally be needed to determine impairment than fish tissue
chemistry data. Also less watercolumn chemistry data may be ne~ded to make an impairment
determination (or lack of impairment detennination) if there is other information to support the findings
from the water column chemistry (e.g. correlations could be made between pesticide use patterns and the
presence of pesticides in surface water).

E. Priority Ranking

A priority ranlting is required for listed waters to guide TMDL planning pursuant to 40 CPR
130.7. TMDLs will be ranked into high (H), medium (M), and low (L) priority categories based
on: '

1. water body significance (such as'importance and extent of beneficial uses, threatened and
endangered species concerns and size Of water body)

2. degree of impairment or threat (such as number of pollutants/stressors of concern, and
number of beneficial uses impaired)

3. conformity with related activities in the watershed (such as existence of watershed
assessment, planning, pollution control, and remediation, or restoration effons in the
area)

4. potential for beneficial use protection or recovery

5. degree of public concern and involvement

6. availability of funding and information to address the water quality problem

7. overall need for an adequate pace of TMDL development for all listed waters

8. .other water bodies and pollutants have become a higher priority

It should be noted that the criteria can be applied in different ways to different water bodies and
pollutants. For example, a water body may be severely impaired, but if there is little likelihood of
beneficial use recovery than a lower priority might be given~



F. Documentation
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A 303(d) update fact sheet should be prepared for each discrete 303(d) listing or delisting decision
(see attached template).

1. Fact Sheets for Listing Decisions

Each fact sheet for decisions to add water bodies and pollutants to the 303(d) list should
include the following information: Waterbody name, hydrologic unit number, total water body
size, pollutant(s)!stressor(s) causing impairment, likely sources, TMDL Development Priority;
Size Affected; TMDL Development Start Date; TMDL Development End Date (based on
anticipated date for consideration of a Basin Plan Amendment by the Regional Board); the
latitude and longitude of the upstream and downstream impaired stream segment and/or a
speCific narrative description of the impaired segment; a description of the characteristics of the
watershed (e.g. flow diversions, rainfall, land uses); the specific water quality objective(s) not
being met; a summary of the data assessment that led to the decision to list; the criteria applied
to the decision to list; a description of the rationale for the priority ranking; and a bibliography
of the information sources used to mal<:e the listing decision.

2. Fact Sheets for Delisting Decisions

Each fact sheet for decisions to delete water bodies and pollutants from the 303(d) list should
include the following information (see example): the water body name, pollutant(s)/stressor(s)

.previously identified as having caused an impairment; a summary of the data or information
that lead to the decision to delist; the criteria applied to the decision to delist; and a
bibliography of the information sources used to mal<:e the delisting decision.

3. Fact Sheets to Document Changes tb Currently Listed Water bodieslPollutants

Fact sheets to document changes to currently listed water body/pollutant should focus on the
proposed change (e.g. if there is a proposed change in priority, there is no need to describe the
extent of impairment). A single fact sheet may be used to document similar changes (e.g. a

group of water bodies whose priorities are changing for asimilar reason).

4. Files

For each recommended change, a file should be created to support that change. The file should
include: a copy of the Fact Sheet and copies of the data or information used to support the
recommendation. Selected data or information from reports can be copied, as long as the cover

. sheet from the report is provided. For data retrieved electronically, the source and date of
retrieval should be clearly recorded.



G. Public Participation
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Regional Board staff has conducted 3 workshops during the time frame for solicitation of
information. The workshops were in Fresno, Sacramento, and Redding. It is anticipated that
there will be several more opportunities for public participation after staff has prepared its·
draft recommendations. The anticipated schedule for Regional Board and State Board action
on the 303(d) list is described below:

Process Step Regional Board State Board
Public Review of Draft staff Aug 15, 2001 - October 15,· December 2001 - February
Recommended changes to the 2001 2002
303(d) List
Board Meeting January 2002 March 2002
Comments on EPA Proposed May - June 2002
Action

Although official Regional Board action is not required (only State Board action is required),
it is anticipated that the Regional Board will talce actionto transmit the recommended

changes to the 303(d) list to the State Board. As part of thatprocess, we will likely havea
public meeting for formal Board action and we will prepare a responsiveness summary. The
responsive summary will include a written response to all written cornmentson the draft
2002 303(d) list received by the cut-off date that is established.



303(d) List Update Process and Issues

Process for writing and reviewing Fact Sheets

1. Gene Davis will be the main contact for tracking who is reviewing which issues
and tracking the documents being evaluated. .

2. Suggested division of evaluation:
a. Mercury/other bioaccumulatives (whole Valley)
b. Pesticides (whole Valley)
c. Sediment! temperature (north Valley)
d. Dissolved oxygen/nutrients (Delta/San Joaquin Valley)
e. Metals (whole Valley)
f. Drinking water/pathogens (whole Valley)
g. Other pollutants (north Valley/above the dams)
h. Other pollutants (Sac ValleylDelta)
1. Other pollutants (San Joaquin Valley)
J. Other pollutants (Tulare Lalce)

For each category, staff assigned to do the evaluations will be responsible for
proposals for listing, delisting, and changes to currently listed waters.

3. For each main group of pollutants (a-f), write two fact sheets (these can address
proposed listing and delistings). This should be completed within two weeks.

4. In addition to fact sheets, the relevant portions of information sources used should
be copied and put into a file. Files will also be created for "non-listings" (i.e.
where the review of submitted data indicates that no action is needed).

5. Meet to review completed fact sheets for consistency and to address any issues·
that come up.

6. Complete the rest of the fact sheets. Submit to Joe for review. Jerry will provide
final review and approval of fact sheets for inclusion in the staff report.

Proposed Timeline

Task Completion Date
A!ITee on process/assignments 5/21/01
Complete example·fact sheets 6/14/01
Review completed fact sheets 6/18/01
Complete all fact sheets for recommended changes to 303(d) list 8/17/01
Complete administrative draft staff report for legal/mgmt review 8/24/01
Complete draft for public review 9/4/01
Conduct public workshops 9/01

End public comment period 10/17/01
Review public comments/make changes to 11/17/01
recommendations/prepare responsiveness summary
Legal/mgmt review of changes 12/14/01
Board meeting 1/02



Suggested Assignments

Category Unit/Group
a. Mercury/other bioaccumulatives (whole Morris

Valley)
b. Pesticides (whole Valley) Karkoski
c. Sediment/ temperature (whole Valley) Karkoski
d. Dissolved oxygenJnutrients (Delta/San Grober

Joaquin Valley)
e. Metals (whole Valley) Morris
f. Drinking water/pathogens (whole Valley) Rasmussen
g. Toxicity (whole Valley) Karkoski
h. Other pollutants (Sac Vallev/Delta) Karkoski
1. Other pollutants (San Joaquin Valley) Grober
j. Other pollutarits (Tulare Lake/upper SJR Wass

watershed)

Policy Issues

1. Consideration of constructed facilities/ag drains

We should use the categorization that Jeanne Chilcott-put together for the ISWP.
Category "B" waters (ag dominated natural streams)'would be candidates for listing.
Category "CI" waters (constructed ag supply canals) would be candidates for listing due
toag-relaied supply water beneficial uses..
Category "C2" waters (constructed ag drains) would not be candidates for listing.
Category "C3" waters (natural modified channels) would be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.

2. Prioritization/Scheduling

In addition to criteria described in the guidance memo, high priority should be given to
TMDLs that we think we will work on in the next 5 years, medium priority to those

. T1v.IDLs we may work on in the next 6-10 years, and low priority to those TIvIDLs that
will be worked on beyond 10 years. .



2002 303(d) Fact Sheet Template (RBS ADl\1INSTRATlVE DRAFT)
(Specify Here - Addition,Deletion or Change, along withWaterbodylPollutant Combination

being Addressed)

Summary of Proposed Action

A brief summary of the proposed action should be included (is this a change, addition or deletion ).

303(d) ListinglTMDL Information

If an existing listed waterbody, changes to the table below should be in strikeout/underline format.
Lat/Long are not required, but can be especially helpful when developing the TJv.IDL or establishing
permit conditions.

Waterbody Name Arcade Creek Pollutants/Stressors Diazinon
Hydrologic Unit 519.21 Sources Urban

runoff/Atmospheric
deposition

Total Waterbody 10 miles TMDL Priority Medium High
Size
Size Affected 10 miles TMDL Start Date 01/98

(MolYr)
Extent of All of Arcade Creek TMDLEnd Date 12/11
Impairment (MolYr)
Upstream Extent 38 0 40' 28" Upstream Extent 121 0 13' 58"
Latitude Longitude

Downstream 38 0 36' 11" Downstream Extent 121 0 30' 52"
Extent Latitude Longitude

OriginaI303(d) 1998
Listinf! Year

Watershed Characteristics

This should include a brief description of the major characteristics of the watershed and the
waterbody described by the Fact Sheet.

Water Quality Objectives Not Attained (or Objectives being Attained for Deletion)

Specific reference to the water quality objectives in the Basin Plan (or California or National Taxies
Rule) not being attained should be made. If a narrative objective is not attained, the applicable
criteria or guidelines being used should be described.
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2002 303(d) Fact Sheet Template (RB5 ADMINSTRATIVE DRAFT)
(Specify Here - Addition, Deletion or Change, along with WaterbodylPollutant Combination

being Addressed)

Evidence of Impairment

The data demonstrating impairment should be described here (or data demonstrating 'attainment), A
summary of the data/infonnation (including references), along with a comparison to water quality
objectives should be provided.

Extent of Impairment (or Extent of Attainment)

The specific stream reach that is impaired should be described (from where specifically to where
specifically - if a lal<e or reservoir, what specific area). Any inferences drawn in detennining the
extent of impairment based on sampling location, land uses, or other watershed characteristics .
should be described here.

Potential Sources

The potential sources of the pollutant should be described here. Try to distinguish between
suspected sources and known sources (e,g. available data indicates that urban stOrID drains have
levels of diazinon several times higher than creek levels versus urban land use are a suspected
source since 80% of the watershed is commercial/residential and diazinon is a commonly used
pesticide for pest control on lawns and landscape). .

TMDL Priority

The rationale for the priority ranking must be given. The TMDL priority (high, medium, low) must
take into account the severity of the pollution problem and the beneficial uses of the waterbody.
Other rationales that could be applied include: community interest in addressing the problem; other
resources/agencies working on the problem; available funding; the need to develop TMDLs at an
adequate pace.

Information Sources

The references or information sources used to develop the recommended action should be described
here. Use the references template developed by Michelle Wood. .

Page 2 of2 Version Date:xxlxxlOl



LAKE ENGLEBRIGHT, MERCURY
2002 303(d) Fact Sheet

Listing

Summary of Proposed Action
The Environmental·Protection Agency's (EPA) National Clarifying Guidance for 1998 State and Territory Clean
Water Act Listing Decisions states that a waterbody should be placed on the 303(d) list if the waterbody does not meet
all applicable water quality standards, including numeric and narrative criteria and designated uses. Based'on the
federal guidance. the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB) adds Lake Englebright to
the 2002 303(d) list.

T bl 1 303(d) L' . ITMDL I fa e 18tme:1 n ormation
Waterbody Name Lake Englebright Pollutants/Stressors Mercury
Hvdroloe:ic Unit 517.14 Sources Gold Mine Drainal!e
Total Length 815 acres TMDL Priorin' Medium
Size Affected 815 acres TMDL Start Date (MolYr) 01/04
Extent of Impairment All of Lake En$,llebright TMDL End Date (MolYr) 12/11
Upstream Extent N 390 18' 42" Upstream Extent Longitude W 121 0 12' 18"
Latitude

Downstream Extent N 39 0 14' 24" Downstream Extent Longitude W 121 0 16' 09"
Latitude

Original303(d) Listing 2002
Year

Watershed Characteristics
The Yuba River basin has over 12700 watershed acres and over 1900 total river miles. Water usage ranges from
recreational to agricultural and municipal to hydroelectric generation, among others. The basin is bound by the
Feather River basin on the north, by the Little Truckee River basin on the east, and by the Bear River and American
River basinsl on the south. The headwaters are located in th'e Sierra Nevada snowfields at elevations ranging up to
9,100 feet above sea level. The North Fork of the Yuba River flows into Bullard's Bar Reservoir. Wateris released at
the Bullard's Bar Dam to and goes downstream to join flows from the Middle and South Forks of the Yuba River,
which flow into Englebright dam. From the Englebright dam some water is diverted to a North arid South Irrigation
ditch but the majority continues down stream through Marysville and flows into the Feather River.

Water Qualit). Objectives Not Attained
The narrative objective for toxicity is not being attained for mercury in Lake Englebright. The narrative toxicity
objective in the Basin Plan states, in part, "All waters shall be maintained free of toxic substances in concentrations
that produce detrimental physiological responses in human, plant, animal, or aquatic life." The narrative toxicity
objective further states that "The Regional Water Board will also consider ... numerical criteria and guidelines for
toxic substances developed by the State Water Board. the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment, the California Department of Health Services, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the National
Academy of Sciences, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and other appropriate organizations to evaluate
compliance with this objective." (CRWQCB·CVR, 1998; http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/-rwgcb5/bsnplnab.pdfl.

Numeric criteria for mercury in water and flsh tissue have been developed for both human health and wildlife

protection. The California Toxics Rule (CTR) lists acriterion of 0.05 micrograms per liter (J..LgIL) (parts per billion
[ppb» of mercury for freshwater sources of drinking water (for human consumption of water andJor aquatic
organisms) (USEPA, 2000), The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the California Department of
Health Services determined a primary maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 2.0 ppb of mercury for drinking water
(Marshack, 2000).' In addition. the USEPAestablished a recommended ambient water quality criterion of 1.4 ppb total
mercury (maximum concentration, I-hour average) for the protection of freshwater aquatic wildlife (USEPA, 1999).
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LAKE ENGLEBRIGHT, MERCURY
2002 303(d) Fact Sheet

Listing
The National Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering (NAS) mercury guideline of 0.5 (lJ.glg) (parts
per million [ppm]) (NAS, 1973) applies to whole, freshwater fish and marine shellfish. The United States Food and

. Drug Administration (FDA) action level of 1.0 ppm (FDA, 1984) applies to the edible portion of commercially caught
freshwater and marine fish. In addition, the USEPA recently established a criterion of 0.3 ppm methylmercury in the
edible portions offish for human health protection (USEPA, 2001). The USEPA hils also established wildlife criteria
for the Great Lakes Water Quality Initiative (USEPA, 1995) and the Mercury Study Report to Congress
(USEPA, 1997). These criteria suggest that a range of mercury in fish tissue of 0.08 ppm (trophic level 3 [TL3] fish)
to 0.35 ppm (trophic level 4 [TL4] fish) should be protective of wildlife (USEPA, 1997). Because wildlife. generally
consume lower trophic level (and smaller) fish, the human health and wildlife criteria are not directly comparable.

Evidence of Impairment
Two sets of fish-tissue data are available for Lake Englebright: (1) data collected by the U.C. Davis Division of
Environmental Studies (UeD) in 1996, and (2) data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1999. The
data is summarized in Table 2, below. Based on the USGS data, Placer, Yuba, and Nevada counties have issued an
interim public health notification with the cooperation of OEHHA who are in the process of developing a state

. advisory.

LkE Ib'hI fs, F' hT'cfMT hi " S

Data taken from Slatten etaL Gold Muting 1mpacts 011 Food Cham Mercury 111 Northwestern Sierra Nevada Streams (1996 Revlsloll).
7. Data taken from May etaL Mercury Bioaccumulation in Fish in a Region AJJected by Historic Gold Mining: The South Yuba River, Deer Cre/ik,
and Bear River Watersheds, California, 1999. .

a e .., ummary 0 ercury oncentrations m IS ISsue amples rom a e ngle rlgl t
, Percent Percent Percent Samples

Number Samples Above Samples Above Above USEPA
Data Sample of Mean Mercury Range Mercury USFDA CrIterIa NAS GuIdeline Criterion (0.3

Source Year Samples Concentration Concentration (1,Ooom) (0.5 ppm) ppm)

UCD' 1996 9 0.62 ppm 0.41 - 0.89 ppm ·0% 78 % 100 %

USGS2 1999 21 0.51 ppm 0.08 - 0.96 ppm 0% 67 % 81 %
I . . . .

Extent of Impairment
Englebright Dam is located in the Sierra foothills 21 miles east of Marysville on State Highway 20. Englebright Dam
was constructed primarily to prevent upstream hydraulIc mining debris from moving downstream into the Yuba River

floodplain. Construction of the dam began in 1938 and was completed in 1941. The darn is a concrete constant angle
arch dam, 260 feet tall, and 1,142 feet in length. Englebright Lake is about 227 feet deep at the dam and covers 815
surface acres. It is 9 miles in length and has 24 miles of shoreline. The entire waterbody is impaired by mercury.

Potential Sources
Several inactive and partially active gold mines exist upstream of Englebright Dam in the Yuba River watershed. The
Yuba watershed was historically mined extensively for its hardrock and placer gold deposits and has been affected by
hydraulic mining (Alpers, 2000). The mines are characterized as alkaline, arsenic containing drainage (Montoya,
1992). .

TMDL Priority
Lake Englebright should be listed as medium priority because tissue concentration samples approach the USFDA
criteria of 1.0 ppm with a majority of the samples are above the NAS and USEPA criteria.

Information Sources
Alpers, e.N., M.P. Hunerlach. 2000. Mercury Contamination from Historic Gold Mining in California. U.S.
Geological Survey. Fact Sheet FS-061-00. May 2000.

CRWQCB-CVR (California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region).'1998. The Water Quality
Control Plan (Basin Plan) jar the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region - The
Sacramento River Basin and the San Joaquin River Basin. Fourth Edition.
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LAKE ENGLEBRIGHT, MERCURY
2002 303(d) Fact Sheet

Listing

" FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration). 1984. Shellfish Sanitation Interpretation: Action Levels for Chemical and
Poisonous Substances. USFDA, Shellfish Sanitation Branch. Washington, DC. June 1984.

Marshack, lB. 2000. A Compilation ofWater Quality Goals. California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Central Valley Region Report. August 2000, updated February 8, 2001.

May, J.T., R.L. Hothem, C.N. Alpers, M.A. Law. 2000. Mercury Bioaccumulation in Fish in a Region Affected by
Historic Gold Mining: The South Yuba River, Deer Creek, and Bear River Watersheds, California, 1999. U.S.
Geological Survey. Sacramento, CA. 2000.

Montoya, B. and X. Pan, 1992. Inactive Mine Drainage in the Sacramento Valley, California. California Regional
Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region Report. July 1992.

NAS (National Academy of Science-National Academy of Engineers). 1973. A Report ofthe Committee on Water
Quality. Water quality criteria, 1972. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. EPA R3-73-033.

Slotton, D.G., S.M. Ayers, J.E. Reuter, C.R. Goldman. 1996. Gold Mining Impacts on Food Chain Mercury in
"Northwestern Sierra Nevada Streams (1996 Revision). Division of Environmental Studies, University of California,
Davis. December 1996. "

SWRCB (State Water Resources Control Board). 1999. 1998 California 303(d) List and Priority Schedule. Approved
by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9. May 12, 1999.
(http://www.swrcb.ca. gov/tmdl/docs/303d98 .pdf).

USEPA (United States Environmental Protection Agency). 1995. Great Lakes Water Quality Initiative Technical
Support Documentfor Wildlife Criteria. EPA-820-B-95-009. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water.
March 1995.

USEPA. 1997. Mercury Study Report to Congress, Vol. 6. An Ecological Assessmentfor Anthropogenic Mercury
Emissions in the United States. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning & Standards
and Office of Research and Development. Washington, DC. .

USEPA (Office afWater), 1997. National Clarifying Guidance For 1998 State and Ten'itory Clean Water Act Section
303(d) Listing Deeisions.Augustl7, 1997. http://www.epa.gov/owow/tmdlllisgid.html

USEPA. 1999. National Recommended Water Quality Criteria - Correction. EPA 822-Z-99-001. April 1999.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water. Washington, DC. Chttp://www.epa.gov/ostlpc/revcom.pdfl.

USEPA. 2000. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic Pollutants for the State
of California; Rule. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 40 CPR, Part 131, ill Federal Register, Volume 65,
No. 97. Thursday, May 18,2000.

USEPA. 2001. Water Quality Criterion for Protection of Human Health: Methylmercury. EPA-823-R-OI-001.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Science and Technology. January 2001.

Wyels, W. 1987. Regional Mercury Assessment. California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley
Region. March 1987. .
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SAN JOAQUIN RIVER, DDT
2002 303(d) Fact Sheet

Delisting

Summary of Proposed Action
The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) National Clarifying Guidance for 1998 State and Territory Clean
Water Act Listing Decisions states that a waterbody may be remove9 from the 303(d) list if the waterbody meets all
applicable water quality standards, including numeric and narrative criteria and designated uses. Based on the federal
guidance, the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB) removes the San Joaquin River for
DDT from the 303(d) list.

303(d) L' . ITMDL I fIstin!!1 n ormation
Waterbodv Name San Joaquin River Pollutants/Stressors DDT
Hvdrolo~icUnit . ~, 541.10, 535.30 Sources Alrriculture
Total Waterbodv Size 330 miles TMDL Priority Low
Size Affected 130 miles TMDL Start Date (MofYr) 01/04
Extent of Imoairment Mendota Pool to Vernalis TMDL End Date (MofYr) 12/11
Upstream Extent 36° 47' 17.3" Upstream Extent Longitude 1200 22' 21.5"
Latitude

Downstream Extent 37° 40/ 32.6" Downstream Extent Longitude 121 0 IS' 54"
Latitude
Original 303(d) Listing 1992
Year

Watershed Characteristics
The Sierra Nevada Mountains, Coast Ranges, the Delta, and Tulare Lake Basin surround the San Joaquin River
watershed. From its source in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, the San Joaquin River flows southwesterly until it
reaches Friant Dam (SJvDP, 1990). Below Friant Dam, the San Joaquin River flows westerly to the center of the San
Joaquin Valley near Mendota, where it turns northwesterly to eventually join the Sacramento River in the Delta. The
main stem of the entire San Joaquin River is about 300 miles long and drains approximately 13,500 square miles.

Water Quality Objectives Attained
The narrative objectives for pesticides and toxicity are attained for DDT in the San Joaquin River. The narrative
objective for pesticides states, "No individual pesticide or combination of pesticides shall be present in concentrations
that adversely affect beneficial uses." It further states "discharges shall not result in pesticide concentrations in bottom
sediments or aquatic life that adverselY affect beneficial uses." The narrative toxicity objective in the Basin Plan
states, in part, "All waters shall be maintained free of toxic substances in concentrations that produce detrimental
physiological responses in human, plant, animal, or aquatic life." The narrative toxicity objective further states that
"The Regional Water Board will also consider ... numerical criteria and guidelines for toxic substances developed by
the State Water Board, the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, the California Department
of Health Services, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the National. Academy of Sciences, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and other appropriate organizations to evaluate compliance with this objective."
(CRWQCB-CVR, 1998; http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/-rwgcbSlbsnplnab.pdf)

DDT was banned for use as a pesticide in the United States in 1972. It does not dissolve well in water, binds strongly
to soil, and in soil brealcs down into the metabolites DDD and DDE (USDHHS, 1995). The Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) uses the sum ofDDTs, inCluding its metabolites and isomers, to derive total concentrations (Davis
et ai, 2000). USEPA classifies DDT and its metabolites as probable carcinogens (USEPA, 2000). The United States
Academy of Sciences-National Academy ofEngineeiing (NAS) numeric guideline of 1000 ng/g (parts. per billion
(ppb)), applies to whole fish for the protection offish-eating wildlife (NAS, 1973). The United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) set 5000 ppb as its action level (AL) for the edible portion (filet) of commercial freshwater and
marine fish (FDA, 1984). The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) ilses a screening value
(SV) of 100 ppb (OEID-IA, 1999) and USEPA uses a screening value of 300 ppb (USEPA, 2000).
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Evidence of Attainment
DDT concentrations have declined since the 1970s and 1980s (Davis et aI, 2000). The Toxic Substances Monitoring
Program (TSMP) and the San Francisco Estuary Institute (SFEI) collected fish tissue samples between 1978 and 1998
in the lower San Joaquin River. Data presented in 1998 are significantly lower than those collected between 1978 and
1990. None of the fish tissue analyzed by the San Francisco Estuary Institute (SFEI) exceeded USFDA action levels
or NAS guidelines. Results from the Toxic Substance Monitoring Program (TSMP) and SFEI fish tissue collections
are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summalj' of DDT Concentrations in Fish Tissue Samples

Data Number of Mean DDT Range DDT
Criteria 1

Percent Samples
Source Sample Vears Samples Concentration Concentration Above Criteria

USFDA-AL 5000 ppb 6%

TSMP 1978-1990 36 1312.2 ppb 5.1 • 7267 ppb NAS 1000 ppb 44%
USEPA·SV 300 ppb 75%
OEHHA·SV 100 ppb 81%

USFDA-AL 5000 ppb 0%

SFEI 1998 13 79.3 ppb 17·389 ppb
NAS 1000 ppb 0%

USEPA·SV 300 ppb 8%
OEHHA-SV 100 ppb 23%

USFDA-AL = United States Food and Drug Administration action level.
NAS =National Academy of Sciences guideline
USEPA-SV= United States Environmental Protection Agency screening value.
OEHHA-SV = Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment screening value.

Extent of Attainment.
San Joaquin River was originally placed on the 303(d) list in 1992 due to high DDT concentrations in fish tissue.
Approximately 130 miles of the Lower San Joaquin River, between the Mendota Dam and Vernalis, are currently
listed as impaired by DDT. This l30-mile reach of the Lower San Joaquin River drains approximately 4,530 square
miles (2.9 million acres) in portions San Joaquin. Merced, Stanislaus, Tuolumne, Madera, Mariposa, and Fresno
counties. The major tributaries to the Lower San Joaquin River are on the east side of the San Joaquin Valley,with
drainage basins in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. These major east side tributaries are the Stanislaus, Tuolumne, and
Merced Rivers. Several smaller, ephemeral streams flow into the San Joaquin River from the west side of the valley.
These streams include Hospital, Ingram, Del Puerto, Orestimba, San Luis. and Los Banos Creeks. Mud Slough (north)
and Salt Slough also drain the Grassland Watershed on the west side of San Joaquin Valley. The entire 130-mile
segment of the San Joaquin River attains USFDA's arid NAS' criteria for DDT.

Information Sources
Brodberg, R.K., G.A PolloCk. 1999. Prevalence ofSelected Target Chemical Contaminants in Sport Fish from Two
California Lakes: Public Health Designed Screening Study. Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment,
Pesticide and Environmental Toxicology Section. June 1999.

CVWQCB·CVR (California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region), 1998. The Water
Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) f01' the Califomia Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region 
The Sacramento River Basin and the San Joaquin River Basin. Fourth Edition.

Davis, J.A., M.D. May, G. Ichikawa, and D. Crane. 2000. Contaminant Concentrations in Fishfrom the Sacrame11to
San Joaquin Delta and Lower San Joaquin River, 1998. San Francisco Estuary Institute, Richmond, CA. September
1998

Marshack, J.B., 2000. A Compilation otWater Quality Goals. California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Central Valley Region Report, August 2000, updated February 8,2001.
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NAS (National Academy of Science)-NAE (National Academy of Engineers), 1973. A Report ofthe Committee on
Water Quality. Water quality criteria, 1972. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. EPA R.3-73-033.

SJVDP (San Joaquin Valley Drainage Program). 1990b. A management Plan for Agricultural Drainage and Related
Problems on the West Side of the San Joaquin Valley. Vol. 1and Il. Prepared by the San Joaquin Valley Drainage
Program. Sacramento. CA.

SWRCB-DWQ (State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water Quality), 1995. Toxic Substances
Monitoring Program: Freshwater Bioaccumulation Monitoring Program: Data Base (Org_Wet).

SWRCB (State Water Resources Control Board), 1999. 1998 California 303(d) List and Priority Schedule. Approved
byU.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9; May 12, 1999. http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/trndl/docs/303d98.pdf..

USDHHS-ATSDR (United States Department of Health and Human Services. Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry), 1995. ToxFAQs - DDT,.DDE, and DDD. September 1995. http://www.atsdr.cdc.!!ov/tfacts35.html.

USEPA (Office of Science and Technology, Office of Water), 2000. Guidancefor Assessing Chemical Contaminant
Datafor Use in Fish Advisories. Volume 1: Fish Sampling and Analysis. Third Edition.

t,JSEPA (Office of Water), 1997. National Clarifying Guidance For 1998 State and Territory Clean Water Act
Section 303(d) Listing Decisions. August 17, 1997. http://www.epa.gov/owow/tmdl/lisgid.html

USFDA (United States Food and Drug Administration-Shellfish Sanitation Branch). 1984. Shellfish Interpretation:
Action Levels for Chemical and Poisonous Substances. June 21, 1984.
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CALM Chapter 1
State Review Draft

1. Introduction

Introduction

This document outlines an iterative process, a series of steps toward improved state monitoring
and asse~sment programs. The:first step is for states to document their decision making process .

f for attainment ofwater quality standards and to make that process transparent and available to
the public. The second step is to expand the states' monitoring coverage to assure that data will
be available to make attainment decisions for all state waters. The third phase is to update
decision making methodologies as more high quality data become available.

This document is intended to provide information to states and other jurisdictions responsible for
collecting data and infonnation on water quality which is used for the following pmposes:

Detennining the extent that waters within their jurisdiction are attaining water quality
standards (305(b»
Identifying waters that are impaired and need to be included on the Section 303(d) list of
impaired waters

The document is divided into three major parts. Part A addresses the review and arialysis of data
to determine whether they indicate a water is impaired or attaining water quality standards. Part

. B covers the design ofwater quality monitoring programs to collect the data. Part Cdescribes
reporting content and format. .

1.1 What is the Objective of this Document?

The immediate objective of this document is to provide a framework for states, territories,
interstate commissions and authorized tribes to document the decision making processes used to
assess water quality standards (WQS) attainment. This framework includes not just the
organizational structure for documenting the state's assessment and listing methodology, but it
also provides information on appropriate methodologies. For example, it describes each of the
types ofdata that support water quality decision making and how they are used in the context of
applicable water quality standards to support different water quality determinations.
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In the short-term, this framework is intended to promote better documented water quality
assessments and transparency in decision making about water quality standards attainment and to
foster greater participation among organizations involved in water quality monitoring and .
assessment activities. Over the long-term, these efforts will result in more comprehensive, more
efficient, and more effective water quality monitoring programs. Clearly, this is an ongoing
process, involving continual fine tuning and improvement ofnot just the states' water quality .
assessment methodologies and monitoring programs, but also ofthe framework and information
on methodologies in order to keep pace with advances in water quality assessment techniques
and increasing technical expertise.

This document does not attempt to reproduce the volumes ofexisting technical guidance on
water quality monitoring. Instead, it presents a framework for integrating these other documents
into a consolidated monitoring, assessment and listing methodology. Wherever possible, this
document includes citations (and on the web, links) to additional references and resources on
data quality, data interpretation methods, monitoring design and other technical issues related to
water quality assessments and listing decisions. This approach encourages the functional
integration ofmonitoring, data documentation and sharing, data analysis and interpretation,
across state programs and other partners involved in water quality characterization and decision
making.

1.2 Organization and Format of the Document

This document is formatted as a series ofquestions which states, territories, interstate
commissions, and authorized tribes need to answer to document their current methodology. For
each Of these questions, the document provides some context about why they are relevant and
some examples ofappropriate ways to answer them. The examples are drawn primarily from
existing guidance and state programs and proposals. The questions inay already be addressed
through existing·state/interstate/tribal monitoring strategy documents, quality assurance project
plans, and/or water quality standards implementation procedures. To the extent these other
documents describe the assessment and listing methodology, the states' work is essentially done
and can merely be cross-referenced or compiled into a single consolidated assessment and listing
methodology.

The remainder of this document is organized into three parts. Part A deals with the overall
management question ofwater quality standards attainment decisions and identification of
impaired waters. Part A is organized according to the types ofdata that may be used to support
water quality standards attainment decisions. Within each of these chapters, the document sets
forth questions for states about how they define data quality requirements and how they utilize
and interpret data to make decisions about whether a water is impaired or attaining water quality
standards. Part A concludes With a chapter that asks states how they integrate multiple types of
data applicable to a specific designated use when identifying waters that are impaired or attaining
water quality standards.

Part B deals with designing a comprehensive monitoring program to assess the extent that waters
are attaining WQS and to identify the waters that are impaired. This part addresses the overall
design ofwater quality monitoring programs, including documenting monitoring goals and data
quality objectives for the type, amount and scale of data needed. One chapter explores options
for extending monitoring programs over time to cover all water resource types including lakes,
rivers, wetlands, estuaries, coastal waters. It presents information on using probability-based
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sampling design to generate state-wide characterizations ofthe extent of waters attaining water
quality standards or impaired. Another chapter describes a targeted or follow-upstage of
sampling designs for making attainment/impamnent decisions about specific drainage areas,
waterbodies or segments.

Part C describes approaches for reporting on water quality standards attainment for both the
305(b) water quality inventory and the 303(d) list of impaired waters. This section addresses the
documentation necessary to communicate the findings and the basis ofattainment/impainnent
decisions. It pro .des different options fOLP.res~diugs..a1; <1itW"ent scales relevant to tl.!.~ ..
sampling desi . For e'xampre, a 3"05(b)report may have one sectio~t presents the overall:
e n ofwater quality conditions based on state-wide probability designs followed by aseries of I
watershed or basin level sections that present the results offiner scale monitoring designed to
identify impaired waters.._,_, ._. ... ~..- ......--- --

The question and answer fonnat ofthis document provides a :framework for the contents ofa
consolidated assessment and listing methodology and infonnation, including examples, about
ways to respond to the questions. The examples given are not exclusive options for responding
so that flexibility is allowed to reflect the legitimate variations among states, tenitories and

. authorized tribes in the water quality standards and implementation procedures they adopt. We
understand that not all states currently have programs that reflect the infonnation and examples
described in the document, and expect that these states may take this opportunity to define the
improvements needed in their programs, to develop an implementation plan and time line for
moving toward these improvements in their monitoring programs and their assessment and
listing methodology.
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Introduction

Overview of the Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology
Framework .

Contents

2.1 Legislative and Regulatory Context

2.2 Elements of a Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology
2.2.1 Element One: What are the state's assessment objectives?
2.2.2 Element Two: What are the state's data and information needs?
2.2.3 Element Three: What are the state's data analysis procedures?
2.2.4 Element Four: What is the state's dataand information collection strategy?
2.2.5 Element Five: What data management system does the state use and does it

document data. quality?
2.2.6 Element Six: How does the state communicatefmdings to decision makers, the

public, and EPA?

2.3 References

CALM Chapter 2
State Review Draft

2. Overview of the Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology
Framework

States use a variety of data and information to assess water quality and make specific
management decisions ranging from detennining existing uses to issuing point-source discharge
pennits and non-point soUrce control grants. The more confidence managers have in the
underlying water quality da~ the more confident they are in their subsequent management
decisions. Managers cannot always obtain a full suite ofwater quality data to support their
decision making. In these situations, they make educated judgements with data and infonnation
that provide insights into water quality conditions and likely concerns, but don't provide the
level ofconfidence desired Adequate fi.mding ofmonitoring programs, :full utilization ofvalid
data from volunteer and other sources, and better linkages between management decisions and
monitoring program design will help boost management confidence in its decision making
capabilities and ensure more effective water quality management programs.

This guidance not only addresses documentation but provides a framework for evaluation of data
gathering and analysis for states and Tribes to better document the quality of data used to support
water quality decisions. It begins by asking states to clearly articulate the data quality objectives
for collecting and analyzing data that supports their management decisions. The framework
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provides for quality assurance and quality control procedures to be clearly described for each
type ofdata. It asks for a description of data analysis procedures, both for screening the quality
of data sets and fot interpreting their results in the context of state water quality standards. These
are the key elements ofthe assessment and listing methodology. These elements are the subject
ofpart A of this document. Parts B and C address two additional and integral components ofan
overall water quality assessment program. Part B provides guidance on monitoring design. Part
C describes data management and reporting.
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Using Chemical Data as Indicators of Water Quality

Contents

3.1 How are Chemical Data Used Within the Context of the State's WQS?
3.1.1 Numeric Criteria
3.1.2 Narrative Criteria

Introduction

3.2 What Actions does the State Take to Assess and Document Data Quality, Including
Third-Party Data?
3.2.1 How does the state define data quality?
3.2.2· How does the state assess (review and evaluate) data quality?
3.2.3 How does the state document the level ofdata quality?

3.3 How does the state analyze and interpret chemical data to determine WQS
attainment/impairment?
3.3.1 What statistical analyses for interpreting chemical data does the state use?
3.3.2 How does the state make attainment/impairment decisions in the absence ofa

"perfect data set"?

3.4 References

CALM Chapter 3
State Review Draft

3. Using Chemical Data as Indicators of Water Quality

A complete assessment ofwater quality demands consideration ofdifferent types of data because
each provides unique insights into water quality standards attainment status. This chapter
addresses the role of chemical data in assessing water quality standards attainment and listing
impaired waters. Chapters 4 through 8 cover biological, physical, toxicity, pathogen, and habitat
data, respectively. Note that conventional indicators such as temperature, pH, and dissolved
oxygen, which are sometimes referred to as physical data, are included in this chapter because
they are generally treated as chemical indicators ofwater quality.

Chemical data are important indicators ofwater quality standards attainmentJimpainnent for a
number ofreasons..All state, territory and authorized tribal water quality standards include
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numeric water quality criteria adopted to protect aquatic life and human health from the effects
ofpollution. Assessments of chemical concentrations serve as direct measures of stressors to
aquatic life and human health. Chemical-specific data and water quality models allow
predictions of the likelihood of impacts to aquatic life and human health where they may not yet
have occurred. Chemical pollutants also lend themselves to chemical-specific Tl\.IDL
development and source controls, particularly as expressed in NPDES discharge permits.

Using chemical data involve issues related to data quality and ensuring that data are
representative of water quality conditions. This chapter is structured to help states reduce
uncertainty by documenting their approaches for using chemical data to make water quality
standards attainment decisions and list impaired waters. Each section title poses a question that
addresses an element of a state's assessment and listing methodology.

3.1 How are Chemical Data Used Within the Context of the State's WQS?

State water quality standards playa central role in a state's water quality management program.
Standards drive water quality assessments, 303(d) lists ofimpaired waters, 305(b) reports on
water quality status and trends, TMDLs, NPDES permits, and nonpoint source management
measures. These standards include designated uses appropriate for each waterbody, numeric and
narrative criteria adopted to protect the uses, and policies to prevent degradation ofwaters.
Chemical data primarily support assessments ofthe extent to which numeric and narrative
criteria are met The state's assessment and listing methodology should describe how chemical
data are collected·and how they are used to determine attainment with applicable water quality
standards.
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States, territories, and authorized tribes adopt water quality criteria to protect designated Uses,
including aquatic life, recreation, public water supply, fish and shellfish consumption. The
criteria must be based on sound scientific rationale and must contain sufficient indicators or
parameters to protect the designated uses. Water quality criteria are numeric criteria derived
from EPA's 304(a) criteria guidance documents or other scientifically defensible methods, or
narrative criteria adopted serve where numeric criteria cannot be detennined or to supplement
numeric criteria. '

3.1.1 Numeric Criteria

Under Section 304 of the Clean Water Act, states, territories, and authorized tribes adopt
chemical-specific numeric criteria into their WQS to protect designated uses. These criteria
generally include:

• Aquatic life thresholds for acute or chronic exposure of sensitive organisms

• Human health thresholds for cancer risk or non-cancer risk due to exposure via drinking
water and :fish tissue consumption' ,;-------..........,

• . Organoleptic 'bffeet thresholds for drinking water consumption and recreation
,~.,

EPA publishes water quality criteria guidatice that consist of scientific infonnation regarding
concentrations of specific chemical's in water that are protective ofaquatic life and human health.
EPA is also working on guidelines that address chemical concentrations in sediment and fish .
tissue.. States may use these criteria guidelines as the basis for developing regulatory chemical
criteria and adopting them as part of their water quality standards. States may modify the
national criteria or employ other scientifically defensible techniques for developing water quality
criteria.

The complete listing ofEPA recommended water quality criteria can be found in National
Recommended Water Quality Criteria-Correction (EPA 822-2-99-001) or at
http://www.epa.gov/ost/standards/wqcriteria.html. Table 3-1 lists state web sites where
individual state water quality standards, including numeric criteria are presented in detail.
Another source for state water quality standards and criteria is the EPA web site:
http://.................... [still under development]

Numeric Criteria for Aquatic Life Protection

The development ofnumeric water quality criteria for aquatic life protection is a complex
process described in each ofEPA's criteria guidance documents and summarized in the Water
Quality Standards Handbook (EPA 823-B94-005a). The process involves collecting and
analyzing data on a specific chemical concerning its toxicity to and bioaccumulation by aquatic
organisms. To serve as a basis for criteria guidance, data must be available for at least one
species in each ofat least eight different families. Ifenough acceptable data are available, EPA
derives a recommended acute and chronic criterion. Acute thresholds estimate the highest one-

hour concentration that will not have alethal effect on 95percent of the species tested.
Similarly, chronic thresholds estimate the highest four-day concentration that should not cause
unacceptable toxicity during long term exposure. Acute or chronic criteria are adjusted to reflect
water quality characteristics such as pH, temperature or hardness, which affect the bioavailability
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of some pollutants and associated exposure risks for aquatic life. Separate criteria may be
developed for fresh and salt waters.

Table 3-1. State agency web sites for water quality standards and criteria (current as of
February 2001)

AK http://www.state.ak.us/local/akpages/ENV.CONSERV/dawq/drn/wqsmain/regs.htm

AL http://www.adem.state.al.uslRegsPennit/ADEMRegs/Div6Voll/rdiv6v1.html
http://www.adem.state.a1.uslRegsPennitIPropRules/proprule.htm

AR http://www.adeq.state.ar.us/regs/reg02.htm

.AZ http://www.sosaz.comJpublic servicesrritle 18/18-11:htm

CA http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/plnspols/index.html

CO http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/cdphereg.asP#Wgreg

CT http://dep.state.ct.us/wtr/wgs.pdf

DE http://www.dnrec.state.De.us/water/wqs1999.pdf

FL http://www.dep.state.fl.us/ogc/documents/rules/shared/62-302.pdf
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/ogc/documents/rules/shared/62-302t.pdf

GA http://www.ganet.org/dnr/environ/rules files/exist files/391-3-6.pdf

In http://mano.icsd.hawaii.gov/doh/rules/ADMRULES~html

IA http://web.1egis.state.ia.uslRuIes/2000/iac/567iac/56761/

ID http://www2.state.id.us/adm/adminru1es/rulesIIDAPA58/58lNDEX.HTM
http://www2.state.id.us/adm/adminru1es/bulletin/septOO.pdf

IL http://www.ipcb.state.il.us/title35/download/C302.pdf

IN http://www.ai.org/legis1ative/iac/title327.html

KS http://www.kdhe.state.ks.us/download/index.html#bowreports

KY http://www.lrc.state.ky.us/kar/401/005/026.htm

LA http://www.deq.state.laus/planning/regs/title33/index.htm#partix

MA http://www.state.ma.us/dep/brp/wm/files/314crnr4.pdf

MD http://209.15.49.5/dsd_web/default.htm .

MI http://www.deq.state.mi.us/swq/

MO http://mosl.sos.state.mo.us/csr/lOcsr/10c20-7.pdf

MS http://www.deg.state.ms.us/newweb/opchome.nsti.pages/SurfaceWaterfiles/$file/wgc.

lli!f
ME http://janus.state.me.us/legis/statutes/38/title38ch30secO.html

:tv.1N http://www.revisor.1eg.state.mn.us/aruleI7050/

MT http://www.deg.state.mt.us/dirlLegaliChapters/CH30-06.pdf
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http://mapswebOl.sips.state.nc.us/ncoah/ncadrninistrativ.Jtitle15aenviron.Jchapter02e
nviro.Jdefault.htm

NE http://www.deg.state.ne.us/R.uleAndR.nsfi.pages/117-TOC

ND N/A

NH http://www.des.state.nh.us/wmblEnv-Ws1700.pdf

NJ http://www.state.nj.us/dep/landuse/njac/7-9b.pdf
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/watershedmgt/swgs/

NM http://www.nrnenv.state.nm.usINMED regs/swgb/2Onrnac6 1.html

NV http://www.leg.state.nv.usINAC/NAC-445A.html

NY http://www.dec.state.ny.us/website/regs/chl0.htm

OH http://www.epa.state.oh.us/dsw/rules/3745-1.h1ml

OK http://www.state.ok.us/-orwb/rules/Chap45.pdf

OR http://watergualitv.deg.state.or.us/wg/wgrules/wgrules.htm

PA http://www.pacode.com/secure/datal025/chapter93/chap93toc.html

PR N/A

RI http://www.state.ri.us/dern/REGS/wATER/QUALREGS.PDF

SC N/A

SD http://legis.state.sd.us/rules/rules/7451.htm

TN http://www.state.tn.us/sos/rules/1200/1200-04/1200-04.htm

TX http://www.tnrcc.state.tx..us/oprdlrules/pdflib/307· .pdf

lIT http://www.ru1es.state.ut.us/publicat/code/r317/r317-002.htm

VA http://ftp.deg.state.va.us/pub/watrregs/wgs.zip

VI N/A

VT· http://www.state.vt.us/wtrboardijuly2000wgs.htm

WA http://www.ecy.wa.govibiblio/wac173201ahtml

WI http://www.legis.state.wi.us/rsb/code/nr/nr1OO.html

wv http://www.state.wv.us/csr/docs/WPDocs/4601 .wpd

N/A means WQS not on the web or web address not available at time of compilation.

The Acute Criterion (Criteria Maximum Concentration, CMC) equals the highest concentration
of a pollutant to which aquatic life can be exposed for a short period of time without deleterious
effects. The Chronic Criterion (Criteria Continuous Concentration, CCC) equals the highest
concentration of a pollutant to which aquatic life can be exposed for an extended period of time
(4 days) without deleterious effects (40 CFR 131.38). For ammonia, a 30-day rather than 4-day
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average is recommended. Alternative averaging periods can be developed using data that relates

toxic response, including delayed mortality, with exposure time or using models oftoxicant
uptake and action (EPA, 1991). Both the acute and chronic exposure durations were set to be

. fully protective offast-acting toxicants, and are therefore even more protective for slower-acting
toxicants.

Early in the water quality standards program, EPA criteria guidance for several parameters
including chlorides, turbidity and temperature stated these criteria should not be exceeded at any
:frequency. EPA recommends the acute and chronic aquatic life criteria for toxics not be
exceeded more than once in a three year period. EPA selected this exceedance frequency to
provide a level ofprotection similar to the 7Q10 design flow or low flow condition. This
approach was also supported by a literature review of studies of ecological recovery from a
variety of severe stresses, such as chemical exposure, logging, flooding, channelization, dredging
and drought. Because of the nature ofthe literature, EPA could not make Strong connections
between the severity of chemical criteria excursions and the ecological response. The
exceedance frequency is considered highly protective. Like the magnitude and duration
components of the water quality criteria, it may also be reVised to reflect site-specific
information on exposure and response relationships.

Numeric Criteria for Human Health Protection

States· adopt ambient numeric chemical criteria for human health protection to protect public
water supply, fish consumption, and recreational uses of surface waters. A few states have
adopted criteria to protect humans from chemical concentrations in ground water. States may
adopt numeric fish tissue-based chemical criteria for the protection ofhuman health from
consumption ofmercury in fish.

In 2000, EPA published revisions to the methodology for developing ambient water quality
criteria for the protection ofhuman health. These revisions incorporate the latest scientific
information for developing water quality criteria, including systematic procedures for evaluating
cancer risk, noncancer health effects, human exposure, and bioaccumulation potential in fish
(Methodology f07' Deriving Ambient Water Quality Criteria for the Protection ofHuman Health
(2000); EPA-822-B-OO-004 or http://www.epa.gov/ost/humanhealtb/method/index.html).

The revised methodology provides more flexibility for decision-making at state, tribal and EPA
regional levels. Specifically, it provides opportunity for states, territories, and tribes to use
tailored information on fish consumption rates, acceptable risk levels, and other factors that
influence the calculations of chemical criteria. EPA believes that adoption of water quality
criteria require several risk management decisions that are o~n better made at the state, territory
and tribal level.

Water quality criteria to protect human health generally are based on protecting against long
tenn exposure to low concentrations of a toxic pollutant. When applying a chemical human
health criterion to water quality standards attainment decisions, EPA recommends comparing the
mean of the measured ambient concentrations to the criterion. If the mean exceeds the criterion,
the water quality standard is not being attained.

3.1.2 Narrative Criteria
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To supplement numeric criteria for toxic chemicals, states adopt narrative criteria. These criteria
help ensure that all designated uses are protected under a wide range ofcircumstances. Narrative
criteria are effective tools for addressing toxic effects ofpollutants, exposure pathways, or
exposure conditions for which the state has not adopted chemical-specific numeric criteria.
Narrative criteria, which are often referred to as "free froms" were :first developed in 1968 and
continue to be an important element of state, temtory and tribal water quality standards.

EPA guidance explains that these "free froms"apply to all waters ofthe United States at all flow
conditions, including ephemeral and intennittent streams (EPA 1994). Narrativecriteria
guidance indicates that all waters be free from substances that:

Cause injury to, or are toxic to, or produce adverse physiological responses in
humans, animals or plant
Settle to fonn objectionable deposits
Float as debris, scum, oil, or other material in concentrations that form. nuisances
Produce objectional:?1e color, odor, taste, or turbidity
Produce undesirable aquatic life or result in the dominance ofnuisan~e species.

There are numerous examples where chemical data is used to interpret a narrative criterion. For
example, a state may use chemical concentrations in sediment, in conjunction with other
information on sediment toxicity and the health ofbenthic communities, to identify a water as
impaired due to sediment contamination. Another example ofthe use ofchemical data to
interpret narrative criteria is the use of fish tissue data. The concentrations ofpollutants in fish
tissue can be used in risk-based calculations to assess attainment of the fish consumption use as
well as to issue fish consumption advisories. States may use narrative criteria to determine that a
surface water is impaired for its public water supply use. This decision might be triggered by a
finding that a drinking water utility has violated a chemical-specific maximum contaminant level
for treated water and that chemical is present in the ambient surface water. .

EPA encourages states, temtories and authorized tribes to use chemical data to interpret narrative
criteria, however, these jurisdictions should develop implementation procedures that explain how
different types of chemical data are used to make attainment/impamnent decisions based on
narrative criteria.

3.2 What Actions does the State Take to Assess and Document Data Quality, Including
Third-Party Data?

This is an important question because it aclmowledges that not all data are ofequal value for·
assessing water quality standards attainment/impairment. Results of chemical data, or any other

type ofdata, analysis are oflimited value unless they are accompanied by documentation about
sample collection, analytical methods and quality control protocols. Poorly documented
monitoring results may provide an indication ofpotential problems, corroborate other data and
information, or trigger additional monitoring, but they are unlikely to support an attainment or
impainnent decision if they fail to meet accepted data quality objectives. Chemical data with
good data quality documentation must be used to support an attainment/impainnent decision.

Several states are reexamining and better defining requirements for acceptable data and protocols
for screening data adequacy prior to interpreting data to make water quality standards attainment
decisions. EPA has extensive technical documents on this topic, some ofwhich are listed in the .
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references to this chapter. Documenting data quality requirements and data evaluation
procedures is a critical element that states must address.

It is important to balance data quality requirements with common sense. Data quality
requirements must be objective and inclusive. States, territories, and authorized tribes must
consider of all existing and readily available data when making water quality standards
attainment/impairment decisions. Data should not be excluded solely because of its source or its
age, without a reasonable description about why it is not representative ofwater quality
conditions. Similarly, datacolIected using different methods than the state prefers should be
considered if the detection liniits for the method are appropriate for both the criteria threshold
and the concentration detected.
3.2.1 How does the state define data quality?

As noted in Chapter 2, EPA encourages states, territories, interstate commissions" and authorized
tribes to use the data quality objectives process to define minirriurn quality data requirements.
This includes information on appropriate sample size and monitoring design, sample collection
and handling protocols, analytical methods and detection limits, quality control procedures, and,
data management. Frequently this type ofinfonnation is documented in the state's quality
assurance project plan or standard operating procedures for monitoring. Some data quality
requirements are defined in the applicable water quality stmldards or implementation procedures.

It is important to make this infonnation available to other organizations such as tribal, interstate,
state, federal, academic, and volunteer citizen groups that also monitor water quality. Over time,
these potential partners may agree to meet your data quality requirements ifyour agency clearly
spells out these requirements in your assessment and listing methodology or other readily
available and well-publicized documents.

Sample size is an important element ofdati quality. ill general, statistical tests have a high level'
confidence with 30 or more samples. Small sample sizes have a low probability of detecting
water quality standards exceedances, unless they are wide-spread and, therefore, are more likely
to err on the side ofbeing under-protective. Figure 3-1' illustrates the effect of sample size on the
probability of detecting more than one criteria exceedance when the actual frequency of
exceedances is between zero and 50 percent. Documenting the confidence and power of a
decision based on the size of the data set can be an effective tool in illustrating the benefits of
appropriate sample sizes. Appendix B describes these issues in more detail and provides
guidance and additional references on detennining sample sizes.

3.2.2 How does the state assess (review and evaluate) data quality?

Data quality assessment means the scientific and statistical evaluation of data to detennine ifdata
obtained from monitoring operations are of the right type, quality, and quantity to support water
quality attainment decisions. Data quality does not exist in a vacuum; one must know in what
context a data set is to be used in order to determine whether the data·set is adequate.

Guidance for assessing the quality ofavailable datasets is described in detail in Practical
Methods for Data Quality Assessment (EPA/600/R-96/084). For assessing WQS attainment, EPA
recommends a tiered approach. The following steps should be part ofthe first tier ofyour data
quality review process:
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Screen documentation to determine ifappropriate procedures were used and quality
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) measures were in place (e.g., if the third party's field
and laboratory procedures are documented in standard operating procedures (SOPs))
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Determine if samples were collected under the appropriate conditions for comparison to
water quality standards (e.g., correct time ofyear or flow conditions)

Review sample collection and analytical methods to determine compatibility with·your
agency's QAlQC requirements and SOPs; also determine if the third party's sample
collection and analytical methods were actually followed in creation of the data set

Determine if the metadata accompanying the data set meets your agency's requirements;
(e.g., determine adequacy and accuracy ofgeographic documentation in the data set).

Figure 3-1 Effect of Sample Size on Probability of Detecting Criteria Exceedance
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Once you determine that the data set meets your basic documentation requirements, you might
decide to do additional screening of the acttial data sets. At a minimum, youmight want to look
for values below the detection limit ofthe analytical method, because these may influence how
you analyze the data set or incorporate it with other data. Ifupon analyzing the data, the findings
cause you to suspect errors in the collection or analysis, you may want to conduct more in-depth
analysis of QA/QC procedures. This screening could include reviews of QAlQC reports to
determine ifthe data set meets your agency's QA/QC requirements regarding documenting
measurement system performance (e.g., adequate use ofQC samples), the approach to handling
missing data and non-detects, and deviations from SOPs.

3.2.3 How does the state document the level ofdata quality?
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The 305(b) Consistency Workgroup developed a table assigning qualitative levels of infonnation
or data quality to different types of chemical data. Several states have since developed similar
approaches for mting the quality ofdata used in water quality standards assessments. States are
encouraged to use an approach similar to that described in Table 3-2 to report on the quality of
data supporting attainmentlimpainnent decisions. In addition, they should begin documenting
quantitative infonnation about the quality ofthese decisions.

The data hierarchy described in Table 3-2 addresses data quality considerations such as sample
collection and analytical techniques, spatial and temporal representativeness, and quality
assurance procedures. The user rates the data set based on the rigor of the information, where 1
is the lowest and 4 is the highest. In general, Level 1 information alone is not sufficient for an
attainment decision; however, even a short period of record can indicate impairment in cases of
gross exceedances of criteria.

States should supplement the level of data descriptions illustrated in Table 3-2 with more
quantitative descriptions ofthe confidence and power of their attainment/impairment decisions.
This documentation clearly illustmtes to decision makers and the public the impact of small data
sets on the uncertainty in the water quality decision. Quantitative documentation of the
uncertainty is expressed in statistical terms of the error rates, both Type I decision error or the a
-level and Type IT decision error or the a-level ofthe assessment. These decision errors are
discussed in detail in Appendix B. A Type I error occurs when an attaining waterbody is
erroneously judged to be impaired and a Type II error occurs when an impaired waterbody is
erroneously judged to be·attaining. Both types oferror have negative consequences and costs to . .
society. EPA encourages states to ·collect sufficient numbers of samples to balance both types of
error at reasonable levels.

To swnmarize, for attainment decisions based on chemical data, states should document:

• Level of information based on Table 3-2 or state-developed table or approach.

II Sample size, range ofconcentrations, mean, median, and standard deviation

• Level of statistical confidence (Type I decision error and Type II error), and width of the
confidence intelVal.
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Table 3-2. Hierarchy of Chemical Data Levels for Evaluation of Aquatic Life Use Attainment

2

3

4

Anyone of the following:
• Water quality monitoring using grab water

ampling .
• Water data- extrapolated from an upstream or

ownstream station where homogeneous conditions are
xpected .
• Best professional judgment based on land use data,

ource locations

Anyone of the following:
• Water quality monitoring using grab water

ampling
• Rotating basin surveys involving multiple visits or

utomatic sampling
• Synthesis of existing or historical information on

fish contamination levels
• Screening models based on loadings data (not

alibrated or verified.

Anyone of the following:
• Composite or a series of grab water sampling used

diurnal coverage as appropriate)
• Rotating basin surveys involving multiple visits or

utomatic sampling
• Calibrated models (calibration data <5 years old).

All of the following:
• Water quality monitoring using composite or series
fgrab samples ~diurnal coverage as appropriate)
• Limited sedUDent quality sampling and fish tissue

nalyses at sites with high probability of contamination.

Low spatial and temporal coverage:
• Quarterly or less frequent sampling with limited period of.

ecord (e.g., I day)
• Limited data during key reriods or at high or low flows

critical hydrological regimes) .
• Data are >5 years old and are not reflective of current

onditions

Moderate spatial and temporal coverage:
• Bimonthly or quarterly sampling during key periods (e.g.,

pring/ summer months .
• Fish spawning seasons, including limited water quality data at

.gh and low flows
• Short period of record over a period of days or multiple visits

uring a year or season.
• Data are <5 years old and there is high certainty that

onditions have not chan ed since sam lin

Broad spatial and temporal (long-term, e.g., > 3 years) coverage
of site with sufficient frequency and pollutant coverage to capture
acute events:
• Typically, monthly samplingduring key periods (e.g., spring!

ummer months, fish spawning seasons), multIple samples at high
nd low flows
• Lengthy period of record (sampling over a period of months).
• Data are <5 years old and there is high degree of certainty that

onditions have not chan ed since sam lin

Broad spatial (several sites) and temporal (long-term, e.g., > 3
years) coverage ofsite with sufficient frequency and parametric
covera~e to capture acute events, chronic conditions, and all other
potential chemical impacts .
• Monthly sampling during key periods (e.g., spring/summer
onths
• Fish spawning seasons (including multiple samples at high and

ow flows)
• Contmuous monitoring.
• Data are <5 years old and there is high degree of certainty that

onditions have not changed since sampling.

Approved QNQC protocols not
followed or QNQC results inadequate
Methods not documented
Inadequate metadata

Apl?roved SOPs used for field and lab;
limIted training
Low'precision and sensitivity
QA/I..lC protocols followed; QNQC
results adequate .
Adequate metadata

Moderate precision and sensitivity
Samplers well trained
SOPs used for field and lab;
Moderate precision/ sensitivity;
QNQC protocols followed; I..lA/QC
results adequate
Adequate metadata

High precision and sensitivity
Samplers well trained
SOPs used in field and lab
QNQC protocols followed; QNQC
results adequate
Adequate metadata

• Level of infonnation refers to rigor of chemical sampling and analysis, where I = lowest and 4 = highest.
b Even a short period of record can indicate a high confidence of impairment based on chemical data; 3 years of data are not required to demonstrate impairment. For example, a single visit to a stream

with severe acid mine drainage impacts (high metals, low pH) can result in high confidence of impairment. However, long-term monitoring may be needed to establish full attainment.
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3.3 How does the state analyze and interpret chemical data to determine WQS
attainment/impairment?

Biology

The most important element ofthe state's assessment and listing methodology is documentation
ofhow the state analyzes and interprets data to detennine water quality standards attainment and
identify impaired waters. This documentation must be consistent with the state, territory, or
authorized tribes applicable water quality standards implementation procedures. If the
implementation procedures do not describe how water quality standards are interpreted for
pUIposes ofdetennining attainment status, the procedures should be revised to reference the
assessment and listing methodology, at a minimum.

In recent years, most water quality agencies have followed approaches developed by the 305(b)
Consistency Workgroup for interpreting data to assess water quality standards
attainment/impairment status as described in the 305(b) reporting guidelines (EPA, 1997).
Guidance documents for developing section 303(d) lists of impaired waters indicate that waters
identified as partially or not supporting water quality standards according to the 305(b)
guidelines should be included on 303(d) lists of impaired waters (EPA, 1991). One area where
the 305(b) guidance and 303(d) guidance differ is the treatIpent ofwaters that are ''fully
supporting water quality standards, but threatened". The 305(b) guidance has a broader
definition ofwaters fitting this category that 303(d), so it is not appropriate to assume thiit all
threatened waters in 305(b) reports belong on 303(d) lists. Table 3-3 reflects slight
modifications to the decision rules in the 305(b) guidance to simplify the reporting categories
and to clarify the linkages between 303(d) lists of impaired waters and 305(b) water quality
inventory reports. For simplicity, this table does not include the fully supporting, but threatened
category.

An assessment methodology should take into account the balance between desired minimum data
requirements from a strict scientific perspective and the practical realities ofaffecting the
availability ofinfonnation and the strength of the available evidence. For example, a state's
methodology could require aminimum level ofdecision errors for making an attainment
decision except in cases where overwhelming evidence of impainnent is found. An eXample of
overwhelming evidence would be a single sampling event showing very high metals values or
dangerously low pH downstream ofan abandoned mine. Another example would be allowing the
results from analytical methods with high detection levels or poor sensitivity (e.g., field test kits)
in cases where the results clearly suggest large exceedances of criteria. Photographs or other .
documentation of gross impairment may also be considered, if appropriate.

3.3.1 What statistical analyses for interpreting chemical data does the state use?

EPA acute and chronic chemical criteria for protection of aquatic life are examples of ideal
standards, as defined by Barnett and O'Hagan (1997). Ideal standards include criteria set as
maximum levels not to be exceeded. As defined by Barnett, ideal standards pose challenges in
assessing attainment for several reasons. The standard set as a not to be exceeded chemical
criterion does not address variation and uncertainty, therefore, assessing attainment implies a
monitoring design that measures for the chemical throughout the entire population-all points in
the waterbody continuously over time (Barnett, 1997). Any state monitoring program to collect
data for interpreting attainment with water quality standards, however, involves samplirig the
population and estimating the characteristics ofthe population based on the characteristics ofthe
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sample.

Table 3-3: Interoreting Chemical Data to Assess WQS Attainment

Biology .

Type of Criteria

Acute chemical criteria for toxic
pollutant for the protection of aquatic
life
(may be numeric criteria or
interpretation ofnarrative)

Chronic chemical criteria for toxic
pollutant for the protection of aquatic
life .

(may be numeric criteria or
interpretation ofnarrative)

Acute or chronic chemical criteria for
conventional pollutant
(may be numeric criteria or
interpretation ofnarrative)

Human health criteria for drinking
water, fish consumption, recreation,
or other human-health related uses
(may be numeric criteria or .
interpretation ofnarrative)

Human health criteria for fish and
.shellfish consmnption
(may be numeric criteria or
interpretation ofnarrative)

Attaining WQS

For anyone pollutant, no more than
one excursion above acute criterion
(EPA's criteria maximum concentration
[CMC] or applicable StatefTribal
criterion) within a three-year period
based on grab or composite samples

For any pollutant, no more than one
excursion above chronic criterion
(EPA's criteria continuous
concentration [CCC] or applicable
StatefTribal criterion) within a three
year period based on grab or composite
samples.

For any pollutant, no more than ten
percent of the samples exceed the
criterion

Annual mean concentration does not
exceed criterion

Tissue levels do not exceed state/tribal
risk-based levels, and/or
No fish/shellfish restrictions or bans
are in effect.

Impaired for 305(b) and 303(d)

More than one excursion above
criterion within any three year
period

More than one excursion above
criterion within any three year
period

More than ten percent of the
samples exceed the criterion

Annual mean concentration
exceeds criterion

Tissue levels exceed
state/tribal risk-based. levels,
and/or
A fish/shellfish restriction or
ban based on monitoring data
is in effect

The use of sampling introduces variability and uncertainty. Some ofthis is due to the natural
variability of the waterbody and human error associated with sample collection and analysis. A
key element ofthe uncertainty relates to the degree of precision ofthe sample. A larger, well
conducted monitoring effort will yield better, more precise est:irrultes of the true condition than a
smaller or poorly run effort. It is important that a state's data quality objectives and quality

assurance/quality control procedures clearly define adequate statistical and other implementation
procedures to assure that all parties are aware ofthe minimum data set and statistical analsysis
requirements to show attainment (Barnett, 1997). Figure 3-2 illustrates the effect of sample size
on the confidence intervals and, therefore, the precision associated with attainment decisions.
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4. Using Biological Data as Indicators of Water Quality

The objective of the Clean Water Act (CWA) is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical
. and biological integrity ofthe Nation's waters. In 1991, EPA issued a policy statement regarding
the "Use ofBiological Assessments and Criteria in the Water Quality Program" (USEPA,
1991a). This policy states in part:

"To help restore and maintain the biological integrity ofthe Nation's waters, it is
the policy ofthe Envirpnmental Protection Agency that biological surveys shall
be fully integrated with toxicity and chemical-specific assessment methods in
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State water quality programs. EPA recognizes that biological surveys should be
used together with whole-ejjluent and ambient toxicity testing, and chemica/
specific analyses to assess attainment/non-attainment ofdesignated aquatic life
uses in State water quality standards. EPA also recognizes that each ofthese
three methods can provide a valid assessment ofdesignated aquatic life use
impairment. "

This chapter addresses the role ofbiological data in assessing attainment with applicable water
quality standards and listing impaired waters. The framework described in this chapter is
intended to help states and other jurisdictions better document the decision-making processes
they employ to assess water quality stanc4rrds attainment using biological monitoring and
assessment. This framework includes the organizational S1lU.Cture for documenting the State's
methodology for using biological assessments/biocriteria, and provides information on
methodologies and approaches that can be ~ed to support different water quality detenninations.

The chapter is organized according to the necessary elements of State methodologies and the
types of information state methodologies need to provide:

How are biological data used within the context of the state's water quality
standards? (Section 4.1)
.How does the state define and document the rigor and quality ofits biological
assessment methods? (Section 4.2)
How are biological data interpreted to determine WQS attainment and identify
impaired waters? (Section 4.3)

Section 4.4 provides information on evaluating the quality ofbiological indicators.

Section 4.5, References, lists key USEPA guidance documents that provide technical
infonnation to develop and implement effective bioassessment programs for assessing attainment
ofwater quality standards and identification of impaired waters. All of these documents are
available through. EPA's web site: http//www.epa.gov/ost/biocriteria.

Throughout this chapter, hierarchies ofbiological methods, from Levell to Level 4, are
suggested. Level 4 data are of the highest quality and provide a relatively high level of certainty
in an assessment. In contrast, Level 1 cIata are produced through less rigorous approaches that
present a relatively high degree ofuncertainty. Without other supporting information, Level 1
data are therefore generally not recommended for use in listing or de-listing decisions.

4.1 How Does the State Use Biological Data within the Context of State
Water Quality Standards?

A clear description ofhow biological data are used to interpret applicable water quality standards
is an important element of the state's assessment methodology. States use a variety of
approaches for integrating biological data in the context of applicable water quality standards.
The most common approaches are:
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Approach 1

Approach 2

Approach 3

. Approach 4

Biology

Numeric Biocriteria- If a State has adopted numeric biocriteria inits water
quality standards for a specific water body type to protect a well-defined aquatic
life use classification, then an impairment occurs when the biological condition of
the water body is less than those biocriteria. (Ohio is one state using this
approach.)

Narrative Biocriteria- Ifa State has not adopted numeric biocriteria, but has
adopted a narrative biocriterion in its water quality standards that applies to the
water body, and has well-described implementation procedures that define a
quantitative threshold or measurement process for meeting or exceeding the
narrative criterion, then impainnent occurs when bioassessments of the water
body show a departure ofbiological condition from the acceptable range of
conditions defined by the procedures (Oregon and North Carolina currently use
this approach.)

Biologically-based Aquatic Life Uses- If a State has not adopted numeric or
narrative criteria, but has adopted a well-defined biologically-based designated
usefor a water body and also has specific biological descriptions or methods that
define the biologically-based uses, then impainnent occurs when a biological
assessment shows that the water body is not achieving the biologically-based
designated use in accordance with the State's methods and definition. 01ermont
and Maine currently use this approach.)

Documented Biological Assessment Method- If a State has not adopted numeric
or narrative biocriteria, specific narrative implementation procedures, nor a well
defined biologically-based designated use, but the State has established a
bioassessment procedure, then impainnent/attainment is detennined by the
threshold established in the bioassessment methods. (Arizona and New York
currently use this approach.)

Ifa State has adopted none ofthe criteria, procedures, or specific uses described above, then a
program must be established to develop biologically-characterized uses and an associated
hioassessmentprogram to measure such uses. In any such case, the State's methodology
should describe its plans and schedule for establishing and implementing the needed programs.

EPA reconnnends that States use biological. assessments to refine, or tier, their aquatic life uses.
A tiered approach to classification should articulate regionally relevant ecological expectations
for State waters (e.g., reference conditions) and specify restoration goals for individual Water
bodies (e.g., tiered designated aquatic life uses). Appropriate water quality criteria are then
adopted into State standards to protect the specific designated uses. The water quality criteria
and any needed implementation procedures should provide for quantifiable measurement ofeach
specified use. This approach will better protect high quality waters, provide for more accurate .
evaluation of effectiveness ofcontrols and best management practices, and enhance public
confidence and participation in the water quality standards-setting process.

The States ofMaine, Vennont and· Ohio have well-described use classification systems in their
standards (reference State documents and/or include examples from these State's standards).
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Currently, the majority of states are using or preparing to use Approach 2 (i.e., they have
narrative biocriteria and have either well-developed bioassessment procedures or are validating
procedures and decision thresholds). Many of these states have rigorous bioassessment programs
that can serve as a basis for implementing or adopting numeric biocriteria in their water quality
standards. .As of 1995, all but three states had either developed, or were in the process of
developing, bioassessment approachesfor streams. Thirty states used bioassessment to interpret
aquatic life use attainment and 28 states had narrative biocriteria (USEPA, 1996a). Only a few
states have numeric biological criteria in their standards (e.g., Maine, Ohio, and Florida for
streams and Delaware for estuaries). EPA is updating the status of state and tribal bioassessment
programs. Preliminary indications are that state and tribal program growth and sophistication
has continued beyond the levels in 1995.

4.2 How Does the State Define and Document the Rigor and Quality of its
Biological Assessment Approach?

Documentation ofthe rigor and quality ofthe biological data is integral to a biological
assessment prograin. The following sections outline the elements that need to be documented:
sampling and monitoring design (4.2.1); classification ofwater bodies (4.2..2); choice of
reference conditions (4.2.J);choice of indicator assemblages (4.2..4); choice offield and
laboratory protocols (4.2.5); and precision ofthe biological methods (4.2.6.).

4.2.1 How Does the State Document Index Period or Other Temporal Conditions During
Which It Collects Biological Data?

The state, in its monitoring program design, needs to clearly define its target population ofWater
bodies of interest. In the biological assessment program, this is typically done by water body and
ecoregion type, along with selection ofan index period. Because it may not be possible to
adequately monitor each water body or water body type, most monitoring programs collect data
from a representative sample ofWater bodies in the target population (e.g., EMAP, MBSS). If
the monitoring program uses a well-designed sample survey approach or a very comprehensive'
non-random approach (as Ohio does), the· state may obtain statistically valid inferences about the·
condition of the target population.

The state must also document the index period (time ofyear and duration) used for sampling the
condition of the biological community, or specify that it will sample on a year-roood basis. EPA
recommends establishing index periods to account for natural, seasonal changes in indicator
results, and to assure that only results from similar index periods are compared in the attainment
decision-making process.

The timing ofsampling does not need to be oriented to the more severe or worst-case conditions;
however, understanding the dynamics ofhow the ecosystem functions at different times enables
the investigator to better interpret data from pr:escribed index periods. The use of an index
period also allows a better concentration of sampling during a period when reference conditions
have been characterized. A specified index period is used in most state bioassessment
programs, although there are variations in the level of specificity.

• Levell information - No index period is identified and sampling can be scattered
throughout the year. This approach is not recommended because it does not help to
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establish a reliable benchmark reflecting the natural cycles of spawning, recruitment,
migration, and mortality.

• Level 2 infonnation - A seasonal period is identified for convenience in sampling or to
match existing programs. Sampling outside the index period may be done, but is usually
for emergency response monitoring.

• Level 3 infonnation - A well-doCumented seasonal index period(s) is identified or there
is comprehensive annual (periodic sampling throughout year) coverage. Index periods
are selected based on known ecology to minimize natural variability, maximize gear
efficiency, and maximize the infonnation gained on the assemblage (U.S. EPA, 1999).
Reference conditions are·calibrated for the index period(s).

4.2.2 Bow Does the State Document the Natural Classification afWater bodies?

The State should clearly document how it determines the natural variability of its biological data.
Classification is useful in evaluating natural variability and distinguishing that natural variability

from human induced changes. Classification ofWater bodies may be based on water body type
(rivers, streams, lakes, wetlands, estuaries,etc.), watershed drainage size, ecological regions,
elevation, temperature, and other physical features of the landscape and/or water body. The
number ofclassifications the state can analyze may be limited by the number of samples taken
and the availability of candidate reference sites within each class. EPA recommends classifying
more specifically than simply by water body type, beCause it is highly unlikely that the biological
condition ofa particular water body type would be naturally unifonn throughout the entire state.
States should list the classification approach(es) used, ifany, for all water body types monitored.

Ecoregions have been used successfully as primary classification schemes (for example, in Ohio,
see Yoder and Rankin, 1995), or as aggregates of ecoregions (for example in Florida, see
Barbour etal., 1996, and Wyoming, see Gemtsen et al., 2000). Ecoregions are areas of relative
ecosystem homogeneity (or similar quality) defined by similarity of land fonn, soil, vegetation,
hydrology, and general land use. For example, streams ofa given ecoregion are more similar to
one another than they will be to streams manother ecoregion. In coastal marine areas, large
scale provinces have been established that function similarly to ecoregions. These provinces are
based on latitude, climate, and similarities in land fonn (Holland, 1990).

.Ecoregions are not the only method for classifying freshwater ecosystems. Hawkins et al. (2000)
point out that the amount ofbiotic variation related to landscape features is not large, and
augmenting classifications based on local habitat features accounts for substantially more
variation than the larger-scale environmental features. Some States have used other landscape
factors such as elevation and rainfall to classify their Wa~r bodies (Spindler, 1996).

State programs currently vary in their approaches to classification:

Levell infonnation - No classification of ecosystems. This approach is not
recommended, because natural variability is not partitioned to improve the benchmarks
for assessment.
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Level 2 information - Minimal classification limited to individual watersheds or basins.
This approach may not recognize stream continumn principles where headwaters differ in
function from mainstem. In estuaries and lakes, classification may apply only to portions
or embayments.

Level 3 information - Classification recognizes geographical or other similar
organization. This approach is usually based on landscape features and supplemented
with instream or other water body characteristics.

Level 4 information - Classification based on a combination of landscape features and
physical habitat structure of water body type. This approach provides the best
classification scheme for assessment

4.2.3 How Does the State Establish and Document Reference Conditions?

Reference conditions must be defined in order to assess a water body's ecological health and
establish water quality goals. Reference conditions serve as the benchmark ofbiological
integrity against which a water body's conditions are compared. The state's methodology needs
to describe how it developed reference conditions, whether they were based on assessment of
reference sites or through other means. The state's methodology may incorporate by reference
its biological assessment methods and indicate which of the following levels ofrigor best
characterizes the state's reference conditions.

• Levell information - No reference condition formally established. Presence and
absence ofkey taxa may constitute the basis for assessment Professional opinion may be
used to support assessment of attainment This approach may be more difficult to defend,
especially in listing detenninations, than those relying on more formal scientific
evidence.

• Level 2 information - Reference conditions pre-established by professional biologist
and based on known ecology ofarea. A site-specific control or paired watershed
approach may be selected for assessment. Regional sites are not generally used at this
level.

• Leve13 information - Reference condition may be site-specific, but is normally based
on watershed scale assessments. Regional reference sites have likely been developed for
the relevant water body type and are the basis for assessment arid monitoring.

• Level 4 information - Regional reference conditions are established for each water body
class and consist of sites and/or other specified means of establishing regional
expectations for assessing and monitoring each water body.

State methodologies need to clearly docmnent how reference sites are selected and used. A
reference condition can be derived from reference sites, an empirical model of expectations that
may include knowledge ofhistorical conditions, or a model extrapolated from ecological
principles. Normally, actual sites that represent best attainable conditions of a water body are
used. Generally, EPA recommends the use of a regional reference condition based on an
aggregate of sites that allows for broader application in state water resource programs than
individual, site-specific conditions (U.S. EPA, 1996a).
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Where reference sites are not available (e.g., for large ecosystems such as rivers, estuaries,
coastal areas, and in significantly altered systems such as urban centers and cropland areas), a
disturbance gradient might be constructed to extrapolate to an appropriate reference condition
(Karr and Chu, 1999). This approach requires some Imowle~ge ofboth stressor gradients and
biological condition gradients.

Abiotic factors are also used in selecting candidate reference sites. This is necessary to avoid
circularity in defining biological characteristics that become the basis ofreference conditions.
Candidate reference sites are then evaluated to determine the degree of human modification
which has occurred. Factors considered may mclude: human population density and distribution,
road density, presence of land uses such as rriining, logging, agriculture, urbanization, grazing,
etc. This information can be from GIS data layers, maps and/or evaluations by resource
managers. Candidate sites are eliminated ifthey have high human modification, especially to
npanan zones.
Candidate sites can be derived from probabilistic sampling (a posteriori detennination) or from
targeted sites (a priori selection process).

Approaches to abiotic selection criteria can range from a few chemical criteria to a range of
factors as discussed above. The rigor of the criteria also varies from very conservative, which
restricts the number of candidate reference sites selected, to very liberal, which increases the
number of candidate reference sites. Although EPA prefers a conservative approach, states may
take different approaches based on their lmowledge of the ref~rence sites. EPA suggests using a .
conservative approach when greater uncertainty exists as to whether the candidate sites are likely
to represent the highest quality waters. State methodologies need to include documentation of
these decisions.

It is very important that staffbiologists verify in the field the current conditions of candidate
reference sites. A candidate site should be eliminated ifconditions preclude its ability to serve as
a reference for high quality water. A reference site may be natural, minimally impaired
(somewhat natural), or best available (altered system).

In summary, when reference sites are used to establish reference conditions, state methodologies
need to document how (by what criteria) the state selects reference sites and how it uses
reference sites to define regional reference conditions (e.g., by combining sites in a regional
reference condition, or through other approaches such as a paired watershed or
upstream/downstream design).

4.2.4 What Indicator Assemblages Does the State Use in Its Assessment Approach?

State methodologies need to document both the assemblage(s) used as indicators and the level of
taxonomy used to assess the indicator assemblage. Biological indicators can be separated into
four prinCipal assemblages that are used for assessment and attainment decisions: benthic
macroinvertebrates, fish, algae, and aquatic macrophytes. Research is underway on birds
and amphibians as candidate assemblages for wetlands, marshes, headwater and ephemeral
streams, as well as other water body types (USEPA 2001- MAIA).

While a single assemblage may be sufficient for an attainment detennination, EPA recommends
the use ofmore than one assemblage to provide added confidence in the assessment finding.
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Each assemblage serves a different function in the aquatic community, has differing habitat
ranges and preferences, and may be susceptible to stress in varying manners and degrees.
Several states collect and analyze more than one assemblage in their water quality assessments,
although the data may be collected by different agencies within a state. The types of
assemblages and taxonomic considerations being used include:

• Level 1 infonnation - Visual observation ofbiota; poor taxonomic resolution.

• Level 2 information - One assemblage (usually invertebrates); adequate but consistent
taxonomic resolution

• Level 3 information - Single assemblage collected and analyzed; high data quality and
higher taxonomic resolution

• Level 4 information - Two or more assemblages collected and analyzed; taxonomic
resolution to the lowest practical taxon (mostly genus/species)

1) Benthic Macroinvertebrates

The benthic macroinvertebrate assemblage inhabits the sediment or bottom substrates ofWater
bodies and responds to a wide array of stressors in different ways. It is often possible to
determine the type of stress that has affected a macroinvertebrate. community (USEPA, 1990;
USEPA 1999). Because many macroinvertebrates have life cycles of a year or more and are
relatively immobile, macroinvertebrate community s1rueture.is generally a function ofpast
conditions in the specific water body. The benthic assemblage is the most common assemblage
used in bioassessments for State water quality programs (USEPA 1996b).

Taxonomy - Genus/species taxonomic identification provides the most representative
infonnation on ecological relationships and best resolution in sensitivity to impairment (U.S.
EPA, 1999). In the northwest, it is standard practice in bioassessments for all macroinvertebrates
in the subsample to be identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level, generally genus or
species (Hayslip, 1993). However, in some regions of the United States, family level
identification is more commonly used and is sufficient for assessments in these regions (need a
reference). The scientific detennination ofleve1 oftaxonomy should include a lmowledge of
adaptive radiation within the fauna, i.e.,.estimates ofthe number ofgenera and/or species per
family. For example, the higher the ratio ofgenera to families, the less likely a family level
identification approach will be adequate. Naturally depauperate systems, such as coastal, low
gradient streams, or oligotrophic lakes may warrant family-level indices. In lakes and estuaries,
biomass measurements are done on taxonomic groupings (e.g., family or genus) as part of
bioassessments.

Whatever the level of taxonomic rigor chosen by the state, this needs to be clearly documented in
the state's methodology.
A macroinvertebrate ''voucher collection" for each major basin, ecoregion, site class or other .
appropriate study unit is highly recommended This collection has a representative ofeach taxon
and serves as a basin record and reference for checking identifications. A senior aquatic
taxonomist should check the specimens entered into the type collection for accurate
identification and ifnecessary send them out to recognized experts for verification. Ideally, this
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collection should be housed in a musemn or university. The state's protocols for establishing
and maintaIning avoucher collection also need to be described (or referenced) in its
methodology.

2)~

Bioassessment using the fish assemblage requires that all fish species (and size classes), not just
game fish, be collected. Fish are good indicators oflong-tenn effects and broad habitat
conditions because they are relatively long-lived and mobile (Karr et al., 1986). The fish
assemblage also integrates various features ofenvironmental quality, such as food and habitat
availability. The physical degradation of streams can cause changes in the food web and the
composition and distribution ofhabitats (Lonzarich, 1994). The objective of the fish assemblage
portion ofany protocol is to collect a representative sample of the fish assemblage by methods
designed to (a) collect all except rare species in the assemblage and (b) provide a measure ofthe
relative abundance ofspecies in the assemblage. The use of fish assemblages in streams is more
common in the eastern and mid-western United States, although some programs in other regions
are investigating their utility (USEPA 1996b). For example, there have been fewer fish
assemblage studies in streams and rivers of the western u.s. due to the more depauperate nature
of these assemblages than other regions ofthe country. Also, fish diversity is naturally low in
headwaters and other small streams, as well as in intennittent streams, making :fish less viable
indicators than other assemblages. Fish are considered important indicators in larger water body
types (i.e., lakes, estuaries); however, ~sh assemblages have been used toa lesser extent in water
quality assessments because of the mobility and sampling difficulties in these systems (EPA,
1998; U.S. EPA, 2000a).

Taxonomy - All fish species need to be identified to species level either in the field or the lab,
depending upon the expertise of the field crew. As with benthic macroinvertebrates, it is
important to retain voucher specimens (ideally in a museum or university) and EPA recommends
that a taxonomic expert verify and make detenninations on any problematic taxa. Additional
infonnation on species of interest may be obtained by recording total ]ength and weight. In
addition, :fish may be examined for external anomalies.

3) Periphyton or Phytoplankton .

Algae are primary producers and are responsive indicators of environmental change. The
periphyton assemblage serves asa good biological indicator in streams and shallow areas
because of its naturally high number of species and rapid response to exposure and recovery.
Most algal taxa can be identified to species level by experienced biologists, and tolerance or
sensitivity to specific changes in environmental conditions arelmown for. many species (Rott, .
1991; Dixit et al., 1992). Because periphyton is attached to the substrate, this assemblage
integrates physical and chemical disturbances to a stream reach. However, few state
environmental agencies have developed protocols for the periphyton assemblage in streams.
Idaho recently proposed a method to use diatoms in assessing the biointegrity of large Idaho
Rivers (IDEQ, 1999). Phytoplankton is a common assemblage used in lake (EPA, 1998) and .
estuary (U.S. EPA, 2000a)assessments.

Taxonomy - In general, EPA recommends identifying algae to species in rivers and wadeable
streams because: (1) this will better characterize differences between assemblages that may occur
at the species level and (2) there are large differences in ecological preferences among algal
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species within the same genus. However, substantial infonnation can be gained by identifying
algae just to the genus level. Although valuable ecological infonnation may be lost, costs of
analyses can be reduced, especially for inexpenenced analysts (USEPA 1999, Chapter 6).

Ifimplementing a new program and only an inexperienced analyst is available, identifying
diatom genera in assemblages can provide valuable characterizations ofbiotic integrity and
environmental conditions. As analysts get more experience counting, the taxonomic level of their
analyses should improve. The cost ofan experienced analyst counting and identifying algae to
species is then not much greater than analysis to genus (USEPA ·1999, Chapter 6).

For assessing lakes, EPA recommends sampling the phytoplankton assemblage and counting and
identifying cells to order or genus. Simplified field and laboratory procedures are possible for
measurements based on higher taxonomic levels such as division or order. Identification to
species is considered supplemental at this time because it is not clear that theinfonnation gained
represents a substantial improvement over higher levelS oftaxonomy (USEPA 1998~).

4. Aquatic Macrophytes

Aquatic macrophytes include vascular plants (grasses and forbes) and may be emergent or
submergent. Vascular aquatic macrophytes are a vital resource because of their value as
extensive primary producers and habitat for fish and waterfowl (U.S. EPA, 2000a). This
assemblage is most important in estuaries (U.S. EPA, 2000a) and wetlands as an ecological
indicator. Excessive nutrient loadings lead to prolific phytoplanktOn and epiphytic rnacroalgal
groWth on grasses that out-compete the macrophytes (U.S. EPA, 2000a).

Taxonomy - need some language

Whatever assemblage(s) are used, State methodologies need to document their rationale for the
value and purpose of the assemblage(s) in assessment and attainment decisions. The scientific
credibility ofthe assessment depends on the selection of the assemblage.

4.2.5 What are the State's Field and Laboratory Protocols for Indicator Assemblages?

Standardization of laboratory and field methods is necessary to establish the validity and
reliability ofbiological data. Whatever assemblage is chosen, the methods for sample collection
and laboratory analysis need to be fully documented. EPA has published a generic quality
assurance project plan guidance for programs using community-level biological assessment in
wadeable streams and rivers (see EPA, 1995). The development of standard operating
procedures (SOPs) for field and laboratory methods needs to include an effective quality
assurance (QA) program with quality control (QC) checks. In order to minimize bias, reduce
error, and maintain a high level of data integrity, the SOPs and QA/QC plan identify the specific
procedures of all aspects of the biological program. .

Infonnation on data quality objectives and quality assurance/quality control procedures is usually
documented in a separate quality assurance project plan and standard operating procedures
document which can be referenced in the state's general methodology. This infonnation should
be available for other parties to use as a reference in developing compatible monitoring projects.
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• Levell infonnation - Docum~ntation ofmethods is cursory and they are not usually
written as SOPs. Methods may be highly variable, relying primarily on best professional
judgment.

• Level 2 infonnation - Methods are generally well-documented, but QAlQC may be
minimal. Training ofbiologists may be oriented only to new or inexperienced staff

• Level 3 infonnation - Methods are well-documented and SOPs are updated periodically.
An effective QAlQC program in place. Training is provided periodically throughout the

year for all staffto raise skill levels and enhance interaction and consistency.

• Level 4 infonnation -' Same as level 3, but methods cover multi-assemblages.

Considerations for Macroinvertebrate Assemblage Sampling and Laboratory Analysis
Habitat type - The three basic choices for sampling macroinvertebrate habitat type are: (a)
artificial substrate, (b) multi-habitat, and (c) single habitat sampling. Each choice has advantages
and disadvantages. Some choices are more appropriate in some regions of the country than in
others. State methodologies need to describe which habitat they are sampling and why they have
chosen this habitat type. '

Each of the three choices for sampling aquatic organisms are commonly used throughout the US.
However, minimum requirements for selecting an approach are: 1) adherence to strict quality

control procedures to provide consistency and avoid sampling error; 2) a choice ofa single
habitat type is based on its availability and dominance as productive organism habitat (e.g.,
cobble in streams, kelp beds in coastal areas, or sand in estuaries); 3) a choice ofa multihabitat
approach selection is preferred in systems with a diversity ofhabitat; and 4) a choice ofartificial
substrates leads to sampling habitat that is natural for the system(s) under study (e~g., rock
baskets in cobble streams or lakes, or multiplate Hester Dendy substrates to represent woody
debris in streams). A State's methodology needs to describe which habitat type it is sampling
and why it has chosen this habitat type

Gear/number ofsamples -
Macroinvertebrate samples are usually taken with either a Surber sampler, Hess sampler, D
frame net or artificial sampler. State methodologies need to specify the gear type to be used. In
addition, they need to document the specific characteristics of that gear (e.g., the standard mesh
size for nets, ifapplicable) and the number of samples taken from the habitat type.
For riffle sampling, EPA's Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (RBPs) recommend sampling a
minimum of2 or 3 rrt of stream bottom. The REPs recommend compositing (combining) riffle
samples into a single sample representative of the stream reach; however, replicates are taken at
a proportion of the sites (usually 10% ofthe sites) to measure sampling precision (U.S. EPA,
1999). Others (Kerans and Karr, 1992) recommend taking replicate samples at all sites (i.e.,
taking more than one sample from a stream reach and keeping it separate for taxonomic
identification and enumeration). Three to five replicates are Commonly used at each site in many
research studies (Resh and McElvary, 1993). There is still scientific debate on the appropriate
number of samples per site/reach. The same approach (i.e., compositing samples with replicates
for precision estimates) is recommended for lakes (EPA, 1998b) and estuaries (U.S. EPA, 2000a)
(however, the gear for infaunal sampling consists of grab samplers (e.g., Ponar)). Again, State
methodologies need to document (or reference) their sampling approach.
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Subsampling - Bioassessment programs that are designed to support assessment and attaimnent
decision, need timely and cost effective laboratory processing ofbenthos samples. Using a
predetemrined fraction of the field sample for identification and enumeration is called
"subsampling". Subsampling has been crucial to reduction of costs and time associated with
processing benthic samples. The goal of subsampling.is to provide an unbiased representation of
a larger sample (Barbour and Gerritsen, 1996). Subsampling procedures developed by
Hilsenhoff (1987) and modified by Plafkin et al. (USEPA, 1989) have been implemented in
many State programs. As an improvement to the mechanics of the technique, Caton (1991)
designed a sorting tray and method that allow for rapid isolation oforganisms and easy removal
ofall organisms and debris while eliminating investigator bias. In Rocky Mountain streams of
Wyoming, a 200 organism subsample was found to be optimal in tenns of infonnation return for
the investment (Gerritsen et al., 1996). Most agencies in the northwest use either a 300 or 500
organism subsample. However, proportional subsampling can be a viable alternative to fixed
count subsampling, and has been advocated as more accurate in some cases (Courtemanch, 1996;
Cuffney et al., 2000).

Whatever procedure and number of organisms are sub-sampled for identification, the state's
methodology needs to clearly document (or reference) the approach used. Precision estimates
are important to help interpret results from subsampling efforts. A low precision indicates lower
confidence in the interpretation than a high precision. For instance, subsampling 100 organisms
will provide lower values on taxa richness than 300 or 500 organisms because the probability of
capture is less. However, lmowing the precision ofhow taxa richness would be estimated from
only 100 organisms may, in limited circumstances, still allow an agency to adequately assess the
condition of a site. EPA recommends that states test the level of subsampling and establish
precision measurements on their subsampling level.

Considerations for Fish Assemblage Sampling and Laboratory Analysis

Reach length or sampling area - The most recent revision to the RBPs (USEPA, 1999) describes
two acceptable methods for site or reach selection. The first is a fixed distance method such as
that used by Ohio EPA (150-200 meters) and Massachusetts DEP (100 meters). The second is a .
proportional distance method such as that used by the EPA Office ofResearch and
Development's EMAP program (40 times the stream width). In lakes and estuaries, fish
sampling will occur in the littoral zone along the shoreline, or in the pelagic areas for a specified
distance or time (EPA, 1998b; U.S. EPA, 2000a).

Field methods - The RBPs recommend electrofishing as a standard sampling technique for
streams and small areas (USEPA, 1993a). Single pass removal using electrofishing is sufficient
to obtain a representation for biological assessments (Bauer and Burton, 1993). However, in
some cases, electrofishing may notbe allowed due to the presence ofendangered species or may
not be practical for other reasons. In these cases, other methods, such as snorkeling or using

. seines, are used. Snorkeling may miss some smaller, norrgame species offish and therefore is
less useful for assemblage level analysis. Sampling gear used in large Water bodies such as
rivers, lakes, and estuaries consists of seines, gill nets, or trawls. The method selected needs to
be clearly documented. .

Considerations for Periphyton and Phytoplankton Assemblage Sampling and Laboratory
Analysis
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Field Methods - The two major categories offield methods for periphyton differ by the type of
substrate sampled (natural versus artificial). For an accurate assessment of the assemblage,
samples should be collected during periods of stable in-stream flow.

For natural substrates, samples may be collected from either all available microhabitat types or
from a single habitat type. The procedures for sampling from all available microhabitats have
been adapted from the Kentucky and Montana protocols (Kentucky DEP, 1993; Bahls, 1993) and
are reported in the latest version ofthe RBPs. An alternative to compositing several
microhabitats· is to select a single habitat type that sufficiently characterizes the study reach.
The most accurate way to decrease sample variability is to collect from only one type ofhabitat
within a reach and to composite many samples within that habitat (Rosen, 1995). Ifmultiple
habitats are sampled, the samples should be kept separate, by habitat, for analysis. .

Periphyton can also be sampled by collecting from artificial substrates that are placed in aquatic
habitats and colonized over a period oftime. This procedure is espe.cially useful in larger
(non-wadeable) streams, rivers with no riffle areas, wetlands, and lake environments. Kentucky
(Kentucky DEP, 1993), Florida (Florida DEP, 1996), and Oklahoma (Oklahoma CC, 1993) have
used this technique successfully. Either surface (floating) or benthic (bottom) periphytometers
are used and fitted with glass slides, glass rods, clay tiles, plexiglass plates or similar substrates
that occur in the study area. The minimum requirements for periphyton investigations are as
described in the Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (U.S. EPA, 1999) for streams, and for
phytoplankton as described in the Lakes Bioassessment and·Biocriteria Document (U.S. EPA
1998) and the Estuarine Bioassessment and Biocriteria Document (U.S. EPA 2000a).

Phytoplankton standing stock is estimated by chlorophyll a measurements. One approach might
be three replicate samples ~ollected at each station at one-half the Secchi depth using a
Kemmerer or Van Dom sampler (U.S. EPA, 2000a). Another approach would be to collect a
depth-integrated sample through the entire photic portion of the water column. The same
techniques for phytoplankton collections are applicable to lakes and reservoirs (EPA, 1998b),
and estuaries and coastal marine waters (U.S. EPA, 2000a).

Laboratory Analysis - Generally, there are two types of algae that can be identified for
assessment: soft algae (non-diatoms) and diatoms. Some states identify only the diatoms. For
data on diatom abundance, EPA recommends counting a minimum of300 to 500 valves or
frustules and recording taxa and number counted on bench sheets. Chlorophyll ~ is also analyzed
in conjunction with taxonomic identification. Chlorophyll is analyzed fluorometrica11y or
spectrophotonietrically following disruption of cells (by grinding) and extraction with acetone
(APRA, 1992). Once again, documentation ofthe methods selected by the state is important.

Considerations for Macrophyte Assemblage Sampling and Laboratory Analyses
Field Methods - For large Water bodies (i.e., large rivers, lakes or reservoirs, estuaries or coastal
marine areas), areal coverage and distribution of submerged aquatic macrophytes is estimated
from aerial photographs, ifavailable, and ground-truthed at the site (U.S. EPA, 2000a). The
dominant taxa may be field-identified from vegetation samples collected in shallow waters.
Detailed macrophyte monitoring and assessment procedures are included in USEPA (1992),
Ferguson and Wood (1994), and Orth et aI. (1993). Macrophyte surveys in streams and wetlands
usually require site visits to identify the diversity of species and delineate the areal coverage and
standing crop biomass.
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Laboratory Analysis - Most identifications of macrophytes are done in the field. However,
voucher collections and samples for biomass detenninations are returned to the laboratory.

4.2.6 How Does the State Document the Precision of Its Biological Methods?

State methodologies need to document the ability of selected biological indicators to distinguish
among human and natural influences; The value ofa biological index, or indicator, is in its
ability to be used reliably as a signal ofenvironmental degradation. The ability of the indicator
to discriminate differences among sites along a known gradient of disturbance should be
critically examined.

The discriminatory ability of the indicator or index is determined by documenting the response
of the indicator to environmental stress. The preferred way to do this is by establishing a
gradient of stress based on non-biological factors such as contaminant concentrations, physical
habitat quality, or land uses (K.arr andChu, ~999). Alternatively, binomial dis~tory ability
can be detennined by comparing biological differences among high quality reference sites and
stressed sites (U.S. EPA, 1999). Engle (2000) and McConnick and Peck (2000) address
discriminatory ability for estuarine and :freshwater systems, respectively. The.document
Evaluation Guidelines for Ecological indicators (U.S. EPA 2000b) and the revised Rapid
Bioassessment Protocols (U.S. EPA, 1999) also address this issue.

Whatever assemblage or combination of assemblages is used, the state's methodology needs to
document the value and purpose of the assemblage in assessment·and attainment decisions.
Fundamental requirements for a biological assessment include understanding the perfonnance of
the method (e.g., bias and precision) aswell as the effects ofnatural variability on the method's
ability to detect a gradient ofenvironmental impainnent Biological assessments are most useful
when the sample is representative of the site examined·and the assemblage measured, the data
are an accurate reflection of that sample, and the methods distinguish natural and measurement
variability (i.e., ''noise'') from a true environmental effect (i.e., "signal"). These elements are
already included to some extent in most state quality assurance programs.

• Levell infonnation - Precision ofmethod is low or not measured. Replicate data for
estimating precision is not nonnally available. Ability of indicator to distinguish among
human: and natural influences is unknown.

• Level 2 infonnation - Precision of method is moderate. Methods are better documented,
to enable more consistent sampling and higher precision. Ability of indicator to
distinguish among human and natural influences has been determined based on studies
conducted in other states or regions..

• Level 3 infonnation - Precision is moderately high, maintained through rigorous
methods, training, and periodic refinements or improvements to the implementation of
the methods. Ability of indicator to distinguish among human and natural influences has
been documented within the state, but is generally based on "impaired" and "reference
sites" without a gradient of stressors/human influence..

• Level 4 infonnation - Nonnally highest precision, reflective ofhigh rigor in methods
development and QA/QC, with good repeatability in assessments and a high level of
confidence in analytical results. Ability ofindicator(s) to distinguish among human and

I
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natural influences is quite high and based on a gradient of stressOIS/lnnnan influence,
which may also include "impaired'1 and "reference sites"..

Method precision, or repeatability, indicates the level of confidence in a site characterization.
Precision in a bioassessment requires consideration ofvariability due to both human and natural
sources. Therefore, each step in the sampling and analysis process, including sampling
precision, laboratory sorting precision, and taxonomic identification precision (lTFM, 1995),
need to be addressed.

Bias is also an important consideration. Certain sampling gear or procedures, for example, are
biased in tenus of the types ofbiota they collect or the types of environmental conditions in
which they are most efficient. It is important to understand such sources ofbias and how they
may interact with natural sources of variation (e.g., flow, season, geomorphology) to influence
site characterization. Quality assurance programs encourage the continued documentation of
variability to ensure the ability to detect long-tenn trends. An on-going quality assurance
program is· also useful for periodically re-evaluating the perfonnance ofthe indicator and the
adequacy ofreference conditions.

Two fundamental requirements for a biological assessment are that samples be representative of
the site or assemblage of interest, and that the analytical data accurately reflect the sample.
Measurement ofprecision in these two requirements detennines the level of confidence in the
assessment. Precision is measured to identify errors and allow inferences to be made about the
repeatability of an assessment. Once the precision of a method is lmown, the likelihood of
replicating an assessment can be estimated and the level of confidence in an assessment can be
characterized. More specific infonnation on documenting measurement error, as well as
temporal and spatial variability, is provided below.

Estimating and Documenting Measurement Error

The process of collecting and analyzing biological data has inherent sources ofvariability that
can obscure the discriminatory ability of an indicator. It is important to estimate effects ofthese
sources ofvariability to ensure that monitoring objectives are addressed satisfactorily and so that
data quality and comparability can be documented (Diamond et al., 1996; MDCB, 1999). A
major source ofvariability in biological assessments is measurement error. Measurement error is
the degree to which one accurately characterizes the sampling unit or site and includes two
gerieral components: (l) natural spatial and temporal variability within the sample unit and (2)

human or method errors. Natural spatial and temporal variability may lead to differences in
precision or bias in an indicator that canresult in inaccurate characterization of a site (see
Section 4.4.2). Human or method errors include inconsistencies in sampling effort across sites,
inappropriate use of sampling gear, inaccuracies in laboratory sorting and processing, and
misidentified organisms. All ofthese errors can also result in mis-characterization of a site.

Human or method error is controlled by using standardized and comparable methods, proper
training ofpersonnel, and quality assurance procedures (EPA, 1995). Quality assurance
procedures include examination of replicate field samples at some subset ofthe sample units
(e.g., 10% of the sites) and re-examination ofa proportion of samples by an independent
taxonomist. For programs in which multiple field sampling crews are used, it is important to
document variability in results due to personnel. Side-by-side sampling by different field crews
is used to document the magnitude ofthis source ofmeasurement error. Adequate training and
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similar experience in each crew helps ensure that this somce oferror is minimized.

Documenting Temporal Variabilitv Among and Within Field Seasons

Biology

It is tmlikely in a monitoring program that data can be collected simultaneously from a large
number of sites. Instead, sampling may be conducted over several days, weeks, or months. For
many monitoring programs, indicators are used only in a particular season, time of day, or other
window of opportunity when their signals are detennined to be strong, stable, and reliable, or
when stressor influences are expected to be greatest. This optimal time frame, or index period,
can reduce sources of error in site characterization due to temporal variability (U.S. EPA, 1999).
However, because an index period can span several weeks or months in some cases, it may be
important to estimate and document variability within a field season, or index period. This is
best accomplished by analyzing multiple samples, collected over time, from reference sites.

Although resomce constraints often limit assessments to single index periods, it is useful to
understand seasonal effects on the indicator, particularly in cases involving unexpected
monitoring demands, such as spills, emergency response, and time-critical decision-making.
Understanding the seasonal variability, and expectations, for biological data, using candidate
reference sites, could allow data to be used for studies outside the primary index period or for
other programmatic needs.

Documenting Temporal Variability Across Years

Indicator responses may change over time, even when environmental conditions remain
relatively stable. Changes may be due to weather, succession, population cycles or other natural
inter-annual vanations. Available estimates ofvariability across years should be examined to
ensure that the indicator reflects true trends in ecological condition for characteristics that are
relevant to the assessment question. To detennine inter-annual stability ofan indicator, EPA
recommends that monitoring be conducted for several years at stable reference sites with
minimal influence ofstressors/pollutants.

Documenting Spatial Variability

Indicator responses to various environmental conditions must be consistent across a site class to
enable reliable assessments. Locations within the reporting unit that are known to have similar
ecological condition should exhibit similar indicator results. If spatial variability occurs due to
natural regional differences in physiography or habitat (e.g., elevation), it may be necessary to
adjust indicator expectations and/or stratify the reporting area into more homogeneous subunits.

Use of a regional reference condition, based on an aggregate ofhigh quality sites, will account
for "natural" spatial variability. This infonnation is then used to detennine the discriminatory
ability ofthe indicator (see Section 4.4.5). Partitioning the natural variability on a spatial scale
(i.e., site classification) ensures that biological response to various stressors will be similar
within the site class.

4.3 How Does the State Analyze Biological Data to Determine Attainment
Status and Identify Impairment?
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An important step in a bioassessment program is analysis of the data to make attainment
decisions, and identify impainnent This section describes the analysis ofbiological data (4.3.1);
the multimetric approach to analyzing data (4.3.2); combining metrics and multiple discriminant
analysis (4.3.3); a modeling approach using observed /expected taxa (4.3.4); and establishing
thresholds for distinguishing between waters that are attaining aquatic life uses and those that are
impaired (4.3.5).

To begin, States should document the two primary elements for determining impainnent and
aquatic use attainment status: (l) index development, and (2) threshold selection. Index
development can include single or multiple metrics, discriminant models, or other predictive
models of the aquatic community. Thresholds are the "criteria" above which the designated use
is attained. First, the index is developed and verified on independent datasets. Then the
attainment threshold needs to be established and documented. Selecting this threshold, or
criterion, is perhaps the most critical element in reporting and documenting attainment status.
States typically establish this threshold, and then add other thresholds to distinguish among
higher (outstanding natural resource waters, excellent wannwater habitat, or excellent/good
habitat, etc.) and lower assessment categories (limited resource waters, fair/poor/very poor, etc.).
All thresholds, and the mtionale for their selection, must be documented. More detailed

discussion of the analytical approaches States need to provide in their documentation appear
below.

Levell infonnation - No formal index or community-based endpoint. Assessment may
be based only on presence or absence of targeted or key species. (Some citizen
monitoring groups use this level.) Attainment thresholds not specified; This approach
may not be sufficient for listing impaired waters.

• Level 2 infonnation - A biological index or endpoint is established for specific Water
bodies, but is likely not calibrated to water body classes or statewide application. Index
is probably relevant only to a single assemblage. Watershed monitoring can be used
where regional reference conditions have not been established. Attainment thresholds are
based on dividing the total possible index or model score into equal,parts (quarters,
thirds, etc.).

Level 3 infonnation - A biological index, or model, has been developed and calibmted
for use throughout the state or region for the various classes of a given water body type.
The index is probably relevant only to asingle assemblage, but mayor may not be
applicable among several states or tribes. Several states conduct assessments using Level
3 infonnation (e.g., Florida, Aiizona). Attainment thresholds are based on discriminant
model or distribution ofcandidate reference sites.

Level 4 infonnation'- Biological index(es), or model(s) for multi-assemblages is (are)
developed and calibmted for use throughout the state or region. Integrated assessments
using the multiple assemblages are possible, thus improving both the assessment and
diagnostic aspects of the process. (Ohio and Idaho are examples ofstates using this
approach.) Attainment thresholds are the same as level 3, except power analysis is used to
determine the number of assessment categories.

4.3.1 Analyses of the Biological Data
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There are nwnerous methods for analyzing biological indicator data to assess attainment status,
including both univariate and multivariate analysis techniques. The most common method is use
ofa multimetric index which Combines several biological variables into a single unitless index.

. These variables, or metrics, are characteristics ofthe biota that change in some predictable way
with increased hmnan influence (Barbour et al., 1995). Use ofmultiple metrics to assess
biological conditions maximizes the information available regarding the functions and processes
of aquatic communities. AB discussed above, for a metric to be of value, it must be (1)
ecologically relevant both to the biological assemblage or community under study and to the
specified program objectives, and (2) it must be sensitive tostressors (Barbour et al., 1995). All
metrics that fit these two criteria are potential metrics for consideration. Further analysis ofthis
"universe" ofmetrics will likely eliminate some because ofinsufficient data or because the range
in data is not sufficient for discrimination between natural variability and anthropogenic effects.
The analysis should identify the candidate metrics that warrant further consideration (i.e., those
that are most informative). .

The selected metrics can be used independently or together, depending upon the state's specific
program design. A pioneer in the use ofmultimetric indices for bioassessment, Ohio EPA has
developed indices for fish and macroinvertebrate assemblages of its streams and rivers (Yoder
and Rankin, 1995). A few states have developed approaches that combine biological metrics and
discriminant models. (Maine DEP (Davies et al., 1993) and Oregon DEQ are examples of state
agencies that have taken this approach.) States need not develop their own data analysis
methods. Use of existing tools is acceptable and encouraged. The state needs to document the
specific tool it will be using (i.e., a specific multimetric index, etc.) and how it will apply this
tooL The state should document the level of information on the indicator index used (whether
multimetric or discriminant/predictive model). A more detailed discussion of these approaches
follows.

4.3.2 The Multimetric Index Approach

In multimetric analyses, several metncs are calculated and scored from low to high in a common
scoring system. Scoring is needed because some metrics respond in different directions to
anthropogenic stressors. For example, the abundance of tolerant organisms (density) increases as
conditions degrade, while the number of intolerant taxa (richness) decrease as conditions
degrade. Once the metrics have been scored using a common scale,the scores of all metrics are
swnmed or averaged for a:final index score. A multimetric index originally developed for fish
assemblages in Midwest US streams (Karr, 1981; Karr et al., 1986) has been adapted to streams
and rivers throughout the US and tested in lakes, reservoirs, and estuaries. Because
modifications in the index may be appropriate for different regions and among water body types,
a process for calibrating an index for ecological specificity is required. That process involves
two primary steps: (1) selecting candidate metrics and testing for those that should become core
metrics; and (2) developing an index by transforming metric values to unitless scores and
aggregating as a multimetric index. Ex~ples of generic metrics that are used in various water
resource programs are described in Table 4-2. The response of these metrics along a biological
gradient (Table 4-3) provides a means to assess condition to different levels ofimpainnent.

Selection ofMetrics
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Examples of ecologically relevant attributes include: components of diversity, identity,
composition, function, invasion by exotics, and rare and endangered species. Potential measures
relevant to the ecology ofthe water body within the region or state should be evaluated.
Representative metrics from each of4 primary categories should be selected: (1) richness, which
measures for diversity or variety ofthe assemblage; (2) composition, which measures for identity
and dominance; (3) tolerance, which measures for sensitivity to perturbation; and (4) trophic
measures, which provide infonnation on feeding strategies and guilds. Karr and Chu (1999)
suggest that measures of individual organism health (i.e., anomalies or defonnities) be used to
supplement other metrics. Karr has expanded this concept to include metrics that are reflective of
landscape level attributes, thus providing a more comprehensive multimetric approach to
ecological assessment (Karr and Chu, 1999).

. Core metrics are selected following initial candidate metric screening to identify those that
discriminate between "good" and ''poor'' quality ecological conditions. Metrics that are
responsive to specific pollutants or stressors, where the response is well-characterized, are most
useful as diagnostic tools. Core·metrics should be selected to represent diverse aspects of
structure, composition, individual health, or processes ofthe aquatic biota: Together they fonn
the foundation for·a sound, integrated analysis of the biotic condition to judge attainment of

. biological criteria or designated aquatic life uses. .

Testing Metrics

As discussed earlier, the ability ofa metric to discriminate between reference conditions and
stressed conditions (determined by abiotic, or non-biological, judgment criteria) is crucial to

.selecting core metrics. Multiple metrics should be selected to provide a strong and predictable
relationship with biological conditions. [ADD]

Normalizing Metrics to a Single Scale

As mentioned earlier, two basic approaches are used to develop metric expectations and scoring
criteria as a basis for index development (Simon and Lyons, 1995). The two approaches are to
use data from reference sites or data from sites representing a range of conditions. Ifreference
sites are used, there needs to be asufficientnumber ofreference sites and samples available to
define reference conditions. If data from sites representing a range of conditions (disturbance
gradient) is used, the data need to reflect the entire range of abiotic influence, from minimal
human influence to degraded.

Recent research has shown that transfonning metric values into unitless scores is best done on a
numerical scale from 100-0 (Hughes et al., 1998; U.S. EPA, 1999). The data from all sites for
each metric, including reference sites, are truncated to the 95th percentile to remove outliers and
extreme values from adversely.influencing scoring criteria. [Note - for those metrics that tend to
increase in value as the disturbance gradient increases, the 5th percentile is used.] The range from
the 95th percentile to the minimum possible value is subdivided from 100-0, With 100 being
maximum score. The summation of all metric scores is averaged to provide a 100 point scale for
the index.

Metrics vary in their scale; they may be integers, percentages, or· dimensionless numbers. Prior
to developing an integrated index for asses~ing biological condition, it is necessary to standardize
coremetrics via a transfonnation to umtless scores. A multimetric index is a summation of the
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scores ofthe metrics and has a finite range within each stream class and/or ecoregion. This
range depends on the maximum and minimum possible scores ofthe metrics (Barbour et al.,
1996). Metrics may be given ordinal scores (most often 1, 3 or 5), corresponding to different
aspects ofa biological condition gradient, or may be scored as a percentage of the reference
value (i.e., 0-100).

Combining Metrics into an Index

An index provides a means of integrating infonnation from a composite ofbiological metrics.
Aggregation ofmetrics simplifies management and decision making so that a single index value
is used to detennine whether action is needed. The common elements in the development of any
analytical assessment tool are use of (1) an initial data set to develop (calibrate) the index and
(2) a confumation data set to test (validate) the index. The initial and confumation data may be
from the same set ofbiological data, randomly divided, or they may be from two consecutive
years ofbiological data, used separately. All sites in each data set are identified by degradation
class (e:g., reference vs. stressed). To avoid circularity, identification of reference and stressed
should be made from non-biological (abiotic) infonnation, such as quality ofthe riparian zone
and other habitat features; presence oflmown discharges and nonpoint sources, extent of
impervioUs surface in the watershed, extent of land lise practices, etc.

4.3.3 Combining Metrics and Multiple Discriminant Analyses

There are a variety ofapproaches to combining metrics for an attainment detennination. Maine
DEP employs a hierarchical decision-making teehniquewhich is an example ofa discriminant
model that uses a variety ofbiological metrics. It begins with statistical models (linear
discriminant analysis) to make an initial prediction of the classification of an unknown sample by
comparing it to characteristics ofeach class identified in the baseline database (Davies et al.,
1993). The output of the primary statistical model is a list ofprobabilities ofmembership for

each offour groups designated as classes A, B, C, and nonattainment (NA) of Class C.
Subsequent models are 2-way discriminant models to distinguish between a given class and any
higher classes as one group, and any lower classes as a second group. The model uses 31
qUantitative measures ofcommunity structure, including the HilsenhoffBiotic Index, Generic
Species Richness, EPT, and EP values. Monitored test sites are then assigned to one of the four
classes based on the probability ofthat result, and uncertainty is expressed for intennediate sites.
The classification can be the basis for management action if a site does not meet its designated

use (one ofA, B, or C) or the basis for reclassification to a higher class if the site has improved.

4.3.4 Modeling Approach Using ObservedlExpected Taxa

Another approach, which is used in Oregon and by the US Forest Service, is based on an
empirical (statistical) discriminant function model that predicts the aquatic macroinvertebrate
fauna that would be expected to occur at a site in the absence of environmental stress (Simpson
et al., i996). A comparison of the invertebrates predicted to occur at the test sites with those
actually collected provides a measure ofbiological impainnent at the tested sites. The predicted
.taxa list also provides a "target" description ofthe invertebrate community to measure the
success of restoration measures. The type of taxa predicted by the model may also provide clues
as to the type of impact a sampled site is experiencing. This information can be used to facilitate
further investigations and design control/restoration measures. This approach is being evaluated
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by EPA. States using this observed/expected approach will need to describe in their
methodologies how their model was built and tested for Water bodies in the state.

Biology

4.3.5 How Does the State Establish Thresholds to Distinguish between Waters that Are
Attaining their Aquatic Life Uses and Those That Are Impaired?

The pmpose of a biological threshold is to establish the criterion for detemrining attainment or
nonattainment of the aquatic system of interest. States need to carefully document their rationale
for selecting thresholds, including thresholds that define gradations in quality or attainment
status such as "good/fair/poor" or "fullIpartial attainment/nonattainment". The threshold should
allow for a relatively straightfOlward analysis ofbiological (and other ecological) data against
clear criteria to facilitate water quality management decisions. State decisions applying the
threshold also need to be documented.

EPA recommends that the state establish its attainment threshold based on index values from a
statistical distribution of candidate reference sites, or a discriminant model from a range of
aquatic life conditions that include reference conditions. Estimates ofvariance, such as a
standard deviation, as well as power analysis (Fore et al. 1996) can assist in detennining how
many assessment levels an index may represent EPA recommends at least 3 assessment levels
for adequate support of listing and de-listing decisions.

Three methods have been used for developing thresholds for judging attainment/nonattainment
in :freshwater systems: '

Discriminant model prediction (Maine DEP discriminant model)
Reference distribution percentile (multimetric indexes and DIE model)

Fraction ofreference community (Oregon DEQ)

(1) DisCriminant model prediction

The Maine DEP discriminant models predict the membership ofa site in one ofMaine's aquatic
life use classes A, B, or C, or nonattainment (NA). Assignment to a single class must be by a
probability in the submodel of 0.6 or greater. All sites are given an a priori aquatic life use ofA,
B, or C based on water body uses and administrative decisions. If the model indicates a site is a
lower biological class than its legislative class'then the site is not attaining its aquatic life use
(e.g., a site may be listed as class B, but the discriminant analysis assigns the biota to class C). If
the model fails to assign a class by the required probability, best professional judgment is used.

(2) Reference distribution percentile

Once the selected metrics are nonnalized (different metrics all on the same unitless scale), they
can be combined into a single index which has a range ofpossible scores. [Note: The selection
of attainment/impairment thresholds for multimetric indices is not related to the 'scoring ofthe
metrics for nonnalizing them.] The range ofpossible scores can be subdivided into categories
corresponding to various levels of impainnent based on the range ofthe index or a distnbution of
the population of candidate reference sites. For example, using the range of the index, a
quadrisection (dividing by 4) ofan index range within each stream class would provide 4 ordinal
rating categories for assessment of impairment (Barbour et al" 1996).
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The population ofreference sites is normally used to deteImine the threshold that separates
acceptable from unacceptable biological condition. A population statistic, such as the 25th
percentile (Yoder and·Rankin, 1995; DeShon, 1995; Barbour et al., 1996) or 10th percentile
(Roth et al., 1997) of the reference sites is a commonly used threshold for multimetric indices. A
25th or 10th percentile is used to recognize that conditions at candidate reference sites are
variable, and those at the lower end of the reference scale have a certain level ofuncertainty in
their quality. This does not mean that 25 percent ofthe candidate reference sites are impaired,
but that these sites may need closer scrutiny or investigation to assess their condition. The
greater the uncertainty in accurately selecting true reference sites, the higher the threshold
percentile should be. In addition, precision estimates of the bioassessment methods provide a
range ofvalues in which a site condition may not be confidently assessed as either acceptable or
unacceptable. In this eventuality, more investigation is warranted.

(3) Fraction of reference community

Oregon combines metrics and multivariate models to assess biological condition. In deciding to

list or delist impaired waters, Oregon considers aquatic communities (primarily
macroinvertebrates) to be impaired if they are found to be at 60% or less of the expected
reference community for both multimetric scores and multivariate model scores. Streams with
either multimetric scores or multivariate scores between 61 % and 75% of expected reference
communities are considered to be "streams ofconcern':. Streams with greater than 75% of
expected reference communities using either multimetric or multivariate models are consid~d

unimpaired.

4.4 How Does the State Evaluate the Quality of the Biological Indicators used
in Assessment and Attainment Decisions?

State methodologies need to document the quality ofthe data the state will accept for making
attainment decisions based on biological measures. As discussed, an indicator must exhibit the
ability to distinguish among a gradient ofconditions. If an indicator is composed of multiple
measurements, variability should be evaluated for each measurement as well as for the resulting
indicator. EPA has produced several documents to facilitate implementing a quality assurance
program and evaluating biological indicators and the data associated with the indicators,
including the Quality Assurance Project Plan guidance for ecological assessments (EPA, 1995),
Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (U.S. EPA, 1999), and Evaluation Guidelines for Ecological
Indicators (U.s: EPA 2000b), from which much of the information in this section is derived.
EPA's Office ofResearch and Development has also produced several relevant documents
(Davis and Scott, 2000; Klemm et al., 1993; Kaufmann et al., 1999; Kaufmann and Robison,
1998; Lazorchak et al., 1998). In addition to these documents, resource-specificbioassessment
documents will also be extremely helpful to understand any differences in evaluating data
requirements for lakes (EPA, 1998), estuaries (U.S. EPA, 2000a), and rivers and streams (U.s.
EPA, 1996; EPA,2000a).

A hierarchy ofbiological methods has been identified (USEPA, 1997) that corresponds to the
level ofinformation and rigor that support assessment and listing decisions. The rigor ofa
method is dictated by its sample and monitoring program design, field and laboratory protocols,
and indicator development and discriminatory ability. Level 4 data represent the highest quality
for a data type and provide a relatively high level ofcertainty in an assessment. In contrast,
Level 1 data represent less rigorous approaches and thus a degree ofuncertainty that makes them
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generally inappropriate for use, without other supporting information, in listing or de-listing
decisions. Data in Level& 1through 4 vary in strengths and limitations, and, along with site
specific conditions, should be evaluated carefully for use in assessment and listing decisions.

Table 4-2 is a guide for overall evaluation of the State's programs using biological assessments
for aquatic life use attainment decisions. Although some States mayhave different levels of
information for various elements oftheir programs, this does not mean the State's program is
necessarily deficient. Most important, the State's methodology should accurately characterize its
program. More, rather than less, documentation is encouraged to assist with intelIJretation of the
rigor and level of information employed. It is expected that by documenting this information,
States may begin to recognize and :fill information gaps to improve the levels ofcertainty
associated with their attainment/impairment detenninations.

Table 4-2. Hierarchy ofBioassessment Approaches for Evaluation ofAquatic Life Use
Attainment. Applicable to all water body types; water body specific items noted where 

.applicable. (Based on US EPA 1997).

Leve Spatialffemporal
lof Technical Components Coverageb Data QualitY

Infos

1 Visual observation ofbiota; poor taxonomic .Limited monitoring; Unlmown or low precision
resolution; reference conditions not used; extrapolations from and sensitivity;
simple dOC1.nIlentation. Attainment other sites professional biologist not
thresholds not specified. required

2 One assemblage (usually invertebrates); Limited to a single Low to moderate precisior
adequate but consistent taxonomic sampling; limited and sensitivity;
resolution; reference conditions pre- sampling for site- professional biologist may
established by professional biologist; biotic specific studies provide oversight
index or narrative evaluation ofhistorical
records. Attainment thresholds based on
dividing the total possible index or model
score into equal parts (quarters, thirds, etc.).

3 Single assemblage usually the norm, but of Monitoring of targeted Moderate precision and
high data quality; good taxonomic sites during a single sensitivity; professional
resolution; reference condition may be site- season; may be biologist performs survey
specific, or regional (e.g., composite of sites limited sampling for or provides training for
or determined from biological gradieilt); site-specific studies; sampling; professional
biotic index (interpretation may be may include limited biologist performs
supplemented by narrative evaluation of spatial coverage for assessment.
historical records). Attainment thresholds watershed-level
based on discriminant model or distribution assessments
of candidate reference sites.

4 Two or more assemblages, excellent Monitoring during 1-2 High precision and
·taxonomic resolution; regional reference . sampling seasons; sensitivity; professional
conditionS used (e.g., composite of sites or broad coverage of biologist performs survey
determined from biological gradient); biotic sites for either site- and assessment
index (multivariate single dimension or specific or watershed
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multimetric index). Attainment thresholds assessments;
same as level 3, except power analysis used conducive to regional
to determine the number ofassessment assessments using
categories. targeted or

probabilistic design

Biology

a Level of infonnation refers to rigor ofbioassessment, where 1=lowest and 4 =highest.
b Data must be current and relevant to making appropriate decisions on impairment. Historical
or non-current data only useful for setting reference benchmarks or impainnent thresholds.
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9. Integrating Multiple Types of Data to Assess WQS Attainment Status and
Identify Impaired Waters

Most states, temtories and authorized tribes and tribes organize.their water quality data and
infonnation according to the applicable designated uses about which they are making
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attainmentJimpainnent decisions. They bring together multiple types of data on a variety of
indicators to identify all aspects of impainnent to applicable water quality standards (WQS).
This infonnation is used not only for 305(b) reporting and 303(d) listings, it supports
development of appropriate controls that address the full range of water quality problems.

This chapter is organized according to general categories ofbeneficial designated uses: aquatic
life, recreation, public water supply, fish and shellfish consumption. Each·section briefly
describes the types ofdata used in WQS attainment decisions and how these data are intezpreted
in the context of the applicable designated use. It also presents examples ofhow states,
territories and authorized tribes work through situations where different data types do not
indicate the same attainment decision.

The objective ofthe Clean Water Act is to "restore and maintain the physical; chemical, and
biological integrity ofthe Nation's waters." To achieve this objective, states, territories and
authorized tribes adopt applicable water quality standards including designated uses, narrative
and numeric criteria to protect those uses, and anti-degradation policies to prevent deterioration
ofhigh quality waters. Under the Clean Water Act states, territories and authorized tribes also
implement monitoring programs that allow them to report on attainment of applicable water
quality standards to identify and prioritize waters not attaining standards.

Section 101(a)(2) of the CWA establishes as a national goal ''water quality which provides for
the protection and propagation of :fish, shellfish, and wildlife, and recreation in and on the water,
wherever attainable," Section 303(c)(2)(A) of the CWA requires water quality standards to
protect the public health and welfare, enhance the quality ofwater, and serve the purposes ofthe
Act. EPA's regulations at 40 CFR 131 interpret and implement sections 101(a) and 303(c)(2)(A)
of the CWA by requiring that water quality standards provide at a minimtml fur the section
101(a) "fishable/swimmable" usesunless t1?-ose uses have been shown to be unattainable. In
designating waters, States, Territories and authorized Tribes take into consideration the use and
value of water for public water supplies, protection and propagation of fish, shellfish and
wildlife, recreation in and on the water, agricultural, industrial, and other purposes including
navigation. In no case may waste transport or waste assimilation be adopted as a designated use
for any waters of the United States. . "
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States, Territories and authorized Tribe adopt water quality criteria to protect designated uses.
Such criteria must be based on sound scientific rationale and must contain sufficient parameters
or constituents to protect the designated lise. Water quality criteria.are established as numerical
values based on 304(a) criteria, 304(a) criteria modified to reflect site specific conditions, or
other scientifically defensible methods, or narrative criteria where numerical criteria cannot be
determined, or to supplement numeric criteria. Narrative criteria are descriptions of the
conditions necessary for a waterbody to attain its designated use, while numeric criteria are
values expressed as levels, concentrations, toxicity units or other numbers deemed necessary to
protect designated uses.

States, territiories and authorized tribes also adopt an antidegradation policy specifying the
framework to be used in making decisions regarding changes in water quality. The intent of an
·antidegracIation policy is to ensure that in all cases, at a minimum: (1) water quality necessary to
support existing uses is maintained; (2) that where water quality is better than the minimum level
necessary to support protection and propagation offish, shellfish and wildlife, and recreation in
and on the water ("fishable/swimmable"), that water quality is also maintained and protected
unless, through a public process, some lowering ofwater quality is deemed to be necessary to
allow important economic or social development to occur; and (3) where waterbodies are of
exceptional rec~ational or ecological significance, water quality is maintained and protected

For the pUrposes of identifying inipaired waters and developing TMDLs pursuant to CWA
Section 303(d), it is the applicable water quality standards (uses, criteria and the antidegradation
policy) adopted pursuant to § 303(c) of the CWA that detennine attainment or non-attainment.
Under section 303(d)(l) of the CWA, States, Territories, and authorized Tribes must identifY
waterbodies that are not attaining applicable water quality standards, and prioritize such
waterbodies for total maximum dailyload (TMDL) establishment. For purposes of deteImining
whether a waterbody is impaired and should be included on section 303(d) lists, States,
Territories, and authorized Tribes are required to consider all existing and readily available data
and information. This should include physical, chemical and biological data, including data on
pathogens (such as bacteria and phytotoxins) as well as fish and shellfish tissue concentration
data, where such data are existing and readily available. States, Territories, and authorized
Tribes collect several types ofmonitoring data to help determine ifwaterbodies are attaining or
maintaining applicable water quality standards. Ifa State, Territory, or authorized Tribe does not
.consider particular existing and readily available data and infonnation in deciding which.
waterbodies are impaired and must be placed on the section 303(d) list, they must provide an
explanation to EPA ofwhy they did not use such data and infonnation. .

Monitoring to detennine attainment ofapplicable water quality standards should include a multi
indicator approach addressing biological, toxicological, physical, and chemical indicators. Each
type of data provides unique insights into the integrity and health of an aquatic system, as well as
the ability of the public to safely recreate in such waters. Each type ofdata offers different
strength and limitations. For example, biological assessments measure the cumulative effects of
past or current impacts from multiple physical and chemical stressors. However, these

assessments may be limited in their ability to predict future impacts, or identify new stresses that
have not begun to be reflected in the biological community. Chemical-specific assessments
evaluate and predict impacts from single pollutants, but do not capture the combined interactions
ofpollutants or their cumulative impacts over time. Assessment ofthe physical, chemical, and
biological integrity.of the nations waters should be based on a comprehensive suite of indicators,
and include physical, chemical and toxic characteristics ofwater and sediment, chemical
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accmnulations in fish tissue, a biological assessment'ofthe aquatic community, and physical
condition ofhabitats.

9.1 Aquatic Life Use

(i4QaJiffiorlnifr'RalIIPlldalDe*)
Designated Uses

gricultural Supply
quacu1ture
old Freshwater Habitat*
ommercial and Sport Fisbing*
Stuarine Habitat*
ish Spawning*
ish Migration*
lood Control
reshwater Replenishment

oundwater Recharge
ydroeleetric Power Generation
ustrial Service Supply

dustrial Process Supply
arine Habitat'"
unicipal and Domestic
avigation
on-contact Recreation
servation ofBiological Habitats

of Special Significance*

e and Endangered Species*
aline Water Habitat*

e

Section 101(a)(2) of the Clean Water Act establishes as a
national goal ''water quality which provides for the
protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife,
and recreation in and on the water, wherever attainable."
EPA's water quality standards regulations require that

standards provide for these "fishable/swimmable" uses
wherever attainable. Aquatic life uses, along with fish
consumption uses, comprise the ''fishable'' uses of
applicable State and authorized Tribal water qualitY
standards.

Each state and aut1J.orized Tribe develops and adopts
aquatic life designated uses for waters under their
jurisdiction. For example,lliinois classifies nearly all
waters of the state under a General Use category to
''protect the State's water for aquatic life (except as
provided in Section 302.213), wildlife, agricultural use,
secondary contact use and most industrial uses and
ensure the aesthetic quality of the State's aquatic
environment. California's WQSs include at least ten
categories related to aquatic life use (see text box).
Vermont uses another approach, whereby the state
refined its aquatic life use categories to reflect
expectations for characteristics ofthe aquatic community
in each category. It defined five categories of aquatic
biota use and each category defines different expectations
for the condition of aquatic macroinvertebrates and'fish
assemblages. For example, Class Bl waters provide that "change from the reference condition
for aquatic macroinvertebrate and fish assemblages shall be limited to minor changes in the
relative proportions of taxonomic and functional components; but tolerant and intolerant
components shall be within the range of the reference condition."

9.1.1 Which types ofdata and information does the state use for assessing whether aquatic life
uses are attained?

EPA encourages you to use each ofthe following types ofdata in aquatic life use asses~ents.

• Biological Data - Biological data measure actual effects ofpollutants on an aquatic
commtmity. Biological assessments typically quantify the difference between reference or
expected conditions of aquatic communities and those found at aspecific site being evaluated.
Reference conditions are the expected biological attributes (e.g., the structure, function, and

condition) of the aquatic community in a particular type or class ofwaterbody. Chapter 4
provides more detail and references to technical documents on the use ofbiological data to
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assess WQS attainment/impairement.
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Habitat Data - Physical habitat loss is the single biggest factor in the loss of aquatic
species. (Cite) Habitat assessments are often conducted in conjunction with biological
assessments. A general habitat assessment incorporates physical attributes from
microhabitat features such as substrate, velocity, and depth with waterbodymorphology
features such as width, sinuosity, flow or volume and macrohabitat features such as
vegetation and land use. All of these features can be incorporated into an index or
summary ofoverall habitat conditions. Typically states, territories and authorized Tribes
integrate habitat assessments with biological assessments when assessing applicable
water quality standards attainment. These indices are sometimes used independently.to
determine whether aquatic life uses are being attained. Chapter 8 provides more detail
and references to technical documents about development and application ofhabitat
indicators.

• Toxicity Datafrom Water Column and Sediment - Toxicity tests are useful for examining
the effects ofunlmown mixtures of chemicals in surface waters. "They may also be used to
con:finn that an observed impainnent is not due to chemical or toxicity-related sources.
Toxicity thresholds are expressed in tenns of ''toxic units" that cause toxic effects to aquatic
organisms. Toxicity levels are detemrined by exposing aquatic organisms to water samples.
To sensitive aquatic organiSms, toxicity testing integrates the biological effects ofmost
chemical stressors presen~ potentially giving a more accurate estimate of the actual water or
sediment quality as compared to chemical concentration measurements. Even unlmown
toxicants are addressed during testing.

States and tribes may have ambient water or sediment toxicity criteria in numeric (toxic
units) or narrative (''free from") fonns. Whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing is
commonly perfonned at point source discharges and can be used to trigger ambient
monitoring for toxicity. Chapter 6 provides more detail and references to technical
documents about the use of toxicity testing as an indicator of water quality standards
attainment

• Fish/Shellfish Tissue Data - The "fishable" goal ofth.e Clean Water Act means that not
only can fish and shellfish thrive in a waterbody, but when caught, can also be safely eaten by
humans. Fish and shellfish tissue data is an important factor in the detemrination ofaquatic
life use support. Section 9.4 provides more detail on interpretation of data related to fish and
shellfish consumption.

• Chemical and Physical Data - Chemical and physical data address toxicants (e.g.,
priority pollutants and non-priority pollutants) and physical characteristics (e.g., dissolved
oxygen, suspended solids, pH, and temperature) in water and sediments. Chemical and
physical data provide direct information about whether specific pollutants are present in
amounts that are causing or likely to cause adverse impacts to aquatic organisms.

Pursuant to Section 304(a) of the Clean Water Act, EPA has published water quality
criteria for the protection of aquatic· life for 31 pollutants. States, territories and
authorized Tribes use these water quality criteria as guidance in and adopting water
quality criteria into their water quality standards. Chapters 3 and 5 provide more
information on the use of chemical and physical data for detemrining water quality
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9.1.2 How does the state interpret data from multiple sources to make WQS
attainment/impairment decisions?

To address the possibility of conflicting results, EPA developed a policy on independent
application ofdifferent types of data when making aquatic life use attainment/nnpainnent .
decisions. This policy helps protect against dismissing valuable infonnatiQ.n when evaluating
aquatic life use attainment, particularly in detecting impainnent. Under EPA's policy on
independent application, when different types ofmonitoring data are available for assessing a
wate1'body's aquatic life uses, an indication ofimpainnent from anyone data type (e.g.,
biological, chemical, toxicity) is sufficient to make a finding of impainnent The policy further
elaborates that appropriate action should be taken when anyone of the three types of assessment
determines that the standard is not attained, and that no single assessment (i.e., biological,
chemical or toxicity) can be used to override a finding ofexisting or potential impact of
impairment bassed on another assessment. EPA's policy on independent application is based on
the premise that any valid, representative data indicating an actual or projected water quality
impainnent must not be ignored when detemrining the appropriate action to be taken.

Figure 9-1 elaborates on the use of the independent application policy in.aquatic life use
assessments. The decision process begins in the upper left of the figure. Where a state, territory,
or authorized tribe has two or more types ofdata that do not indicate consistent attainment status,
they should determine ifdifferences in assessment results can be attributed to artifacts ofthe
data. Where the differences in assessment results are due to an artifact of the data, the
independent application policy allows for resolving the differences by cleaning up the data. For
example,this may involve consideration ofanalytical methods, review ofthe sampling
teclmiqties, and detailed assessment of the data sets.

Where detailed data analysis fails to identify artifacts of the data that explain the discrepancies,
site-specific environmental conditions may be assessed (e.g., effects ofwater chemistry, or the
ability of species to adapt over time). Three procedures that may be explored to assess whether
site-specific environmental conditions explain the discrepancies include application ofthe water
effects ratio, development of site-specific criteria, revisions to state criteria, or conducting a Use
Attainability Analysis (UAA).

Table 9-1 provides three abbreviated case studies demonstrating how aquatic life use support
decisions are made when different types ofdata provide differing findings.· EPA requests that
states, territories, and tribes send examples of cases where differences in assessment results
cannot be attributed to either artifacts ofthe data or environmental factors. This will help the
Agency further refine the independent applicability policy.
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olicy of independent applicability says:
When evaluating multiple types of data (e.g., biological, chemical) presume the water is
impaired when anyone type of data indicates a water quality standard is not attained
Re-evaluate all of the data sets to resolve discrepancies. In some cases this may lead to
modification of applicable water quality standards to account for site specific infonnation.

olicy of independent applicability does not say:
Always assume that a single sample result showing impairment outweighs all other data showing
attainment
Accept all differences in data findings at face value
Ignore data quality and site-specific environmental factors.
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10. Monitoring to Assess Attainment with Water Quality Standards

This chapter provides a brief overview of EPA's basic expectations for state water quality
monitoring programs. A more complete description is provided in Appendix A, Elements ofa
State Ambient Water Quality Monitoring Program. State water quality agencies address
additional water resource and water qillility management objectives in state monitoring
programs, beyond those that are covered here. This chapter, like the rest ofthis document,
focuses on monitoring ambient water quality to assess attainment with water quality standards.

. Following this overview, subsequent chapters in Part B provide more detailed guidance on
selecting indicators ofwater quality (Chapter 12) and monitoring design scenarios (Chapter 13).

10.1 What are the State's Monitoring Objectives to Satisfy CWA Requirements for
Water Quality Assessment, Reporting and Listing under Sections303(d) and .
305(b)?

Chapter 2 describes the water quality assessment and reporting objectives ofthe Clean
Water Act. In order to meet these objectives, a state's monitoring design must be based on
sound science and must be able to: .

Assess 100 percent of the waters ofthe state using an appropriate combination of targeted
and statistically-based monitoring designs (e.g., probabilistic designs) every 5 years

Include all water body types (e.g., wadeable streams, lakes, ponds, reservoirs, estuaries,
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wetlands, coastal waters, rivers) over time so that eventually all are included in each 5
year cycle

Detennine water quality standards attainment status for assessed waters for all applicable
uses

Identify waters not attaining water quality standards at a scale appropriate for developing
and implementing controls to restore waters

Identify the pollutants or pollution causing non-attainment and the likely sources of those
pollutants or pollution.

10.2 How Does the State Currently Collect Water Quality Data and What Monitoring
Objectives Do the Data Satisfy?

After reviewing its monitoring objectives, that state should inventory currentmonitoring
activities. The inventory should include activities perfOImed by various agencies within the state
government, agencies in neighboring states, interstate commissions, tribal government, federal
and local government agencies, academic organizations and volunteer citizen monitoring groups.
The state should also document the sources of supplemental infonnation such as land use

coverages, remote sensing images and predictive models. Some states are using a state
Monitoring Council to conduct this inventory.

The inventory ofcmrent monitoring activities is a valuable tool for identifying which
monitoring objectives are satisfied by current activities and which are not. This may help a state
develop strategies for filling monitoring gaps or redesigning aspects ofits monitoring program;
help states identify existing resources that may be under utilized; and identify partners that may
be willing to modify their current monitoring activities to collect data that is more useful to the
state's objectives. Again those states fonning monitoring councils are using them to facilitate
this analysis. I

The folloWing list ofmonitoring activities provides a glimpse of some ofthe current
sources of water quality data used by states.

State's fixed station river network with stations that are sampled either on an annual
basis, during the rotating basin's schedule, or intennittently as projects and other
assessment needs determine. Stations tend to be in populated areas of the state, and are

geneIany on 3nd and higher order streams, including deep rivers. Biological, chemical
and physical data are collected as resources pennit. Depending on state resources, the
fixed station network can have a high number ofbiological sites (with in-house staff
perfonning sampling and analysis ofmacroinvertebrates & fish), but may not have as
many chemical sampling stations (for which laboratory analysis costs may restrict the
number of metals, nutrients, and organics analyses).

USGS fixed station river network (gaging stations) is a part of the state's fixed
station network, with sites that have been monitored constantly or intermittently
for over 20 years. Water quality parameters monitored at the sites may include
flow, nutrients, heavy metals and general water quality data. Monitoring
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frequency ranges from monthly, quarterly or biweekly basis depending on the
site's location. Stations are generally located on higher order streams and rivers,
though some sites may be wadeable. Instream data may be collected on dry or
wet weather days, depending on when the collection day falls.

Special projects/initiatives. For the duration of the initiative, sites are more
highly concentrated and sampled at a higher frequency than would otherwise be
possible without the special attention and funding. Usually initiatives are on a
watershed or coastal area basis, so there can be a mix of stream orders and
freshwater/estuarine waters. Biological,chemical, and physical data may be
collected. There may be both dry and wet weather-targeted monitoring. National
Estuary Program waters are included in this category.

Designated bathing beaches in the state are sampled for pathogen indicators
during swimming season by state or local authorities. The sampling frequency

.ranges from monthly to weekly. '.

Lakes in the state may be sampled from late spring to late fall. To Supplement
state monitoring in lakes, volunteer monitoring programs :frequently collect basic
surface water quality data at a weekly or biweekly frequency for lakes arid ponds.
Some data is collected during wet weather, but most is collected during dry

weather. Parameters generally include air and water temperature, dissolved
oxygen, secchi depth., chlorophyll at near-surface or by a ''tubing core" above the
thermocline. The state samples at the deep hole, and may supplement by sampling
afew other sites along transects in a large lake. Volunteer monitoring programs
select the sites that each volunteer consistently samples. Depending on the group, ..
sample sites may be near-shore off docks or in the middle of the lake, or over the
deep hole. . .

Shellfish sanitation program. The state's shellfish sanitation program conducts
fecal colifOIm sampling in approved and conditionally approved shell:fishing areas
of the state's coastal waters. In some areas citizens collect fecal coliform data of
their own in order to supplement the freqUency and the density of the shellfish
program.

Fish tissue sampling for public health information The state analyzes fish
tissue periodically to detennine ifpublic health advisories should be set, amended

.or removed. The state generally selects waters with high use and fish species that
are likely to pose health risks ifcontaminated. Funding for laboratory support
generally detemrines how many samples can be analyzed each year.

Ecological Monitoring and Assessment Program and Regional-EMAP
projects. These are another type of special project in which EPA and the states
collaborate on a monitoring design to address a specific objective. Monitoring
objectives have included assessment of contaminants in fish tissue in lakes,
aquatic life use support status in wadeable rivers and streams and biological
assessment of estuaries and coastal waters. These projects always use a stratified
random design for selecting a sampling site to monitor from the population of
potential sites so that the sample results may be used to describe conditions
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throughout the population with documented statistical confidence. The duration
ofEPA's involvement in the project typically is limited to a few years.
Depending on the project, biological, chemical and physical data are collected and
the results are used to describe conditions about a population of water body types
and/or group of organisms within the state or other geographic area.

USGS National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA) program. In 1991, the
USGS initiated a series of watershed studies around the country.to evaluate the
occurrence and distribution ofcontaminants in relation to major contaminant
sources and background conditions (USGS, 1995). This program included water
column studies, bed sediment and tissue studies and ecological studies. They are
a source ofwater quality data to those states that have a watershed that is part of
NAWQA. Generally, USGS data and the detailed watershed assessment reports
are available 5-10 years after the initial data collection takes place.

NRCS, USFWS, NOAA & University studies provide data that is useful for
making detenninations ofconditions or causes and sources ofproblems. The
level ofparticipation varies among states. .

Permit programs such asNPDES, stormwater, wetlands, etc. Pennit
infonnation is not directly used for detennining instream conditions, but can be
used in modeling or in detennining sources ofproblems.

The list provided above illustrates the wide range ofmonitoring activities that may be
occurring in a state. It is not a complete list, nor do the descriptions represent a complete
inventory. A complete inventory should include the following elements in its description ofeach
monitoring activity:

Name and point of contact
Programmatic objectives
Data quality objectives
Design strategy (e.g., fixed station, random)
Target population (e.g., waters covered by design)
Water quality indicators monitored
Frequency ofmonitoring by indicator
Locations ofmonitoring stations (latitude and longitude)
Quality assurance project plan (review for consistency with state plan)
Data management and metadata documentation
Dates on record
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Significant changes in monitoring since inception
Please list more as appropriate

Indicators

Upon reviewing the inventory ofmonitoring activities, the state should describe the
extent that its monitoring objectives are satisfied by these existing monitoring activities. This
allows the state to clearly identify any gaps. Following are some examples ofcommon gaps in
state monitoring activities.

Rural· and Remote Areas - The state concentrates usually on areas which have the
higher population levels, and does not have a program to systematically feed
portions ofthe low priority areas into the annual monitoring activities. Therefore,
assessments ofwater bodies in these areas can not be made based on monitoring
data.

. .
Specific types ofwaterbodies Rivers and streams and lakes are most commonly
assessed water body types. Much less monitoring is typically conducted in
estuaries, coastal waters or groundwater. Wetlands are rarely assessed.
Headwaters and other emphemeral waters are usually not assessed due to ..
intennittent flows or difficult accessibility. In some cases (i.e., wetlands,
ephemeral and intermittent waters), the state arid EPA have not developed
biological criteria and assessment protocols that the state feels are useable for
aquatic life use detenninations in certain types of waters.

AreaS Outside the Range ofTargeted Sample Sites ~ This overlaps with less
populated areas. But·within populated areas, the intensity of the network may not
be enough to provide coverage. There may be no scientific basis for extrapolating
results from one area to surrOWlding areas.

All Applicable Designated Uses - All waters need to be inventoried and assessed
for fishable, swimmable and other applicable designated uses. The state monitors
all designated bathing beaches, but the Clean Water Act provides that all waters,
even with lower levels ofhuman contact, need to be assessed. Fish consumption
is not assessed for all waters, and it involves high laboratory analysis costs.
Aquatic Life Use is assessed for wadeable streams using biological data, but large
rivers, estuaries, arid many lakes/ponds either remain unassessed, or are presumed
to be assessed based upon dissolved oxygen or other physical/chemical data. In
some cases (i.e., wetlands, ephemeral and intermittent waters), the state and EPA
have not developed biological criteria and assessment protocols that the state feels
are useable for aquatic life use determinations in certain types ofwaters.

Waters Accessible Only From Private Land - Due to the efforts needed to obtain
pennission to cross private land, the state may not sample waters that pose this
type ofproblem Generally, if access is denied upon request, the site is not
sampled. The state agency does not have provisions for gaining access for
sampling waters on private land without each landowner's express consent.

10.3 How will the State Enhance Existing Efforts to Meet Monitoring Objectives?

The state needs to document the process it Wldertook to inventory monitoring activities
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and identify gaps. This is an important part ofthe development of the state monitoring strategy
called for in the Elements ofan Adequate State Ambient Water Monitoring Program (see
Appendix A). The state strategy needs to describe how monitoring activities will satisfy all ofits
monitoring objectives. This V\jll include a description of efforts to enhance, supplement or even
restructure its monitoring program. This section reviews the key elements ofthe state's strategy
for monitoring to meet the objectives ofClean Water Act sections 303(d) and 305(b) that were
listed In section 10.1.

EPA recognizes that state monitoring programs are at different stages ofprogress toward
satisfying all ofthe monitoring objectives. Full implementation may take as few as two years or
as many as ten. Key components ofthe monitoring strategy are a schedule ofmilestones and an
analysis of resomces needed to achieve full implementation.

Define Monitoring Objectives. The previous two sections in this chapter addressed
programmatic monitoring objectives and the outputs ofcurrent moniitoring activities.
Another key aspect of this step is articulation ofdata quality objectives (DQO) or
quantitative expectations ofa state's monitoring program. These quantitative
expectations are critical to the design ofmonitoring activities. For example, Appendix A
indicates that a state's monitoring design should be able to estimate the percentage of
waters that are attaining water quality standards or impaired to within ±·10 percent at a 90
percent confidence level. Some states are developing implementation policies for
interpreting water quality standards that include quantitative factors regarding the
acceptable error rates associated with attainment decisions. Details of the DQO process
are presented in EPA Guidance on the Data Quality Objectives Process (EPA, 2000).

Identify Indicators of Water Quality. Indicators ofwater quality is another tenn for
water quality parameters, chemicals or characteristics that the state measures to assess
water quality attainment status. Indicators includes physical, chemical or biological
measures. Selection of indicators is an important step because it has a significant role on
the monitOring design and number of samples that need to be collected to achieve the
data quality objectives. Its important programatically because ofthe information
indicators provide regarding the nature ofimpainnents and the likely causes and somces
ofwater quality degradation. Chapter 12 presents more infonnation on selection ofwater
quality indicators.

Develop Preliminary Monitoring Design Designing a monitoring program is an
iterative process ofbalancing monitoring objectives and data quality objectives with
technical and resomce constraints. The initial design reflects the initial monitoring
objectives. Steps involved in this phase of the design include defining the population and
subpopulations ofwaters included in the design. This is also referred to as developing
the sampling frame. It may involve generating a list of all lakes, defining the scale rivers
and streams a subdividing them according to Strahler order, identifying all public water
supply somce waters, and geolocating all delineated wetlands. The preliminary design
describes how sampling locations are selected. Selecting sampling locations may include
use of combination ofmonitoring designs which are described in Chapter 13.

Determine Sample Size and Evaluate Costs. The optimal sample size for the
monitoring design is detennined. Tradeoffs between less precise, less expensive designs
(e.g., fewer sample locations or fewer indicators monitored at more sample locations) and
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more precise, more expensive designs (e.g., more sample locations or more indicators
monitored at fewer sample locations) may be required. The monitoring design should
satisfy all constraints, including decision or estimation perlonnance, schedule, cost,
equipment, facilities, and personnel. .

The cost estimate should include labor costs for the various activities to be undertaken for
the design and implementation ofmonitoring activities (e.g., planning and preparation,
mobilization, travel, equipment, supplies, sample collection and analysis, data analysis,
data management and reporting). .

Ifnone of the designs are feasible within the resource constraints (i.e., perlormance
requirements cannot be satisfied within all constraints), then corrective actions need to be
negotiated:

Consider other, perhaps more sophisticated but less costly, sampling designs.
Relax the performance requirements (e.g., increase the probability ofdecision error by
reducing the level of confidence).
Reduce the precision ofthe decision by increasing the width of the confidence or
estimation mteIval.
Relax one or more constraints (e.g., increase the budget, reduce the number ofindicators
measured, change the time frame for implementation).
Re-evaluate certain aspects of the sampling objectives (e.g., increase the scale ofdecision
making, reduce the number of sub-populations that require separate estimates, or consider
surrogate or indicator measurements).

. Select the Monitoring Design. Select the best design based on consideration of the
advantages, disadvantages, and trade-offs among the monitoring designs that satisfy the
performance requirements and technical and resource constraints. Practical issues
considered typically include the potential for schedule or budget risks, safety or health
risks to monitoring personnel, or other pertinent concern.

Prepare a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) for Monitoring Activities. The
planes) provide details ofhow the monitoring activities will be executed, contingency
plans for unlikely or unexpected events, sampling and analysis protocols, and the QA/QC
protocols necessary to detect and correct problems that may arise and to ensure high
quality data and results. .

10.4 References
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11. Selecting Metrics or Indicators of Water Quality Standards Attainment

Chapter 11 provides recommendations fOT selection ofpotential baseline indicators for each
generic designated use classification based on the report ofthe Intergovernmental Task Force on
Monitoring Water Quality (ITFM, 1995). The recommendations can serve as a starting point for
states as they tailor selection of indicators according to their water quality standards and data
quality objectives. This chapter also presents considerations for identifying additional or
supplemental indicators that could be included in follow-up or site-specific monitoring. •

A :first activity a state may undertake in designing a water quality monitoring framework is
identifying the appropriate indicators and their endpoints for making attainment/impairment
decisions. The state's water quality standards drive this selection process. The state must have a
mechanism for interpreting data on water quality indicators within the context of its standards,
including designated uses, narrative or numeric criteria, or antidegradation policies. Other
factors that influence a state's selection of indicators are related to the sampling effort such as the
cost of collecting and analyzing samples, the variability of the indicator in the environment and
level ofprecision desired by decision makers, and the sampling frequency required to meet the
data quality objectives (EPA, 1991).

,Indicators logically would be organized around the specific designated uses assigned to specific
water bodies. Indicators could include chemicals, biological indices, fish tissue action levels,
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risk assessment levels, or other measures ifused to assess designated uses ofa water body. The
monitoring design framework recognizes that selection of indicators is part of an iterative
process that also includes establishing appropriate monitoring sites or locations: Consequently,
the process of selecting appropriate indicators can proceed in concert with development ofthe
actual sampling design. The goal of the monitorIng design framework is to select appropriate
indicators suitable for and compatlble'with the sampling design so that a representative
assessment of the waters of the State can be conducted.

Limited resources will affect the actions and decisions for many water quality monitoring
programs. Optimal use of these resources may dictate, for example, that a state establish a'tiered
or staged approach in their monitoring design. This approach may involve an initial round of
monitoring for a baseline set ofindicators. A subsequent round(s) of targeted monitoring would
follow for additional pollutants of concern. .,

11.1 What Indicators of Water Quality (e.g., Physical, Chemical, Biological) does the
State use as Baseline or Core Measures State-wide?

'The objective in developing a baseline or core set ofindicators for each designated use is not to
limit monitoring programs to core indicators. Rather, the purpose is to identify a sound baseline
for water quality assessment decisions. The core set of indicators includes physical, chemical,
and biological measures ofa water body. These indicators are appropriate measures of the
ability ofa water body to support its intended uses regardless ofthe degree ofdisturbance in the
surrounding land use and watershed. The use ofcore indicators provides a scientifically valid
foundation for consistent, practical, and cost effective water quality assessments at the state-wide
level. '

The Intergovernmental Task Force on Monitoring Water Quality identified potential indicators
for describing water quality and presented rationale for their use in water quality,monitoring
programs for meeting water quality management objectives (ITFM, 1995). Categories of
indicators included: biological response and exposure; chemical response and exposure;
physical habitat; and, watershed-level stressors.The ITFM provided a general ranking ofthe

, indicators as high, medium and low for purposes ofdescribing the extent with which water
resources support the uses designated under state water quality standards. The ITFM also stated
that the appropriateness ofan indicator for any given monitoring program would depend on the
selection critena, water-body type and management objectives.

Using the ITFM recommendations for water quality indicators as a starting point, Table 11-1
presents baseline or core indicators and supplemental indicators for water quality monitoring
purposes. Core indicators are considered indicators most important fur providing a ineasure of '
water quality for general designated uses. Designated uses include aquatic life, recreation, public
water supply, and fish and shellfish consumption. Core indicatOrs could be ~ed for initial water
quality assessments and would be applied at both the state-wide and watershed scale. The core
set of indicators should be supplemented with additional indicators based on the characteristics
of the watershed, designated uses, and potential stressors (point and non-point sources)
influencing the water body. Supplemental indicators might be used for follow-up monitoring to
target the causes ofwater quality impairment or be included in the initial monitoring effort at a
statewide, watershed or water body scale.
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Table 11-1. Water Quality Indicators for General Designated Categories

• Fecal • Odor/taste • Pathogens
indicators (E, • Pathogens • Mercury
Coli, • pH • Chlordane
enterococci) • Salinity • DDT

• Nuisance plant • Sediments • PCB
growth • Flow

• Flow

Baseline • Condition of
or Core biological

Indicators communities
(EPA
recommends the
use ofat least two
assemblages)

• Dissolved oxygen

• Temperature
• .Conductivity

• pH

• Habitat
assessment

• Flow

Potential • . Toxicity
Supplement • Hazardous
al chemicals in
Indicators water coluinn or

sediment

• Health of
individual
orgamsms

• Nutrients
• Hazardous

chemicals
• Aesthetics

• .Algae
• Hazardous

chemicals

• Other
hazardous
bioaccmnulativ
e chemicals

11.2 How does the State Select Supplemental Indicators?

In addition to the core indicators listed in Table 11-1, supplemental indicators may be
appropriate and should be included in the monitoring design framework as needed. This is
particularly important for listing impaired waters needing TMDLs under section 303(d) of the
Clean Water Act.. Before a TMDL can be calculated, the pollutant or pollutants causing the
impainnent must be identified It is also important for removing waters from the 303(d) list. If
water quality monitoring shows attainri:lent with the criteria for the pollutant for which the water
was listed, the water may be delisted.

When selecting supplemental indicators, states should consider conditions which have a potential
to cause or contribute to non-attainment ofapplicable water quality standards. For example, are
there sources in the watershed that separately or collectively might contribute pollutants in
amounts or combinations that could cause an exceedance ofa water quality criterion, create toxic
conditions, or accumulate in sedinient or fish tissue? The following discussion presents basic
considerations that may guide the process for detennining the need for supplemental indicators
for a monitoring design framework. Principal considerations include: current and historical
point sources, non-point sources, geology/hydrology, and land use patterns. Other factors may
include suspected pervasive pollutants like those transported by atmospheric processes or
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emerging pollutant concerns that the state might want to screen.

11.2.1 Point sources in the watershed

Indicators

Point sources in the watershed may contribute pollutants that cause or contribute to non
attainment with water quality standards. Infonnation about the type of facility and nature of
discharges (e.g., process water or storm water) contributes to an understanding ofpotential
pollutants ofconcern. lnfonnation about discharge characteristics should be available through
pennit applications and discharge monitoring reports. Many pennittees are required to submit
the results of a complete priority pollutant scan with their initialpennit application and
subsequentrenewals. The pennittee's file should also include compliance history information
and wasteload allocation data and analyses.· It is important to consider the potential cumulative
impacts to a water body resulting from multiple sources of pollutants. Unless a TMDL has been
completed for the water body, it is common for individual pennits to be issued without
consideration ofother sources ofregulated pollutants.

Point sources may have existed historically but may no longer be evident. Historical sources
may have contributed pollutants or contaminants to environment which still are tied up within
sediments in the water column or in soils at the· site.

11.2.2 Nonpoint sources in the watershed

Non.,.point sources generally are related to land uSe practices: Land use (e.g., rural, agricultural,
utban, industrial) often dictates what indicators may be most suitable for water quality
monitoring. Current and historic land use practices in the watershed should be identified.
Information about agricultural and animal husbandry practices, pesticide Usage,
utbanlimpervious surfaces, land management practices (e~g., forestry, mining), and best
management practice (BMP) that would mitigate pollutant impacts should be reviewed. Past
land use practices may be very different than current practices and residual pollutants may be
present in soils or sediments within the water column. A discussion ofpollutants associated with
different land use types and sources is presented in the third edition of Guidance for Assessing
Chemical Contaminant Datafor Useln Fish Advisories (EPA, 1998) (see
http://www.epagov/ost/:fish) and in the ITFM Technical Appendix L Ground Water Quality
Monitoring Framework (ITFM, 1997). Table 4-3 of Guidancefor Assessing Chemical ~.

Contaminant Data for Use In Fish Advisories (EPA, 1998), lists chemical contaminants by
watershed type whichbioaccumulate in fishtissue.

11.2.3 Geology and hydrology

Geologic and hydrologic processes withiIl a watershed and upstream watersheds generally
establish water quality conditions within the watershed. In some cases, weathering and transport
processes for certain geologic areas may result in increased concentrations of metals,particularly
arsenic, cadmium, mercury, and selenium. Increased concentrationS may be found both in the
water colunm and in lUlderlying sediments (Guidance for AsseSSing Chemical Contaminant Data

for Use In Fish Advisories, EPA, 1998). Disturbances from land use practices may aggravate
already marginal natural water quality conditions. ' .

11.3 How do Core and Supplemental Indicators Fit into the Monitoring Design?
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Use ofcore and supplemental indicators may be integrated into a monitoring design framework
in several general ways. For purposes of illustrating the use ofcore and supplemental indicators
within a monitoring design framework, two simple frameworks are presented: integrated
monitoring and staged monitoring. Chapters 13 and 14 discuss monitoring design frameworks
and their advantages and disadvantages in more detail. -

11.3.1 Staged implementation ofcore and supplemental indicators

An initial round ofmonitoring is conducted. Sample are collected for core indicators as
appropriate for the uses assigned to the waters from which samples are collected. This round of
monitoring is mtended to assess the attainment/impairment status of waters represented by the
sampling design. Ifa broad scale, probability-based design is used for the assessment:, then data
collected during the initial round ofmonitoring are representative ofall waters within the
population from which samples were selected. These data provide a representation of the
properties ofwaters which attain water quality standards or criteria as well as ofthose waters
which are impaired~ Ifa finer scale, targeted design is used, then these data represent the
properties qf the specific water bodies or segments ofwater -bodies sampled and tested.

A second round ofmonitoring focuses on waters identified as impaired or having the potential to
be impaired (based on analysis ofancillary data collected to help identify attrIbutes of impaired

.waters). This round ofmonitoring is focused on specific waters or water bodies, so supplemental
indicators are selected based on consideration ofwatershed characteristics and applicable water
quality standards. During the second round ofmonitoring, these supplemental indicators are
monitored at the sampling sites in addition to the core indicators. Further rounds ofmonitoring
using supplelflental and core indicators may be conducted, as appropriate, to better
identify/delimit impaired waters, specific problems, and potential stressors or sources.

11.3.2 Integrated implementation ofcore and supplemental indicators

When the sampling framework is developed (either state-wide or watershed specific or water
body segment limited), appropriate core and supplemental indicators are identified and included
in the monitoring design. A monitoring design always includes the core indicators appropriate
for the designated uses. A monitoring design includes supplemental indicators based on
consideration ofwatershed characteristics influencing each sampling location. A single round of
.monitoring is conducted ofall sampling stations specified in the monitoring design. Data from
the monitoring event are used to assess the attainment/impairment status ofwaters represented
by the sampling design.

11.4 References

ITFM, 1995. Technical Appendix D, Indicators for Meeting Management Objectives- Summary
and Rationale Matrices, The Strategy for Improving Water-Quality Monitoring in the United
States. Intergovenmental Task Force on Monitoring Water Quality,1995.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Keri Cole
Valerie Connor
6/25/01 3:04PM
303d

Hi Valerie
Attached are our responses to your questions for Region 9. We also attached our procedure memo for your reference (based on Reg 5
procedures).

FYI - I am the led on this for our region, so perhaps you could add me to your email list. However, I will be out of the office beginning tomorrow
June 26th through Friday July 6th. Jimmy Smith jsmith@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov in our office will be the contact in my absence.

Thanks.

Keri Cole, P.E.
Watar Resource Control Engineer .
San Diego RWaCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124
(858) 467-2798
colek@ rb9;swrcb.ca.gov

cc: Deborah Jayne; James Smith



Questions to assess current status of TMOl listing activities:

1. How much information was submitted to your Region for evaluation for the upcoming
2002 TMOl submittal? (We don't need a precise count, but a feel for how much
Information you are'reviewing. For example, 4 boxes of reports or about 50 Individual
submittals).

Region 9 has approximately 40 different submittals (in-house and external) of data to
review. These include: Planning stUdies, Survey Assessments, Monitoring Reports, NPDES
Compliance Data, Stormwater Permit Compliance Reports, Health Care Agency Beach
Closures, City of San Diego Monitoring Reports, USGS Monitoring, Discharge Monitoring
Reports, Citizen-submilled Packages, modeling studies, photographs, Benthic Community
Assessments, Toxic Substance Monitoring Program and other miscellaneous sources of data.
Public solicitation notices were mailed and advertised in local newspapers on 7 Mar 01 and
Public Workshops were held on 4 April 01 and 3 May 01. We are only reviewing data
generated since July 1997 and received in our office by 15 May 01.

2. Can you make any estimates about the number of new listings or delistings you are
anticipating? (Your best "guesstimate" is a sufficient answer.)

Our best guesstimate (emphasizing guess) is 5 - 8 new listings and no delistings.

3. What process are you using to evaluate new Information? (If you have a written
summary of the process, can you forward a copy?)

Please see attached file: Region 9's 2002 CWA Section 303(d). This model is based
upon the listing criteria as delineated by Joe Karkoski (R5WQCB).

4. What type of data quality evaluations are you conducting?
QA \ QC? We will be relying on source QAlQC evaluations where applicable. We will

also be verifying lab certifications and reviewing submittal of QAlQC information. If not
available, the source, type and quantity of the data will be reviewed.

5. Are you compiling all data In some sort of database?
Initially, we have created an excel database to catalogue all incoming data for

waterbodyaffected, narrative location, document title, date received, dates of sampling, and
contact person. Eventually, all data will be input to the Statewide (SWRCB) Gao Water Body
System Database (GeoWBS).

6. Are you preparing water body fact sheets or some other written summary for each
listing?

Water body fact sheets are being prepared and are part of the attached file: Region 9's
2002 CWA Section 303(d). Again, this is modeled after the efforts of Joe Karkoski (R5WQCB).

7. Where are you at in the process of evaluating new Information? (Your best
"guesstimate" Is a sufficient answer.)

We have only recently developed our internal guidelines (see attached) and are still
editing this document. Beginning 25 June, individual staff members will start in-depth review of
the data, determine which data can be used and make recommendations lor list additions or
removals. We plan to have draft recommendations by early August.

8. What criteria or considerations are you using to decide whether to list a water body?
Please see attached document lor specifics. In general, a water body will be listed if

there is beneficial use impairment based upon evaluation of chemical, physical, or biological
conditions. Data will be compared against the water quality standards in the R9 Basin Plan and
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in appropriate State and Federal Regulations. Health Advisory postings and contaminate levels
in consumable fish and shellfish will also be compared against regulatory standards. We have
no minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of exceedances,but will rely upon a
weight of evidence approach to listing.

9. What criteria or considerations are you using to determine priorities for listings?
Priority rankings will be based upon water body significance, degree of impairment,

existence of other efforts in the waterbody to restore beneficial uses, potential for beneficial use
recovery, degree of public concern, and the availability of funding and data. Please see
attached file for further clarification.

10. What Is your schedule for evaluating.informatlon? (This should include any staff
reports, pUblic participation steps or Board meetings and when you plan to submit
information to State Board.)

25 June Data distributed to staff for in-depth review and evaluation
earty Aug Complete internal draft recommendations for listing I delisting
mid Aug Post Dralt listing update for public scrutiny
mid Aug Conduct Public Workshop?
Sept-Oct End of 3O-day public review I comment period. Respond to public

comments
Del Mtg. Finalize recommendations, Present listing I delisting 10 R9 Board
end of Oct Present Recommendations to SWRCB .

11. What role will your Board play? Will your Board formally approve the list or will it be
presented as an information item?

We anticipate the recommendations will be presented to the Board as an informational
item at the October Board Meeting. The R9 Board is not expected to take a formal action on
the recommended listings.

12. The TMDL roundtable had asked DWQ staff to arrange 11 focus groups to meet and
discuss listing considerations for specific parameters. h was envisioned that this would
have already occurred. Would these meetings still be useful if they were scheduled in
mid-July? Which parameters are you most Interested In discussing? Specific
parameters Include: sediment, bioaccumulative substances, pathogens, pesticides,
metals, other organic compounds, temperature, habitat and toxicity, nutrients, and
"trash, settable solids & scum." .

At this point, it seems too late lor locus groups to get together to discuss issues and
form any consensus regarding criteria. An e-mail forum might be best to share solutions or
solicit advice concerning each groups focus. Will you be the contact for broader issues such as
documentation requirements, deadlines, questions of time and space inherent to all data sets,
etc.?



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Keri Cole
Alan Monji; DeborahJayne; Joan Brackin; Kyle Olewnik; Linda Pardy; Lisa Brown
6/25/013:04PM
303d

Hey guys
Attached is a copy of the 303d procedure memo we put together. It basically sums up everything we already discussed in our meeting. The only
main change is that you will be looking at waterbodies within watersheds, as opposed to pollutants (it is a more efficient way to review data sets).
You may still need to consult our in-house experts (e.g. Kyle for metals, etc.) if that is an issue for the data you are evaluating.

Also attached is a revised version of the catalogue spreadsheet for the data. Remember that this was just an inventory of what was submitted, not
a proposed list.

Jimmy has the files for you to pick up ASAP.

This is a time-consuming process and your commitment is needed. We are still shooting to have a draft ready by early August. I realize July is a
very busy month for both TMDLers and shipyard sediment cleanup folks. Please discuss any anticipated workload conflicts ASAP with Deborah.

Also if you have any other questions over the next week and a half while I am out, check with Jimmy - he is now a 303d expert. Thanks everyone,
in advance for you hard work on this.

kc (soon to be km)

cc: David Barker; Greig Peters; James Smith; Lesley Dobalian
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303 Cd) List Update Team

Winston alJimo",
S«r~laryfor

EnvironrrtQ1.k11
Pro~etiDfI

TO:

FROM: K. Cole
J. Smith

DATE: June 21, 2001

SUBJECT: Region 9's 2002 CWA SECTION 303(d)
Preparation of Recommendations to the SWRCB

ro ucti
As you are aware, each of the Regional Boards has been asked to assist the State Board in
preparing an update to the State's Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list. The 303(d) list
identifies surface waters not currently attaining (or not anticipated to attain) applicable water
quality standards. The update to the 303(d) list may include additions of new waterbodies and
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pollutants to the list; removal of waterbodies and pollutants from list,
if new data indicates that standards are being attained; and changes to
the description of waterbodies currently listed (e. g. refinement of
identified impaired reaches, changes in priority, etc).

As we discussed during our recent meeting, it is time, to start evaluating the collected
information/data and recommend updates to the list. Also as we discussed, this will be a team
ellolt in an attempt to utilize various team members' expertise, distribute the workload and
ultimately prepare recommendations that we support and are defensible. Additionally, Greig Peter
will be assisting and advising us in the evaluation and development process.

In contrast to our initial discussion to evaluate the data by pollutant type, each team member has
instead been assigned a watershed and is responsible for reviewing the avallable data lor the
entire watershed (see attached spreadsheet). For some 01 the larger watersheds and/or those lor
which we have received more data, two staff have been assigned to it. It is up to you how the
work is dMded and communicated between partners. The mes have been arranged by waterbody
and all files for that watershed will be distributed to the indiVidual team members. In most cases,
the files contain the complete information received, but in some, there is a reference page as to
where that data is stored and the team member will have to retrieve it.

Though minimal pUblished guidance is available for this process, it is important to consider the
following as you begin your initial screening and in-<lepth evaluation of the datalinformation.
These factors and criteria are based on the published EPA and State guidance including the
following:

,.'" Use of Fish and Shellfish Advisories and Classifications in 303(d) and 305(b) Listing
Decisions, Geoffrey H. Grubbs and Robert H. Wayland III, Oct. 24, 2000;

,/ EPA Review of 2000 Section 303(dJ Lists, Robert H. Wayland III, April 28, 2000;

,/ New Polides for Establishing and Implementing Total Maximum Daily Loads, Bob Perciasepe,
August 8, 1997; .

,/ National Clarifying Guidance for 1998 State and Territory Section 303(d) Listing Decisions, Robert
H. Waylandlll, August 17, 1997.

.,/ Guidance for 1994 Section 303(d) Lists, Geollrey H. Grubbs, November 26,1993;

.,/ 1998 Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) Listing Guidelines for California RWaCB, SWRCB,
USEPA, August ii, 1997.

Usting Factors
Waterbodies and associated pollutants should be recommended for addition to the 303(d) list if
anyone of these factors is met:

1. Beneficial uses are impaired or are expected to be impaired within the listing cycle. Impairment is
based upon evaluation of chemical, physical, or biological conditions. Impalrment will be
determined by qualitative assessment, physicaV chemical monitoring, bioassay tests, and/or
otlier biological monitoring. Applicable federal criteria and the Regional Board's Basin Plan

California Environmental Protection Agency
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water quality objectives determine the basis for impairment status.

2. Existing effluent limits (NPDES or WDRs) and pollution control requirements (i.e. BMPs) are not
stringent enough to protect beneficial uses and altain water quality objectives.

3. Health advisories are in effect (fishing, swimming and drinking water).

4. ata shows exceeded levels of pollutant
concentrations in consumable fish or shellfish inhabiting that waterbody. Criteria or guidelines
related to protection of human and wildlife consumption include, but are not limited to, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration Action Levels, National Academy of Sciences'Guidelines, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency tissue criteria.

Delisting Factors'
Water bodies may be removed from the list for specific pollutants or stressors If anyone of these
factors is met:

1. Documentation shows the water quality objectives are being met and the beneficial uses are no
longer impaired

2. Evidence shows that faUlty data led to the iniliallisling.

3. A TMDL has been approved by USEPA for the waterbody/pollutant combination.

_" California Environmental Protection Agency
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4. Water quality objectives have been revised and the exceedance of these objectives is thereby
eliminated

5. A beneficial use is de-designated after U.S. EPA approval of a Use Attainability Analysis, and the
non-support issue is thereby eliminated.

6. If other control and enforcement actions are fn place to correct the impairment and restore the
beneficial uses (e.g. NPDES permits, MS4 permits, WDRs, or enforcement actions). The
measure must be enforceable, include a reasonable timetable and are sufficient to meet the
objectives.

Existing Ustings
Additionally, if a waterbody is currently listed as impaired it will not be reevaluated dUring this
listing process and will remain on the list, unless there is data that demonstrates improvement or
elimination of the impairment.

Evaluation Criteria
In general, the following should be used in evaluating data relative to applicable water quality
objectives:
1. Applicable numeric water quality objectives contained in the Basin Plan for the specific waterbody.

2. Applicable numeric standards as define in the California ocean Plan and Implementation Policy for
Toxies Standards for Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays and Estuaries (SIP).

3. Applicable water quality standards contained in the National and California Toxies Rules. Both the
Basin Plan and federal rutes goveming a specific parameter should be read carefully, since
there can be site specific applications or exceptions.

4. Water quality criteria developed by USEPA, Califomia DFG, and the Califomia DHS. Such criteria
should be used to interpret narrative water quality objectives.

o California Environmental Protection Agency
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5. Guidance or guidelines developed by agencies/entities such as the Food and Drug Administration;
National Academy of Sciences, and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
and the Califomia DHS.

6. Criteria or standards developed in other states (e.g. Rorida) or regions (e.g. RWaCBs 4 & 5).
Such criteria shOuld be used with caution. The environmental setting, assumptions, and risk
factors considered may not be consistent with the San Diego Regional Board water quality
objectives.

7. Findings in peer-reviewed literature, listing decisions made in similar settings within the State,
and/or "weight of evidence" based on information and evaluations performed by outside
agencies or groups. Generally, a more extensive description will be needed to justify the
impairment or lack of impairment determination. Clear links should be described between the
literature, findings in similar settings, or outside evaluations and the non-attainment of water
quality objectives.

There are no specific minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of exceedance for
making a finding that water quality objectives are not attained. As directed by the State Board a
"weight of evidence" approach is to be used.

Prioritv Ranking
A priority ranking is required for listed waters to guide TMDL planning. TMDLs will be ranked
into high, medium or low priority categories based on:

Californm Environmental Protection Agency
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1. Water body significance (such as importance and extent of beneficial uses, threatened and
endangered species concemsand size of water body)

2. Degree of impairment or threat (such as number of pollutantslstressors of concem, and number of
beneficial uses impaired)

3. Conformity with related activities in the watershed (such as existence of watershed assessment,
planning, pollution control, and remediation, or restoration efforts in the area)

4. Potential for beneficial use protection or recovery

5. Degree of public concem and involvement

6. Availability of funding and information to address the water quality problem

7. Overall need for an adequate pace of TMDL development for all listed waters

It should be noted that the criteria can be applied in different ways to different water bodies and
pollutants. For example, a water body may be severely impaired, but if there is little likelihood of
beneficial use recovery than a lower priority might be given.

Documentation
It is essential that we document our decision-making activities throughout this process. As part of
our recommendation submittal as well as during the State Board's formal comment repose period,
we will need. to reference the procedures and rationale for listing/delisitng decisions. This
information will be submitted as part of the administrative record. Additionally ctear and concise
documentation will be useful when the information is stored in the GeoWBS system as part of the
overall 305(b) water quality assessment.

Californin Environmental Protection Agency
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summary update fact sheet should be
prepared for each 303(d) listing or delisting decision. Attached is a copy of Region 5~s FACT
SHEET TEMPLATE, which was reVised per.some of your comments. Though you may not be
able to obtain all of the information requested on these sheets, it is important to be as complete as
possible. These fact sheets should be put into the created file which should also include sources
of information, criteria used, data sets reViewed (reference if in-house NPOES info used) and all
supporting notes and information upon which your recommendation was based. Selected data or
information from reports can be copied, as long as the cover sheet from the report is proVided.
For data retrieved electronically, the source and date of retrieval should be clearly recorded.

Schedule
As we discussed, we are to submit out recommendations to the State Board following our Regional
Board meeting on October 10, 2001. We will also be proViding a draft of our recommendations to
the public for information and input in mid to late August. Therefore I am requesting your reView
and recommendations ai your earliest convenience, but no later than the end of July. I will be
requesting an update on your progress by July 20"', giVing you approximately a month to evaluate
the information. Continuous communication, collaboration and updates are essential if we are to
deliver the recommendations on time and in complete form. Thank you in advance for your care
and diligence on this projecl.

303(d) Fact Sheet Region 9 Water auality Control Board
(Addition, deletion or change to list and waterbody/pollutant being addressed)

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Summary of Proposed Action
Provide a brief summary of the proposed action.

303(d) Listing I TMOllnformation
../ Waterbody Name
../ Hydrologic Unit
../ Total Waterbody Size
../ Pollutants I Stressors
../ Suspected Sources
../ Extent of Impairment
../ Further location Descriptors
../ TMDL Priority
../ Notes
,/ References

Watershed Characteristics
This should include a brief description of the major characteristics of the watershed and of the
waterbody.

Water auality Objectives Not Analned (or Objectives being Ana/ned for Delistlng)
Specific reference to the water quality objectives in the Basin Plan (or Calor National Toxics Rule)
not being attained shOUld be made. If a narrative objective is not attained, the applicable criteria or
guidelines being used should be described.

Evidence of Impairment
The data demonstrating impairment should be described here (or data demonstrating attainment). A
summary of the datalinformation (including refs), along with a comparison to water quality objectives
should be provided.

Extent of Impairment (or Extent of AUalnment)
The specific reach or area that is impaired should be described. Any inferences drawn in determining
the exlent of impairment based on sampling location, land uses, or other watershed characteristics
should be described here. .

Potential Sources
The potential sources of the pollutant should be described here. Try to distinguish between
suspected sources and known sources (e.g. available data Indicates that urban storm drains have
levels of diazinon several times higher than creek levels versus urban land uses and are a suspected
source since 80% of the watershed is commerciaVresidential and diazinon is a commonly used
pesticide for pest control on lawns and landscape).

TMOl Priority
The rational for the priority ranking must be given. The TMDL priority (high, medium, low) must take
into account the severity of the pollution problem and the beneficial uses of the waterbody. Other
rationales that could be applied include: community interest in addressing the problem, other
resources/agencies working on the problem; available funding; the need to develop TMDls at an
adequate pace.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Xnformation Sources
The references of information sources used to develop the recommended action should be described
here.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Keri,

James Smith
Keri Cole
Mon, Jun 25, 2001 10:10 AM
Re: updated memo

Looks good. I made a couple of editorial comments, but that is all.

-jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist

. Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9
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Winston H. Hickox
Secretary for

Environmental
Protection

TO: 303(d) List Update Team

FROM: K. Cole
J. Smith

DATE: June 21,2001

SUBJECT: Region 9's 2002 CWA SECTION 303(d)
Preparation of Recommendations to the SWRCB

troduction
As you are aware, each of the Regional Boards has been asked to assist the State Board in
preparing an update to the State's Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list. The 303(d) list
identifies surface waters not currently attaining (or not anticipated to attain) applicable water
quality standards. The update to the 303(d) list may include additions of new waterbodies and

California Environmental Protection Agency
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pollutants to the list; removal of waterbodies and pollutants from list,
if new data indicates that standards are being attained; and changes to
the description of waterbodies currently listed (e.g. refinement of
identified impaired reaches, changes in priority, etc).

As we discussed during our recent meeting, it is time to start evaluating the collected
information/data and recommend updates to the list. Also as we discussed, this will be a team
effort in an attempt to utilize various team members' expertise, distribute the workload and
ultimately prepare recommendations that we support and are defensible. Additionally, Greig Peter
will be assisting and advising us in the evaluation and development process.

In contrast to our initial discussion to evaluate the data by pollutant type, each team member has
instead been assigned a watershed and is responsible for reviewing the available data for the
entire watershed (see attached spreadsheet). For some of the larger watersheds and/or those for
which we have received more data, two staff have been assigned to it. It is up to you how the
work is divided and communicated between partners. The files have been arranged by waterbody
and all files for that watershed will be distributed to the individual team members. In most cases,
the files contain the complete information received, but in some, there is a reference page as to
where that data is stored and the team member will have to retrieve it.

Though minimal published guidance is available for this process, it is important to consider the
following as you begin your initial screening and in-depth evaluation of the data/information.
These factors and criteria are based on the published EPA and State guidance including the
following:

0/ Use of Fish and Shellfish Advisories and Classifications in 303(d) and 305(b) Listing
Decisions, Geoffrey H. Grubbs and Robert H. Wayland III, Oct. 24, 2000;

01' EPA Review of 2000 Section 303(d) Lists, Robert H. Wayland III, April 28, 2000;

01' New Policies for Establishing and Implementing Total Maximum Daily Loads, Bob Perciasepe,
August 8, 1997;

01' National Clarifying Guidance for 1998 State and Territory Section 303(d) Listing Decisions, Robert
H. Wayland III, August 17,1997.

01' GUidance for 1994 Section 303(d) Lists, Geoffrey H. Grubbs, November 26,1993;

01' 1998 Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) Listing Guidelines for California RWaCB, SWRCB,
USEPA, August 11, 1997.

Listing Factors
Waterbodies and associated pollutants should be recommended for addition to the 303(d) list if
anyone of these factors is met:

1. Beneficial uses are impaired or are expected to be impaired within the listing cycle. Impairment is
based upon evaluation of chemical, physical, or biological conditions. Impairment will be
determined by qualitative assessment, physical/ chemical monitoring, bioassay tests, and/or
other biological monitoring. Applicable federal criteria and the Regional Board's Basin Plan

California Environmental Protection Agency
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water quality objectives determine the basis for impairment status.

2. Existing effluent limits (NPDES or WDRs) and pollution control requirements (Le. BMPs) are not
stringent enough to protect beneficial uses and attain water quality objectives.

3. Health advisories are in effect (fishing, swimming and drinking water).

4. ata shows exceeded levels of pollutant
concentrations in consumable fish or shellfish inhabiting that waterbody. Criteria or guidelines
related to protection of human and wildlife consumption include, but are not limited to, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration Action Levels, National Academy of Sciences Guidelines, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency tissue criteria.

Delisting Factors
Water bodies may be removed from the list for specific pollutants or stressors if anyone of these
factors is met:

1. Documentation shows the water quality objectives are being met and the beneficial uses are no
longer impaired

2. Evidence shows that faulty data led to the initial listing.

3. A TMDL has been approved by USEPA for the waterbody/pollutant combination.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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4. Water quality objectives have been revised and the exceedance of these objectives is thereby
eliminated

5. A beneficial use is de-designated after U.S. EPA approval of a Use Attainability Analysis, and the
non-support issue is thereby eliminated.

6. If other control and enforcement actions are in place to correct the impairment and restore the
beneficial uses (e.g. NPOES permits, MS4 permits, WORs, or enforcement actions). The
measure must be enforceable, include a reasonable timetable and are sufficient to meet the
objectives.

Existing Listjngs
Additionally, if a waterbody is currently listed as impaired it will not be reevaluated during this
listing process and will remain on the list, unless there is new data that demonstrates improvement
or elimination of the impairment.

Evaluation Criteria
In general, the following should be used in evaluating data relative to applicable water quality
objectives:
1. Applicable numeric water quality objectives contained in the Basin Plan for the specific waterbody.

2. Applicable numeric standards as defined in the California Ocean Plan and Implementation Policy
for Toxics Standards for Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays and Estuaries (SIP).

3. Applicable water quality standards contained in the National and California Taxies Rules., Both the
Basin Plan and federal rules governing a specific parameter should be read carefully, since
there can be site specific applications or exceptions.

4. Water quality criteria developed by USEPA, California OFG, and the California OHS. Such criteria
should be used to interpret narrative water quality objectives.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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5. Guidance or guidelines developed by agencies/entities such as the Food and Drug Administration,
National Academy of Sciences, and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
and the California DHS. ,

6. Criteria or standards developed in other states (e.g. Florida) or regions (e.g. RWQCBs 4 & 5).
Such criteria should be used with caution. The environmental setting, assumptions, and risk
factors considered may not be consistent with the San Diego Regional Board water quality
objectives.

7. Findings in peer-reviewed literature, listing decisions made in similar settings within the State,
and/or ''weight of evidence" based on information and evaluations performed by outside
agencies or groups. Generally, a more extensive description will be needed to justify the
impairment or lack of impairment determination. Clear links should be described between the
literature, findings in similar settings, or outside evaluations and the non-attainment of water
quality objectives.

There are no specific minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of exceedance for
making a finding that water quality objectives are not attained. As directed by the State Board a
''weight of evidence" approach is to be used.

Priority Ranking
A priority ranking is reqUired for listed waters to guide TMDL planning. TMDLs will be ranked
into high, medium or low priority categories based on:

California Environmental Protection Agency
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1. Water body significance (such as importance and extent of beneficial uses, threatened. and
endangered species concerns and size of water body)

2. Degree of impairment or threat (such as number of pollutants/stressors of concern, and number of
beneficial uses impaired)

3. Conformity with related activities in the watershed (such as existence of watershed assessment,
planning, pollution control, and remediation, or restoration efforts in the area)

4. Potential for beneficial use protection or recovery

5. Degree of public concern and involvement

6. Availability of funding and information to address the water quality problem

7. Overall need for an adequate pace of TMDL development for all listed waters

It should be noted that the criteria can be applied in different ways to different water bodies and
pollutants. For example, a water body may be severely impaired, but if there is little likelihood of
beneficial use recovery than a lower priority might be given.

Documentation
It is essential that we document our decision-making activities throughout this process. As part of
our recommendation submittal, as well as during the State Board's formal comment repose period,
we will need to reference the procedures and rationale for Iisting/delisitng decisions. This
information will be submitted as part of the administrative record. Additionally clear and concise
documentation will be useful when the information is stored in the GeoWBS system as part of the
overall 305(b) water quality assessment.
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summary update fact sheet should be
prepared for each 303(d) listing or delisting decision. Attached is a copy of Region 5's FACT
SHEET TEMPLATE. which was revised per some of your comments. Though you may not be
able to obtain all of the information requested on these sheets, it is important to be as complete as
possible. These fact sheets should be put into the created file which should also include sources
of information, criteria used, data sets reviewed (reference if in-house NPDES info used) and all
supporting notes and information upon which your recommendation was based. Selected data or
information from reports can be copied, as long as the cover sheet from the report is provided.
For data retrieved electronically, the source and date of retrieval should be clearly recorded.

Schedule
As we discussed, we are to submit out recommendations to the State Board following our Regional
Board meeting on October 10, 2001. We will also be providing a draft of our recommendations to
the public for information and input in mid to late August. Therefore I am requesting your review
and recommendations at your earliest convenience, but no later than the end of July. I will be
requesting an update on your progress by July 20th

, giving you approximately a month to evaluate
the information. Continuous communication, collaboration and updates are essential if we are to
deliver the recommendations on time and in complete form. Thank you in advance for your care
and diligence on this project.

303(d) Fact Sheet Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
(Addition, deletion or change to list and waterbody/pollutant being addressed)

California Environmental Protection Agency
m00"'- _
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Summary of Proposed Action
Provide a brief summary of the proposed action.

303(d) Listing I TMDL Information
./ Waterbody Name
./ Hydrologic Unit
./ Total Waterbody Size
./ Pollutants / Stressors
./ Suspected Sources
./ Extent of Impairment
.; Further Location Descriptors
./ TMDL Priority
./ Notes
./ References

Watershed Characteristics
This should include a brief description of the major characteristics of the watershed and of the
waterbody..

Water Quality Objectives Not Attained (or Objectives being Attained for Delisting)
Specific reference to the water quality objectives in the Basin Plan (or Calor National Toxics Rule)
not being attained should be made. If a narrative objective is not attained, the applicable criteria or
guidelines being used should be described.

Evidence of Impairment
The data demonstrating impairment should be described here (or data demonstrating attainment) .. A
summary of the data/information (including refs), along with a comparison to water quality objectives
should be provided.

Extent of Impairment (or Extent of Attainment)
The specific reach or area that is impaired should be described. Any inferences drawn in determining
the extent of impairment based on sampling location, land uses, or other watershed characteristics
should be described here.

Potential Sources
The potential sources of the pollutant should be described here. Try to distinguish between
suspected sources and known sources (e.g. available data indicates that urban storm drains have
levels of diazinon several times higher than creek levels. Therefore, rban land uses are a suspected
source since 80% of the watershed is commercial/residential and diazinon is a commonly used
pesticide for pest control on lawns and landscape).

TMDL Priority
The rational for the priority ranking must be given. The TMDL priority (high, medium, low) must take
into account the severity of the pollution problem and the beneficial uses of the waterbody. Other
rationales that could be applied include: community interest in addressing the problem, other
resources/agencies working on the problem; available funding; the need to develop TMDLs at an
adequate pace.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Infor.mation Sources
The references of information sources used to develop the recommended action should be described
here.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Deborah Jayne
James Smith; Keri Cole
Fri, Jun 22, 2001 12:18 PM
Fwd: TMDL Listing Process

Keri and Jimmy:
I have attached an email from SWRCS that needs a response (short turn around time). Keri, will pis
develop our response (pis cc me and Jimmy). Let Valerie know that you are the lead contact person for
Rg 9 and ask her to add your name to her email list.

Also I have reviewed yourdraft guidance document. Overall it looks good. I have a few questions and
minor edits. I will come back to go over these with you after lunch. I was glad to see that the SWRCS
will be reviewing these guidance documents too. Too bad they are not developing consistent statewide
guidance for the regions. Thats the way it should be. Oh well. Good job on your effort so far.
Deb

cc: Alan Monji
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

James Smith
Keri Cole
Mon, Jun 25, 2001 9:00 AM
reply to V. Conner re 303(d) status

Keri and Deborah,

The attached file contains our reply to Valerie Conner's request for information regarding the status of our
2002 303(d) listing effort. This is the second iteration and incorporates Keri's edits.

-jimmy

J. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124·1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571-6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9

cc: Deborah Jayne
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Questions to assess current status of TMDL listing activities:

1. How much information was submitted to your Region for evaluation for the
upcoming 2002 TMDL submittal? (We don't need a precise count, but a feel for
how much information you are reviewing. For example, 4 boxes of reports or
about 50 individual sUbmittals).

Region 9 has approximately 40 different submittals (in-house and external) of
data to review. These include: Planning studies, Survey Assessments, Monitoring
Reports, NPDES Compliance Data, Stormwater Permit Compliance Reports, Health
Care Agency Beach Closures, City of San Diego Monitoring Reports, USGS Monitoring,
Discharge Monitoring Reports, Citizen-submitted Packages, modeling studies,
photographs, Benthic Community Assessments, Toxic Substance Monitoring Program
and other miscellaneous sources of data. Public solicitation notices mailed and
advertised in local newspapers on 7 Mar.01 and a Public Workshop was held on 4 April
01. We are only reviewing data generated since July 1997 and received in our office by
15 May 01.

2. Can you make any estimates about the number of new listings or delistings
you are anticipating? (Your best "guesstimate" is a sufficient answer.)

Our best guesstimate (emphasizing guess) is 5 - 8 new listings and no delistings.

3. What process are you using to evaluate new information? (If you have a
written summary of the process, can you forward a copy?)

Please see attached file: Region g's 2002 CWA Section 303(d). This model is
based upon the listing criteria as delineated by Joe Karkoski (R5WQCB).

4. What type of data quality evaluations are you conducting?
QA \ QC? We will be relying on source QAlQC evaluations where applicable. If

not available, the source, type and quantity of the data will be reviewed.

5. Are you compiling all data in some sort of database?
Initially, we have created an excel database to catalogue all incoming data for

waterbody affected, narrative location, document title, date received, dates of sampling,
and contact person. Eventually, all data will be input to the Geo Water Body System
Database (GWBS).

6. Are you preparing water body fact sheets or some other written summary for
each listing?

Water body fact sheets are being prepared and are part of the attached file:
Region 9's 2002 CWA Section 303(d). Again, this is modeled after the efforts of Joe
Karkoski (R5WQCB).

7. Where are you at in the process of evaluating new information? (Your best
"guesstimate" is a sufficient answer.)

We have only recently developed our internal guidelines (see attached) and are
still editing this document. Beginning 25 June, individual staff members will start in
depth review of the data, determine which data can be used and make
recommendations for list additions or removals. We plan to have draft



recommendations by early August.

8. What criteria or considerations are you using to decide whether to list a water
body?

Please see attached document for specifics. In general, a water body will be
listed if there is beneficial use impairment based upon evaluation of chemical, physical,
or biological conditions. Data will be compared against the R9 Basin Plan and
appropriate State and Federal Regulations. Health Advisory postings and contaminate
levels in consumable fish and shellfish will also be compared against regulatory
standards. We have no minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of
exceedances, but will rely upon a weight of evidence approach to listing.

9. What criteria or considerations are you using to determine priorities for
listings? '

Priority rankings will be based upon water body significance, degree of
impairment, existence of other efforts in the waterbody to restore beneficial uses,
potential for beneficial use recovery, degree of public concern, and the availability of
funding and data. Please see attached file for further clarification.

10. What is your schedule for evaluating information? (This should include any
staff reports, pUblic participation steps or Board meetings and when you plan to
submit information to State Board.)

25 June Data distributed to staff for in-depth review and evaluation
early Aug Complete internal draft recommendations for listing / delisting
mid Aug Post Draft listing update for public scrutiny .
mid Aug Conduct Public Workshop?
Sept-Oct End of 3D-day public review / comment period. Respond to public

comments
Oct Mtg. Finalize recommendations, Present listing / delisting to R9 Board
end of Oct Present Recommendations to SWRCB

11. What role will your Board play? Will your Board formally approve the list or
will it be presented as an information item?

We anticipate the recommendations will be presented to the Board as an
informational item at the October Board Meeting.

12. The TMOL roundtable had asked OWO staff to arrange 11 focus groups to
meet and discuss listing considerations for specific parameters. It was
envisioned that this would have already occurred. Would these meetings still be
useful if they were scheduled in mid-July? Which parameters are you most
interested in discussing? Specific parameters include: sediment,
bioaccumulative substances, pathogens, pesticides, metals, other organic
compounds, temperature, habitat and toxicity, nutrients, and "trash, settable
solids & scum. II

At this point, it seems too late for focus groups to get together to discuss issues
and form any consensus regarding criteria. An e-mail forum might be best to share
solutions or solicit advice concerning each groups focus. Will you be the contact for
broader issues such as documentation requirements, deadlines, questions of time and
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space inherent to all data sets, etc.?



From: ' Valerie Connor
To: Alan Monji; Angela Carpenter; Bruce Gwynne; Chuck Curtis; Cindy Rofer-Wise;
Daniel McClure; David Evans; David Leland; Deborah Jayne; Ed Schumacher; Hope Smythe;
Jonathan Bishop; Linda Pardy; Lisa McCann; Mark Angelo; Melinda Becker; Renee DeShazo; Teresa
Newkirk; Thomas Mumley
Date: Fri, Jun 22, 2001 12:04 PM
Subject: TMDL Listing Process

The 2002 303(d) listing process has recently been reassigned to the Planning Section in the Division of
Water Quality. The reason for this change is that the listing is essentially an assessment and planning
effort. Another practical reason for the decision is that the Regulatory Section had an unreasonable TMDL
workload. It is hoped that this change will make the listing process proceed more efficiently. The
Planning Section is in the process of reviewing minutes from earlier roundtable meetings and conference
calls, but we also need to know the status of ongoing activities at each Regional Board. We will use this
information to determine appropriate "next steps". Please briefly answer the following questions in what
ever way is most convenient for you (you can call me at 916 341-5573), and also send copies of any
303(d) schedules, procedures or listing considerations that you have developed. We will be evaluating all
input received by the middle of next week; I apologize for the very short turnaround time. Thank you.

Questions to assess current status of TMDL listing activities:

1. How much information was submitted to your Region for evaluation for t,he upcoming 2002 TMDL
submittal? (We don't need a precise count, but a feel for how much information you are reviewing. For
example, 4 boxes of reports or about 50 individual submittals).

2. Can you make any estimates about the number of new listings or delistings you are anticipating? (Your
best "guesstimate" is a sufficient answer.)

3. What process are you using to evaluate new information? (If you have a written summary of the
process, can you forward a copy?)

4. What type of data quality evaluations are you conducting?

5. Are you compiling all data in some sort of database?

6. Are you preparing water body fact sheets or some other written summary for each listing?

7. Where are you at in the process of evaluating new information? (Your best "guesstimate" is a sufficient
answer.)

8. What criteria or considerations are you using to decide whether to list a water body?

9. What criteria or considerations are you using to determine priorities for listings?

10. What is your schedule for evaluating information? (This should include any staff reports, public
participation steps or Board meetings and wilen you plan to submit information to State Board.)

11. What role will your Board play? Will your Board formally approve the list or will it be presented as an
information item?

12. The TMDL roundtable had asked DWQ staff to arrange 11 focus groups to meet and discuss listing
considerations for specific parameters. It was envisioned that this would have already occurred. Would
these meetings still be useful if they were scheduled in mid-July? Which parameters are you most
interested in discussing? Specific parameters include: sediment, bioaccumulative substances,
pathogens, pesticides, metals, other organic compounds, temperature, habitat and toxicity, nutrients, and



..trash. settable solids & scum:.

Valerie Connor
Water Quality Assessment Unit
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I Street Sacramento, CA 95814
P.O. Box 944213 Sac., CA 94244·2130
phone: (916) 341·5573
fax: (916)-5550
connv@swrcb.ca.gov

cc: Joe Karkoski; Les Grober



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Deborah Jayne
James Smith; Keri Cole
6/22/01 12:18PM
Fwd: TMDL Listing Process

Keri and Jimmy:
I have attached an email from SWRCB that needs a response (short turn around time). Keri, will pis
develop our response (pis cc me and Jimmy). Let Valerie know that you are the lead contact person for
Rg 9 and ask her to add your name to her email list.

Also I have reviewed your draft guidance document. Overall it looks good. I have a few questions and
minor edits. I will come back to go over these with you after lunch. I was glad to see that the SWRCB
will be reviewing these guidance documents too. Too bad they are not developing consistent statewide.
guidance for the regions. Thats the way it should be. Oh well. Good job on your effort so far.
Deb

cc: Alan Monji



California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego Region

Winston H. Hickox
Secretary for

Environmental
Protection

9771 Clairernont Mesa Boulevard, Suite A, San Diego, California 92124-1331
Phone (858) 467-2952 • FAX (858) 571-6972

Gray Davis
Governor

TO: 303(d) List Update Team

FROM: K. Cole
J. Smith

DATE: June 21, 2001

SUBJECT: Region 9's 2002 CWA SECTION 303(d)
Preparation of Recommendations to the SWRCB

Introduction
As you are aware, each of the Regional Boards has been asked to assist the State Board in
preparing an update to the State's Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list. The 303(d) list
identifies surface waters not currently attaining water quality standards. The update to the
303(d) list may include additions of new waterbodies and pollutants to the list; removal of
waterbodies and pollutants from list, if standards are attained; and changes to the description of
waterbodies currently listed (e.g. refinement of identified impaired reaches, changes in priority,
etc).

As we discussed during our recent meeting, it is time to start evaluating the collected
information/data and recommend updates to the list. Also as we discussed, this will be a team
effort in an attempt to utilize various team members' expertise, distribute the workload and
Ultimately prepare recommendations that we support and are defensible.

In contrast to our initial discussion to evaluate the data by pollutant type, each team member
has instead been assigned a watershed and is responsible for reviewing the available data for
the entire watershed (see attached spreadsheet). For some of the larger watersheds and/or
those for which we have received more data, two staff have been assigned to it. It is up to you
how the work is divided and communicated between partners. The files have been arranged by
waterbody and all files for that watershed will be distributed to the individual team members. In
most cases, the files contain the complete information received, but in some, there is a
reference page as to where that data is stored and the team member will have to retrieve it.

Though minimal published guidance is available for this process, it is important to consider the
following as you begin your initial screening and in-depth evaluation of the data/information:

Listing Factors
Waterbodies and associated pollutants should be recommended for addition to the 303(d) list if
anyone of these factors is met:

V' Beneficial uses are impaired or are expected to be impaired within the listing cycle.
Impairment is based upon evaluation of chemical, physical, or biological integrity.
Impairment will be determined by qualitative assessment, physical/ chemical monitoring,
bioassay tests, and/or other biological monitoring. Applicable federal criteria and the

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Regional Board's Basin Plan water quality objectives determine the basis for impairment
status.

0/ Existing effluent limits (NPDES or WDRs) and pollution control requirements (Le. BMPs) are
not stringent enough to protect beneficial uses and attain water quality objectives.

0/ Health advisories are in effect (fishing, swimming and drinking water)..

0/ Data shows exceeded levels of pollutant concentrations in consumable fish or shellfish
habitating that waterbody. Criteria or guidelines related to protection of human and wildlife
consumption include, but are not limited to, U.S. Food and Drug Administration Action
Levels, National Academy of Sciences Guidelines, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
tissue criteria.

0/ Waterbody is currently listed as impaired and there is no data supporting improvement or
elimination of the impairment

Delisting Factors
Water bodies may be removed from the list for specific pollutants or stressors if anyone of
these factors is met:

0/ Documentation shows the water quality objectives are being met and the beneficial uses are
no longer impaired

0/ Evidence shows that faulty data led to the initial listing.

0/ A TMDL has been approved by USEPA for the waterbody/pollutant combination.

0/ Water quality objectives have been revised and the exceedance of these objectives is
thereby eliminated

0/ A beneficial use is de-designated after U.S. EPA approval of a Use Attainability Analysis,
and the non-support issue is thereby eliminated.

0/ If other control measures are in place to correct the impairment and restore the beneficial
uses (e.g. NPDES permits, MS4 permits, WDRs, or enforcement actions). The measures
are enforceable and include a timetable.

Evaluation Criteria
In general, the following should be used in evaluating data relative to applicable water quality
objectives:
0/ Applicable numeric water quality objectives contained in the Basin Plan.

0/ Applicable numeric standards as define in the California Ocean Plan and Implementation
Policy for Toxics Standards for Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays and Estuaries (SIP).

California Environmental Protection Agency
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./ Applicable water quality standards contained in the National and California Toxics Rules.
Both the Basin Plan and federal rules governing a specific parameter should be read
carefully, since there can be site specific applications or exceptions.

./Water quality criteria developed by USEPA, California DFG, and the California DHS. Such
criteria should be used to interpret narrative water quality objectives.

./ Guidance or guidelines developed by agencies/entities such as the Food and Drug
Administration, National Academy of Sciences, and the Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry and the California DHS.

./ Criteria or standards developed in other states (e.g. Florida) or regions (e.g. RWaCBs 4 &
5). Such criteria should be used with caution. The environmental setting, assumptions, and
risk factors considered may not be consistent with Regional Board water quality objectives.

./ Findings in peer-reviewed literature, listing decisions made in similar settings within the
State, and/or "weight of evidence" based on information and evaluations performed by
outside agencies or groups; Generally, a more extensive description will be needed to
justify the impairment or lack of impairment determination. Clear links should be described
between the literature, findings in similar settings, or outside evaluations and the non
attainment of water quality objectives.

There are no specific minimum data requirements or a specific frequency of exceedance for
making a finding that water quality objectives are not attained. As directed by the State Board a
"weight of evidence" approach is to be used. In general, more data is needed to interpret
environmental results that are very specific to time and geography. Less data would be
needed to make a determination based on environmental results that serve as integrators over
space or time. So more water column chemistry data would generally be needed to determine
impairment than fish tissue chemistry data. Also less water column chemistry data may be
needed to make an impairment determination (or lack of impairment determination) if there is
other information to support the findings from the water column chemistry (e.g. correlations
could be made between pesticide use patterns and the presence of pesticides in surface
water). .

Priority Ranking
. A priority ranking is required for listed waters to guide TMDL planning. TMDLs will be ranked
into high, medium or low priority categories based on:

.; water body significance (such as importance and extent of beneficial uses, threatened and
endangered species concerns and size of water body)

./ degree of impairment or threat (such as number of pollutants/stressors of concern, and
number of beneficial uses impaired)

./ conformity with related activities in the watershed (such as existence of watershed
assessment, planning, pollution control, and remediation, or restoration efforts in the area)

./ potential for beneficial use protection or recovery

California Environmental Protection Agency
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,/ degree of public concern and involvement

,/ availability of funding and information to address the water quality problem

,/ overall need for an adequate pace of TMDL development for all listed waters

It should be noted that the criteria can be applied in different ways to different water bodies and
pollutants. For example, a water body may be severely impaired, but if there is little likelihood

. of beneficial use recovery than a lower priority might be given.

Documentation
A summary update fact sheet should be prepared for each 303(d) listing or delisting decision.
Attached is a copy of Region 5's FACT SHEET TEMPLATE, which was revised per some of
your comments. Though you may not be able to obtain all of the information requested on
these sheets, it is important to be as complete as possible. These fact sheets should be put
into the created file which should also include sources of information, criteria used, data sets
reviewed (reference if in-house NPDES info used) and all supporting notes and information
upon which your recommendation was based. Selected data or information from reports can be
copied, as long as the cover sheet from the report is provided. For data retrieved electronically,
the source and date of retrieval should be clearly recorded.

Schedule
As we discussed we are to submit out recommendations to the State Board following our
Regional Board meeting on October 10, 2001. We will also be providing a draft of our
recommendations to the public for information and input in mid to late August. Therefore I am
requesting your review and recommendations at your earliest convenience, but no later than
the end of July. I will be requesting an update on your progress by July 20th

, giving you
approximately a month to evaluate the information. Continuous communication, collaboration
and updates are essential if we are to deliver the recommendations on time and in complete
form. Thank you in advance for your care and diligence on this project.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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From:
To:
Linda Pardy;
Date:
Subject:

Lisa Brown
Alan Monji; Deborah Jayne; James Smith; Joan Brackin;

Pete Michael; Tom Alo
Tue, Jun 19, 2001 7:25 AM
Fwd: water quality monitoring news

Keri Cole; Lesley Dobalian;

See attached articles regarding 303(d) listing and TMDLs.



From: McKenney GS13 Larry B <McKenneyLB@mail.cpp.usmc.mil>
To: ...Smrw@email.msn.com.I<Smrw@email.msn.com>.".Joe@fpud.comlll

<Joe@fpud.com>, "'missnrcd@tfb.com'" <missnrcd@tfb.com>, "'Craige@rcwd.riverside.ca.us'"
<Craige@rcwd.riverside.ca.us>, '''wburford@tnc.org'" <wburford@tnc.org>, IIIrwarich@home.com'"
<rwarich@home.com>, IIIlseiger@sunstroke.sdsu.edu'" <Iseiger@sunstroke.sdsu.edu>,
'"pgebert@sdcwa.org''' <pgebert@sdcwa.org>, "'ggutman@hineshort.comlll <ggutman@hineshort.com>,
'''stever@stetsonengineers.comlll <stever@stetsonengineers.com>, '''skasower@ att.net'"
<skasower@att.net>, '"rickgundry@bia.gov''' <rickgundry@bia.gov>, '''garnerm @emwd.org'"
<garnerm @emwd.org>, "'mcookkeh@co.san-diego.ca.us'" <mcookkeh @co.san-diego.ca.us>,
"'rallanpw@co.san-diego.ca.us'" <rallanpw@co.san-diego.ca.us>, "'gwilkipw@co.san-diego.ca.uslII

<gwilkipw@co.san-diego.ca.us>, IIIbrowl@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov'" <browl@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>,
'''knight.robert@sbeach.navy.mil'" <knight.robert@sbeach.navy.mil>, '''DonP@rcwd.riverside.ca.us'"
<DonP@rcwd.riverside.ca.us>, IIIsavagemt@cdm.com'" <savagemt@cdm.com>,
'''gibsd@rb9.swrcb.ca.govlll <gibsd@ rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>, IIIbutterwick.mary@epamail.epa.gov'"
<butterwick.mary@epamail.epa.gov>, "'sshapiro@sciences.sdsu.edu'" <sshapiro@sciences.sdsu.edu>,
'''bbiernaka@hineshort.com'" <bbiernaka@hineshort.com>, '''Icgarcia@co.riverside.ca.us'"
<Icgarcia@co.riverside.ca.us>, IIImikem@water.ca.govlll <mikem@water.ca.gov>, Carlson GS13 Larry E
<CarlsonLE@mail.cpp.usmc.mil>, Trost GS12 Theresa T <Tro.stT@mail.cpp.usmc.mil>,
IIIbrookshirems@cdm.comlll <brookshirems@cdm.com>, "'mdwhite@consbio.org'"
<mdwhite@consbio.org>, IIIlukerm @emwd.org'" <Iukerm @emwd.org>, Illemarcd@pe.netlll
<emarcd@pe.net>, IIIklewinger@fpud.comlll <klewinger@fpud.com>, "'bobl@rcwd.riverside.ca.us'"
<bobl@rcwd.riverside.ca.us>, "'itodtxpw@co.san-diego.ca.us'" <itodtxpw@co.san-diego.ca.us>,
IIIbaczs@rb9.swrcb.ca.govlII <baczs@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>, '"ekleineh@co.san-diego.ca.us'''
<ekleineh@co.san-diego.ca.us>, '"mcwd@iinet.com''' <mcwd@iinet.com>, "'vjmellano@ucdavis.edu"'
<vjmellano@ucdavis.edu>, '"jorge-contreras@ca.nacdnet.org''' <jorge-contreras @ca.nacdnet.org>,
'''cluke@sciences.sdsu.edu'" <cluke@sciences.sdsu.edu>, "'joyj@emwd.orglll <joyj @emwd.org>,
'''mvanscoy@sciences.sdsu.edulll <mvanscoy@sciences.sdsu.edu>, '''skupferm @ca.blm.gov'"
<skupferm@ca.blm.gov>. '"rfisher@usgs.gov''' <rfisher@usgs.gov>
Date: Mon, Jun 18,2001 5:55 PM
Subject: water quality monitoring news

Three news articles that imply that our Santa Margarita River Watershed
Water Quality Monitoring Group is on the right track. Don't forget our next
meeting: July 11 at Rancho California Water District.

FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Clinton's water cleanup called flawed
Scientists say sites were poorly chosen for pollution control
Associated Press - 6/16/01
WASHINGTON - The Clinton administration told states to clean up thousands of
lakes and rivers without enough evidence to ensure that the right bodies of
water were being picked, a panel of scientists said yesterday.
The National Academy of Sciences panel agreed that water pollution remains a
serious problem across the country. But its report is expected to provide
support for the Bush administration and some in Congress who want to
overhaul the regulation that requires states to develop broad plans to
reduce runoff that is polluting lakes and streams.
In October. Congress suspended implementation of the regulation, which had
been questioned by many states and strongly opposed by farming and business
interests. A report issued yesterday by an eight-member panel of scientists
of the Academy's National Research Council said the program needs to be
re-examined with an eye toward improving the way impaired water bodies are
selected.
The scientists concluded that many of the waterways were picked without
adequate information about water quality or enough scientific review, while
still other waters in need of protection may not have made the list. The



report also criticized the program's use of a broad criterion -- one based
on whether a water body is suitable for swimming or fishing -- to determine
when a section of a river or lake is in need of cleanup. Instead, different
areas should be approved for different uses, the scientists said.
Although criticizing the federal program, which stems from requirements
under the 1970 [sic] Clean Water Act, the panel's report agreed that
pollution from agriculture and storm water runoff is jeopardizing water
quality in thousands of lakes, rivers and streams. The panel noted that for
30 years federal environmental efforts have focused on discharges into
waterways from single points such as factories, businesses and sewage
treatment facilities, all of which are required to comply with discharge
permits. .
But pollution from "nonpoint" sources -- including nutrients, bacteria,
sediment, pesticides and chemicals from lawns and farms -- "have been
largely overlooked," the scientists said. #
RELATED
Poor Data Found to Stall Water Cleanup
Scientific panel criticizes inconsistencies in identifying pollution in
lakes and streams.
Los Angeles Times - 6/16/01
By Deborah· Schoch, environmental writer
A lack of scientific information is undercutting efforts to halt the flow of
bacteria, sediments, pesticides and other pollutants into the nation's lakes
and streams, an advisory council of the National Academy of Sciences
concluded in a report issued Friday.
The report, by a panel of the National Research Council, questioned the data
and methodology underpinning cleanup decisions affecting 21,000 bodies of
water around the country. "Considerable uncertainty exists about whether
some of these waters violate standards," the report says. "In addition,
other waters that are impaired have yet to be identified." The panel found
numerous flaws in the ways states measure the cleanliness of their bodies of
water, concluding that efforts to reduce pollution from such sources as
industry, farming and urban areas have been widely inconsistent.
The report does not single out California, but it has special resonance in
Southern California, where torrents of tainted urban runoff regularly flow
into coastal waters and taint the region's beaches.
Release of the report comes at a politically sensitive time, with both
industry and environmentalists waiting to see how the Bush administration
deals with a controversial rule, on hold from the Clinton era, that would
push regulators to tighten controls on water pollution. Spokesmen for both
groups reacted enthusiastically to sections of the report.
The scientific panel that wrote the report recommends that the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, charged with regulating water pollution,
adapt a more science-based approach in identifying polluted waters and
creating cleanup plans. It notes the growing importance of controlling
"nonpoint pollution sources," the runoff from far-flung sources, including
farms, golf courses, backyards and paved lots.
"The best available science, especially with regard to nonpoint sources of
pollution, will be needed for regulatory and non-regulatory actions to be
equitable and effective," the report states.
The chairman of the National Research Council panel, Kenneth H. Reckhow,a
professor of water resources at Duke University, noted several aspects of
the report as key. Reckhow said that some states rushing to meet federal
requirements had labeled some water bodies "impaired" or polluted without
adequate data, meaning that some should not be listed as polluted while
other tainted rivers and lakes have not been identified as such.
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"Thatls an inefficient use of resources, II Reckhow said. II ••• Resources
could be taken away from a water body that is trulyviolated. What we'd like
to do is identify all of the water bodies without erroL" The panel
recommends that the EPA launch a two-step process that allows states to put
suspect waters on a preliminary list, gather more data and then determine a
final list of waters in need of cleanup. Reckhow also stressed that science
is riddled with uncertainty. So the report calls for moving ahead with
cleanup plans, reviewing and revising them periodically using new
information and techniques.
The report deals with a water-quality program known as "TMDL" or "total
maximum daily loads"--an EPA effort to measure and control water pollution.
A controversial Clinton administration rule that would add clout to the
Clean Water Act and strengthen controls of polluted runoff was put on hold
by Congress last fall, pending more research. Congress asked the National
Research Council to study how the TMDL program identifies polluted waters
and how to improve them.
A congressional staff member said Friday that the tighter EPA rule, also now
on hold, has sparked tremendous debate on Capitol Hill. Asked how the report
could affect that debate, the source said, "Most people consider it an
extremely remote scenario that the EPA would decide to let the rule go into
effect without any changes and that Congress would allow that to happen."#
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Study: Water pollution levels unknown
San Jose Mercury News - 6/16/01
By Paul Rogers, staff writer
In a study that could have a major impact on efforts to clean up San
Francisco Bay, a panel of scientific experts said Friday that America's
primary regulations to reduce polluted runoff into streams, rivers, lakes
and bays are not based on sufficient science.
The report from the National Academy of Sciences concluded that state and
federal officials, often rushing to meet deadlines after losing lawsuits
from environmental groups, may have targeted the wrong bodies of water for
cleanup and often have not completed enough research to know the extent of
water pollution.
"Many waters now on state lists were placed there without the benefit of
adequate water quality standards, data, or water body assessment," the
report found. The eight-member panel agreed that runoff from pesticides on
farms, oil on roads, fertilizers in yards and other sources remains a major
environmental problem.
"We're trying to get more of a common-sense approach," said Antony Donigian,
a member of the panel and president of Aqua Terra Consultants in Mountain
View. "If we don't have enough data to know whether bodies of water should
have been put on the lists, then maybe we should back off and do more
study."
Since Congress passed the Clean Water Act in 1972, the federal Environmental
Protection Agency has made great strides in cleaning up water pollution from
"point sources" such as factories and sewage plants. But the remaining
problem is from so-called."non-point source" pollution, or runoff, which
washes into bays, lakes and streams during rainfall and is much harder to
control.
Currently the EPA classifies more than 21,000 rivers, streams and lakes -
40 percent of all U.S. water bodies -- as "impaired." That means they have
pollutant levels, mostly from runoff, that make them unsafe for eating fish
or regular swimming.
San Francisco Bay, as well as many major rivers across California, is on the
list. San Francisco Bay is listed as impaired for mercury that runs from old



mines south of San Jose, as well as PCBs, copper, nickel, dioxin and several
other pollutants.
Once the EPA lists a body of water as "impaired," it begins a lengthy
process in which state water officials measure pollutants and try to set a
"total maximum daily load," or TMDL level, that will return the water to
health by targeting the farms, factories or cities causing the runoff.
Dave Smith, the TMDL team leader for the EPA in San Francisco, said Friday's
report "appears pretty realistic and accurate." He said he hoped it could
lead to better funding for water testing. "Some data collection is going
on, but to develop good lists we ideally would need more," he said. That
way, when rivers or lakes are found to be less polluted than thought, they
could be removed from the impaired lists, he said.
Smith said there are about 500 lakes, streams and rivers in California that

. the state and the EPA classify as impaired. Of those, fewer than 50 have
TMDL levels set yet.
Critics of the rules said the report bears out their concerns. "We should
have a very serious evaluation of every stream placed on the list," said
Ronda Lucas, a spokeswoman for the California Farm Bureau in Sacramento. "I
think this report helps us. If we waste a lot of money on streams that
aren't polluted, we have nothing to show for it and private landowners have
to bear a huge burden." Farm bureau officials say runoff programs should
be VOluntary, and states, not the EPA, should have full authority.
The panel's report was requested last summer by Congress during debate over
water laws. Last July, former EPA Administrator Carol Browner released new
runoff rules, but they were delayed by Congress until Oct. 1. The rules
would set a 15-year limit for states to complete TMDL lists for their
waterways.
The new EPA administrator, Christie Todd Whitman, has not said whether she
will uphOld those rules. And some members of Congress have said they will
try to block the rUles, arguing that they could cost as much as $2 billion a
year. "What EPA is proposing is pretty sweeping," said D.J. O'Brien, a
spokesman for Sen. Tim Hutchinson, R-Ark. "We want to make sure they are not
taking too heavy-handed an approach."
Among the report's recommendations is that EPA and state officials get more
money from Congress to do better testing of water pOllutants, fish and other
wildlife. Also, the report calls for the EPA to set up a two-tiered system
to place waterways on a preliminary list before regulations kick in.
"This is a very big problem in the Bay Area," said Grant Davis, executive
director of the Bay Institute, an environmental group in San Rafael. "The
National Academy of Sciences has recognized the complexity of setting total
loads. But they are not looking to stall the program. We also support more
research and more science."

Larry McKenney
Office of Water Resources
Camp Pendleton
(760)725-1059
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Colleagues,

Michael Porter
RS9-AII Staff
Fri, Jun 15, 2001 10:23 AM
1999-2000 Annual SCCRWP Report

I have been sent a copy of the annual Southern California Coastal Water Research Project report
(1999-2000). Pasted below is the table of contents. As you can see, the articles cover a myriad of our
programs, not just sewage treatment plant effluent monitoring. You are welcome to borrow my copy or
review the report/articles online at http://www.sccwrp.org/pubs/annrpt/99-00/tableofcontents.htm

Enjoy.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Director's Message: Stephen B. Weisberg

History of SCCWRP

The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project - 30 years of environmental research in the
Southern California Bight

Alan J. Mearns, M. James Allen and Michael D. Moore

Sources

Characteristics of effluents from large municipal wastewater treatment facilities in 1997

Valerie E. Raco-Rands and Andrea Steinberger

Assessment of efficient sampling designs for urban stormwater monitoring

Molly K. Leecaster, Kenneth C. Schiff and Liesl L. Tiefenthaler

Temporal variability patterns of stormwater concentrations in urban stormwater runoff

Lies! L. Tiefenthaler, Kenneth C. Schiff and Molly K. Leecaster

Anthropogenic versus natural mass emissions from an urban watershed

Kenneth C .Schiff and Liesl L.Tiefenthaler



Characterization of stormwater toxicants from an urban watershed to freshwater and marine organisms

Kenneth C. Schiff, Steven M. Bay and Christopher Stransky

Tracking sources of bacterial contamination in stormwater discharges from Mission Bay, California

Kenneth C. Schiff and Patrick Kinney

Fates

Temporal and spatial distributions of contaminants in sediments of Santa Monica Bay, California

Eddy Y. Zeng, Steven M. Bay, Kim Tran, and Clark Alexander

Composition and distribution of beach debris in Orange County, California

Shelly L. Moore, Dominic Gregorio, Martin Carreon, Stephen B. Weisberg and Molly K. Leecaster

Acomparison of plastic and plankton in the North Pacific central gyre

Charles J. Moore, Shelly L. Moore, Molly K. Leecaster and Stephen B. Weisberg

Concentrations of methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE) in inputs and receiving waters of Southern California

Jeffrey S. Brown, Steven M. Bay, Darrin J. Greenstein and William R. Ray

Effects

ToXicity of methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE) to California marine life

Steven M. Bay, Jeffrey S. Brown, Darrin J. Greenstein and Andrew W. Jirik



Toxicity assessment of sediment cores from Santa Monica Bay

Darrin J. Greenstein, Steven M. Bay, Andrew W. Jirik, Jeffrey S. Brown and Clark Alexander

.Age and growth of white croaker (Genyonemus Iineatus) off Palos Verdes and Dana Point, California

Shelly L. Moore

Reproductive biology of the barred sand bass (Paralabrax nebulifer)

Cheryl Baca-Hovey and Larry D. Cooper

Relative abundance and health of demersal fish species on the southern California sheff in 1994

M. James Allen, Janet K. Stull, Shelly L. Moore and ChioU Tang

Relative abundance and health of megabenthic invertebrate species on the Southern California Shelf in
1994

Janet K. Stull, M. James Allen, Shelly L. Moore and ChioU Tang

Integration and Assessment

Inventory of ocean monitoring in the Southern California Bight

Kenneth C. Schiff, Stephen B. Weisberg and Valerie E. Raco-Rands

A regional survey of the microbiological water quality along the shoreline of the Southern California Bight

Rachel T. Noble, John H. Dorsey, Molly K. Leecaster, Victoria Orozco-Borbon, Daniel Reid,

Kenneth C. Schiff and Stephen B. Weisberg



Enterovirus detection by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction from the coastal waters of
southern California

RachelT. Noble and Jed A. Fuhrman

Enterovirus detection in storm drain-impacted waters along the shoreline of the Southern California Bight

Rachel T. Noble

Relationships among bacterial indicators during a regional survey of microbiological water quality along
the shoreline of the Southern California Bight

Rachel T. Noble, Molly K. Leecaster, Douglas F. Moore, Kenneth C. Schiff and Stephen B.
Weisberg

Retrospective evaluation of shoreline water quality along Santa Monica Bay beaches

Kenneth C. Schiff, Jessica Morton and Stephen B. Weisberg

Historical trends in nearshore croaker (family Sciaenidae) populations in Southern California from 1977
through 1998

Kevin T. Herbinson, M. James Allen and Shelly L. Moore

Spatial analysis of grain size in Santa Monica Bay

Molly K. Leecaster

Monitoring Methods Development

Effect of temporal sampling frequency on shoreline microbiology assessments

Molly K. Leecaster and Stephen B. Weisberg

MolecUlar markers in urban stormwater runoff



Kim Tran, Diana L. Young and Eddy Y. Zang

Comparison of sediment grain size analysis among two methods and three instruments using
environmental samples

Ann Dalkey and Molly K. Leecaster

Interlaboratory comparison of sediment toxicity tests with the amphipod Eohaustorius estuarius

Andrew W. Jirik, Steven M. Bay and Stan Asato

Additional Information

Commissioners and CTAG Members

Staff

Memorial to Willard Bascom

Mike Porter
Environmental Specialist III
San Diego RWaCB
858-467-2726
portm @ rb9.swrcb.ca.gov



From: Stefan Lorenzato
To: Abu-Saba, Khalil; Becker, Melinda; Bishop, Jonathan; Curtis, Chuck; Grober, Les;
Gwynne, Bruce; Jayne, Deborah; Johnson, Bill; Karkoski, Joe; Leland, David; Levy, Michael; McCann,
Lisa; McClure, Daniel; Monji, Alan; Moore, Steve; Mumley, Thomas; Newkirk, Teresa; Smith, David;
Smythe, Hope; Unsicker, Judith
Date: Wed, Jun 13, 2001 9:54 AM
SUbject: I am not longer working on 303 d listing

Hi all,

As of yesterday I am not longer involved in any of the 303(d) listing work. Val Connor and the Assessment
Unit will have this duty. I had been working on a number of relevant issues that I will not bring to any
formal conclusion. But to get a little closure for myself I scratched out the attached thoughts late last
night. Hope it is a wee bit useful.

Stefan

cc: Ali, Syed; Barksdale, Pamela; Beaulaurier, Diane; Connor, Valerie; Frantz, Greg;
Kassel, Jim; Levy, Michael; Lorenzato, Stefan; Rao, Linda; Richard, Nancy; Wilson, Craig J.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

David Gibson
Keri Cole
Tue, Jun 12, 2001 1:33 PM
meta data

Hi Keri,
I see what you mean about lots of meta data. I found lots of meta data for Hodges organics, but no
organics data.

Dave



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

David Gibson
Keri Cole
Tue, Jun 12, 2001 11 :02 AM
Re: city of san diego data

Hi Keri,
I will look throught the reports to see if what I was looking for is there (especially for Hodges).

The storm water Copermittees submit their wet weather monitoring reports annually. They should be in
the files under 10-6000.03. Also, Kyle and Phil both have some of the office copies of the reports. We
have reports from 1993-2000.

The wet weather data is of mixed value, but there were special studies, especially in the Agua Hedionda
watershed, that might be more useful. However, we did successfully list Chollas creek based in part on
the wet weather data from these reports. Chollas Creek doesn't have significant dry weather baseflow. I
don't think we should discount the wet weather data altogether. Some issues we might consider with
respect to wet wether data:

1. Toxicity - This was the basis for listing Chollas Creek. The follow up TIEs identified diazinon as a
source of the toxicity identified in the wet weather monitoring data.
2. Significant loadings of pollutants of concern - The reports, especially in the early years, provided mass
loadings of a broad range of constituents throughout the County. I think we should look at metals such as
zinc and copper for possible listings in some water bodies. Although these are chiefly toxic in the
dissolved state, they settle into sediments and may be source of environmental degradation long after
deposition. Future storm water permit monitoring requirements are focused in part on assessing this
impact.

3. To the extent that we can link consistently high coliform bacteria levels in some receiving waters with
human sources, a listing may be appropriate. However, I would prefer to tackle these instances in a CAO.
Agua Hedionda, the San Diego River, and some coastal outfalls are examples.

Thanks for the info!

Dave

>>> Keri Cole 6/12/01 10:21 :32 AM »>
hey dave
i put all of the files that ron coss submitted on the following directory s:\wqs\303dlist\cityofsandiego\ in a
folder for each water body.

we are going to start looking at all of these to see if there is anything there. would it be possible for you to
do a quick review and perhaps highlight those that you think are of use and/or those that we shouldn't
spend any time on?

also, where are the san diego county copermittees stormwater monitoring reports kept. i have the
1999-2000, but need 97-98, 98-99. again are there particular waterbodies which stand out in you mind for

which these reports clearly show impairments. since most of these are wet-weather monitoring, i don't
know how useful they are.

thanks so much for all of your help.
kc



From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Hi guys,

James Smith
Joan Brackin; Keri Cole
Tue, Jun 12, 2001 11 :26 AM
Bight 98

I've gone through the SCCWRP website and pulled out all available Bight 98 data. I've decompressed the
files and they now reside at: s:\wqs\303dlist\Bight98

In summary, there is an abundance of coliform data for two dry seasons and once after a storm. The dry
seasons are fairly clean, but freshwater outfalls can be polluted (up to 60% of shoreline miles). The storm
event reveals exceedance of state stds at up to 87% of shoreline miles. The storm they sampled after was
large (1.1 - 3.0") and is on the extreme end of annual events. Also provided are data on viruses. This
bring up issues of spatial extent around outfalls and frequency of events that would cause the high
pollution as observed in the study. Unfortunately, only virus stations are labeled with a place name.

Sediment toxicity data is also provided. BUT, due to the lack of sediment chemistry, benthic community
analysis and questions about the validity of the tests themselves, we may not be able to use this data.

I have summed up much of this in a two page word file in the same location.

Enjoy!

-jimmy

J. G. Smith
Environmental Specialist
Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
(858) 467-2732
FX (858) 571·6972
www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Keri Cole
David Gibson
6/12/01 10:21AM
city of san diego data

hey dave
i put all of the files that ron coss submitted on the following directory s:\wqs\303dlist\cityofsandiego\ in a folder for each water body.

we are going to start looking at all of these to see if there is anything there. would it be possible for you to do a quick review and perhaps highlight
those that you think are of use and/or those that we shouldn't spend any time on?

also, where are the san diego county copermittees stormwater monitoring reports kept. i have the 1999-2000, but need 97-98, 98-99. again are
there particular waterbodies which stand out in you mind for which these reports clearly show impairments. since most of these are wet-weather
monitoring, i don't know how useful they are.

thanks so much for all of your help.
kc

cc: James Smith



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Jeremy Haas
James Smith; Keri Cole
6/11 /01 5:15PM
orange county 303(d)

Keri and Jimmy,
Here's a recap of our meeting regarding 303(d) list and Orange County.

1. EXisting listed sites:
There is no data to justify removing sites currently listed. Some beach closures may be decreasing in the
summer or during low flows due to low-flow diversions of stream water to the sewer lines.

112. Aliso and San Juan Watershed - Coliform
I This summer we'll be receiving data on coliform levels throughout the Aliso and San Juan watersheds. I

! expect to see high levels at the outfalls, as we saw with the Aliso 205(j) study, but am not sure what to
I expect from the in-stream locations. In addition to the J03P02 issue, the copermittees have received

'! funding, including Prop 13 money, to create wetlands and a biofiltration basin at two sites in the Aliso
205(j) study that showed high coliform levels. When completed, these are expected to lower coliform the
coliform levels. ----------

3. Aliso and San Juan - USACE studies
The Corps of Engineers studied the San Juan and Aliso watersheds, but did not collect water quaity data.
They reviewed existing data, including the NPDES reports. They conclude that the watersheds are a
mess, but most problems are attributed to hydrology, e.g., channel downcutting, erosion, sedimentation,
etc., rather than strictly pollutants. In response, they have planned several in-stream projects to address
the hydrology problems, and these projects are supposed to also improve in-stream and riparian habitat,
but are generally not designed to prevent.sources of pollution. The projects will require both Federal and
local funds, so time will tell if they are done.

4. Potential 303(d) additions.
Based on the NPDES data, I would suggest the most appropriate candidates to add to the 303(d) list are
Dana Point Harbor and Prima Deschecha.

As I remember more, I'll let you know.

-JCH
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Jimmy,

"Larry D. Cooper" <larryc@SCCWRP.ORG>
James Smith <smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Mon, Jun 11, 2001 10:56 AM
Re: Bight 98

Sorry, what you see is what there is.

Larry

James Smith wrote:
>
> I was hoping for outfall location / street name / beach name / etc.
>
> Thanks for the quick reply,
> -jimmy
>
> J. G. Smith
> Environmental Specialist
> Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
> 9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
> San Diego, CA 92124-1324
> (858) 467-2732
> FX (858) 571-6972
> www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Larry D. Cooper" <larryc@SCCWRP.ORG>
James Smith <smitj@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Mon, Jun 11,2001 10:11 AM
Re: Bight 98

The water body is always the Pacific Ocean. Other than that, I'm not
sure what you are asking for.

Larry

James Smith wrote:
>
> Mr. Cooper,
>
> I am trying to use the Bight 98 data in quantifying impairment to water bodies in Region 9 so that may be
added to the upcoming 303(d) list. I have been through the .pdf files as well as the text files that make
their way into word and excel. This has revealed metadata, station occupation date, results and maps. I
was wondering if you had another file that provided a narrative description of the different station numbers
to compliment the maps? I need more exact water body names for identification.
>
> I am hoping to use data from Winter Micro, Summer 98, Storm Event and Sed Tox and would greatly
appreciate your assistance.
>
> Thank you in advance for your time,
>
> -jimmy
>
> J. G. Smith
> Environmental Specialist
> Region 9 Water Quality Control Board
> 9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Suite A
> San Diego, CA 92124-1324
> (858) 467-2732
> FX (858) 571-6972
> www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb9



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

hey jimmy

Keri Cole
James Smith
Thu, Jun 7, 2001 4:10PM
welcome back

hope Berkeley was cool.

so here are some things you can be working on

i updated the spreadsheet (see attached).
the TSMP data that i just received for 1999 needs to be added. i also eft a stack of data that needs to be
put in our files.
we still need to determine if there is any information which may be useful to us from the Bight 98 study.
were you able to locate the stations? summary of toxicity? perhaps you can call Ken Schiff or Steve Bay
at SCCWRP and talk to them about it. they may be able to narrow the search/point you in the right
direction. they are both very cool and very familiar with the whole 303d impairments.

we also need to put together a cost estimate for the shipyard work. we need to get sampling and analysis
costs for each of the items we included in our guidelines. at that meeting with everyone on May 23rd,
Steve Bay and Lisa from MEC threw out a few numbers for various analyses (e.g. 7-100 sediment chem,
700-800 toxicity, etc. can you take a crack at putting one together. perhaps you know these types of
costs, can check with colleagues, or check with Alan for people to contact. it would be good to try and get
independent costs so we can verify what is presented to us later.

we also need to work on the tissue residue guidelines, but that'll have to wait til i can reach New York
DEQ.

anyway that should definitely t keep you busy...yikes on a Friday, too!

have a good weekend. see you monday.
kc



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Keri,

Del Rasmussen
Keri Cole
Thu, Jun 7, 2001 3:34 PM
Re: tsmp data

Linda Pardy has all the recent data for TSM. She is your regional contact for the Program. The only
reason I would like you to contact her first is that it is important to me that she aware how the data is being
used so if I need to know she can tell me. If you can't get a hold of her, please let me know and I'll dig up
the files for you. I don't yet have the lat-Iongs for the new stations sampled in 1999.

Del Rasmussen
Assessment Unit
Division of Water Quality
State Water Resources Control Board
(916) 341-5545
rasmd@dwq.swrcb.ca.gov

>>> Keri Cole 06/07/01 01 :57PM >>>
Hi Del
I met you up at theArcView training. Remember me?

Anyway, can you send me a copy of the TSMP data for 1999.

Thank you.

Keri Cole, P.E.
Water Resource Control Engineer
San Diego RWQCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124
(858) 467-2798
colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Jeremy Haas
Keri Cole
Thu, Jun 7,2001 1:12 PM
Re: Orange County 303(d) waters

Monday's great I'll be in all day.

»> Keri Cole 06/07/01 12:13PM »>
unfortunately i am out of the office tomorrow. but how about Monday?

you are definitely on my list of people to talk to about this (see your name under Aliso/San Juan creeks in
the attached).
attached is a copy of a spreadsheet we have been creating to track all the info we have gotten/are
getting/hopefully will get for 303d. it is a working document, but it kinda shows you where we're at. we
have not yet reviewed/evaluated any of the data, but hope to in the very near future, starting next week.

thanks.
kc

Keri Cole, P.E.
Water Resource Control Engineer
San Diego RWQCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124
(858) 467·2798
colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov

»> Jeremy Haas 06/07/01 11 :27AM »>
Keri,
Do you have anytime tomorrow to talk about potential 303(d) waters in Orange County?
I have NPDES data that might be useful.

Jeremy



.)

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Gary Gilbreath" <garyg@water.ca.gov>
'''Keri Cole'" <colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Thu, Jun 7, 2001 11 :12 AM
RE: Monitoring Data

StationName
S M R NR FLBRK
S M R NR FLBRK
S M R NR FLBRK
S M R NR FLBRK
S M R NR FLBRK
ESCNDO nr H GRV
ESCNDO nr H GRV
ESCNDO nr H GRV
ESCNDO nr H GRV
ESCNDO nr H GRV
SO RVR @ OMO
SO RVR @ OMD
SO RVR @ OMO
SO RVR @ OMD
SO RVR @ OMD

this might help you

-----Original Message-----
From: Keri Cole [mailto:colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2001 10:51 AM
To: garyg@water.ca.gov
Cc: Linda Pardy
Subject: RE: Monitoring Data

hi gary
thanks i found the dates on those files you sent to linda pardy on 5/4/01.

can you please forward me the data files for these same stations for July
1997 to most recent. we need this information for our 303d evaluation.
thank you.
STA_NUM
X2135000
X2135000
X2135000
X2135000
X2135000
X4340005
X4340005
X4340005
X4340005
X4340005
X5123030
X5123030
X5123030
X5123030
X5123030

Keri Cole, P.E.
Water Resource Control Engineer
San Diego RWaCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124
(858) 467-2798
colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov

»> "Gary Gilbreath" <garyg@water.ca.gov> 05/09/01 08:44AM »>
I see a date file in the db I sent out. all my field books are loaded up
right now, I will fax you out of the books the location maps, when I finish
this months sampling, these station were ampled every three months, years
back, now bi-annully, but it looks like they will be dropped, as all of our
surface water sampling stations will be as they (management) probably will
go to ground water, a letter will be sent shortly to Linda, it is being



prepared know, our old management used to go out and get work from the
board, thay are gone now, and because the frequency of sampling has been
dropped, management feels the data is not of much use, and it is only
standard minerals, look in attached file, should be a date field. Data here

.is sent to various agencies and is available to the public by request GG

-----Original Message-----
From: Keri Cole [mailto:colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 04. 2001 1:37 PM
To: garyg@water.ca.gov
Subject: Monitoring Data

Hi Gary
Linda Pardy, in our office. recently forwarded me some monitoring data for
the Santa Margarita River, San Diego River and Escondido Creek (see attached
file). I have been unsuccessful in determining the dates of the sampling.
Can you help me out? I am also interested in finding out exactly where the
sampling stations are. Can you provide this to me? Do you have a map of the
sampling locations? What is the frequency of this data? What purposes is
it used for on your end?

The reason I am asking all of this is because we are currently soliciting
for additional information and data that may support updates to our 303d
list of impaired waterbodies in the region (see attached correspondence).
would be interested in looking at this monitoring data from JUly 1997 if it
is available?

Thanks in advance for your assistance.

Keri Cole, P.E.
Water Resource Control Engineer
San Diego RWaCB
9771 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite A
San Diego, CA 92124
(858) 467-2798
colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov

>>> "Gary Gilbreath" <garyg@water.ca.gov> 05/04/01 09:16AM >>>
most recent and historical swq

Gary Gilbreath
Dept. of Water Resources
Water Resources Engineering Associate
770 Fairmont Ave Ste 102
Glendale. Ca 91203-1035
WP-818-543-4653
Fax-818-543·4604

e-mail; garyg@water;ca.gov
web page; http://wwwdpla.water.ca.gov/sd



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Gary Gilbreath" <garyg@water.ca.gov>
1I1Keri Colelll <colek@rb9.swrcb.ca.gov>
Thu, Jun 7, 2001 11 :09 AM
FW: sw data

Blankhope this works, let me know GG

-----Original Message-----
From: Brian Moniz [mailto:bmoniz@water.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2001 9:39 AM
To: garyg (E-mail)
Subject: sw data

Gary,

Sorry, I forgot to get back to you on the surface water monitoring data
file. Here is a zipped version for you as you requested. I'm sorry it took
so long.

Brian

Brian C. Moniz
Engineer, Water Resources

State of California
Department of Water Resources
Southern District
770 Fairmont Avenue, Suite 102
Glendale, CA 91203-1035

Phone: (818) 543-4661
FAX: (818) 543-4604
E-mail: bmoniz@water.ca.gov
Website: http://www.dpla.water.ca.gov/sd/



From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Linda Pardy
Keri Cole
Thu, Jun 7, 2001 10:46 AM
Re: tsmp data 1998

Keri, Here's 1998 TSMP data for Region 9. Please call Del Rasmussen for 1999 and 2000 TSMP data, as
I can't seem to find these results in my files. Del is the S8 manager in charge of the TSM Program. Also
as far as I know DFG has not collected the 2001 fish yet, but I'm expecting the DFGcrew to sample fish
here in Region 9 next week. -Linda

>>> Keri Cole 06/07/01 10:31AM »>
hey linda
do you have the electronic tsmp files for 1998, 1999, 2000? I have 1997 and 2001.
thanks.
keri

cc: Del Rasmussen
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From: Stefan Lorenzato
To: Becker, Melinda; Bishop, Jonathan; Curtis, Chuck; Grober, Les; Gwynne, Bruce;
Jayne, Deborah; Karkoski, Joe; Leland, David; Levy, Michael; McCann, Lisa; McClure, Daniel; Monji,
Alan; Mumley, Thomas; Newkirk, Teresa; Smythe, Hope; Unsicker, Judith
Date: Wed, May 30,2001 2:31 PM
Subject: Listing considerations workgroup members.

Attached is a list of the folks who said they would participate in workgoups to develop considerations for
listing for the various parameter categories. Please check it over and send me any revisions needed.

I have not yet been able to determine which DWQ staff will facilitate the discussions. I hope to get that
settled next week so we can get these groups working asap.

stefan

cc: Ali, Syed; Barksdale, Pamela; Beaulaurier, Diane; Frantz, Greg; Kassel, Jim; Levy,
Michael; Lorenzato, Stefan; Rao, Linda; Richard, Nancy; Wilson, Craig J.



Listing Considerations Work Group Participants

Path0l:ens
Joan Brackin - R9
Farhad Ghodrati - R2
Deborah Neiter - R8
Mariela Carpio - R7
Josse Cortez - R7

Bioaccumulation
Alan -Monji - R9
Fred Hetzel - R2
Bruce Gwynne - Rl
Pavlova Vitale - R8
Teresa Newkirk - R7
Mariela Carpio - R7
Francisco Costa - R7

Sediments
Keri Cole - R9
Mike Napolitano - R2
Bryan McFadin - Rl
Lance Lin - R8
CindyLi-R8
Danny McClure - R7
Francisco Costa - R7

Toxicity. habitat. aguatic community structure
Alan Monji - R9
Linda Pardy - R9
Judith Uniscker - R6
Mike Napolitano - R2
Bill Johnson - R2
Steve Moore - R2
Doug Shibberu - R8
Deborah Neiter - R8
.Teresa Newkirk - R7
Mariela Carpio - R7

Nutrients. al~al blooms
Lisa Brown - R9
Judith Unsicker -R6
Jeff Church - Rl
CindyLi - R8
Lance Lin - R8



Francisco Costa - R7
Mariela Carpio - R7

Metals
Kyle Olewnik - R9
Richard Looker - R2
Mariela Carpio - R7
Jose Cortez - R7

Pesticides
Linda Pardy - R9
James Smith - R9
Bill Johnson - R2
Doug Shibberu - R8
Mariela Carpio - R7
Francisco Costa - R7

Other chemicals
Fred Hetzel - R2
Pavlova Vitale - R8
Mariela Carpio - R7
Jose Cortez - R7

Temperature
Mike Napolitano - R2
Matt St. John - RI
Danny McClure - R7
Francisco Costa - R7

Trash. settlable solids (other than sediment). floatables. scums
Linda Pardy - R9
Danny McClure - R7
Francisco Costa - R7.
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,- R~;aCB WATERSHED LOCA110N POTEN11AL DATAIINFO SOURCE Data How.to proceed

POTEN11AL
ReviewlEvalua1e

No·1

WATERBODY
POLLUTANT

~ Name
Hydrogeologic

Na_
Length/Area

Document
Dale Rec'd

Dates of
Conlacl

RWQCB
Unit No. Description Tille Sampnng Contact

JIMMY 1 SanJuan

Nwnerous County of Orange HeaIIh Care V"
review data

Monica Mazur, OC DEHlocations in 901.00 coasdine bacterla Agency Beach Closures 97-98 5115101
(714) 667-3751

K.CoIe
Orange Co """ 1999, 2000 end 2001

review data

Aliso Bead1 901.10 coastnne bacteria
Orenge Co EnvIronmen1a1

511!WOl
Monica Mazur, OC DEH

K.Cole
HeaIIh - Beach Closures for 2000 (714) 667-:1751

Mey, Sop &
V"

review data

901.10
3 rifftes upstream 0' PlICillc Parlt

BM'
SDRWOCB: 1999 Biological

Inhouse
Nov 98, ~emesM.HllITington

Drive Assessment Annual Repot1 Mey 99 lor jhanlngOoSfJf·dlg.ca.gov
mostslles

Mey,Sep&
V"

revtew data

901.10
5 rifft..s perellel to Country Club Ad

BM'
SDRWOCB: 1999 Biologicai

In house
Nevsa. ames M. Harring10n

upstrea".' of Hwy 1 Assessment AnnueI Repot1 May 99 for jhanlngOospr.dlg.ca.gov
mosl sUes

V"
review data. see 315/01 eman to

901.10
2 silas: elong Country Club Ad end nutrients, IDS,

"Unde Penly Sheet 1" In house 61101118
SDRWOCB 1998 Tracy Weddle 0 NPS !rom L.

et Pacl1lc Pert< DrIOao Pkwy turbldlly 68I11'Dng Pardy. Chack w1lh perdy to .ee H
there Is more.

S sites: at Cooks Comer, dfs
Tox tes1lng .uspecIs

Are two tox lests on two dates
EngDsh Cyn, dis Delry ForI< & ADso Aliso Creek Water Plarmlng 11/8/98& sufficient 10 show Impelnnenl?901.10
HIDs Ch., dis Sulphur Craek. 0

orgenophoophate
Study

Inhouse
1120199

Jeremy Haas yes
Coliform currentty listed at mouth

PCHBridge
pesticides, CoDfonns

and fn general, for·' mBe-

review data

901.10 ACJOl 29.7sqml turbldlly,malals
Orange Co MunIcIpeI

In house 8/27/91 - Jeremy Haas
Slormwaler NPDES PermO Deta - yes

Trace elements and V"
review data

901.10 el PacI1lc Pert< Dr OrganIc ChemIcals Ir
ToxIcs Substance Monttoring

Inhouse Aug-99 D. Rassrnussen L.Penly
Fish and Clams

Program - 1999

V"
revtewdala

Dana Point Orange Co EnvIronmen1at Monica Mazur, OC DEH
Harbor

901.14 coasdine becterla
Health - Beach CIoaures for 200c

5115101
(714) 667-3751

K.CoIe

revlewdala

901.14
DAPTEB, DAPlWB, DAPI.TA,

metals, organics Orange Co MunIcIpeI 8/29/91 -
Jeremy Haas

DAPTLB, DAPTHE Stormwater NPDES Permit Data 617/00
yes

V"
revtewdata

Orange Co Environmental Monica Mazur, DC DEH
Laguna Beach 901.12 coastfme bacterla

HeaIIh - Beach Closures for 200l
5115101

(714) 667-3751
KCoIe

V"
review data

Laguna Canyon
901.12 el Woodland Ave (lCW102) 8.3 sq mI MstaIs

Orange Co MunlclpaJ
Inhouse 312192 -

Jer~Hass
Chamel Slormwater NPDES Permit Data 12/16/95

V"
Review data submitted.

Jan 98- Bob Jorden,
QsaCraek 90121 TOS, nutrients submilled data 3/27101 Jan 01 Santa Ma'1J'lrlts WD

K.CoIe

reviewdala

90121 el Crown VeDey Pertcwey 14.0sq mI metals, Orange Co MunlclpaJ 8/27/91 -
Jeremy Haas

Slormwater NPDES Permit Date 5120199 y8B

review data

PrIma Desheche 901.31 at CaDe Grande Vlsta 7.0sq mI matals, organics Orange Co MunlclpaJ
Inhouse

6I27N991-
eremyHaas

Stonnwaler NPDES PermO Data - yes

South East RegIonsl 6ISIOO - revtewdata
Creek enters ocean loa south of

901.31
S15

bacterla Reclamation Authority (SERRAj Inhouse 1130101 end JeremyHaes yes
monltorln9 earlIar

V"
review data

Saft Creel<
901.140&

Letter !rom Bey Keepers 5115101 Bruce Reznik
910.200

7/121011 :49 PM
e:\wqa\303dUst\polentlal80urces.xla
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POTENTIAL DATMNFO SOURCERWOCS WATERSHED ~ Data How to proceed
POTENTIAL

ReviewlEwluate

No·1

WATERBODY
POlLUTANT

§!!!! Name
Hydrogeologic NanaUve

Length/Area
Document

Dale Roc'd
Daleaol

Conlacl RWacs
Unit No. Description TIlle Sampling Conlacl

See letter to Un:Ja Pardy. Chec:k

JIMMY 1
SanJuan SanJuan 901.20

moderll1!lsludy re:
Inhouse

Mr. Davil Zoutendylce
L.Pardy

wJ Paul Lemmons fro sludy. Sao
(conlbtued) Creek Caplstrano Valley WD USFWLS KC emaDs. Dis<:usa wi Jeremy

Haas.

ToxIca Subslanca Monllorlng ....
9012D OIganlcs Program - 2000

Inhouse JuI.OD O. Rassmussen L.Pardy

217/92 - revfewdata
90125D IhnJ 2 sites: at La Nova (SJNLD1) and metals Orange Co Municipal in house 5/31/00 &

Jeremy Haas
90128D at Ortega (SJOL01) Stormwater NPDES Permtt Data 7/21/93 -

yea

5/31/00
review data

901..25
Colilonnand USDA Foreat Service SmapQng

6127101
June and Ron Wright, USDA Forest

JimmylKeri
Nutrients Report Oct,1998 Service

yea

at Anaya TrablEO Creek. 5 rffftes Sep&Nov .... review data
90125Dthru SDRWaCB: 1999 Biologtcal James M. Harrington

90128D
wlin Gravel Yard at end of Avery BMI

Assessment Annual Report In house 99,
jhanfngOospr.dfg.ca.gov

Parkway Mzry99

Sep & Nov .... review data
90125D thru

5 rilIIes upatream 01 Hwy 74 BMI
SDRWQCB: 1999 BIologtcal

In housa 98,
James M. Hatrington

90128D Assessment Annual Report
MzrylOD !JhaningOospr.dfg.ca.gov

Lawrence E. carlson .... review data
nitrate. trace

SanMatao
901.40 at San Onofre elements. TOS, Disc 1: LAW - Crandllll 5/18101 12/9/97

Offee of Waler
K.CoIe

Creek
surfactants. bacteria

Resoun:es, Camp
Pendleton

review data

Segunda
901.317 at B CamIno Real 8.9 sq mI metals

Orange Co Municipal 8/27/91 -
Jeremy Haas

Deahect1a Stonnwater NPDES PennII Data 6fJ1YOO
yea

review data

Creek enters ocean 200' north of South East Raglonal 6I5IDO -
901.317

S17
bacteria Reclamation Authority (SERRA) Inhouse Il'.lMll and Jeremy Haas yea

monitoring earllar

review data

Sulphur Creek 901.13 S=_ metals
Orange Co Municipal 315192 •

Jeremy Haas
Stormwaler NPOES Permit Data 4/21/98

yea

review data

lvroyo Trabuco
90120 T=L02 metals

Orange Co MunIcIpal 3119/94 •
Jeremy Haas

Creek Stonnwater NPDES PennII Data 5I2Il/99
yes

review data

lvroyo Trabuco
90120

CoIiIonn and USDA Forest Service SmapBng
8127101

Junaand Ron Wrtgh1. USDA Forest
JimmylKeri

Creek Nutrients Report Oct, 1998 Service
yes

7/121011:49 PM
s:\wqs\'103dns,""otentlalaoun:es.xls
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RwocB WATERSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL DATMNFO SOURCE !1l!l!!. How to proceed
POTENTIALRevtew/Ewluale

110.1 WATERBODY
POllUTANT

§!!!! Name
Hydrogeologic NafTlllfw

length/Area
Document

Dale Roc'd Daleao'
Contact

RWQCB
Unit No. Description TltIe Sampnng ConIDct

KERI/lISA 2 Santa MargarIta

ToxlaI Substance Monilcring ."
revlewdata

0eIurC1Bek lKJ2.21 meta!l& 01JlBfli:s l'rogrMl- 199tl
In house Ju!.OO a. Rassmussen . Pardy

nllrate, trace lawrence E. Carlson
."

review McKenney'B dalallnfo.

902.21 AIFaDbrool< elemen1s. ms, Disc 1: LAW • Cnmdan 5/18101 12111197 Office of Water
K.CoIe

surfactants, bacteria Resources. Camp
Pendleton

nitrate, trace
lawrence E. Carlson

."
revtewdala

Fallbrook Creek ? Near Fallbrook elemen1ll. ms. Disc 1: LAW - CrandaD 5/18101 12/l1/97 Office of Water
K.CoIe

8UrfacIants, bac1eria
Resources, Camp
Pend1elon

Ground Water
nflrate. trace

lawrence E. Carlson
."

review data
Santa Margarita 902.100&

12.1111 eIemen1a. ms, Disc 1: LAW - QandaD 5/18101 1151981hru Office of Water
K.CoIeRiver At De Luz 902200 aurfadants. bacteria 1211/99 Resources, Camp

Ad Pend1elon

Surface & Ground nIlrllle,trace lawrence E. Carlson
."

review data

Water, Crisfisnftos 901.40 12.1311 elemen1a. ms. Disc 1: LAW - CrandaO 5/18101 12111197 Office of Water
K. Cole

Creek Burlactanls, bacteria Resources, Camp
PendIelon

nilrllle,trace lawrence E. Carlson
."

review data
Ground Water, De OffIce of Water
LuzCreek

902.21 19.04 11 elemenls, ms, Disc 1: LAW· QandaQ 5118101 12111197
Resources, Camp

K. Cole
Burfadanls, bacteria

Pend1elon
review data

LakeSkimer 902.42 copper see HaIwee Res 1MIll l. Pardy

nltra\e. trace lawrence E. Carlson
."

review data

Murrieta Creek 902.520& At. Temecula elements, ms, Disc 1: LAW • CrandaD 5/18101 1=
Office of Water

K.Cole
902.300

surfactants, bacteria
Resoun:ea, Ca"1'
Pendlelon

." review data. see 315101 email 10
902.520& al Cane Del Oso Ad

nutrfenls, ms, "Unda Pardy Sheet l' Inhouse MII98
SDRWQCB 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.

902.300 luIbkl11y sampling Pardy. Check with pardy 10 aee n
there is more.

." review data. see 3IS'01 emaD to
902.520&

behind cement factory
nutrfenta, ms,

"Unda Pardy Sheet l' In house MII98
SDRWQC8 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS from l.

902.300 !ulbldlly sampling Pardy. Check with pardy 10 aee n
there is more.

."
review data

Trace e1emanta and
902.520& ufa T emecuta Cr OrganIc ChemIcals Ir

Toxlca SubBtance Monitoring
Inhouse 8/28/99 D. Rassmussen l.Pardy

902.300 FIsh and Clams
Program· 1999

review data

902.52
Nutrients. Flow, Tox, NPDES dlscf1arge compll8nce

In house Rancho Waler Dlslrfcl C.Clemente
%Na,mS monllorlng data EMWD A.Luplz

yes.

- .. lawrence E. Carlson review datanllrate,trace
Offlce of Wafer

."

Rainbow Creek 902.20 Near FaQbrook elemen1a, ms, Disc 1: LAW - CrBndaO 5/18101 12111197
Resoun:ea, Camp

K.CoIe
8Urfactants, bacteria

Pend1elon

."
review data. see 31S'01 email to

902.20 ., WiDow Glen Rd
nub1enta, ms,

"linda Pardy Sheet l' Inhousa MII98
SDRWQCB 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.

luIbkllty sa"1'llng Pardy. Check with pardy 10 aee n
lhere is more.

Trace elements and ."
review data

90220 OrganIc 01ernIca1s In
ToxlaI Substance Monllorfng

Inhouse A1JIJ-99 D. Rassmussen LPardy
FIsh and Clams

Program - 1999

nltrats, trace
lawnonee E. Carlson

."
review data

Office of Water
Sandla Creef< 90222 Near FaQbrook elements, ms, alsc 1: LAW - CrandaD 5/18101 12/9/97 Resoun:ea, Camp

K.CoIe
surfactants. baderta

Pendleton

."
revtew data. see 315101 emaH to

902.22
al Sandia Ck Ad (0.5 10 1 mile nutrfenla, ms,

'linda Pardy Shaall' Inhouse MII98
SDRWQCB 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.

above confluence) turbldily s8lJ1'Qng Pardy. Check with pardy 10 Bee n
there Is more.

."
revieW data

902.22 metals & organica
Toxles Substance Monilcring In house Jul-OO D. Rassmussen l. Pardy
Program ·1998

71121011:49 PM
s:\wqs\303dnst~otentlal aources.xts
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RwacB WATERSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL DATAIlNFO SOURCE l1!!!!! Haw to proceed
POTENTIALRevlew"':vafuat8

No·1
WATERBODY

POLLUTANTStall Name
Hydrogeologic Na""tiw LenglhlArea

Document
Date Rec'd

Datesar
Contact

RWQCB
UnilNo. Descrtption nne SempUng Contact

.... Review data submitted. Obtain

KERIILISA 2
Santa MargarIta Santa Margarita

902.10 & 90220 nutrients, TDS,
DWRelecMe Inhouse Gary Gil>reath, Deptol

LPardy
other files submited to linda.

(continued) River Iurbldily Water Resources Obtain sample locations from Gary.
See email to KC.

4 sites: at WiDow Glen Ad (Slage ....
revtew data. see 31'5101 emaH toCoech Lane), el DeLuz Ad neer

902.10 & 90221 Sandia Ck, below diversion weir on nutrients, TDS,
'Unde Panly Sheet l' Inhouse 819198

SDRWOCB 1998 Tracy Weddle 0 NPS lrom L

Camp Pendleton & al SIuaJ1 Mesa turbldlly sampUng Pardy. Check wi1h pardy 10 see H
Ad bridge on Camp Pen:fleton there Is more.

WO Studles & Prop. Walemhed Rancho Waler Dlslricl
D.Gibson .... _data

902.10& 90221 nutrients, bacteria. Monitoring Program lor Portions
Inhouse EMWD

J.Rober1usSEDIMENT 01 San Mateo & Santa Margarita Lany McKenney,
LBrownRiver Watersheds, Juty 2000 Camp Pendenon

nllrllle, trace lawrence E. Carlson .... review data

902.10& 90220
Near USGS Gauging Station

eIementa. TDS, Disc 1: LAW· Crandall 5118101
121!l197& OffICe of Waler

K.CoIe11044300 .
surtactants, bacterta

313198 Resoun:es,
Camp Pend1elDn

"hie. trace Lawrenos E. Cerison .... review data

902.10 & 90220 Near Temecula elements, TDS, Disc 1: LAW· Crandall 511&'01 121!l197
Office of Waler

K.CoIe
surfactants, bacteria Resoun:es,

Camp Pendlelon

nitrate, trace Lewrence E. Carison .... review data
902.100& OfflceofWBter
902200

alY6k1ora elements, TDS, Disc 1: LAW • Crandan 5/18101 1= Resoun:es, K.CoIe
surfactants, bacteria

Cemp Pendlelon
Sonta Margarita River Lewrence E. Cerison .... review data

902.100&
sediments

Hydrology, Hydraulics and
5/18101

Office of Water
K.CoIe902200 Selflll1Cl1lation Sludy • DIsc 2 Resoun:es,

(Wesl Consut1anta Inc) Camp Pendleton

Rancho Cal Water Dlstricl • .... meet wi Adma Laptriz 10 discuss
at Wi!1ow Glen Rd, at De luz and Summary end Analysts 01 Veer Mar· Dec Brian KeDey, Kennelh C. available/useful data

902.10& 90220 at the Estuary nutrlenls, bacterta
2000 Data Receivfng Water 4125101

2llOO Dealy (Rancho Wa1er)
A.Leputz

Stallons 1-4

9 locations Includ1ng Muntel1a Crt<, May,Sep& .... review data

902.10& 90220 Terneeula Crt<, RaInbow Crt<, BMI
SDRWQCB: 1999 Biological

Inhouse
Nov 98. James M. HanlngIon

5andlaCrk Assessment Annual Report May 99 for iharrlngOoBpr.dlg.ca.gov
most sites

review data

902.10 & 90220
at Camp Pendleton Treatment Nutrients, TDS, NPDES discharge compOanos

Inhouse Cam Pendleton C.Clements yesIacOBtIee bacteria roonilDring data

.... review data
Taxies Subs1ance MonOorfng 611/1997 and902.11 1999 sampling at Sluarl Mesa Ad metals & orgtmlcs
Program • 1997 and 1999 In house

a.25I99
D. Rassmussen L.Pardy

.... revfaw data. see 315101 emaB to

TernectJIa Crt< 902.500 lIuu
east of confluence. west of 1~1S nutrients, TDS,

"LInda Pardy Sheet t· Inhouse 819198 SDRWQCB 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.
902.900 turbIdIly sompOng Perdy. Check w11h pardy 10 aee H

there Is more. ~

7/121011:49 PM
s:\wqs\303dlist'potentlal sources.xls
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!!!'!Q9!.. WATERSHED bOCATlON POTENTlAL DATAIINFO SOURCE ~ How to proceed
POTENTlAL

RevlewlEvaluale

NO·1

WATERBODY
POLLUTANT

~
Hydro_logic Nana_

Length/A"'"
Document

Da"'Roc'd
Dales 01

Con1acl
RWQC8

Name
UnllNo. Description TIne Sampling Contact

ALAN 3 San Luis Rey

Julie Alpert (619)473-
Contactad J. Alpert, Can J",.d and

lake Henshaw 903.31 bacteria?
9663

MOlY A1dem (619) 782-9036

.... ,.~"u.~ .
San Luia Ray 903.100th"' at Foussat Ad nutrients. IDS. "LInda Pardy Sheet I" b100USB 5120198 SDRWOCB 1996 Tr.cy Weddle ONPS from L.
River 903200 lutbld'rty o••ng Perdy. Chock wl1h pardy to eaa n

~=.:cmrsee 31bfUl emad to
903.100 1hru nutrients, IDS, SDRWOCB 1996 .... Tracy Weddle I!NPS from L.

903200
at Old Hwy 395

lutbldlty
"Unda Pardy Shea' I" In housa 6/11198

sampling Panly. Chock with panly 10 .a. n
tt"",rA iA rn'WA

revfewdata
903.100 Ill", 4 sII..: BonsaD Bridge, Douglas

boclerls, vtrus City 01 Oceanside Wew UUlIBes
In house

Jan 1999· Guss Pennell (760) !l66-
903200 BrIdge, Benel Rd. end MlxIng ZDne Lob April 01 4850

yes

May, Sep & .... review data
903.100 thru 5 RifDes up and downstream of

SMI
SDRWOCB: 1999 Blobgtcal

b1 rouse Nov 98,
James M. Harrington

903200 LlIac Rd Assessment Annual Report Mey99 jhsnlngOospr.dfg.ca.gov

Mey,Sep& .... revtewdalA
903.100 Ill", 50m upslream of puDoul opposl'" BMI

SDRWOCB: 1999 Blobgtcal
b'lhouse Nov 98, James M. Harrington

903200 Outdoor Ed School on Hwy 76 Assessment Annual Report Mey99 jhsnlngl!oopr.dfg.ca.gov

May,Sep& .... review data
903.100th"' 3 rtlftes ~.lream 01 old Hwy 395 8Mt

SDRWQCB: 1999. Blobgtcal
In house Nov 98, James M. Harrington

903200 end ~15 Assessment Annual Report May 99
jhaningOospr.dfg.ca.gov

May,Sep& .... review data
903.100 1hru

3 rfffIes ~stream of Mission ReI SMI
SDRWQCB: 1999 Blobgtcal

Inhouse Nov 98.
Jemes M. Harrington

903200 Assessment Annual Report Mey99
jhanlngl!ospr.dfg.ca.gov

Contact Vcsla Irrigatlon District for

903.00
nutrients, bact_,

Vlsla Irrlgation DIsIrfct D.Gibson info/data?
eadln1enl

7/121011:49 PM
a:\wqs'OO3dnsftJotenUai Bources.xlB
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RWOCB WATERSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL DATAIlNFO SOURCE
~ How 10 p!!!Ceed

RevlewlEva!uale WATERBODY POTENTIAL

SllllI No·1 Hydro9""logic NalTDtive POLLUTANT Documenl Oates of RWQCBName
UnRNo. Description LenglhlArea

nue
Date Rec'd

Sampllng Conlac:l
Conlacl

KERIJLINDM.ESLIE 4 Carisbad

Agua HOOlanda bacteria, pesticides. SW monltoring .... RevIew SW monitoring reports.
Cfeek

904.30
pathogens report Inhousa D.Gibson

Trace elements and .... revlewdala
904.30 near E1 Camino Rea' Organic CI1emlcals b1 Toxles Substanoe Monitoring

b"Ihouse Aug-99 D. Rassmussen L.Pardy
Fish and Clams Program - 1999

.... revtew data. see 315101 emaD to
904.30

3 sites: at Sycamore Ave. at 8 nu1rients, lOS,
"Unda Pardy Sheet 1" In house 6/10198

SDRWOCB 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.
Camlno Real & 'generic sile' bnblOrty sompOng Pardy. Check with pardy to see ft

there Is more.
S riffles upstream of Sycamore ave

SDRWOCB: 1999 Biologicai May,Sep& .... revtew data
904.30 & 5 riffles downstream of E1 BMI In house Nov 98, James M. Hanlngton

Camlno Real Assessment Annual Repori
May 99 iJh;~Oospr.dfg.ca.gov

.... Review 1997 BPTCP 10, lagoons,
Agua HOOlanda

904.31 bacteria DIscussed
P.Mlchael

per Pete Michael. Changes In
Lagoon 3130101 current OsUng?

oofifonns, water .... Review data from Chiara
C<>r1VeBalions with Chiara

904.31 3 basins quarrty. musseIs,OO-
Clemente regarding her Intern Discussed

C.Clementepermittee DNA work,
wor!< and other 6/12101

8edS, colifom

H-SWRJ I OREHP " Report of 1001100, .... review data

904.31 copper, zinc Weale DIscharge Agua Hediond. 11/08100,
Lagoon fish Ha1I:hery 11/13100

, Sent omaD to L. DobeIIan.
Contacted Steve Moore at Reg 2

904.31 Cauterpa Eof11SD conversations L.DobelJan re: submittal of exotic TMDl to
EPA. Contacted J. Richard.
re:legality of 303d for exoUc. See

.n.
Batlqulloa S. Carlsbad St Beach - Hwy 101 diazinen. CIly of EncInItas Munlcq>a1 .... review data

Lagoon
904.51

Drainage Channel chloopyrilo., Slormwaler Permit ComplIance 2/18100 Keny Miller, Clly Manager
malathion Report (9G-42)

CIly of EnclnIlaa Munlcq>a1 .... review data
904.51 Leucadia Blvd at EI Camino Real diazInon, malathion Stormwater Permit ComplIance 1/25/00 Kerry MIller, City Manager

Repori (9G-42)

CIly ofE_Munk:lpal .... review data
904.51 EI Camino Real al Gardenvlew Ad dlazinon, malathion,

Slormwala, Permit CompBance 1/25/00 Kerry Miler, City Managerprowl
Report (9G-42)

CIly of Encinltas Munlcq>a1 .... _data
904.51 La Costa Ave at Saxony Ad dlazlnon Slormwala, Permit Compftance 212310O Keny Miller, City Manager

Report (90-42)

5 riffles downstream of Santa Fe May,Sep& .... review dataBuena Vista
904.32 Ave & 5 riffles I.4Jstream of S. Vista BMI

SDRWOCB: 1999 Biological
In house Nov 98, James M. Harrlnglon

Cfeek
Way Assessment Annual Repori

May 99 jha~Oospr.dfg.ca.gov

revieW data. see W3'Ul email kJ
2 sltas: at South VIsta Way, at nutrients, lOS, SDRWQCB 1998 ....

Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.904.32
WiId'Mlod Pari< & 'generic site' bnbId"dy

"LJnda Perdy Sheet 1" Inhouse 5/2QIIl8
sampDng Pardy. Check with pardy to see ft

.... Revlaw 1997 BPTCP 10, lagoons,
Buena VIsta

421 nubients. warm.
In house G. Peters per Pete Michael Changes En

Lagoon sedimentation CUJTllnt bUng? Discuss wi G,afg
Peters.

Trace elements and .... review dats

90421 Organic Chemicals In
Toxtcs Subslance MonRoring

In house Aug-99 D. Rassmussen L.Pardy
Fish and Clams

Program - 1999

May,Sep& .... revfew data
EncInitas C<eek 904.51

5 rifflas downstream 01 Green VIIy
BMI

SDRWQCB: 1999 BlologIcaJ
Inhouse Nov 98.

James M. Hanlnglon
Ad Assessment Annual Repori

MayIl9 lha~Oosp,.dfg.ca.gov

revtew data. see 3n::tfUl etnmI to
nutrients, lOS, SDRWQCB 1998 -- T,acy Weddle ONPS from L.904.51 al Green VaDey Ad

bnbId"rty
"Unda Pardy Sheet 1" Inhouse 813198

.ampOng Pardy. Check w1lh pardy to .eell

5 riffles downstream of ConBge May,Sep&
~amesM. Hanlnglon .... revtew data

Lama Alla C<eek 904.10 Blvd and 5 riffles downstream of E1 BMI
SDRWOCB: 1999 Biological

In house Nov9B,
Camino Real Assessment Annual Repori

May 99 jha~Oo.pr.dfg.ca.gov

reVIew data. see 3'!:WUl emad to
2 stations: al College Blvd & at 8 nulrients. IDS, SDRWOCB 1998 .... Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.904.10
Camfno Real tumidity

"lInda Pardy Sheel I" mhouse 5120198
sampling Pardy. Check with pardy to aee If

IhAM lA rni'VA
Trace elements and ..- review data

904.10 near College Blvd Organic CI1emlcaIs In
ToxIcs Su!>stanoe Monitoring

In house Aug-99 D. Rassmussen LPerdy
FISh and Clams Program - 1999

71121011:49 PM
s:\wqs~tential soUle88.x1s
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Rwacs WATERSHED LOCAll(l!:! POTENTIAL DATMNFOSOURCE
~ How to proceed

R9IewlEvaluate WATERBODY POTENTlAL

NO·1
POLLUTANT§!!!! Name Hydrogeologic Nalnltlve

LenglhlArea
Document

Dale Roc'd
O.tes of

Contact
RWOCB

UnilNo. Descrlptlon Tille SampDng Contact

carlsbad Los !'<masquitos 906.100tl\l\I bacteria, pesllcldes, SW monitoring Review SW monlloring reports?
KERIlUNDM.ESLIE 4 Inhouse D. Gibson Contadwho?(conUnued) Creek 906200 palhogens report

revtewaaUl. see at~l 8mau to
906.100 Ihl\l 2 sites: upstream cf Black MIn Rd turbidity, ms, SDRWOCB 1998

.,
Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.

906200 & af Cobbleslone Creek Ad nu1rienls
-uneta Pardy Sheet ,. Inhouse 61'3198

sa"l'flng Pardy. Check w11h pardy to .ee W

nllrogen. ., Review data submitted.
Reidy Creek 904.62

phosphol\lO, IutbldUy
samples taken 3130101 3/12101 R. Dlmenstien

SanEnjo San Etijo Logoon alOcean Cove CIty ofEnclnit.aoM~oI ., revfewdaf.a
Lagoon 90.0.81

Dr. dlazinon, malathion Stonnwater Permit Compftance In house 1/25/00 Keny Mmer, cry Manager
Report (90-42)

CIty of Encinitas Municipal ., review data
904.61 Easl Manchesler .1 B Camino Real dlaztnon, chlorpyrifos Stormwaler Permit Compliance In house 2l23I00 Keny Miller, City Manager

Report (90-42)

May,Sop & ., review dataSan Marcos
904.50 4s11es 8M1 SDRWQCB: 1999 Biological

In house Nov 98.
James M. Hanington

Creek Assessmenl Annual Report
Maygg jharringOospr.dfg.ca.gov

reVIew dala. see 31:YUl emad 1013 sites: al Rancho Santa Fe Rd, al lumldlty, ms, SDRWQCU 1998
.,

Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.904.50
McMahr & at Rancheros Drive nutrients

"llnda Pardy Sheet I" in house 61'3198
.a"l'flng Pardy. Check with pardy to ••ell

IhArAiAmnm

Trace elements and ., review data

904.50 Organic Chemlcats In
Toxics SubsJance MonWorlng

Inhouse Aug-99 D. Rassmussen L.Pardy
FIsh and CIamo

Program·l999

San Marcos Feb & TomAchter ..... review info. Follow up?

Loke 904.52 reservoir oA. trash, others? Letter and Photos to J. RoberbJS 14-May-ol
AprB,Ol (760) 744-4308

., review data
ROWD FISh Hatchery 4J3Mll

..... Review tener and data? Need
Escondido Q-eek 904.62 dlazJnon wet wealher rnonftoring data Apr· 00 CIty of Encinitas l.Pardy addltlonal? Follow-up with CIty 01

EncInilas

CIty of SO. aty 01 ..... Review SW IT'<Jnhortng reports?
904.62 eutrophication M. Porter Contact who?

Esa>ndido

..... Review data .ubmltted. a>taln

904.62 'ulbldity,mS, DWRelecfile 5/4101 Gary GIlbreath. Dept of L.Pordy other files submlted to Linda.
nltrales Waler Resources Obtain sample IocaUona from Gary.

See emait to KC.
revtew data. see arM.ll emaa to

lutbldity, ms, SDRWOCB 1998 .,
1racy Weddle 0 NPS from L.904.62 below Harmony Grove Bridge

nutrienta
"Unda Pardy Sheet I" In house 61'3198

sompOng Pardy. Check with pardy to ... W

t~..:-eDi'lA~'ee ar~U1 emad to
1utbIdhy, ms, SDRWOCB 1998 - Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.904.62 Bfin Forest al Harmony Grove

nutr1en1s
"llnda Pardy Sheet 1" In house 8/3/98 sampnng Pardy. Check w11h pardy to ... if

turbidity, ms, ~=~~~aee::t/:YUl emaft \0
SDRWOCB 1998 ..... Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.904.62 ? nutrlenls, trace "linda Pordy Sheel I" In house 6129198
.a"l'flng Pardy. Check with pardy to aee Welements

fhArAbtrnnN'l
Trace eiementa, ., review dala

_.62 near Elfin Foresl Park dlazlnon and Organlc ToxIco Sub.tance Mon"orlng
In house Aug'99 D. Rassmussen l.PardyChemfcaIo In FIsh Program· 1999

aooClams

CIty 01 EncinItasM~al ., review data
4118100&904.62 al Lo Bajada Dip dlazlnon Stormwaler Pennh Compliance

5124/00
Keny Miller, CIty Manager

Report (!lG-42)

CRy of EnclnIIao Munlclpsl ., review dala
4118100 &904.62 al Wiklflower Drive dlazJnon Stonnwaler Permil Compliance

5124100
Keny MI1Ier, aty Manager

Report (90-42)

5 oIIes: upstream of Lo Bajada reviewdala
Brdge, al Elfin Forreol TralIer Par1<.

Nutrtents, pH, TSS, DIs<:harge monllortng report In Daryl HiD. aty of904.62 at Counlry Club DrIva, allhe
TDS,VSS co"'fJl1ahce of Order 98-10 In housa Escondklo C. Cfernente yeo

granlJa yard, downstream of
Harmony Gorve Brtdge

May, Sop & ., revtewdala
904.62

5 rim.. cfownolnlam 01 Hennony
BMf SORWOCB: 1999 Biological

In house Nov 98,
James M. HanIngton

Grove Bridg. Assessmenl Annual Report
May 99

jhanfngOospr.dfg.ca.gov

sDRWaca: 1999 Biological May, Sop &
iJomeo M. Hanlngton - review dala

904.62 5 rffftes downstream of Bftn Foresl
BMI In housa . Nov 98,Resort Assessmenl Annual Report

May 99 jhanfngOospr.dfg.ca.gov

., review data
904.62

5 riffles upstream of Rancho Santa
8MI

SDRWaca: 1999 Biologlcsi
In house May-98

James M. Hanington
FeRd Assessment Annual Report jharringOospr.dlg.ca.gov

7/121011 :49 PM
.~wq.1303d1l.",,0Ienllal sourt:es.x1.
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RWQCB WATERSHED LOCAnON POTENTIAL DATAIINFO SOURce ~ How to proceed
POlENTlAL

ReviewlEvaluale

NO·1
WAlERBOOY ILength/AmI

POLLUTANT
ID!!! Hydrogeologic I Narrallve Document IDale Rec'd I Dales 0' I RWacBName

UnftNo. DescrlpUon nue Ssmpnng
Conlacl

Conlacl

7/121011:49 PM
s:\wqs\303dlisl\potenlial sources.xls
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RWQCB WA"JERSHED ~ PDTENTlAL PATAIlNFO SOURCE P!!!l Haw to pmeeed
POTENTIAL

ReviewlEva'uate

N01

WATERBODY
Narrative POLLUTANT Document Dales 01 RWQCBStaff Hydrogeologic

LenglhlArea DalllRec'dName
Unit No. Descrtpiton TIlle SompOng

Contact Conlacl

KERI 5 San Dlegulto

.... review data
San Diegullo 905.11 organics Toxles So.d>.tance Mon!lcrlng

In house JuI.OO D. Rassmussen L Pardy
Lagoon Program - 2000

MTBE, Nulrients. .... review dala

K!I Co...,n Creek 905.?? IDS. TOC. Gordo,,",
data mes submitted by

5/15101
Jan 98- Jeff PaseklRon Coas. O. Gibson

organics CiIy 01 San Diego Jan 01 CilyolSD

.... review data
IDS. Bacteria. data mes submitted by Jan 96- Jeff Pasekll1cn Cosa,

Del Dio. Creek 905.11
Nulrients Chy 01 San Diego

5/15101
Jan 01 Cilyol SD

D.Glbson

.... review data
Organics. Metals.

Fellclta Creel< 905.23
DOC. NH3. N02. data files 6ubmitted by

5/15101
Jan 96- Jeff PaseklRon Coast D.Glbson

IDS. TOC. TKN. City of San Diego Jan 01 CiIy 01 SD
Co6fonns, Pesticides

.... review data
905.23 metals & organics ToxIcs So.d>stance Mon!lcrlng

In house JuI.OO D. Rassmuss"" L PardyProgram - 1998

.... review data
Green Valley 9OS.1?

Organlca. MTBE, data liIes submitted by
5/15101

Jan 98- Jeff Pasekll1cn Casa.
D. GIbson

Creek NutrI..... Metais CiIy of San Diego Jan 01 CiIy of SO

.... review data
data files submitted by Jeff PaseklRon Coas.

Lake Hodges 905.21 ...ervo~ bacteria?
CiIy of San Diego 5/15101

CiIy of SD
D.GIbson

.... review data
SU1hertand data liIes so.d>mItIed by Jeff PaseklRon Cass.
Reservoir

905.53 .......,lr bacteria?
CiIy 01 Son Diego

5/15101
CiIy of SD

D. Gibson

71121011:49 PM
s:lwqs\'303d6sl1Jolentlalsources.xfs
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RWQCB WATERSHED LOCATION POTENTIALDA~OSOURCE Data How to proceed
POTENTIAL

RevfewJEvatuate

NO·1

WATERBODY POlLUTANT
§!!!! Name

Hydrogeologic Narrative
Length/Area

Document
Date Rec'd

Dates 01
Contact

RWOCB
Unit No. DescrtpUon nUB Sompllng Contact

JOAN 6 Penasqultos

May,Sep& .... revfewdata

Carron ern Creek 906.1 ?
5 riffles downstream of 1·805 & BMI

SDRWOCB: 1999 Biological
Nov OS,

James M. Harrington
Sorrento Vlly Ad Assessment Annual Report

Maygg iharringOospr.dfg.ca.gov

los Penaqultos 906.100 tIuu May, Sep & .... review data

2 shes BMI
SDRWOCB: 1999 Biological

In house NovOa,
James M. Harrington

Creek 906200 Assessment Annual Report May 99
jharringOospr.dfg.ca.gov

.... review dala
Miramar Reservob data files slbmltted by Jeff PaseklRon Coos,

908.10 reservoir bactarta?
COy 01 San Diego

5/15101
COy 01 SD

D.Glbson

C. Clemente. J.
See Joan re: changes 10 nsUng?

Mlsslon Bay 906.00 baclerta in house
Brackin

Toxles SIb'lance Monftoring ....
AoseCreek 906.40 metals & organtcs Program· 1997

In house Jun-97 D. Rassmussen L. Pardy

May,Sep& .... review data
Rattlesnake 902.930 & 5 riffles adjacent to HDlary Prk BMI

SDRWOCB: 1999 Biological
In house Nov 98,

James M. Harrington
Craek 906200 Assassmen1 Annual Report Maygg jharringOospr.dfg.ca.gov

revtew data. see 3fbftll email to
902.930& nutrients, IDS, SDRWOCB 1996 .... Tracy Weddle ONPS from l.
906200

at Hilleary Parl< (oft Community Ad)
!UJbldity

"linda Pardy Sheet I" In house 6/3/96
.ampfing Pardy. Check with pardy to see ff

.... review dala

Tecolote Creek 906.50 organics
ToxIcs SIb.tance Monltortng

In house Ju!.OO D. Rassmussen L.PardyProgram • 2000

Dr. Kaufman & Dr. .... Sent email to Dr. BoudralslDr.

906.50 waler chemlsby Boudrais, USD Kaufman. no response. Hiram Iron

Josh Garda Baykeeper will """" him get back
to me. Never rec'd Into

May, Sep & .... review data
5 riffles upstream of Gardena Ave SDRWOC8: 1999 Biological James M. Hanfngton

906.50
& Cross SI.

BMI
Assessment Annual Report

In house Nov 98.
jharringOospr.dfg.ca.gov

May 99

baclerfa,peslicldes,
Revlaw SW monitoring reports?

906.50 SW monltortng report In housa D.Gibson Contact who?
pathogens

71121011:49 PM
.~wqs\'lOOd1l'~lent1alsoUll:OS.xIs
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RWOCB WAJERSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL DATMNFO SOURCE Dale How to proceedPOTENTIAL
ReviewlEvaluate

No. ,

WATERBODY
POLLUTANTHydrogeologic Narrallve Document Dales 01 RWOCB§!!!1 Name

UnltNo. DescrlpUon
LenglhlArea

TIUe
Date Rec'd

SampRng
Contact Contact

JIMMY/AlAN 7 San Diego

.... review InfoAJveredo Creek to
907.11 Near Adobe FaDs Rd bacteria Union Tribune. 14 March 2000,

28-Feb-OOSO Rive< A-I &A-7

!Jeff PaseklRon Cass, .... review dataBCapilen data IDes stdlmilled by
Reservoir

907.31 bacteria?
City 01 San Diego 37026

City 01 SO
D. Gibson

SO River Photographi:: Tour of 8 .... review Info
FanltaCreek ? nU1rlents, 1rash PoUuted Watershed· Santee Van K. Collinsworth

Segment

SO River Photographic Tour of 8 .... review info
Forrester Creek 907.13 nubients. trash PalMed Watershed. Santee Van K. eorrDlSworth

Segment

acid I water I copper .... nMe'Ndata
Referral· Co 01 SO Dept 01 Bob Griswold, Co 01 SO007.13 1150 Bradley Ave mIx1ure 1l>-2Q
Envrton Heahh SI2I01 1-May-Ql

DEHgalbns

.... revtew data
907.13 1150 West Bradley /We NaOH, 1,000 gallons Letter to J. Medina from R.

!hJuI-OO
Rk:hard Odiorne, City

Odiorne Engineer, City of B Cajon

.... revtew data400' before Junction wi Washington chlorine, copper, City of EJ Cajon NPDES Reid 11/I/1l3end Luis AnguJo.Landeros,907.13
Charmel Phenol, delergen1s Screen Data llf2/93 Engineering TecImlcIan

.... review data
007.13 To the East of City Shops

chbrine, copper, City of EI Cajon NPDES FIeld 1111/1l3end Luis AnguJo.Landeros,
Phenol, delerganls Screen Data llf2/93 Engineering T_an

.... rev\ewdata
907.13 MarshaU & B. Mitchel dlIorine, copper, City of B Cajon NPDES FlekI 1111/1l3end Luis AnguJo.Landeros,

Phenol, detergents Screen Data llf2/93 Engineering T_an

Sep94,May .... review dala

chlorine, OOPPe<, 98, Nov 97.

007.13
N of 1-8 bfW MagnaUa Ave &

phenol delergenls, City of B Cajon NPDES FlekI Jan99,June Luis AnguJo.Land.....,
Johnson Ave

ammonia SaeenDate 99,00099, Robert Griswold
Jan 01 (No
June 987)

.... review data
Sep94,Msy

dtlorine. copper, 98, Nov 97,

907.13
N of Vernon Way btw Johnson Ave

phenol, dele<gen1s, City of EJ Cajon NPDES Field June 98,Jan Luis Angub-Lenderos,
& MarshaD Ave

ammonia ScreenDa.. 99,June 99, Robert GlIswold
Dee: 99,Jan

01

Sep94,Msy .... review data

cI1Iorine, OOPPe<,
96, Novrn,

907.13 at North City Limn phenol, detergents, City of EJ Cajon NPDES Reid June 98, Jan Luis Angub-Lenderos,
ScreenDa.. 99. June 99, Rober1Griswoldammonia

Dee: 99,Jan
01

.... revfewdata
San Vicente

90721 bacteria?
data IDes stdlmllted by

5/15101
Jeff PaseklRon eo..

D. GibsonReservob" City of San Diego City 01 SO

SO River Photographic Tour of a .... review data
Sycamore

907.12 nub1enta, trash PalMed Welershod • Santee 5/15101 Van K CollinsworthCynCreek
Segmen1

907.12
5 sltes: 2 upstream of Padre Dam, Nlmls, IDS, Flow, Discharge monitoring report In

GIllY Canfield, Padre Dam
Cldara

1 at pt of discharge, 2 downstream CoUIa... compliance 01 (Jrde< 911-60 Clemen1e
yes

.... review dala
dara IDes .tdlmllted by. Jeff PasekIRon Co..907.12 nU1rlenls
City of San Diego

5/18101
City of SO

O.GDbson

.... review data
Famosa Slough 907.11 organics

Tox1c8 Std>stence Monltortng
In house JuI-OO D.-.mussen L.PardyProgram • 2000

.... _dara
data IDes .tdlmilled by Jeff PasekIRon Cass,Murray Reservoir 907.11 reservoir bacteria?
City of San Diego

5/15101
City of SO

O. Gibson

7/121011:49 I'M
8:\wqs\303dIlsl'4»olenliaiaources.xIa
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RwacB WAJ£RSHED. LOCATION POJ£NT1AL DATAnNFO SOURce Data How to proceed
POJ£NT1AL

RevlewlEvaluate

~O·I
WATERBODY

POlLUTANT RWOCBHydrogeologic NaITllUw Document Dates 0'~ Name
Unit No. Descrtptlon

Longll1lArea
Tille Date Roc'd

Sampling
COnlBcl

Contact

.... review data
JIMMY/AlAN 7

San Diego
San Diego River 907.00

lUlbldity, IDS,
DWRelocWa In house

Gary Gilbreath.
l. Pardy(continued} nitrates Dept. ot Water Resourees

SO River Pholographic Tour of a .... revfeW'data
!107.110lltru

907.410 nUlrients.lrash PoDuted Walershed - SBl11ea Van K. CoDlnswol1h
Sagmenl

revaew cUrta. see 3'tJiU1 emaa 10
nutrienlS, IDS, SDRWOCB 1998 .... Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.907.11 upstream of Mission Dam

turbIdity
"linda Pardy Sheet 1· In house 612/98

sampling Pardy. Check wllIt pardy 10 .aa "
rhAhlllR rnnrA
reVIew data. lee ::stM11 email to

nutrients, IDS, SDRWOCS 1998 .... Tracy Waddle ONPS from L.907.11 Mission T,"Us Reg Park
turbldity "llnda Pardy Sheet 1· in house 612/98

a.mpilng Pardy. Check wlllt pardy 10 aea "

~=...r&l:~8ee 3'ttfUl emad 10
nutrients, IDS, SDRWOCS 1998 .... Tracy Weddle ONPS from L.907.11 Fashion Valley Ad

turblOlly
"Und. Pardy Sheet 1· In house 812198

sampling Pardy. Check wi", pardy 10 .aa"
IllAfA iR flWVA

.... revtew data
907.11 nutrients, IDS,

SWOdala 514101
Gary GObr..",

lUrblOlly (818) 543-5653

.... revfew'data
Attachment B of letter re: ONA

~7thru08/l
Suzanne M. Michel907.11 Bacleria

Section 303(d) Listing
5115101

San Diego Bayl<eeper

May, Sep& .... review data
907.11 5 rilfIes ups1Jeam of Mission Dam eM! SORWQCB: 1999 Biological

In housa Nov 98, James M. Harrington
Assessment AnnualR~

May 99
jhaningOospr.dlg.ca.gov

May,Sep& .... review data
5 riffles downstream of boundary of SORWOCS: 1999 Biological James M. Harrington907.11 Mission Tralls ~ark

eM!
Assessmenl Annual Repot1 In house Nov 98.

jhaningOospr.dfg.ca.gov
May 99

May, Sep & .... review dala
5 rilfIes adjacen1lo River Vaney SDRWOCS: 1999 Biological James M. Hanington907.11 Golf Course

BMI
Assessment Annual RepOrt In house Nov 98,

jharrlngOospr.dfg.ca.gov
May 99

.... review data
MTBE and lIta Future of Clean Maythru T1sa BIzzart, SenIor Thesis907.11 lakeside WeDs MTBE, benzene
Water in lakesi:Ie. Ca6fomla

5115101
July,1999 SOSU

Lakeslae - A HIVer HUS Ihrough .... review data
trash, eutrophication. II PhoIogTaphIc and N.... Diane York:907.11 lakeside Area

other poDutants ArtIcle Tour Potential Sotm::e of
5115101

(619) 443-3267
rlAlA fmm "FAA Inll'fVt.linl'Ilinn

.... revJewdata
lJcIl17 thru Hiram Sarabta I Susan907.11 bacteria Oala Review AUachment A 5/14101
SepOO !ofochel

K.CoIe

review memo. Contact DFG7
907.11 DO FIsh Kill memo In SO River Inho..... 8131/0( DFG L. BrownIG. Petersmemo

907.11 1999 sampDng uts Taytor 51 metals & "'llanlcs
Toxles SubstaQ::e Monitoring

in house
6/1/1997 and

O. Rassmussen l.Perdy
, ....

Prog",m - 1997 and 1999 8123/99

7/121011:49 PM
s:\wqs\303dnst'potentlal sources,xla
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RwacS WATERSHEO LOCATION PQTENTIAL OATAnNFO SOURce Data How to proceed
POTENTIAL

ReviewlEva"'''

No. \

WATERSODY
Hydrogeologic NarraUve POLLUTANT Document Dates of RWacS!!!!tt Name

UniINo. Description
Length/Area

TIlle
Date Rec'd

Sampling
Contact

Contalrt

KYLE 8 Puebto

....
1ChollasCreek 908.22 trash plc1ures Jan-2001 K. OIewnik

.... review data
Toxlca Substance Monltnrlng

908.22 organlca
Program - 2000

lnl10use Jul-OO O. Aassf.nussen L. Pardy

Chollaa Creek Water auaDiy .... review data

908.22 Main Channel al end 01 Dursnt St
IDS, nulrfenta,

Sampling 1999-2000 Wet- In house 11l99-2OOO City 01 SO
B. ToblerlD.

pesticides, melais
Weafher Season

Gibson

Chollaa Creek Waler QuaDiy .... _data
Main Channel· jusl north 01 SR 94 IDS, nutrlenla,

908.22
and 1-15 pesllcldes,metals

Sampling 1999-2000 Wet- In. house 11l99-2OOO City 01 SO
Weather Season

ChoDa. Creek Water QuaDiy .... review data
908.22

Main Channel· Home Ave near IDS, nutrlenla,
Sampling 1999-2000 Wel- Inhouse 11l99-2OOO CilyolSO

PoDce Canlne Tralnlng FIeld pesticides, metals
Weather Season

Chollaa Creek Waler auaDiy .... _data

908.22 South Branch - 38th St Bridge
IDS, nutrlenta,

Sampling 11l99-2ooo Wel- Inhouse 11l99-2OOO Cily 01 SO
pesUddes, mebda Wea1her Season

Chollaa Creek Weier QuaDiy .... review data

908.22 South Branch· Federal Blvd IDS, nutrlenla,
Sampling 11l99-2ooo Wel- In house 11l99-2OOO City 01 SO

pesUcldes. metals
Weather Season

Chollaa Creek Water QuaDiy .... review data

908.22
South Branch - Just south 01 IDS, nulrfen1s,

Sampling 11l99-2ooo Wa~ Inhouse 11l99-2OOO CilyolSO
Jamacha Rd a169th 51 peslici:les, metals

Weafher season

.... revfew data

7th Street 908.31 organics
Toldca Substance Monitoring

Inhouse JuI-OO O. Rassmussen L. Pardy
Program - 2000

.... review dala
Paradise Creek Toldca Substance Monitoring
Marsh

908.32 oflllU1lca Program - 2000
Inhouse JuI.OO D. Rassmussen L. Pardy

San Diego Bay .... Need 10 gel data !rom lesley &

908.00 copper SPAWAR L. DobeDan Po_ P1anl data fmm P.RichleJ.
Harbor IsIsnd Contact ChuckIIlar1al SPAWAR

D.Jayne .... Spoke with P. M1chael ra: source 01
San Diego Bay

908.00
benthfccomm. BPTCP 1998 Amendment, SW

Port Aulhortty
D.llart<er Info. RevIew BPTCP 1998

SwIlZeJCreek loxlcliy ..,nltnrlng report P.Mlchael adden:fum.
L.Pardy
D.Jayne .... review data

San Diego Bay
908.00 State Muasel Watd195-97 1995-1997

D.llat1<er
SwlIZeJCreek P.Mk:hael

L.Pardy

.... _data

San Diego Bay 908.00
benthfcoonun,

SCCWRP Blghl 98 Study
Sieve Bay P.Mk:hael

loxlcliy Ken SChIff L.Pardy

7/121011 :49 PM
s:'wqsI303dD.\'t><>lenUat aoun:es.xis
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,
RWacB WATERSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL OATAIINFO SOURCE !1!!! How 10 proceed

POTENTIAL
RevfewlEvatuate

NO·1
WATERBODY POllUTANT

!!l!!!! Name
Hydrogeologic NarTBtlve Length/A....

Doc.....nt
Dale Roc'd

Dates 01
Conlect

RWacs
Unit No. Descrtption TIlle sampDng Conlact

KYLE 9 Sweetwater

Loveland
heavy metals.

transmfttalletter w/7197 - 1101 71311171hnJ Pete Bamov, Sweetwater ..... Review d.... submilted. Follow-up
909.31 InorvsnJc chems, 4112101 D. Gibson with Pete Bamov andIor Troy

Reservob" many other dlems
monitoring data 2/24/00 Aulhorily Murphree al SWA

Sweetwater
heavy melsls,

transmittal letter w/7197 - 1101 71311171hnJ Pete Bamov, Sweetwater ..... Review d.... submllled. Follow-up
90921 inorganic chems, 4112/00 D. GIbson with Pele Bamov and/or Troy

Reservob" many other chems monitoring data 2/24/00 Aulhorily Murphree .1 SWA

9120199, ..... review data

909.211 riverlreservoir??
data liIes submllled by

4112101
11_.

Patricia Schiffer K.CoIe
USGS 9I5lOO.

3I20I01

..... review data

Alvarado Creek 909.11 metals & organics
Taxies Substance Monitoring

Inhouse Jun-98 D. Rassmussen l.Pardy
Program - 1998

..... revtew data
Sweetwaterl 909.12 metals & organics Toxics Substance Monitoring

Inhouse Jut-98 D. Rassmussen l.Pardy
SattMarsh Program - 1998

..... review data

909.12 organics Toxics Substance Monllortng
Inhouse Jul-OO D. Rassmussen l.Pardy

Program - 2000

Sweetwater Troy Murphree, ..... Per Porter contad Murphree for
909.12190921 eutrophlcallon M. Porter Info/dala

River Sweetwater Authority

..... revtew dala. see 315101 emaQ to
909.1001hru

at Hwy 79 near 18
nutrients, lOS, "Und. Pardy Sheet 1" 612198

SDRWOCB 1998 Tracy Weddle ONPStraml.
909.300 IU1bIdlty s.mpllng P.rdy. Check with pardy 10 see If

there Is more.

..... review data. see 3/5101 email to
909.100 IhnJ upstream 01 Hwy 94 (Campo Ad)

nulrlenls, lOS,
"Und. Pardy Sheet I" 612198

SDRWOCIll998 Tracy Weddle ONPS!rom l.
909.300 bnbidIIy sampOng Pardy. Check with p.rdy III see K

there is more.

..... review data. see 315101 emaD to
909.1001hnJ

downstream of WiDow SI
nutrients, lOS,

"Unda Pardy Sheel I" 612198
SDRW0CIl1998 Tracy Weddle ONPS tram l.

909.300 bJrbIdi1y sampling P.rdy. Check with pardy 10 see K
lhere Is more.

May,Sep& ..... review data
5 riffles downstream of Riverside SORWace: 1999 Biological James M. HarrIngton

9.100 IhnJ 9.300
Dr near 1-8

BMI
Assessment Annual Report

Nov 99,
ilharringOospr.dlg.ca.govMay 99

May, Sep & ..... revtew data
909.1001hnJ SDRWace: 1999 Biological James M. Hanington

909.300
S rilIIes upstream 01 Hwy 94 BMI

Assessment Annual Report
Nov 98,

jhaningOospr.dlg.ca.gov
May 99

May, Ssp & ..... review data
909.1ootluu 5 riffles downstream of Sweetwater SDRWace: 1999 Biological James M. Harrington

909.300 Ad
BMI Asaessment Annual Report

Nov 99,
jhaningOospr.dlg.ca.gov

May 99

Toxics Substance Monitoring .....
909.12 metals & organics

Program -1997
Inhouse Jun-97 D. Rassmussen l.Pardy

71121011:49 PM
s:lwqsI303dns!'IWlsnllalsources.xls
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c

RWQCB WAn;RsHEO LOCATION POn;NT1AL OATAnNFO SOURCE Q!!!! How 10 proceed
POTENTIAL

RevtewlEvaluate

No·1
WATERBOOY POllUTANT

§!!!! Hydrogeologic Na.....lIve
Lenglh/A....

Document Oates of RWacs
Name Unit No. Description TIDe

Date Rec'd
Samptlng

Contact
Contact

KERf 10 Olay

..- review data

Ol1lYCreek 90120 Letter from Bay Keepers 5115101 Bruc:eRezni'k

1"oxles subslance Monlloring ..-
Olay River 910.20 metals & organics

Program· 1991
In house Jun.97 O.-......sen l. Pardy

..- review data
lowerOtay

910.31 reservoir bacteria? dala mes submitted by
5115101

Jeff PaseklRon Cass,
D. Gibson

Reservoir City 01 San Diego City 01 SD

71121011:49 PM
s:lwqsl303dllsl'j>o1enllal sources.xls
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,
YlAI!RSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL OATAIINFO SOURCERWOCB POTENTIAL

Data How to proc::eed
RevlewJEvaluate

NO·1
WATERBODY

POlLUTANT
Stall Hydrogeologic Nanatlvll Document Dales of RWOCB

Name
Unit No. Descrlpllon

Length/Area
nde

Dale Rec'd
Sampling

Contact
Conlacl

LISA 11 TIjuana

Morena data mes submitted by ... review data
911.50 reservo. bact_? 5115101

Jeff PaseklRon Cass,
D. GibsonReservoir CIty of San Diego CiIy 01 SO

... reviewdatll

Barrel lake 911.30 reservo.
Pesticides, organics, data liIes slbmiUed by

5115101
Jen PasekIRon Cass.

D. Gibson
MmE, TOS, Metals CIty 01 Sen Diego CIty 01 SO

Coltonwood 2nd Street slDrm draln pipe outlan,
CIty 01 EneInitas Municipal ... review data & discuss wI lindy

911.20 dlazinon Stormwater Permit Comp!1ance 2/1/00 Keny Miller. CitY Manager L. Perdy Pardy r.., and \hen City 01
Creek Moonllghl Beech

Reporl (90-42) Encinitas for roore Info

Tamp, TOS, DO, pH, ... review data

911..20 also includes Troy Creek
ORP, Row Rate, data files slbmiUed by

5115101
Jan96- Jen PaseklRon Cess.

D. Gibson
Metals, Ben. Com CIty 01 San Diego Jan 01 CIty ot SO

Analysls

... reviewdala
longCenyon data files submitted by Jange· Jeff PaseklRon Cass,
Creek

911.60
CIty 01 Sen Diego

5115101
Jan 01 CIty 01 SO

D. Gibson

... review data
Pine Vaney data files submitted by JanU6- Jeff PaseklRon CoaSt

Creak
911.30

City of San Diego
5115101 Jan 01 Cily 01 SO

D. Gibson

review data

Pfne Creek 911.30 5bcations Conforms, Nutrients,
USDA Forest Sentlce SampOng 6127/01

Jan -Sop, Ron Wright, USDA Forest
JOnmy/Keri YesTOS, TurI>idity 1998 Service

V'
review data

data files slbmiUed by Jan96- Jeff PaseklRon Cosa,la Posta Creek 911.60
CIty 01 San Diego

5115101
Jan 01 City 01 SO

D. Gibson

Temp, TOS, DO, pH, ... review data

K1tdlen Creek 911.60
ORP, Row Rate, data files slbmiUed by

5115101
Jan 96- Jeff PaseklRon Cass.

D. Gibson
Metals. Ben. Com CIty of San Diego Jan 01 CIty 01 SO

Analysls

... review data
NobIeCenyon data files stbmftted by Jan 96- Jeff PaseklRon Cess,
Creek

911.41
CiIy of San Diego

5115101 Jan 01 C1tyolSD
D.Gibson

... review data
Nutrients, Metals.

data files slbmiUed by
1fl6lO1.

Tljuana RIver 911.00 Organlca, Pesticides,
USGS

4/12101 2113101, Pabicla SchIffer K.CoIe
Sedlrnenlalion 2/23/01

Toxfcs Substance Monllorlng ...
911.11 metals & organics

Program -1997
Inhouse Jun-97 D. Rassmussen L. Pardy

Check wI K. Dorsey re: neighbor

Tljuana Estuary 911.11 K. Domey Info.

7/121011049 PM
s:\wqs~B1'potenUa' aources.xts
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i WATERSHED LOCATION POTENTIAL DATAJlNfO SOURCERWOCS POTENTIAL
Data How to proceed

RevlewJEvaluate

No·1

WATERSOOY POlLUTANT
Stall Hydrogeologic Nanathle LengwArea Document Data Rec'd

Dates of RWacSName
UnIlNo. Description TIUe Sampling

Contact
Conlacl

bacteria, lox tesls, Ken Schilf, SCCWAP Review data available. FoUow-up
JOAN Olller Coaslfme coasdine

sedchems Bight 98 Sieve Bay, SCCWAP P. Michael with Sieve re: recommendations.
Chuck Katz SPAWAR

-- review data
Numerous
beacl1es through coasdine bacteria

SO County Beach Closure
5/15101

Clay Clifton (619)338- M. Porterl

Qu\COUnty
Reporll997, 96, 99 and 00 2386 K.CoIe

No Info of subslan::eIuse.
Coastfme coaslline SuririderRepori 8.Posthumous

JIMMYIKERI creeka creeks wet weather monitoring 1999-2000 Copermll1ees P.Hammer --

7N2IOll:49 PM
s:\wqs\9D3d1ist'potehtial 80urces.Xla
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